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Abstract 

I present a theory of program animation based on formal semantics. This 

theory shows how an animator for a language can be generated from a formal 

specification of that language. Such an animator presents a model of evaluation 

that is formally correct with respect to the semantics. The theory also provides a 

framework for comparing definitions of animation operations. 

The main part of the theory is the definition of an evaluation step. I compare 

two definitions. The first is based on the transitions used in the transitional style 

of structured operational semantics, and is motivated by the idea that these 

transitions represent an intuitive idea of a computation step. Unfortunately this 

definition produces unsatisfactory animations. However, it can be augmented to 

give one that better satisfies the needs of the user. 

Both of these definitions are given in the relational style of structured 

operational semantics. The first definition is based on an equivalence between 

the relational and transitional styles; I give a definition of this equivalence. I also 

discuss the relation between the definition of a step and the choice of semantic 

formalism. 

Views of a program in mid-evaluation can be defined by extending the 

specification of the programming language to include semantic display rules. 

Each semantic display rule specifies the display of one sub-phrase of the program 

in mid-evaluation. This approach is powerful enough to define a wide range of 

views. I also show how the definition of a step can be parameterised on a view. 

contd. 



More advanced operations can also be defined in terms of this theory. These 

operations and the views mentioned in the previous paragraph cover most of the 

features found in existing animators. This indicates that the theory is powerful 

enough to specify useful systems. The main feature that is not yet provided is 

the ability to define views that are specific to a single program. 

These ideas have been implemented in a system called The Animator 

Generator. Animators produced by The Animator Generator support multiple 

views and the advanced operations mentioned here. I give a brief description of 

this system. I finish by discussing how this work could be developed further. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

For almost as long as there have been computers for people to program, people 

have produced tools to show themselves what their programs actually do. These 

systems have helped people to debug their programs and to understand what 

other people's programs do. Similar systems have been used to teach people new 

programming languages and the basic concepts of proramming. 

The first debugging tools gave a murky view of a program, usually by letting 

people print the contents of specific memory locations (in hexadecimal). 

Nowadays most debuggers for imperative languages display the values of 

variables instead of memory locations, and can display them in a variety of 

formats. Modern debuggers also support a variety of stepping commands, 

breakpoints and other facilities. Debuggers for logic languages and functional 

languages provide similar (and often more advanced) facilities. 

A related trend has been the development of animated programs for teaching. 

Several early projects used films; nowadays the animations are usually produced 

on computers. Again the sophistication of views and commands have grown. 

These trends have converged to the point where they can be considered to be 

different aspects of the subject of program animation. Research institutes are 

producing debuggers that present views as complex as most of the teaching 

1 
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materials, and teaching systems are providing a range of commands that match 

the most sophisticated debuggers. 

In this thesis I marry this subject with the field of language independent 

programming environments. Several people have produced structure editor 

generators and compiler generators; I extend this approach to animator 

generators. An animator generator provides similar advantages to other sorts 

of generators, including reuse of code and the quick development of systems that 

share a common user interface across a range of languages. 

The development of an animator generator poses interesting semantic 

questions. The most important of these is how define an evaluation step. Nearly 

as important are the questions of how to specify the display of a program in 

mid-evaluation and how to define more advanced operations. 

I consider the generation of animators for imperative, eager applicative and 

logic languages, but not for non-deterministic or concurrent languages. 

1.1 Program Animation 

A program animator evaluates a program one step at a time. Each step 

changes the display. Thus the evaluation of the program is shown as an 

animated sequence of displays, just as a film consists of a series of frames. 

Compared to a film, a program animator has the advantage that the user has 

more control over the order and speed of the displays. 

The representation of the program source code and the current environment 

and memory is called a view of the program. An animator may show several 

views, each presenting a different aspect of the structure of source or of the 

current state. 
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For example, the following sequence of displays animates the evaluation of 

part of a program in a simple imperative language called Proc. Each display 

shows a section of the program, highlighting the phrase to be evaluated next or 

the phrase just evaluated in reverse video. As each phrase is evaluated it is 

replaced by its value. 

.i: U U -I I1 	— II.1' 

iF. 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Iback-eval 

undo 

-steplfforw-steplforw-ev all Forw-run 

The first display shows the program to be animated. A full animation would 

first step through the evaluation of the condition 'a > b' and then through the-

evaluation 

h€

evaluation of the appropriate branch. This sequence of displays shows the first 

part of this process. 

The animation starts by highlighting the first sub-phrase of the program to 

be evaluated: 

Lcmmandj  show T  marks Tantmate TI''. 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Iback-evalfback-steplforw-stepfForw-evall Forj-run 

The next display shows the result of the evaluation step. The highlighted 

occurrence of 'a' is replaced by the value bound to 'a' in the current 

environment. Other occurrences of 'a' would be evaluated independently when 

required: 

if 9 > b 
	 quit 1 

then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Iback-evaljback-steplfforw-steplfforw-eval! Forw-run 
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The next display shows the next phrase to be evaluated, without actually 

evaluating it: 

t!I!JuiU?-1It 	 ii.i 	ul1i 	1 	 undo 
if 2 > 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Iback-evallback-stepjforw-steplforw-evallforw-run 

The next display shows the result of the evaluation step: 

..j ul ul lii. Fl— ii.i 	ui1iI 	ii rinL undo 
if 2 > 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Iback-evallback-steplforw-steplfomi-evall Forw-run 

The animation of the remaining evaluation would first show the comparison 

produce the result fa1se' and then step through the evaluation of the second 

branch of the conditional expression. 

When people use a system, whether it be a cash point or a programming 

environment, they have a mental model of how the system works and how to 

interact with it. That model might be inaccurate or incomplete or both. A good 

program animator lets users compare their model of the program to its actual 

behaviour. This helps them perform several important tasks. Chapter 2 gives a 

more detailed discussion of how animators can support people performing four 

specific tasks. 
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1.2 Generating Program Animators 

An animator generator takes a formal semantic specification of a 

programming language L and produces a program animator for L: 

	

specification I 	 ( animator 
of L 	I 	 generator 

This process ensures that the model of evaluation presented by the animator 

is formally correct. I conjecture that if the user interface and the clarity of 

presentation are adequate, then an animator generator should produce optimal 

animators with a minimum of effort. Much work is needed to test this 

conjecture; this thesis is only a beginning. 

I conjecture that animator generators will help people in a range of activities. 

Chapter 3 discusses the role of animator generators in more detail. 

Existing language independent programming environments could be extended 

to include an animator generator as well as compiler generators and structure 

editor generators. This would increase the flexibility of the environments that 

they produce. 

1.3 A Theory of Program Animation 

Previous work on language independent systems has focussed on generating 

structure editors or compilers. Structure editor generators are based on 

compile-time information, ignoring dynamic semantics. Compiler generators use 

compile-time information too, but they also use dynamic semantics to relate 
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input to output. An animator generator requires even more; it needs a definition 

of an evaluation step, and a definition of how to display the program in 

mid-evaluation. 

To formalise these definitions we need a theory of animation. This theory 

must define a semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation, and define 

a step and views in terms of that representation. Such a theory also provides a 

framework for comparing different definitions of steps and views, and for 

examining different animation operations. 

Chapter 3 discusses the role of a theory of animation in more detail. The 

bulk of the thesis develops such a theory, based on structured operational 

semantics. This development includes a comparison of different definitions of a 

step. It also includes a definition of an equivalence between two styles of 

structured operational semantics. 

1.4 The Animator Generator 

A theory of program animation needs a demonstration of its practicality. One 

such demonstration for the above theory is the fact that it can describe all the 

operations and most of the program independent views mentioned in the review 

of useful features in Chapter 2. Another is the implementation of an animator 

generator, which is described in Chapter 12. 

This system is called The Animator Generator (capitalised to distinguish the 

name from the general idea of an animator generator). This system shows that 

the ideas presented in the thesis can be made into a practical tool. It allows a 

range of views to be defined for each language, supports several kinds of step, 

lets users step backwards through an evaluation, and provides some control over 
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what is displayed. It is not production quality software, but does indicate that a 

production quality system would be a practical project. 

The input to The Animator Generator is a specification written in a language 

called LSL (Language Specification Language). LSL is based on structured 

operational semantics, extended with the technique for specifying views 

introduced in Chapter 10. 

1.5 	Structure of the Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 explores the idea of animation in more detail. It shows how 

animators can support several important tasks, and introduces some features of 

existing animators that support particular tasks. These features are used to test 

that the theory developed in the thesis is sufficiently powerful to describe useful 

tools. 

Chapter 3 discusses the roles that an animator generator could fill, and sets 

out the problems that need to be solved in order to build one. It also discusses 

the difference between this work and existing work. 

Chapter 4 introduces two forms of structured operational semantics, called 

relational semantics and transitional semantics. These forms are used to develop 

the theory of animation in the following chapters. Chapter 4 also specifies the 

notation used throughout the thesis. 

Chapters 5 to 8 are concerned with the definition of an evaluation step. The 

first approach produces a definition based on the transitions used in transitional 

semantics, which give a definition of a computation step. A computation step is 

the smallest amount of computation that can be performed by a program. This 
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is shown to be inadequate for animation, and so Chapter 8 refines it to give a 

definition of an animation step. 

The division of this presentation into two stages achieves two goals. First, it 

demonstrates and contrasts the methodological differences underlying the two 

definitions. Second, it simplifies the explanation of the final definition by refining 

it from a simpler one. As a bonus, it develops an equivalence between the two 

forms of structured operational semantics which has some interest in its own 

right. 

Chapters 5 and 7 are concerned with transitional semantics. Since the main 

theory is expresses in relational semantics, readers who are primarily interested 

in the practical side of the work may skip these chapters. 

Chapter 9 describes several possible views of a program in some detail, and 

shows how a specification written in relational semantics can be extended to 

specify these views. It also discusses how multiple views can be defined. Most of 

the program independent views mentioned in Chapter 2 can be specified using 

this approach. (The specification of program-specific views remains an area for 

further research.) 

Chapter 10 describes several advanced animation operations in some detail 

and shows how they can be defined in terms of the theory developed in 

Chapters 5 to 8. All of the operations mentioned in Chapter 2 can be defined in 

this way. 

Chapter 11 sketches how pure Prolog could be specified in the theory 

developed in Chapters 4 to 10. It shows how the semantics of pure Prolog can be 

specified in relational semantics, and then shows that the animation of a simple 

program produces the same steps as an existing Prolog animator. It finishes with 

a discussion of how the view used by the existing animator could be specified in 

terms of the theory. 
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Chapter 12 gives an overview of The Animator Generator: how to use it, how 

to write specifications for it, how it is implemented, and what its shortcomings 

are. The input language for The Animator Generator is called LSL. Full details 

of how to use The Animator Generator and how to write specifications in LSL 

can be found in the forthcoming user manual [Berl. 

Chapter 13 discusses possible extensions to both the theory and the 

implementation. These extensions include integrating the animator generator 

with a compiler generator and extending the system to support 

non-deterministic systems. 

Chapter 14 reviews the thesis and restates the main results. 

The appendices give a definition of an animation step in transitional 

semantics, a guide to the notation and a specification of Proc in LSL. Finally 

there is a bibliography, an index of lemmas and propositions, and a general index. 

1.6 A Note on Terminology 

When discussing generators, one has to avoid confusing the roles involved in 

creating and using a system. I use implementer to mean someone who creates 

an animator generator, language definer to mean someone who specifies a 

language and creates an animator from that specification, and user to mean 

someone who uses the generated animator. Even if the same person does all 

three tasks, it is useful to keep the rOles separate. 

Also, I use program to mean a program being animated, tool to mean a 

software tool that analyses a program, and system to mean a suite of tools. 

When new terms are introduced in the text, they are written in bold font, 

as above. All definitions of terms are referenced by the index. The index 
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references all occurrences of all but the most common concepts. Appendix B is a 

short reference guide to the notation used throughout the thesis. 

1.7 Chapter Summary 

The main contributions of this thesis are the definition of a semantic framework 

for defining animation operations, the definition of an evaluation step in terms of 

this framework, the comparison of different definitions of a step, a notation for 

specifying views of a program in mid-evaluation, the design of LSL, and the 

implementation of The Animator Generator. Other contributions include a 

classification of views of programs and a definition of equivalence between two 

styles of structured operational semantics. 



Chapter 2 

Background: Animation 

This chapter explores the idea of program animation in more detail. It describes 

a range of tasks and shows how animators can support these tasks. For each 

task, it uses results from cognitive psychology to provide a framework that 

describes how people perform the task, and shows how the tasks can be 

supported by some of the features provided by existing animators. 

The tasks considered are: 

Learning a new language. 

Understanding someone else's programs. 

Debugging programs. 

Learning to program. 

The animators mentioned in the discussion of each task have been used 

successfully to support that task. The features that they provide form a checklist 

of views and operations that a theory of program animation should be able to 

describe. We will see in Chapters 9 and 10, which describe these features in more 

detail, that the theory developed in the rest of this thesis can indeed describe 

11 
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these features. This indicates that the theory is adequate to describe real 

systems. 

The role of an animator generator, and the problems that we must solve to 

create a theory of program animation, will be discussed in the next chapter. 

2.1 Task 1: Learning a New Language 

Cognitive psychology tells us that we learn a programming language by building 

a mental model of the entities that the language acts on and how it affects 

them [BOM81]. We derive these models from the way that programs behave, 

from the tools that we use, and from the documentation and training that we are 

given. The aim of the implementers and documentation writers should be to 

present the correct conceptual model of the system in such a way that the users 

will build the same mental model [Nor82]. 

A useful way of presenting the correct model, in any field, is to use an 

advance organiser [May81]. This is a model, such as a summary or diagram, 

that novices may use to structure the information they are given. The utility of 

advance organisers for novices, especially weaker novices, is well documented 

[May81 ,KB84,PF88]. 

In the case of teaching a programming language, Mayer [May81] suggests 

that a notional machine can be used as an advance organiser. A notional 

machine is an explicit model of the entities acted on by the language. (It is 

"notional" because these objects need not directly correspond to the actual 

hardware running the program). Mayer shows that people tend to understand a 

simple programming language better if they are given a diagram of an 

appropriate notional machine before a description of the language. 
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The design of a notional machine depends on the language that it is intended 

to illustrate. Du Boulay, O'Shea and Monk [BOM81] describe three notional 

machines. The first teaches a database query language by presenting a simple 

database. The second teaches assembly language by presenting a simple 

computer. The third teaches a high-level language by presenting a simple set of 

commands for turtle graphics; these commands can be combined using 

imperative concepts such as sequences, loops and procedures. One could also 

illustrate imperative languages by a set of variables, procedural languages by the 

procedure call stack, and Prolog by its search tree. These views (and others) 

could be combined as appropriate. 

The descriptions of notional machines in the references cited above are 

limited in that they only present a static picture, whereas programs are 

inherently dynamic. Animating these machines makes them more than just 

advance organisers; it allows people to see what the description of the language 

means in detail, applied to actual examples. People can use the animator to 

check their mental models against the actual behaviour of a program. 

The snapshots of programs in mid-evaluation that have been used as 

illustrations in books and lectures [CM84,W1184] attempt to animate notional 

machines. However, space constraints usually limit the number of steps that can 

be shown, and users can't choose which parts of the program to animate. 

Early attempts to overcome these limitations focused on the use of film. 

Examples include Baecker's work producing films for teaching micro-PL/1 and 

Logo [Bae75}, and Gross's films for teaching Fortran [Gro75]. (Baecker's paper 

contains a good bibliography of earlier work.) These films could show more steps 

than books, but they were still limited to particular programs. 

The limitation to particular programs was removed by implementing notional 

machines on computers. This allowed users to animate any program in the 

language. For example, Leap [Lea84] and Pangratz [Pan8l] describe animated 
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notional machines that teach the principles of assembly languages by showing 

the effects that programs have on a simple computer. These animators can be 

used with any programs and can be controlled by the user. Thus they are 

significantly more flexible than the pre-programmed systems. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that all these systems have helped people learn 

a new programming language. 

Experience with these systems suggests that an animated notional machine 

should display both the current state of the machine and also the program with 

the current phrase highlighted. This enables users to see what effect the 

highlighted part of the program has on the state of the machine. 

The main effect of some constructs is to return a value rather than to cause a 

change in the state of an underlying machine. This can be displayed by replacing 

each phrase of a program with its value when that phrase is evaluated [Lie84]. If 

a language forbids side-effects, this is all that needs to be displayed. 

Much psychological theory on how people learn is concerned with how people 

use existing knowledge to form analogies to help understand new knowledge (see 

[DM83] for an example). This work suggests that if someone is learning a new 

language that is similar to one they already know, it may be helpful to present a 

notional machine that is similar to one for the known language. Users can then 

transfer their knowledge about the old machine to the new one, so that they only 

have to learn the new features. Conversely, if they are learning a different style of 

language (such as a logic language when -they are used to imperative languages), 

presenting a different notional machine may help them deal with the differences. 

To summarise, this section shows that animators can help people to learn a 

new programming language. It also shows that the notional machine presented 

by the animator should be chosen carefully to suit the language. Such a 

presentation of a notional machine is a view of the program that is being 
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animated. Chapter 9 will show how several views can be defined in terms of 

structured operational semantics. 

2.2 Task 2: Understanding Someone Else's 

Programs 

By "understanding a program", I mean the task of working out what that 

program does and how it is structured. There are two ways that an animator can 

help users in this task. The first is by presenting views of the program that show 

the structure of the program. The second is by presenting views of the entities 

that the program manipulates. The first approach uses views that are 

independent of the program, whereas the second requires views that are 

particular to the program or application area. (In the rest of the thesis I 

concentrate on the more general first approach.) 

2.2.1 Method 1: Presenting the Structure of the Program 

Vessey [Ves85] has analysed the way that programmers debug other people's 

programs. She found that experienced programmers usually form a mental 

model of the overall structure of the program before looking for the cause of the 

bug, and always form such a model before making any changes. This is 

supported by Ward's anecdotal evidence [War86, pp. 41-21. 

Wiedenbeck [Wie86] shows that when experienced programmers read a 

program they look for key features that indicate the structure of the program. 

For example, a function called sort is an indication that something is being 

sorted, and a for loop is an indication that an array is being traversed. This 

supports Vessey's observation; the behaviour of the programmers suggests that 
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they are building a mental model of the structure of the program. This suggests 

that users may benefit from a system that presents the structure of a program. 

There are several ways that the structure of a program can be presented. 

Tischler, Schaufier and Payne [TSP83] show that experienced users benefit from 

seeing multiple views of a program when debugging. I believe that the same 

advantage applies when people are trying to understand someone else's code. 

By analogy with the argument for notional machines, it seems likely that an 

animated structural view would be more useful than one that isn't animated. 

Indeed, some aspects of a program's structure grow as the program is executed. 

One example of this is a procedure call graph of an imperative or functional 

program, or the search tree of a Prolog program. Several Prolog animators 

display a view of the search tree [DC86,EB86]. 

A particularly useful structural view of an imperative program is a slice. A 

slice is a mini-program consisting of those lines of the main program which affect 

the value of a given variable. It is useful because there is evidence that people 

often mentally construct slices when debugging [Wei82]. It seems likely that they 

also construct slices when trying to understand someone else's code. Indeed, the 

existing literature often fails to distinguish the two tasks. 

Chapter 9 describes several structural views in more detail. It also shows how 

these views can be defined in terms of the theory that I develop in Chapters 6 

to A. 

2.2.2 Method 2: Viewing the Data 

To view the entities that a program manipulates, we first have to decide what 

these entities are. At the lowest level that we are concerned with, they are 

entities of the programming language, but when writing programs we prefer to 

use higher levels of abstraction. 
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Brooks [Bro83] models a program as a series of levels of abstraction. The 

lowest level is the domain of the programming language. The highest level is a 

representation of the problem domain. This could be a direct representation such 

as a simulation of each object in the problem domain by an entity in the 

program, or it could be an indirect representation such as an equational 

description. According to Brooks, the programmer's task is to construct these 

levels and to define maps between them so that each level is defined in terms of 

the level below. 

We have seen that an animator can illustrate the lowest level of this model. 

Brooks's theory suggests that an animator would be more useful if it could also 

illustrate some of the other levels. 

This can be done by defining intuitive views of the data. For example, the 

BALSA system has been used to animate a wide range of programs [BS81,BS85]. 

BALSA runs on a network of workstations, each with a high resolution bitmap 

screen. It shows graphical versions of data structures, updating them as the 

program is evaluated. The high resolution screens allow quite complex examples, 

including finding the transitive closure of a graph and updating a binary tree. 

For very large data structures the whole data structure can be shown with little 

detail and a small window can be used to sure some sections in more detail. The 

system has been successful and popular with the students. 

BALSA has the disadvantage that the animations must be pre-programmed. 

Ideally we would like a system that could animate an existing program. For 

example, Graphtrace [GKS83] lets users display Pascal representations of graphs 

in graphical form. PV [BCH85] lets users attach a range of pictures to the 

variables of an imperative program. Garden [Rei87] lets the programmer design 

a pictorial display for each type, which can be used either for program output or 

for animation. 
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The systems mentioned in the previous paragraphs work with imperative 

programs. By contrast, logic and functional languages don't update fixed 

variables, but pass values around, so the distinction between program and data 

is blurred. Therefore to show the data pictorially there has to be a way of 

selecting parameters to display. For example, the Dewlap system [DC86} displays 

the search tree of a Prolog program and allows users to select all occurrences of a 

value. This could be extended to display that value pictorially. 

Another approach is to display an argument of a function every time that 

function is called. This is a simple extension to tracing mechanisms found in 

systems such as CAML [WmAL87]. 

2.2.3 Summary 

The evidence presented here, and our own intuition, suggests that animating a 

program can help people understand some aspects of the program. It also shows 

the importance of presenting different views of a program and its data. 

Structural views help people form a mental model of the program's structure. 

Views of the data at different levels of abstraction show how the program 

represents the entities of the problem domain. 

Chapter 9 will describe several of these views in more detail. It will also show 

how a specification of a language in structural operational semantics can be 

extended to include definitions of these views. 

The technique defined in Chapter 9 can only be used to define views that 

apply to any program written in the language. Specifying data views that are 

specific to a particular program or problem domain remains a topic for further 

research. I include the above discussion to show the current limits of my theory. 
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2.3 Task 3: Debugging 

Debugging is the task of finding and correcting the cause of an error in a 

program. I assume that the user already has a mental model of the structure of 

the program before starting the debugging task proper. We can assume that this 

is the case when people are debugging their own programs, and the psychological 

research cited in the previous section shows that experienced programmers 

approach the task of debugging someone else's code by first building a model of 

that code. 

Debugging techniques are part of the folklore of computer science. They are 

rarely analysed or taught formally; they develop more by trial and error and 

spread by word of mouth or informal articles and books such as [Cec84,War86, 

Tra79,Lau79]. However, some cognitive psychologists have conducted 

experiments to find out how people debug programs, and recently some 

computer scientists have begun to develop the area formally. 

This section first looks at a framework for discussing the debugging task, and 

then considers animation techniques for performing the task. 

2.3.1 Brna's Model Of Debugging 

Brna et. al. use a psychological model of the debugging process to guide their 

work on programming environments for Prolog. They present the following 

classification of bug descriptions [Brn8S]: 

Symptom: At this level bugs are described in terms of the visible effects of the 

program such as error messages, unexpected results or (non-)terrnination 

problems. 
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Program (mis)behaviour: This level describes bugs in terms of what the 

program does. Examples include infinite loops and unwanted successes of 

subgoals. 

Program code error: This level describes bugs in terms of errors in code. 

Brna gives two classification schemes at this level. The first is syntactic, 

including bugs such as missing predicates or clauses in a wrong order. The 

second is schematic, comparing written code to a set of program schemas, 

such as Prolog's 'failure driven loop'. This catches bugs such as a missing 

side-effect in a loop (which often results in an infinite loop). 

Underlying (mis)conception: This level describes bugs in terms of the 

user's model of the program, such as thinking that if a Prolog subgoal fails 

then the goal fails, or using a Prolog clause with the wrong mode. 

Brna claims that these levels of description reflect the process that people use 

to write a program (read them bottom to top), and also the process they use to 

debug a program (read them top to bottom) [BPB87]. 

Brna suggests that animators are useful for examining program misbehaviour 

with the aim of locating the program code errors that cause the misbehaviour. 

This is the essential task of debugging: to find the source of the observed 

erroneous behaviour. This applies both to debugging one's own programs and to 

debugging someone else's programs. An animator can provide operations that 

support this task. 

2.3.2 Views for Debugging 

Ward [War86] discusses the ways in which a program code error may be related 

to the corresponding program misbehaviour. He bases his discussion on the idea 
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of proximity, which describes the ways in which two pieces of code may be 

considered to be adjacent: 

Lexical proximity: Two pieces of code are lexically adjacent if one occurs 

immediately after the other in the source of the program. The detected 

effect of a syntactic error is usually lexically adjacent to its cause. 

Temporal proximity: Two pieces of code are temporally adjacent if one is 

executed immediately after the other. The effect of a bug in the control 

flow of a program is usually temporally adjacent to its cause. 

Referential proximity: Two pieces of code are referentially adjacent if they 

reference the same memory location and no references to that location 

occur between the times when they reference it. The effect of a bug in the 

data-flow of a program is usually referentially adjacent to its cause. 

From these definitions, Ward suggests his first principle of debugging. Using 

Brna's terminology, this says: 

"Every program misbehaviour is related to its corresponding code 

error either lexically, temporally or referentially." 

Chapter 9 will classify several views in terms of proximity. If users have a range 

of views that correspond to different types of proximity,they can choose one that 

is best suited to examining their current hypothesis. 

Unfortunately, Ward's classification isn't complete. It doesn't deal with type 

mismatches between different modules. We can extend his classification with a 

notion of static structural proximity to allow for this. This kind of proximity 

also applies to the structure of a program shown by a flow chart or parse tree. 

Ward's classification also excludes code linked by the choice of arguments to 

a function. Such pieces aren't linked referentially, since arguments aren't stored 
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in the memory; neither are they linked temporally, since an argument may be 

passed through several functions before it is used. This suggests a notion of 

dynamic structural proximity. This is particularly useful when debugging 

functional or logic programming languages. For example, the Dewlap system 

[DC86] can highlight all occurrences of a value in a Prolog search tree. 

Another important aspect of program structure is that of granularity. For 

example, an Ada program can be considered as a number of modules, with the 

contents of the modules ignored, or as a collection of procedures, or as 

statements, or as expressions. For example, a flow chart is a view of a program 

at the statement level, a parse tree is a view at the expression level, and a 

procedure call graph is a view at the procedure level. 

Granularity is also useful for classifying bugs. For example, a mismatched 

module interface is a bug at the module level, while an assignment to the wrong 

identifier is a bug at the statement level. This suggests that an animator should 

provide views and operations at different levels of granularity. 

Together, proximity and granularity provide a useful classification of bugs 

and views. Chapter 9 classifies every view of the a program's source in these 

terms. An animator that provides views that correspond to different proximities 

and granularities enables users to select the most convenient view for examining 

their hypotheses about the cause of the program misbehaviour. 

2.3.3 Animation Techniques for Debugging 

Gould [Gou75] and Vessey [Ves85] describe a model of how people debug 

programs, based on their behavioural experiments. They suggest that people 

first select a tactic, such as tracing the evaluation of the program or comparing 

the input of the program with its output. They then search for clues using this 

tactic. If they find any clues, they use them to generate hypotheses about the 
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cause of the error, select a new tactic based on these hypotheses, and begin a 

new search for more clues. This continues until they find the bug. 

It follows that people want to examine certain aspects of the program 

structure or certain parts of the evaluation to confirm or refute their hypotheses. 

They obviously want to do this quickly and accurately. People have used 

debuggers extensively for this purpose. 

Debuggers let people step through an evaluation and examine the current 

state at each step. In fact they provide all the functionality of an animator 

except the display - and some modern debuggers provide that as well [P1u88, 

Lie84,Hue84,EB86,DC86,Moh88,Raj 86]. 

One useful feature of debugging-oriented animators is the ability to set break 

points on selected parts of the source code. The user can then run the evaluation 

until the selected part of the code is reached. This lets users concentrate on 

parts of the program that they consider suspect, ignoring the parts of the 

program that they aren't interested in. A similar feature lets the user run the 

evaluation until a certain variable is modified. This is akin to animating a slice, 

as described (and shown to be useful) in Section 2.2.1. 

Animators can also provide features that help people to locate the parts of 

their code that contain bugs. Users can then examine these pieces of code in 

more detail. 

Lieberman [Lie84] suggests the following divide-and-conquer method for 

locating bugs: 

Select a major part of the evaluation under consideration. 

Evaluate that part completely. 

If this produces the correct interim result, the error must be in another 

part of the program. 
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If not, undo the evaluation and repeat the procedure with a sub-part of the 

erroneous part. 

Repeat this procedure until the bug is found. 

For example, if the program is the application of a function to two 

arguments, the two arguments can be evaluated and checked. If these 

sub-evaluations are correct, then the bug must he in the final function 

application. If the bug is in one of the arguments, the evaluation of that 

argument can be undone and examined more closely. 

Lieberman designed his ZSTEP system to support this method by providing 

an operation to evaluate the current phrase completely and also the ability to 

run the evaluation backwards. 

2.3.4 Summary 

Brna's model provides a framework in which to discuss debugging. In his terms 

the central task that an animator can support is to locate the code error that 

causes the the program to misbehave. The existence of the systems described 

here indicates that animation can indeed help people to debug programs. 

An animator will be particularly useful for debugging if it provides the 

features described here. Chapter 10 will discuss these features in more detail and 

will show that they can be defined in terms of the theory developed in Chapters 6 

to A. This indicates that the theory is sufficiently powerful to be useful. 
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2.4 Task 4: Learning to Program 

Learning to program is difficult. Many novices make mistakes that seem trivial 

to experienced programmers. By analysing the task of programming we can see 

how to provide suitable teaching tools. Taylor and Du Boulay [TdB86] identify 

six sub-tasks that people face when learning to program (Brooks [Bro83] gives a 

similar analysis): 

Orientation. Identifying problems that can be solved by programming. 

Interpreting Problem Descriptions. Getting a sufficiently precise 

understanding of a problem to be able to determine what might count as a 

solution. 

Translating a solution. Expressing a solution in a programming 

language. There is good evidence that novices have problems both in 

creating solutions and in translating their solutions into a programming 

language [SEBG82,SBE83,Kah82]. 

Learning the programming language. Bayman and Meyer [BM83] 

show that the syntax and semantics of each construct can cause problems 

for novices, although Spohrer and Soloway [SS86] suggest that only 1 in 10 

of novices' problems fall into this category. 

Acquiring Programming Schemas. There is considerable evidence 

from Cognitive Psychology that experienced programmers build programs 

from schemas of typical program actions. Allwood gives a good review of 

this literature [A1186]. 

Pragmatics. Learning how to specify, develop, test and debug a program 

using whatever tools are available. 
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Animators can help the third, fourth and fifth of these sub-tasks. 

2.4.1 Translating a Solution 

An animator can show how a program implements (or fails to implement) the 

intended solution of a problem. This provides useful feedback for the third 

sub-task, although it doesn't help the student to express a solution in the 

language in the first place. 

Also, animators can help students debug their programs, as shown in the 

previous section. This also helps them to learn how their solution needs to be 

improved. 

2.4.2 Learning the Programming Language 

This sub-task has already been discussed in Section 2.1. 

2.4.3 Acquiring Program S chemas 

Program schemas (also known as cliches) are patterns of code that are used in 

many places. Some schemas are general, such as using a loop to traverse an 

array. Others are particular algorithms, such as the mergesort algorithm. 

Animation can help novices learn particular algorithms. For example, the 

BALSA system described above (in Section 2.2.2) has been used to teach people 

about sorting, trees, and many other aspects of basic computer science [BS81, 

MM 

I haven't found any references to people using animators to teach general 

schemas. Possibly this is because most animators can only show concrete cases, 

and general schemas are more abstract than this. Animators are less useful for 
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teaching people about general schemas. However, they can show how these 

schemas are used in particular cases. So they can help people learn how a general 

schema works, even though they can't show how generally it can be applied. 

2.4.4 Summary 

An animator can help novices with some of the sub-tasks of learning to program. 

A lot of anecdotal evidence exists to suggest that this help is significant [Bae75, 

Gro75,Pan8l,Lea84,MS76,BBA76,Hir84, Raj 86]. It would be useful if someone 

were to perform a controlled experiment to test this hypothesis. 

2.5 Chapter Summary 

Animators can help people learn a new language, understand someone else's 

program, debug a program and learn to program. They do this by letting users 

compare their mental models of how a program should behave with the 

behaviour of a correct model. 

The discussion of these tasks has mentioned several features that animators 

can provide to support these tasks. I will use these features as a base for judging 

the theory that I develop in the rest of this thesis. 

The discussion has shown that there are many views that an animator may 

display. These include representations of the hardware, representations of the 

data, views of the structure of the program, and the source of the program itself. 

In Chapter 9 I will show how many views of a program can be specified as part 

of the specification of a programming language. 

Views of data are usually specific to particular programs or application areas. 

In this thesis I ignore most data views; I consider only those that can be 
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described in a program-independent way. Specifying more sophisticated data 

views remains a topic for further research. 

The discussion has also shown that there are many operations that an 

animator may provide to support these tasks, beyond the basic notion of 

stepping through the program. These include breakpoints, full evaluation of the 

current phrase, and reverse evaluation. In Chapter 10 I will show that the theory 

developed in Chapters 6 to A is powerful enough to define these operations 

independently of a particular programming language. 



Chapter 3 

Background: Generating Animators 

The first part of this chapter discusses the roles that an animator generator 

could fill. Since few people have used an animator generator, this discussion 

relies heavily on analogy with similar tools such as parser generators, compiler 

generators and structure editor generators. 

The tasks that an animator generator could support are: 

Producing new animators. 

Designing new languages. 

Learning about semantics. 

The second part of this chapter sets out the requirements that must be 

satisfied by a theory of program animation if it is to be used to construct an 

animator generator. The construction of an animator generator and the ability 

to describe the animation features mentioned in Chapter 2 are the tests that I 

use to judge the success of my theory. 

29 
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3.1 Task 1: Producing New Animators 

There exists a body of literature on parser generators, compiler generators and 

structure editor generators. Most of this work has the aim of simplifying the task 

of producing tools for new languages or new host computers. Parser generators 

have shown themselves to be very useful in this regard; the most popular system 

being YACC [Joh78]. 

I have the same aim in my investigation of animator generators. In this 

sense, my theory is an extension of previous work (although I use a different 

semantic formalism from most previous work). An extension of the work in this 

thesis would be to implement an animator generator that produced compiled 

code instead of an interpreter. There is some work being done in this vein at the 

University of Edinburgh [dS]. 

3.2 Task 2: Designing New Languages 

Generators also have the advantage that they force the implementer to write a 

formal specification of the relevant part of the language. This specification can 

then be checked for consistency. Thus the language designer can detect flaws in a 

language at an early stage of its design. 

For example, YACC takes an attributed grammar as its input. As part of the 

parser generation process it reports any ambiguities in the grammar (with 

respect to the theory of LALR(1) parsing with extensions for handling 

precedence). 

As another example, a formal specification of the semantics of a language 

may be used with a theorem prover to prove useful properties about a language, 
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such as the soundness of a type system. Some work in this area has been done 

by the Centaur project [mDD85]. 

Centaur generates a structure editor and associated tools from a specification 

in a language called Typol [Des84], which is based on natural semantics. The 

associated tools may include type-checkers, interpreters or compilers. These 

compilers must be generated from a Typol specification of the translation 

between the source and target languages. The theorem proving work is based on 

showing that these translations are sound and complete with respect to the 

semantics of the source and target languages [Des86]. 

A related idea is to implement operational semantics as a theory in a 

meta-logic such as the Extended Calculus of Constructions [Luo89]. Some 

preliminary work is being done on this topic at the University of Edinburgh [Mit, 

Dam]. 

I also conjecture that an animator generator will be useful to language 

designers because they will be able to see how their languages behave on 

concrete examples, for little effort. Furthermore, if they use an established 

system that will have a high degree of confidence that the generated tool will 

correctly implement their specification. These arguments also apply to a lesser 

extent to compiler generators. 

3.3 Task 3: Learning About Semantics 

Animator generators can help people learn about language semantics. They can 

do this in two ways. 

The first way is for the students to write semantics for a programming 

language. These semantics can then be used to generate an animator. The 

students benefit from seeing whether their semantics specify the desired 
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behaviour. In part this seems to be because the generated animators link the 

semantic notation to a concrete result; some students seem to prefer to deal with 

concrete examples of abstract notions. The animator also provides feedback on 

the correctness of the specification, which can be used to debug it, much as an 

animator can be used to debug a program. 

The second way is for the animator to show the evaluation of a program in 

semantic terms. Since a specification of a language can be thought of as a 

program in the specification language, an animated semantic view can help 

people learn semantics in the same way that an ordinary view helps people learn 

the programming language. 

For example, an animator generated for the language Proc by The Animator 

Generator can display the following view of the program animated in Chapter 1 

(it may not make much sense if you aren't familiar with structured operational 

semantics): 

IIii.i.r. 	quit 
2) 1-ifa> b. ==>v, m2 

(b, 3) 	then a 
else b 
endif 

----------------------- 
(a, 2) I- 	, 	> v, m3 

3) 

----------------------- 
(a, 2) I- a, ==> vi, ml 	(a, 2) I- b, ml ==> v2. m2 
(b. 3) 	 (b. 3) 

back-run Iback-eval back-stepFor -stepIForw-eval I Forw-run 

This shows the inference tree of an if expression. The tree is displayed with 

its root at the top, so the topmost sequent is the conclusion of the rule at the 

root of the tree. The sequent below that is the first premise of that rule. Since 

this is also the conclusion of the corresponding rule, it is displayed with the 

premises of that rule immediately below it. These premises include semantic 

variables that haven't been instantiated, which are displayed in bold font. 
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3.4 A Theory of Animation 

The previous sections in this chapter provide the motivation for producing an 

animator generator. In this section I look at what this involves. I conclude that 

the development of an animator generator should be based on a formal semantic 

theory of animation. The rest of the thesis develops such a theory based on 

structured operational semantics. 

An animator generator needs a specification of a language to produce an 

animator for that language. Therefore we must specify the language in which 

this specification will be written. 

To clarify our terminology, I will refer to the language being specified as the 

object language and the language in which it is specified as the specification 

language. 

Between them, the specification of a language and the animator generator 

itself must contain all the information required by an animator. This 

information must be enough for the animator to parse programs, to evaluate 

them one step at a time, and to display them after each step. 

The information required to parse a program must clearly be part of the 

specification, because the animator generator can't know the syntax of the 

object language in advance. Similarly, the semantics of the language must also 

be part of the specification. However, the definition of a step and the definition 

of how programs are displayed could conceivably either be part of the 

specification or be programmed into the animator generator. 
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3.4.1 Defining A Step 

Consider the definition of a step first. An animator generator could incorporate 

a definition of an evaluation step that was parameterised on the semantics of the 

object language. Alternatively, the specification of each language could include 

the information explicitly, in addition to the semantics of the language. 

Whichever choice is made, a step must be defined in terms of the semantic 

representation of a program in mid-evaluation. Either this definition will be part 

of the specification of the language, or it will be the specification of an algorithm 

in the animator generator. 

Which option is selected may be affected by the choice of semantic 

formalism, and vice versa, because different formalisms may be better suited to 

implicit or explicit definitions of step. In this thesis, I use structured operational 

semantics, because the original presentation of this formalism [P1o81] aimed to 

encode the idea of a computation step, and this suggests that structured 

operational semantics would be a suitable formalism to use in an animator 

generator. It also provides concise specifications that can be reasoned about 

easily. Structured operational semantics is presented in detail in Chapter 4 

The encoding of a step in Plotkin's presentation suggests that the definition 

of a step can be defined independently of a specification of a particular language, 

and thus that the animator generator can incorporate the corresponding 

information. It also suggests that the definition of an animation step should be 

the computation step encoded in the semantics. However, later chapters of this 

thesis will show that this is not in fact an appropriate definition of an evaluation 

step. 

A specification written in structured operational semantics consists of a set of 

semantic rules. Each rule defines part of the evaluation of a single phrase of the 

language in terms of zero or more sub-evaluations. Each rule can be read as an 
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inference rule or as an operational rule. The semantic representation of a 

complete evaluation is a tree of instances of semantic rules. The sub-nodes of 

each node represent the evaluation of the sub-phrases of the phrase described by 

the node itself. This tree is called a inference tree because it is a tree that 

shows how the conclusion of each node is inferred from the premises. of the rule. 

So although the rules in this formalism define a step, the effect of a step must 

be described by a supporting theory. The existing theory doesn't do this; no-one 

has defined a semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation. I define a 

partial evaluation to be an incomplete inference tree, in which some rules contain 

uninstantiated variables. A step can than be defined as a map from one partial 

inference tree to another. The process of evaluation then consists of repeatedly 

applying a step to gradually construct the final inference tree. 

3.4.2 Defining A View 

Now consider the definition of how to display a program in mid-evaluation. The 

choice of where to make the information reside is similar to that for the 

definition of a step. An animator generator could conceivably analyse the 

parsing information to determine how to display the programs in the object 

language. In this case it could have several built-in views that would be available 

in every animator that it generated. Alternatively, the specification of the 

language could include a specification of each view. 

There are several ways that views could be specified in a specification 

language. Each view could be specified in terms of the abstract syntax of the 

object language, with the animator generator containing enough information to 

highlight the current phrase. Alternatively, the view could be specified in terms 

of the semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation. The animator 
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generator could still highlight the current phrase automatically, or this could be 

specified explicitly as well. 

The second approach would allow a greater range of views. Views that could 

be described this way and that couldn't be described in terms of the abstract 

syntax include call graphs that expand dynamically as the program is evaluated 

and views that update each phrase with its result when that result has been 

evaluated. Chapter 9 discusses these views in more detail. 

Given the choice of structured operational semantics, and the theory 

developed to support the definition of a step, it seems plausible to define views 

in terms of a partial inference tree. This gives greater flexibility than defining 

views in terms of the abstract syntax. An alternative would be to provide 

built-in views, but in this case I would still need to define a view in terms of a 

program in mid-evaluation. As with the definition of a step, either this definition 

will become part of the specification of the language, or it will be the 

specification of an algorithm in the animator generator. In the case of a step the 

formalism itself suggests a canonical definition. There is no such suggestion of a 

set of canonical views, so I have opted for the more general approach for defining 

them. I discuss the success of these decisions in Chapter 14 (the conclusion). 

3.4.3 View-Specific Steps 

A fundamental rule of animation is that each step should change the 

representation of the program in such a way that the display of the 

representation, as specified by the current view, also changes. This is so that the 

user gets some feedback for each command. This means that the definition of a 

step and the definition of how to display a program are intrinsically related. A 

view may present only part of a program. For example, a call graph only shows 
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the procedure names. Thus a step for a call graph will usually evaluate more of 

the program than a step that shows the full source code. 

This relationship must be reflected in the theory. One way to do this is to 

parameterise the definition of a step on the definition of a view, so that a step 

extends the inference tree until the next phrase to be evaluated is one of those 

displayed to the user. An alternative approach is to make the definition of a step 

part of the definition of the corresponding view. A third approach is to 

repeatedly apply a fundamental definition of step until it changes the display 

generated by the view. This choice partly depends on the above choices of where 

to put the specification of steps and views. Since I have chosen to incorporate 

the definition of a step into the animator generator itself, I have to select the 

first of these options. 

Therefore the development of the theory in the rest of the thesis first defines 

a step for a view that shows the whole program, with the assumption that no 

other view will show more information than this. Then it shows how other views 

can be defined in the same framework. Finally, it gives a definition of a step that 

is parameterised on the definition of a view. 

3.4.4 Summary 

The information supplied by the specification of a language plus the information 

included in an animator generator must define an animation step and the 

required views of a program in mid-evaluation. This information may be divided 

between the specification and the animator generator in various ways. The 

division may be influenced by the choice of semantic formalism. 

A step must be defined in terms of a semantic representation of a program in 

mid-evaluation. For structured operational semantics, the obvious representation 

is a partial inference tree. With this representation the process of evaluation 
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repeatedly applies the step function to a inference tree, beginning with the 

empty tree and ending with a completely instantiated tree. 

A view may be defined either in terms of an abstract syntax tree or in terms 

of a semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation. The latter 

approach allows a wider range of views to be specified. For structured 

operational semantics, this approach means defining a view in terms of a partial 

inference tree. 

The definition of a step depends on the view to which it is applied. Either 

the definition of a view must include the definition of a step, or the definition of 

a step must be parameterised on the view, or there must be a fundamental 

definition of a step which is iterated until the change in the semantic 

representation of the program is shown in the display. 

The theory that I develop in the rest of the thesis defines a step 

independently of a particular language. It requires views to be defined as part of 

the language specification. The definition of a step is parameterised on the 

current view. 

3.5 Assessing the Theory 

A theory of animation can (and should) be judged in several ways. We can ask 

how general it is: how many operations it describes, how many views can be 

specified in it, and how well it applies to different languages. We can also ask 

whether it provides a useful framework for comparing different ideas of 

animation, and whether it gives any insight into the process of animation itself. 

The operations and views mentioned in chapter 2 can be used as a 

benchmark for a theory of animation. It should be possible to describe as many 
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features as possible in terms of the theory. Chapters 9 and 10 discuss this aspect 

of my theory. 

The range of languages that a theory supports can be judged by using the 

theory to specify and build animators for different languages. I designed my 

theory with imperative and eager functional languages in mind, and have tested 

it on Proc. It needs to be tested on real languages, and on languages from other 

paradigms. It may be that other paradigms will require different features, but 

the fact that the features examined so far can be expressed in the theory 

suggests that the new features may also be expressible. In Chapter 11 I discuss a 

possible approach to specifying Prolog using my theory. 

Although some forms of structured operational semantics have been used to 

define concurrent languages, such as CCS [Mil89], the present theory does not 

support concurrency or non-determinism. This is partly because the theory is 

based on the relational style of structured operational semantics, which does not 

support concurrency well. It is also the result of a wish to keep the model of 

evaluation reasonably simple for an initial exploration of a theory of animation. 

Chapter 13 discusses some extensions to the theory that would admit 

non-determinism. 

In Chapter 8 I use the theory to compare different notions of step. This 

shows that the theory provides a framework that enables some aspects of 

animation to be compared. However, the framework isn't as elegant as one might 

wish. It remains to be seen whether someone can produce a more elegant theory. 

Finally, I believe that my theory does give some insight into the process of 

animation. Even with the limited work in this thesis, it has shown that certain 

ideas of step are untenable, and has shown the intrinsic link between the 

definition of views and steps. 

Chapter 14 (the conclusion) discusses these aspects of my theory. 
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3.6 Previous Work 

I know of two other systems that produce animators from specifications: Centaur 

and PSG. Neither of them bases their definition of a step on a formal theory of 

animation, and neither of them support multiple views. Although they provide 

facilities to examine values in the current environment and store, the only view 

they display is the source code of the program. 

Centaur [mDD+85]  produces a structure editor and interpreter from a 

language specification written in a specification language called Typo! [Des84]. 

Typol is an implementation of natural semantics, another formalism based on 

inference rules. Natural semantics differs from structured operational semantics 

in that its rules don't necessarily have an operational reading. 

Evaluation is implemented in Centaur by translating the semantic rules to 

Prolog. A step is defined informally, and is geared more to proof than program 

evaluation. For example, it is common for a construct to be specified by several 

inference rules. When a Typol specification of a construct is translated to 

Prolog, the backtracking evaluation strategy of the Prolog system may be visible 

to the user, even though the rules will often have an intuitive reading that 

factors them in such a way that backtracking is unnecessary. 

The display of the source code of the program is defined in terms of the 

abstract syntax. The current phrase may be highlighted. This must be specified 

using action routines. Action routines are operations that can be added to typol 

rules. They don't affect the semantic definition of the language, but perform a 

side-effect such as highlighting a phrase or printing a message. A phrase is 

referenced by a path to the phrase from the root of the abstract syntax tree; a 

special variable always references the current phrase to make highlighting the 

current phrase relatively straightforward. 
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PSG [BS86b] produces a context sensitive structure editor [BS86a] and an 

interpreter with debugging facilities [BSM87] from a language specification based 

on denotational semantics. The interpreter is produced by compiling the 

denotational semantics into a functional language, which is then executed by a 

language independent interpreter. Prior to the evaluation of any phrase, the 

interpreter calls a debugger coroutine. This updates the display, checks for break 

points, and so forth. A step is implemented by stopping before the evaluation of 

every phrase. 

This definition of a step is imprecise. The cited papers don't define the 

evaluation process clearly, and don't explain what is meant by "stopping before 

the evaluation of a phrase". 

The display of the source code is defined in terms of the abstract syntax, and 

the current phrase is highlighted automatically. More advanced operations and 

the display of the store and environment are defined in the language 

specification. They are grouped into trace functions, display functions, interrupt 

functions, continue functions, entry functions and result functions. These may be 

attached to nodes in the abstract syntax tree. 

Trace functions are invoked when the debugger is in trace mode (which the 

user may select from a standard menu). Display functions display their 

arguments, which are typically values in the current environment or store, 

without affecting control flow. Interrupt and continue functions only affect 

control flow, and are used to implement advanced operations. Entry functions 

and result functions are used to implement advanced operations. Entry functions 

are executed when the interpreter begins evaluation of a node, and result 

functions are executed when the interpreter leaves the corresponding node. 

These features allow the language definer to specify facilities such as single 

stepping, stepping across procedure calls, tracing statements or procedures, the 
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setting of break points and the watching of variables. This approach is probably 

flexible enough to specify most operations found in existing debuggers. 

Both Centaur and PSG lack a formal base for their animation features. This 

shows in their imprecise definitions of a step. It also shows in their ad-hoc 

facilities for displaying the program, especially the environment and store. It 

also restricts their usefulness for exploring and comparing different animation 

features. 

3.7 Chapter Summary 

Animator generators will help people to produce animators quickly, to design 

new languages and to learn about semantics. They help the latter two tasks by 

providing immediate feedback on a specification. Indeed, the implementation 

described in Chapter 12 has already been used in the University of Edinburgh's 

M.Sc. course in Information Technology to help people learn about structured 

operational semantics. Animator generators may also stimulate, and 

complement, the development of systems that support reasoning about semantic 

specifications. 

The information required to produce an animator for a language may either 

be included in the specification of the language or be built-in to the animator 

generator itself. This information must include the definition of a step and the 

definitions of views. The decision of whether this information should be part of 

the specification or built-in to the generator can be influenced by the choice of 

semantic formalism, and the choice for steps and the choice for views are 

intrinsically related. 

Some theory is needed to support the design of an animator generator. Steps 

must be defined in terms of a semantic representation of a program in 
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mid-evaluation. Views may be also defined like this; alternatively a smaller range 

of views may be defined in terms of an abstract syntax. A theory can be judged 

on several forms of generality and on how useful it is as a framework for 

reasoning about animation. 

I have chosen to specify languages using structured operational semantics. 

This formalism is reasonably concise and amenable to reasoning, and has a 

construct (the inference tree) which is an obvious candidate for representing a 

program in mid-evaluation. Also, Plotkin's original presentation was designed to 

incorporate computation steps explicitly, and this suggests that a step can be 

defined independently of a particular language. The following chapters introduce 

the formalism in detail and examine the nature of a step. 



Chapter 4 

Structured Operational Semantics 

As the previous chapter mentioned, structured operational semantics is the 

formalism used throughout the thesis. This chapter describes structured 

operational semantics in detail. 

The first part of the chapter discusses the general approach of structured 

operational semantics, in particular the use of semantic rules. It explains how 

semantic rules can be read in two ways (inferential and operational) and how 

these two readings have different uses. 

There are two styles of structured operational semantics, which I call 

transitional semantics and relational semantics. These styles are introduced and 

compared. 

The rest of the chapter specifies the notation used throughout the thesis for 

both relational and transitional semantics. Since the aim of the thesis is to 

specify languages for an animator generator, this notation is more precise than 

most previous uses of structured operational semantics. For example, most 

authors have been happy to specify side-conditions for some rules, and to write 

these side-conditions in ordinary mathematical notation. My notation specifies 

how side-conditions can be written in the semantic formalism itself, giving a 

complete semantic specification language. The notation is based on existing 

44 
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work, to ensure that specifications written in this notation are still suitable for 

other tasks, such as theorem proving. 

4.1 Discussion 

A formal semantics of a programming language gives a precise specification of 

what that language "means"; that is, what result will be generated by evaluating 

it. This specification is independent of particular implementations of the 

language. It enables properties of the language to be formally stated and proven. 

Also, various programming tools can be generated from it. 

4.1.1 Operational Semantics 

An operational semantics defines the meaning of a language in terms of the 

operations of an abstract machine. Thus it describes how a program is evaluated 

(on an ideal machine). This contrasts with other forms of semantics, which 

define the meaning of a program either as a mathematical entity or as a set of 

inference rules without concern for the evaluation process. 

This use of an abstract machine suggests that an operational semantic 

formalism would be a good base for a theory of animation. The idea of the state 

of an abstract machine being changed by a sequence of steps parallels the idea of 

animation as a sequence of displays. If we have a map from the state of the 

machine to a display, such that each step changes the state in a way that is 

shown in the display, then we have an animation of the evaluation. This map is 

exactly what we mean by a view of the program. 

This is not to say that a theory of animation could not be based on another 

style of semantics. The point is that the operational approach might be more 

amenable for an initial investigation. 
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The abstract machine of the operational semanticist is similar to the notional 

machines used to teach programming that were discussed in Chapter 2. The 

difference is one of abstraction; teachers and students want intuitive designs that 

illustrate the main points of a design, while operational semanticists want precise 

and detailed definitions. Thus a notional machine is a simple view of a semantic 

abstract machine. 

4.1.2 Semantic Rules 

Structured operational semantics [PloSi] is a particular style of operational 

semantics that combines the operational approach described above with the use 

of inference rules. This makes it easy to reason about language specifications 

while retaining the operational flavour. Structured operational semantics has 

been used to define real languages [MTH90], and gives reasonably concise and 

readable definitions. 

In this formalism, a language is defined by a set of semantic rules. These rules 

may be read in either of two ways. The inferential reading says that each rule 

has one proposition (the conclusion) which holds if certain other propositions 

(the premises) also hold. The operational reading says that each rule specifies 

that the evaluation of the phrase on the left hand side of the conclusion 

comprises a sequence of sub-evaluations that are specified by the premises. 

For example, the inferential reading of the following rule says that if we can 

evaluate (pi,  in) to (nil, m') and (P21  in') to (nil, in") in the environment e, 

then we can evaluate (pl;p2,  m) to (nil, in") in e: 

e I- p, iii = nil, m' e F- P2 	m'nilrn" 

e I- P1; P2, m = nil, rn" 

In this reading the rule is considered to be an inference rule. The reading 

says nothing about the order in which the truth of the premises should be 
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established. It also treats each proposition as a relation, without considering 

some parts of it as inputs and others as outputs. The only order that this 

reading imposes on the rule is that the truth of the premises is necessary to 

establish the truth of the conclusion. This is illustrated by the pair of vertical 

arrows in the following diagram: 

e Hp1 , in 	nil, in' e Hp2 , in' 	nil, in"  

e E-p1;p2, m = nil, rn" 

The operational reading of this rule says that to evaluate (pI;p2,  m) in the 

environment e, we first evaluate (pi,  m), which must produce (nil, mi'), and 

then evaluate (P21  m'), which must produce (nil, rn"). Then the result of the 

whole evaluation is also (nil, rn"). In other words we begin with the left hand 

side of the conclusion, loop around the premise, and finish with the right hand 

side of the conclusion. This can be illustrated as follows: 

e H p1, in 	nil, m' e H p2, in' 	nil, in"  

e H p1;p21  m = nil, m 
If  

In the operational reading, each proposition is treated as a function that 

takes the environment (on the left of the turnstile) and the left hand side of the 

arrow and returns the right hand side of the arrow. Furthermore, the premises 

are evaluated in order. Often this order can be determined from the occurrences 

of variables; since propositions are read as functions, a variable that appears on 

the left hand side of an arrow must be instantiated before that proposition is 

evaluated. In this thesis I assume that premises are written such that they can 

be evaluated in order from left to right, and I define a restriction on where 

variables may appear such that all variables on the left hand side of a 

proposition will be instantiated before that proposition is evaluated. 
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Sometimes we want to allow sub-phrases to be evaluated in any order. For 

example, many languages allow the arguments for arithmetic operations to be 

evaluated in any order, so that the compiler may use a wider range of 

optimisations. I don't allow this in my theory of animation, but in Chapter 13 I 

discuss some extensions that would permit it. 

The dual reading is what makes structured operational semantics useful. The 

inferential reading allows us to write compositional specifications; definitions in 

which the behaviour of a construct is described in terms of its parts. A 

compositional specification is easier to reason about than a non-compositional 

approach such as Landin's SECD machine [Lan64] or Milner's SMC machine 

[Mi176]. At the same time the operational reading gives an intuitive flavour to a 

specification, and suggests an approach to generating animators from a 

specification. 

The dual reading of semantic rules is similar to the dual reading of horn 

clauses in Prolog. A Prolog program can be read as a specification in a restricted 

version of first order predicate logic, but it can also be given an operational 

reading. In the inferential reading the horn clauses are acting as inference rules. 

In the operational reading they specify the order in which goals should be 

evaluated. This analogy should not be stretched too far; the operational reading 

of semantic rules does not involve backtracking and two-way unification, whereas 

these concepts are implicit in the computational model of Prolog. 

4.1.3 Transitional and Relational Semantics 

There are two styles of structured operational semantics. The one shown above 

uses propositions that are relations between a phrase of the language and the 

result of evaluating that phrase. I call this style relational semantics. 
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The other style is the style that Plotkin used in his original development of 

structured operational semantics. It uses propositions that are transitions from 

one machine state to another. The intuition behind this style is that each 

transition corresponds to a computation step. I call this style transitional 

semantics. I use double arrows (=) in relational semantic rules and single 

arrows (-p)  in transitional semantic rules. 

Relational semantics usually gives more concise specifications than 

transitional semantics. For example, the relational rule shown in the previous 

section describes the sequencing operator. Transitional semantics needs two rules 

to describe this operator: 

eFp1,m—+p,m' 
eHp1;p2, MPI ; P21 m 

e F- nil; P2,  m' -f  P2, 

The two readings for semantic rules apply to transitional semantics as well as 

relational semantics. The inferential reading of the first of the above rules says 

that if the first step of the evaluation of Pi  produces p, then the first step of the 

evaluation of pi; P2 produces p; P2.This is illustrated by the following diagram: 

F 	/ 

eF- p1, m — p1 , rn 
F 	 F 

eF- PI;  p2, 	P I ; P21 In 

The operational reading says that to evaluate Pi; P2 we perform one step of 

evaluation on Pi  to get p'1, and get P'1; P2 as a result. The following picture 

illustrates the operational reading: 

, 	F 
eF- p1, rn-*p1 , m 

F 	 F 

eF- p1;p2, m — p1; p2, m 
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Relational semantics has some advantages over transitional semantics. As 

noted above, it gives more concise definitions. It is also easier to reason about. 

Transitional semantics often requires a proof by induction on a sequence of 

transitions, with another proof by induction on the height of a transition within 

the first proof. Relational semantics typically requires just one proof by 

induction on the depth of an evaluation tree. Relational semantics has also been 

used to describe a real language. As discussed in Section 6.1.5, the dynamic 

semantics of The Definition of Standard ML are defined in this formalism. 

However, transitional semantics is based on the intuition that each transition 

corresponds to an intuitive definition of a computation step. Plotkin was explicit 

about this in his original formulation of transitional semantics. He was 

attempting to avoid the faults he saw in existing operational semantic definitions 

such as the SMC machine [Mil76], as shown by the following quote: [P1o81, page 

29]: 

Many of the transitions [of the SMC machine] are of little intuitive 

importance, contradicting our idea of the right choice of the "size" of 

the transitions. Further the definition of the transitions is not 

syntax-directed [ ... ]. Finally but really the most important, the SMC 

machine is not a formalization of intuitive operational ideas but is 

rather, fairly clearly, correct given these intuitive ideas. [Italics in the 

original]. 

Unfortunately for our purposes, relational semantics doesn't preserve the 

property of transitional semantics that propositions correspond to an intuitive 

definition of a computation step. So either we use transitional semantics, which 

is less satisfactory in other ways, or we recover this definition of a computation 

step. I take the second approach. 
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Therefore in the following chapters I begin the development of a theory of 

animation by defining a computation step for relational semantics that is• 

equivalent to the transitions in transitional semantics. I prove that a transitional 

semantics for a language and an equivalent relational semantics for the language 

generate the same sequence of steps for any program. This gives a theory that 

combines the advantages of the two styles of structured operational semantics. 

4.1.4 Environments and Memories 

Each proposition may be parameterised (as here) by an environment (e) and 

memories (rn, rn'). Both store auxiliary information which may affect the 

computation and be affected by it in turn, but which aren't part of the program 

text. 

Memory terms are intended to represent a single memory which can be 

updated as the program is evaluated. For example, in imperative languages the 

memory is typically a set of bindings of values to locations. The rules are 

designed so that if the contents of a location are updated then the previous 

contents are lost. Environment terms are intended to represent environments 

that can be extended in such a way that the unextended environment can still be 

accessed. 

The environment in which a phrase is evaluated is written to the left of the 

turnstile, to indicate that it can be accessed both before and after the 

evaluation. The initial memory is written on the left side of the arrow, and the 

final memory on the right side of the arrow, to indicate that those instances of 

the memory are only available at those points in the evaluation. 

For example, the following rule describes the declaration of a local scope and 

the evaluation of an expression in that scope. At the end of the local scope the 

/ar 	
cP\ 
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original environment is still available, but the original memory is lost: 

e F- Pi,  m = e', m' e' 1- P21 Tfl 	e, ifl
I,  

e H local(p1,p2 ), rn = v, rn' 

This rule also shows how new environments are defined. A proposition can 

return an environment as its result. So in this case Pi  would be a declaration 

that evaluated to the environment e'. This environment can then be used on the 

left of the turnstile of later premises. 

4.1.5 Summary 

Structured operational semantics combines two approaches to defining a 

language. The inferential approach facilitates reasoning about the definition. 

The operational approach, based on an underlying abstract machine, focuses on 

the process of evaluation. 

There are two styles of structured operational semantics. In Plotkin's original 

presentation, which I call transitional semantics, each proposition is a transition. 

Each transition corresponds to an intuitive notion of a computation step. In the 

other style, which I call relational semantics, each proposition is a relation of a 

phrase and its value. Relational semantics is easier to reason about and produces 

more concise definitions, but doesn't have an obvious definition of a computation 

step. 

In the development of my theory of animation I define a computation step for 

relational semantics that is equivalent to that of transitional semantics. This 

gives a theory that combines the features of the two semantics. 
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4.2 Notation and Meta-notation 

This section defines the notation used throughout the thesis. Most of the 

notation applies to both relational and transitional semantics. The small amount 

that only applies to transitional semantics can be ignored by readers who are 

primarily interested in the practical side of the thesis. A summary of all notation 

is given in appendix B. 

4.2.1 Abstract Syntax 

An abstract syntax describes a program as a tree, instead of linear text. This 

allows the meaning of constructs to be defined without worrying about how 

they're written. Operator precedence, grouping and similar concerns can be 

ignored by the semantics. 

Abstract syntax is usually specified by a set of constructor functions. Each 

constructor has a fixed arity (the number and type of its arguments). An 

abstract syntax term is a variable or a constructor of arity i applied to i other 

terms. Hence a term is a tree structure representing the program, with matters 

such as operator precedence and bracketing factored out. A closed term is a 

term containing no variables. 

For example, if we have the constructors plus and times, both of arity 2, 

then the abstract syntax of: 

2 + 3 * 4 + 5 

could be (given a suitable representation of integers): 

plus (2, plus (times (3, 4), 5)) 
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This describes the following tree: 

plus 

ZN 
2 	 plus 

ZN 
times 	 5 

ZN 
3 	 4 

4.2.2 Objects 

The objects that make up an evaluation are closed terms of an abstract syntax. 

Each object must have one of the following types described: 

Values: Values include denotable values (those that can be bound to an 

identifier), expressible values (those that can be produced as the result of 

an evaluation), storable values (those that can be stored in a memory) and 

addresses (which index a memory). The different uses for values aren't 

distinguished. 

Phrases: These are phrases of the language being specified. Examples include 

identifiers, arithmetic expressions and while loops. A phrase may also be a 

value, in which case it is called a value phrase. Integers are value phrases 

in most programming languages. If a phrase is not a value, it may not be 

made a value by replacing sub-phrases with values. 
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Environments: Environments are auxiliary objects that can affect an 

evaluation, and can be extended in ways that maintain access to the 

original object. A common example is a map from identifiers to values. An 

environment can also be a value, in which case it is called a value 

environment. For example, the value of a declaration is usually an 

environment. 

Memories: Memories are auxiliary objects that can affect an evaluation, and 

that can be updated without preserving the original object. The forms of 

rules considered in this thesis force memories to be single-threaded; in 

other words these memories can be implemented by one updateable object. 

Configurations: Configurations are only used in transitional semantics, where 

they represent the states of the finite automaton on which the semantics of 

the language is based. The set of phrases and the set of values are subsets 

of the set of configurations; phrases are the initial configurations of the 

underlying automaton, and values are the terminal configurations. 

(Memories are treated as attributes that are attached to configurations, 

not as part of the configurations themselves.) 

Objects aren't divided into types beyond these given here. If a language 

includes different types of values, identifiers, or whatever, this must be 

represented by a judicious choice of names for constructors. 

Except where specified, this thesis uses unambiguous concrete syntax to 

represent abstract syntax terms. This syntax is usually written in typewriter 

font. The exception is that infix constructors in isolated phrases are written in 

the normal maths font. Alphanumeric constructors are always written in 

typewriter font. Integers are written in the usual notation. The boolean values 

are written tt and ff. Identifiers are written in typewriter font, enclosed in 

single quotes (e.g. 'a'), except in a few displayed programs. The empty 
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environment is left blank. The syntax ef(x, v) denotes the environment e 

extended by the binding of v to x. 

4.2.3 Evaluation States 

A relational evaluation state is a triple (p, e, in) of a phrase term, an 

environment term and a memory term. These terms may contain variables. A 

relational program is a relational evaluation state in which the phrase term is 

the parsed source of the program, and the environment and memory terms are 

the initial environment and initial memory for the appropriate language. 

A transitional evaluation state is a triple (c, e, m) of a configuration term, 

an environment term and a memory term. A transitional program is a 

transitional evaluation state in which the configuration term is the parsed source 

of the program, and the environment and memory terms are the initial 

environment and initial memory for the language in question. 

By convention, variables in terms are written as lower case italic letters. The 

choice of letter indicates the type of a variable; for example p is a phrase variable 

and e is an environment variable (see appendix B for other examples). Variables 

over identifiers are written x (primed or subscripted as required). Variables may 

be primed or subscripted when required. 

4.2.4 Semantic Rules 

A relational semantic rule consists of a proposition called the conclusion and 

zero or more propositions called the premises. A rule may also have a side 

condition. Each proposition is written as a relational sequent, which looks like 

this: 

env H subject, lhm = result, rhm 
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The env, subject, 11am, result and rhm are terms of the abstract syntax. 

These terms have types just as actual objects do. In fact an object is a closed 

term of the same type; for example a phrase is a closed phrase term. 

A transitional semantic rule consists of a conclusion and zero or one 

premises. A rule may also have a side condition. Transitional sequents are 

written with a single arrow instead of a double arrow, as follows: 

env H subject, lhm -* result, rhm 

The intuition underlying the presentation of transitional semantics in this 

thesis is that each transition represents one step of evaluation of an abstract 

machine. 

The env of a sequent (relational or transitional) must be an environment 

term, the subject a phrase term and the result a value term. The left hand 

memory (lhm) and right hand memory (rhm) must be memory terms. 

The subject, lhm pair is called the left hand side (lhs) and the result, rhrn 

pair is called the right hand side (rhs) of the sequent. Also, the lhs, env pair is 

called the left state (1st) and the rhs, env pair is called the right state (rst) of 

the sequent. 

Given a sequent q, subject(q) denotes the subject of q, env(q) denotes the env 

of q, and so forth. The conclusion of a rule p is written conclusion(p) and the 

conclusion of an instance r of p is written conclusion(r) 

The division of lhs's and rhs's into pairs of a phrase or value term and a 

memory term makes clear the different roles of memories and programs. Some of 

the definitions given later would hold for more general relations between 

arbitrary objects. 
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Rules are written with their premises separated from their conclusions by a 

horizontal line and their side condition to the right. This is an example of a rule 

with one premise: 

F- lookup(e, x), in 	v', m 	 / 
F- lookup(ef(x',v), x), in = v', in 	

X 	X 

This rule specifies that the result of looking up the identifier x in the 

environment et(x',  v) is found by looking up the value of x in e. It only applies if 

X x'. 

Rules with no premises are called axioms. An example is: 

F- lookup(et(x,v), x), in =t v, in 

This rule specifies that the result of looking up the identifier x in the 

environment et(x,  v) is v. It doesn't have a side condition. 

The subject, result, env etc. of a rule are those of its conclusion. 

Side conditions allow greater control over which rule matches an evaluation 

state. They don't affect the evaluation once the matching rule has been chosen. 

The syntax used for the side condition in the above example is chosen to be 

easy to read and understand at this point in the thesis. The proper syntax for 

side conditions will be described later (in section 4.2.8). 

4.2.5 Rule Forms 

Rule forms are meta-notation used to discuss rules in general instead of just 

specific rules. They use metavariables and expressions to denote terms. 

Metavariables are either upper case italic letters, which denote any terms, 

or lower case greek letters, which denote variables. As with variables, the choice 
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of letter indicates the type, and the letters may be primed or subscripted as 

required (see appendix B for examples). 

Expressions are formed by applying constructors or constructor 

variables to metavariables or other expressions. Constructor variables are 

written a, primed or subscripted as required. 

Side conditions in rule forms are denoted by 0. 

This is an example rule form for relational rules: 

NA ME1 	 NAME,, 
E1  F P1, 	V1, p, ..., EkFPk, Pk-1 = V, /1k 	0 

E0  F F0, Ito = Vk+l, M 

The NAME j  denote optional names of remote rule sets; these will be introduced 

in Section 4.2.7. Note the difference between the pi, which denote memory 

variables, and M, which denotes a memory term. 

The rule forms permitted by the two styles of structured operational 

semantics are defined in the relevant chapters. These definitions will include 

restrictions on the admissible instances of the rule forms. 

These restrictions will use the notation F(P). This notation denotes the set 

of variables in P. For example, .F(p1;p2) = {P1,P2}• This notation applies to 

expressions and terms of all types, and extends to sequents in the obvious way. 

Other authors often use this notation to denote the free variables of a term, but 

since abstract syntax terms don't have quantifiers, all variables in an abstract 

syntax term are free. 

A rule is an instance of a rule form if it is a copy of that rule form with every 

metavariable replaced with a variable or term (as appropriate) of the same type 

as the metavariable. Metavariables may not be instantiated to metavariables or 

expressions. Side conditions are optional. 
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4.2.6 Substitutions and Instances of Rules 

A substitution is a map from variables to terms. Substitutions are used to 

match rules to evaluation states, among other things. They must map variables 

of one type to terms of that type or certain other types, as listed in the following 

table 

Type of Variable 	Type of Term 

value 	 i-* value 

phrase 	i-* phrase or value 

memory 	-* memory 

environment 	f-p environment or value 

configuration 	i-+ configuration, phrase, environment or value 

Phrase variables and environment variables may be mapped to value terms 

because some values are also phrases or environments. Configuration variables 

may be mapped to phrase or value terms because phrases and values are subsets 

of configurations. Configuration variables may also be mapped to environment 

terms because some environments are also values. 

If a is a substitution, a(P) denotes P with a applied to all variables in P. If 

a variable isn't in the domain of a, applying a to it leaves it unchanged. 

If a and a' are substitutions then a o al(P) = a(a'(P)). 

A substitution a that maps P to F' is minimal if for each other substitution 

a' that maps P to P' there exists a third substitution a" such that a' = a" o or. 

Two terms F, F' unify if there exists a substitution a such that 

a(P) = a(P'). 

One term P is more general than another F', sometimes written P >- F', if 

there exists a substitution from the first to the second and no substitution exists 

from the second to the first. 
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The previous paragraphs apply to terms of all types. 

Substitutions may also be applied to rules and premises. The definition of 

this is a straightforward extension of the preceding definitions. The result of 

such an application is an instance of a rule, or a premise of such an instance. 

Two rules unify if their envs, lhms and subjects unify after renaming all 

variables to be unique to the rule in which they appear. A rule is more general 

than another if at least one of its subject, lhm and env is more general than that 

of the other rule, and none is less general than that of the other rule. 

A rule p with 1st (F, M, E) and side condition 0 weakly matches an 

evaluation state (p, e, m) if the following conditions hold: 

There exists a substitution o such that o(E) = e, o(M) = rn and a(P) = p. 

p  isn't a value. 

0 is satisfied. 

The rule strongly matches (p, e, in) if it also satisfies the following condition: 

Any other rule satisfying conditions 1, 2 and 3 is more general than p. 

Strong matching selects a single rule that specifies how an evaluation state 

should be evaluated. It is used to define the process of evaluation. Weak 

matching selects a set of rules that could match a certain state, and is used when 

defining the equivalence between transitional semantics and relational semantics. 

4.2.7 Rule Sets 

Rules may be partitioned into rule sets. Each rule set should define a particular 

operation in the language (or in the abstract machine). Examples include finding 
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the value of an identifier in an environment, evaluating an expression, or 

performing basic operations on integers. Each rule set should contain either 

transitional rules or relational rules, but not both. 

A rule may specify that a phrase must be evaluated in another rule set. This 

is called a call to a remote rule set. A call is written in the same way as a 

premise, with the remote rule set indicated by a superscript to the turnstile. A 

call is also known as a remote premise. A premise that isn't a call is called a 

local premise. 

For example, given a rule set called LOOKUP containing the rules for looking 

up the value of an identifier, a rule for evaluating an identifier in an expression 

can be written: 
LOOKUP 

e f-lookup(e,x), in = v, m 
e H x, m = v, m 

In a rule form, every turnstile has a superscript that is written in italics, for 

example NAME or NAME_i. This superscript may be instantiated to the name of 

a remote rule set or to nothing. 

A rule set A refers to another rule set A' if any rules in A include a call to A'. 

Rule sets have several uses. For example, they make a specification modular, 

and hence easier to read and modify. Also, primitive operations such as basic 

integer operations can be provided as built-in rule sets, removing the need for a 

special notation for primitive operations. 

Rule sets are more important in transitional semantics than in relational 

semantics, because transitional rules are less flexible. For example, the above rule 

and the rules in the LOOKUP rule set could be written without rule sets, by making 

a disciplined use of constructors, but the equivalent transitional rules can't be 

rewritten in this way. The explicit use of rule sets in the relational semantics will 

simplify the definition of equivalence between the two styles given in Chapter 7. 
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A relational specification is a set of relational rule sets that refer only to 

each other. Similarly, a transitional specification is a set of transitional rule 

sets that refer only to each other. 

4.2.8 Side Conditions 

Rules may have side conditions that restrict the phrases to which they can be 

applied. The example given in Section 4.2.4 was the following rule: 

I-  lookup(e,x), m => v', m 
F lookup(et(x',v), x), m 	v', in 	

X X 

A side condition is written as a call to a remote rule set. It isn't added to the 

premises, because it restricts the use of the rule rather than specifying part of 

the evaluation. Also for this reason, the rhm of a side condition must be the 

same as the lhm; both are usually omitted for clarity. Using this notation, the 

above rule becomes: 

F lookup(e,x), m = v in 	 IDEIT 

F lookup(ef(x',v), x), in 	V, m 	
Feq(x)x') 	f  

A side condition is satisfied if its lhs and env are evaluated to its rhs. 

In many presentations of structured operational semantics, side conditions 

are used to specify built-in semantic operations. For example, the following rule 

specifies that the evaluation of an identifier gives the value of that identifier in 

the current environment: 

	

eF-x,rn--+v,m 	 v=e(x) 

The lookup of the identifier in the current environment can be expressed as a 

call to a remote rule set, as was done for the side conditions given above. 

However, this condition differs from the ones given above in that it doesn't just 

determine whether the rule applies, but actually performs some computation. In 
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my theory, this sort of "side condition" must be written as a remote premise. 

The remaining side conditions may only affect whether a rule matches an 

evaluation state. 

4.2.9 Summary 

This section has introduced the notation used to define both relational and 

transitional semantics. This notation is similar to that used elsewhere, with the 

extension of meta-notation used to describe rule forms. The choice of letter for a 

variable or metavariable indicates its type, while the choice of font indicates 

whether it is a variable, a metavariable over terms or a metavariable over 

variables. 

Rules are grouped into rule sets, each representing a particular operation. 

Premises may call remote rule sets. Side conditions are also written as calls to 

remote rule sets; they differ from premises in that they only affect the choice of 

which rule applies to a particular evaluation state. 

4.3 Chapter Summary 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a theory of animation. In Chapter 3 I 

explained my approach. First I define an evaluation step independently of a 

particular language, in terms of a semantic representation of a program in 

mid-evaluation. Then I show how a view can be defined in terms of the same 

representation. Finally I parameterise the definition of a step on a view. 

This chapter has described the formalism, structured operational semantics, 

that I use in the development of this theory. I use this formalism because it 

combines operational and inferential approaches to specifying languages. It gives 
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concise definitions that can be reasoned about easily. At the same time it is 

based on the idea of an abstract machine that underlies each language, and 

describes a process of evaluation. 

I begin the development of the theory by combining the advantages of the 

two styles of structured operational semantics. Although both styles combine the 

inferential and operational features, the relational style emphasises more concise 

definitions and ease of reasoning, while the transitional style emphasises the idea 

of a computation step. I produce a theory that combines the two by defining a 

step in relational semantics that is equivalent to that in transitional semantics. 

Later I shall show that in fact this definition of step is not as suitable for 

animation as we would like. I discuss this, with examples, in Chapter 8. I will 

also show that the definition of a computation step can be refined to give a 

definition of an animation step that does meet our expectations. 

I could have just presented the definition of an animation step, ignoring the 

idea of a computation step. However, the explicit representation of a step in 

transitional semantics was part of my original motivation for choosing to work 

with structured operational semantics, and I think it is interesting to examine 

computation steps to see why they are unsuitable. In addition, the equivalence 

between relational and transitional semantics is interesting in its own right. 

Finally, the definition of an animation step is fairly complex, and the simpler 

definition of a computation step provides a stepping stone to understanding it. 



Chapter 5 

Transitional Evaluations 

The preceding chapters have introduced the notions of program animation and of 

generating animators from a specification of a language. They have shown that 

animation can support a range of tasks, and have mentioned some features of 

existing animators that help users perform these tasks. They have also shown 

that there are several tasks that could be supported by animator generators. 

Chapter 3 discussed the need to base the design of an animator generator a 

theory of animation. Since either the specification of a language or the animator 

generator itself must provide a definition of an evaluation step, it follows that we 

need a framework in which such a step can be specified. Similarly, we need a 

framework in which to specify views of a program in mid-evaluation. This 

framework consists of a semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation, 

and step and display functions defined in terms of this representation. 

As I explained in the previous chapter, I have chosen to base my theory of 

animation on structured operational semantics. This is because this formalism 

has a straightforward operational reading. In particular, transitional semantics 

encodes computation steps as transitions. However, relational semantics 

specifications are more concise and easier to reason about. Therefore I begin the 

development of the theory by defining an evaluation step for relational semantics 

66 
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that is equivalent to that in transitional semantics. The result is a system that 

combines the advantages of relational and transitional semantics. This is the 

subject of Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

In Chapter 8.2 I review this definition of step and consider its suitability for 

animation. I conclude that it is too coarse a definition for animation, and 

develop a refinement of this definition that gives better results. This definition, 

which I call an animation step, has the property that every computation step is 

also an animation step; the new definition just adds extra steps to make the 

animation easier for users to follow. The definition of an animation step is a 

simple extension of the definition of a computation step. 

In Chapters 9 and 10 I show that this theory can describe the features 

mentioned in Chapter 2. This shows that the theory is powerful enough to 

describe useful systems. This is also demonstrated by Chapter 11, which gives an 

overview of how pure Prolog could be specified in terms of the theory. Finally, 

Chapter 12 describes the design and implementation of LSL and The Animator 

Generator. These are closely based on the theory, and demonstrate that it can 

form the basis of a practical system. 

This chapter begins the development of a theory of animation. The first task 

in this development is to define a semantic repreentation of a program in 

mid-evaluation and to define a computation step in terms of this representation. 

As described above, I aim to define in terms of relational semantics a 

computation step based on the transitions of transitional semantics. This 

definition of a computation step requires a prior definition in transitional 

semantics. This chapter gives such a definition. 

Readers who are interested in the practical aspects of the thesis and not the 

theory supporting it may skip this chapter. The next chapter presents the 

definition of a computation step in relational semantics. (The definitions of 
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computation step in the two styles are shown to be equivalent in Chapter 7, 

which again is of little interest to the practically-minded reader.) 

The first section of this chapter presents the model of evaluation that I use 

for transitional semantics and defines the admissible forms of transitional rules. 

These forms are compared to those used by Plotkin [PloSl] and to those of 

Milner's process calculus [M1189]. 

The later sections define transitional evaluation histories and 

transitional computation steps. An evaluation history is a semantic 

representation of a program in mid-evaluation. Computation steps are defined as 

functions from one evaluation history to another. Evaluation histories are called 

evaluations when this doesn't cause ambiguity. 
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5.1 Transitional Rules 

This section defines the forms of transitional rules that are allowed in the theory. 

These forms are chosen to fit the model of evaluation that equates transitions of 

a transitional specification with the transitions of a determinate finite 

automaton. Several example rules are given to illustrate the use of the forms. 

These forms are compared with the rules presented by Plotkin in his paper 

on transitional semantics [P1o81]. This comparison shows that all the 

determinate rules considered by Plotkin can be described by the forms with little 

change. The forms are also compared with the rules in Miler's process calculus 

[Mil89]. This comparison shows the limitations of these rule forms for describing 

concurrent systems. 

5.1.1 Forms of Transitional Rules 

Transitional rules must have one of the following forms. The first and second 

forms describe operations of the underlying finite automaton. The third form 

describes how the evaluation of a configuration can be defined in terms of the 

evaluation of a sub-configuration. 

Rules of the first form are simple axioms: 

EO  H CO3  IL -4 C1 .1  11 	
0 

where 

T(0)u(M) c 

T(C1 ) c P(E0)uT(C0) 
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The conditions associated with this form, and those associated with the other 

forms, ensure that variables will be instantiated before use. Recall that .T(P) 

denotes the variables occurring in P (see section 4.2.5). 

Rules of the second form call a remote rule set: 

NAME 

E1  F- C1 , 1tt—*v, 
E0HCO3C2,M 	 0 

where 

J(E1)uT(C1) c T(E0)uY(C0) 

T(C2) c T(Eo)UT(Co)U{v} 

T(0) c T(E0)uJ(C0)u{} 

T(M) c T(E0) U 17(C0) U {z', v} 

References of rule sets to each other must form a directed acyclic graph (in 

other words references to remote rule sets may not mutually recurse). This 

graph is called the rule set graph. This restriction ensures that remote rule 

sets describe operations of a finite automaton that is more basic than the 

program being evaluated. 

The third form specifies that if a sub-configuration of a configuration is 

evaluated one step, then the configuration itself is evaluated a corresponding 

step. If the sub-configuration doesn't evaluate to a value in that step, then the 

same rule will strongly match the next step of the evaluation. Thus the 

evaluation of large configurations can be composed of the evaluation of 

sub-configurations. 
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E1  F  
E0  H CO3  

where 

'y E .1(C0) 

Y(0)u.1(E1 ) c  T(E0)uY(C0) 

and -y may not be a value in any instance of this form. 

The lhs of the premise of an instance of the third form must be a variable, as 

it is substituted for on the rhs of the conclusion. The rhs of the premise must 

also be a variable. It could theoretically be a configuration which would restrict 

the result of the sub-evaluation. However, the same effect can be achieved by 

side conditions on the rules that weakly match the possible results of this rule, 

and the theoretical development is easier if the rhs of the premise is a variable. 

Rules may not have more than one premise because this would make several 

operations of the underlying finite automaton directly equivalent to one, which is 

nonsensical. The premise of a transitional rule r is sometimes written 

premise(-r); that of an instance t of r is written premise(t). 

5.1.2 Determinacy Restriction 

This thesis only considers determinate specifications. This is ensured by 

requiring any pair of rules in the same rule set to satisfy at least one of the 

following conditions: 

The rules don't unify. 

Their side conditions are disjoint. 

One rule is more general than the other. 
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If either of the first two conditions are true, only one of the rules can match a 

given evaluation state. If the first two conditions are false but the third 

condition is true, then the definition of matching rules chooses the least general 

rule. Thus the specification must be determinate. 

5.1.3 Examples 

Here are three rules that describe an addition operator. The first two specify 

that the parameters of the operator are to be evaluated to numbers. The third 

has a remote premise that refers to a rule set that defines operations on integers: 

e H c1 , ni -p c, m' 
eHc1 +p2, mc1 +p2, m' 

e H c21  ni -p c, 
e H V 1  + c21  m V 1  + e, m' 

INTEGER 

H v1  +v2, m—v, m 
e H v1  + v2 , in -* v, m 

The following rules describe a while loop. These aren't as straightforward as 

the rules for addition. 

Consider what happens if we take the normal syntax for a while construct 

and begin evaluating the condition: 

eHc1, mc'1 , m' 
e F-  while c1  do P2,rn-  while do P2 

Suppose the condition evaluates to true. We then evaluate the body until it 

returns the value nil. What do we do next? 

e H while true do nil, in -i while ?? do ??. in 

The original sub-phrases of the while construct have been lost, and so we cant 

continue. 
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This problem can be avoided by using a constructor with four arguments, in 

which the third and fourth arguments hold the original sub-phrases. This gives 

the following set of rules: 

eF-c1, 	rn' 

eF while(p1,p2,c1,p2), in -f while(p1,p2,c,p2 ), rn 

e H C21  772 -+ C.,, m' 

e F- while(p1,p2, true, c2 ), in -* while(p1,p2, true, c), in 

e F- while(p1,p2, true, nil), m - while(p1,p21 p1,p2), in 

e F- while(p1,p21 false,p2 ), m - nil, in 

Other authors often use a transitive closure in their rules for while. This 

isn't allowed by the forms used in this thesis. The two approaches will be 

discussed when all the examples here are compared to examples from existing 

transitional semantic specifications (Section 5.1.4). 

The following rule defines an assignment operator: 

LOOKUP 
F- lookup(e,x), m—v', m 

e F- x:=v, m ----> nil, in + (v', v) 

The following rules define a linear lookup of an identifier in an environment: 

F- lookup(ef(x,v), x), rn - v, in 

IDENT 
F- lookup(e(y,v), x), m - lookup(e,x), rn 

	F- eq(.r, y)  f  

The final group of rules define a simple recursive function call. They assume 

a construct such as 

func x 	= body in exp end 
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as in Section 6.1.4. They also assume that the previous two rules define a rule 

set that can be called by a remote premise: 

e(x,closure(e.x,x',p)) F -c, rn -* c', m' 
e F func x x' = p in c end, in -p func x x' = p in c' end, in 

e F func x = p in v end, m v, in 

C F- c, Tn -4  C', in'  
0—call x c, in -call x c in 

LOOKUP 

Flookup(e,x), m—v 1 , m 
e F call x v, m - call v1  v, m 

e't(x', v)t(x, closure(e', x, x', p)) F- c, in -* c', in'  

cF -call closure(e',x,x',c) v, in - call closure(e',x,x',c') v, in'  

e F call closure(e', x, x', v') V. in , v', m 

5.1.4 Comparison with Plotkin's Rules 

Most of the transitional rules in Plotkin's original paper on structured 

operational semantics [P1o81] are described straightforwardly by the rule forms 

defined above. This section discusses the exceptions. 

Plotkin's rules are slightly different from those given here in that he restricts 

the sets of identifiers, memory locations, and so forth for which his sequents are 

well-formed. For example, the secuens in the 011ov:ing rule [PloSi , page 93] are 

only vel1-defincd for identifiers in the sets o 	o ar:d o respectively. 	lis is 

indicated by the subscripts on the turnstile symbols: 

P[Po} 	[](- ) - (c. ') 
pF(po;c,a: —p0:c. 	 (Po .a0 ) 

In the notation used here, with the adoption of ck and o,  this becomes: 
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eteo 	nc,m -* crn' ao  
e 	e0; c, m 	e0; c', m' 	

(e0) = 

This thesis follows Milner (for example in [MTH901) by assuming that 

sequents are well-defined for infinite sets of identifiers and locations, although 

terms must still be finite. 

The first rule in Plotkin's paper that doesn't fit the forms used here is the 

following [P1o81, page 401: 

	

(co, 0') 	' a' 

(c0;c1,a) '  

In the notation used here, this becomes: 

	

eF- CO, m 	,m' 

e H CO; Cl , m -f c1, in'  

The result of the premise of this rule is empty; Plotkin allows the lhs or rhs of 

arrows to be a (value, memory) pair or just a memory. 

These is easily represented in the forms presented above by adding a special 

value constructor nil (say) to be returned by statements. (This is illustrated by 

the examples in Section 5.1.3). If required, the concrete syntax of nil can be 

empty, which gives the same effect as Plotkin's solution. 

The rules for while {P1o81, page 431 use a transitive closure in a local 

premise: 
(b,a)—> (tt,a 

(while b do c, o-) - (C; while bdoc,a') 

In the notation used here. this becomes: 

e H c1, mtrue. in'  

e H while c1  do c21  in -* c; while c 1  do c2, in 

Plotkin's approach gives the correct result for a while loop, but it doesn't fit 

the underlying intuition used in this thesis, namely that each transition 
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corresponds to one computation step in an abstract machine. Using a transitive 

closure as a premise would imply that several steps were equivalent to one. 

Plotkin's approach also has the disadvantage that it depends on the existence 

of a sequential operator in the language, rather than specifying the sequencing 

directly in the semantics. 

A do ... while loop would require two premises with transitive closures in 

Plotkin's style. This is getting more like relational semantics, and even farther 

from the idea of one transition corresponding to one step. 

An inferior version of the approach used for while in Section 5.1.3 would be 

to parse a while loop to the usual two argument constructor and then use the 

following rule to silently translate the two argument form to the four argument 

form: 

e  whilep1  dop2, m -* while(p 1,p2,p1,p2), m 

Apart from the fact that this operation could be done by the parser, and is 

therefore redundant, it introduces an extra step into the evaluation. So it fails to 

provide the desired hidden translation. 

The final exceptions from Plotkin's paper considered here are the following 

rules [P1o81, page 93]. The first specifies the evaluation of an identifier when 

that identifier is bound to an expressible value, the second when it is bound to 

an address. 

p H (x, a) -f (con, o-) 	 (p x = con) 

p H (x, a) - (con. a) 	(p r = I and a I = con) 

Using the notation given here (but allowing multiple premises), these become: 
LOOKUP 

H lookup(e, x), m0  —v. 7711  

e H x, rn0  -k v. m1  

LOOKUP 	 DEREF 

H lookup(e, x), m g  —iv, m1  H deref(mn, v), m 1  —v', m2  
e H x, m0  -* v, m2 
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There are two problems with these rules. The first is that they don't satisfy the 

determinacy restrictions, and the second is that the second rule has two remote 

premises. 

The easiest way to solve the first problem is to use different constructors for 

constants and references. This is a reasonable requirement to place on a parser. 

If different constructors are used, the second rule can be converted to a rule 

with only one remote premise by creating a new rule set to do the combined 

lookup and dereference operations. The number of steps an operation takes in a 

remote rule set doesn't affect the number of steps taken in the caller's rule set. 

If different constructors aren't acceptable, then one of the following solutions 

will have to be used: 

There could be one rule for looking up values in an environment and 

another for deferencing addresses found by the first rule. This will take two 

transitions instead of one. 

The LOOKUP and DEREF rule sets could be merged, so that the problem 

is moved from the main rule set to the new remote rule set. This gives a 

single transition in the current rule set. 

5.1.5 Comparison with Miler's Process Calculus 

Milner's process calculus [M1189] uses transitional semantics to describe 

concurrent systems. This thesis is only concerned with determinate 

specifications, but it is worth comparing the transition rules defined above with 

those used by Milner, to get a feel for the limits of the forms presented above. 

The most obvious difference is that Miler's transitions are labelled. These 

labels specify synchronisation between different processes. To allow labels. the 
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system developed here would have to be embedded in a concurrent framework. 

However, it is interesting to look at the form of Miler's rules ignoring the labels. 

The rules that Milner uses for his choice operator, which uses the + sign, 

have the following form in the notation used in this thesis: 

H c1 	.' 

H c1 + C2 
' Cfl 

H 2 - 

H c + C 2 	C'2 

These rules are not determinate (that's the point of them!). Allowing them in 

the above forms would require relaxing the determinacy restriction, and adapting 

the results of this chapter to handle non-determinate evaluations. 

Another of Miler's rules that isn't allowed by the above forms has the 

following form: 

Hc1 c Hc2 c 

H C1 1C2 -~ CJC' 

This describes the parallel evaluation of two sub-phrases. The forms allowed in 

this thesis only allow one premise for a transitional rule; this is to prevent the 

possibility of parallel evaluations. Extending the syntax to cope with rules like 

the above is simple, and extending the results of this chapter is probably easier 

than handling the choice operator, provided that we ignore communication 

between processes. 

Finally, Milner also gives a rule with the following form: 

Hc—c' 

	

/ 	 .2-C 
H x 	C 

where the side condition means that x is defined to be c. This rule effectively 

looks up the value of x in an implicit environment and executes the first step in 

the evaluation of the bound expression. The forms used in this thesis requires 

the lookup and the step to be separate actions since the lookup is an operation of 

the abstract machine and each such operation should correspond to a transition. 
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5.1.6 Summary 

The model of evaluation that I use for transitional semantics is that each 

transition is a transition of a finite automaton. The transitions of this 

automaton are described by axioms and by calls to remote rules sets. This model 

limits rules to no more than one premise. 

Most rules in existing definitions fit the restrictions of this model. The main 

exceptions are rules that refer to the original version of a phrase after that 

phrase has been evaluated. These rules are easily accommodated by a simple 

change to the abstract syntax. 

5.2 Transitional Evaluation Histories 

In transitional semantics a complete evaluation of a program is described by a 

sequence of stacks of instances of transitional rules. Each stack represents a 

computation step. The 1st of the bottom instance in the first stack is the 

program that the evaluation describes, and the result of the bottom instance in 

the last stack is the value of the evaluation. If the instance t at the bottom of a 

stack has a local premise, then the conclusion of the instance above it is identical 

to that premise. The sub-stack above t defines the first step in the evaluation of 

the subject of the premise of t. 

For a theory of animation we want a semantic representation of a program in 

mid-evaluation, not just of a complete evaluation. Such a representation can be 

constructed easily as a partial evaluation. I define this to be a sequence of stacks 

like a complete evaluation, but where the result of the bottom instance of the 

last stack need not be a value. Complete and initial evaluations can be defined 

easily as special cases of this general construct. 
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I call this construct an evaluation history, so that when necessary we can 

distinguish between this construct and the process of evaluation. However, 

evaluation histories are called evaluations when it is unambiguous to do so. 

The rest of this section gives a formal definition of this transitional 

evaluations. It also shows that a complete evaluation of a program is unique. 

5.2.1 Consistent Stacks 

A consistent stack is a non-empty stack of instances of transitional rules such 

that: 

Each instance in the stack has a local premise, except for the top instance. 

Each local premise is identical to the conclusion of the instance above it. 

The side condition (if any) of each instance is satisfied. 

Each instance in the stack must be an instance of the rule that strongly 

matches the 1st of that instance. 

If the top instance is an instance of a rule of the form 

NAME 
E1  HC1 , 

E0  I- Co. 

then either: 

E0, CO  and it are closed terms. C1  isn't a value in the remote rule set 

and (v, it' ) is the His of a complete evaluation of E 1 , C1  and p in the 

remote rule set. 

E0, CO  and p are closed terms. C1  is a value in the remote rule set, 

ii = C1  and [L = ft. 
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The subject, result, env, etc. of a consistent stack are those of the bottom 

instance of the stack. 

Stacks are ordered from the bottom upwards, so for example the second 

instance in a stack is the instance above the bottom one. 

If s is a stack of instances of transitional rules, then #s is the height of s, 

top(s) is the top instance in s, bottom(s) is the bottom instance in s and [s] is 

with the bottom instance removed. [s] is undefined on stacks of height 1. 

Stacks are written as boxed vertical lists of instances of transitional rules, for 

example: 

INTEGER 

H 2+3, m—*5, m 
f-2+3,  rn —*5, in 

H 2 + 3, in —*5, in 
F- (2+3)+4, m 5+4, m 

F- (2+3)+4, m—*5+4, in 
H((2+3)+4)+5,m—*(5+4)+5,m 

or 

LOOKUP 

H lookup(e, 'a'), m—*2, in 
e  'a', m—*2, in 

e  'a', m—*2, in 
e H 'a' > ' b', m —*2> 'b', rn 

5.2.2 Consistent Sequences 

A consistent sequence is a sequence of consistent stacks such that for each 

stack s in the sequence: 

The lhs of s is the same as the rhs of the previous stack. 

The env of s is the same as that of the previous stack. 
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Note that the empty sequence satisfies these conditions. 

If S is a consistent sequence, then length(S) is the number of stacks in 5, 

head(S) is the first stack in 5, last(S) is the last stack in S and tail(S) is the 

sequence formed by removing the first stack from S. If the height of each stack 

in S is greater than 1 and the bottom instance of each stack is an instance of the 

same rule, then [5] is the sequence formed by removing those instances from each 

stack in S. These functions (except length) are undefined on empty sequences, 

and [5] is undefined on sequences that don't satisfy the necessary condition. 

This thesis presents a consistent sequence as a vertical list of stacks grouped 

together by a left brace. A horizontal list would be a better presentation, because 

it would show the correspondence between the lhs of one stack and the rhs of the 

previous stack, but this wouldn't fit on a page in a readable size of print. 

5.2.3 Definition of Evaluation Histories 

A transitional evaluation of an evaluation state (p, e, m) is a finite consistent 

sequence Y such that length (T) > 0 and lst(T) = (p, rn, e). 

5.2.4 Initial and Complete Evaluations 

An initial transitional evaluation of an evaluation state (p, rn, e) is a 

transitional evaluation T of (p, m, e) such that length (T) = 0. 

A transitional evaluation is complete if its result is a value. 

Lemma 5.1 A complete transitional evaluation T of an evaluation state 

(p,m,e) is unique. 

Proof: By double induction. The outermost induction is on the rule set graph; 

the inner induction is on the length of the evaluation at a node of that graph. 
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Base case: A rule set that doesn't refer to other rule sets; that is, a rule set 

that doesn't contain any rules with remote premises. 

Base case: length(T) = 1. 

head(Y) is uniquely determined by p, m and e. This can be 

shown by a simple induction on the height of head(T): 

Let t = bottom(head(T)) and r be the rule instantiated to t. 

Base case: head(T) contains one instance. 

r must be an axiom, since the top instance in a stack in 

an evaluation can't have a local premise, and no rules in 

this rule set may have remote premises. Therefore the 

instances of the variables in the rule are determined by 

(p, m, e). The determinacy restriction ensures that the 

choice of rule is unique. 

Induction Step: The stack contains more than one 

instance. r must have a local premise. 

The instances of the variables in r are uniquely 

determined by (p,e,m), except for rhs (premise (r)). By 

induction, [head(T)] is uniquely determined by 

lst(premise(t)). Therefore rhs(premise(t)) is also uniquely 

determined. 

Induction step: length(T) > 1 

Let s i  and 	be the jth  and i - V  stacks in Y, and assume that 

the first i - 1 stacks in T are uniquely determined by (p, in, e). Then 

lst(s) = rst(s_ 1 ). The choice of rule is unique, by the determinacy 

restriction. The argument used in the base case shows that si  is 

unique. 
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Thus a transitional evaluation of (p, m, e) is unique for any given length. T is 

a complete transitional evaluation and so its result is a value. No rules may 

match a value, so the length of T is fixed and Y is unique. 

Induction step: A rule set that refers to other rule sets. 

Base case: length(T) = 1. 

If a premise q is remote, any evaluation of 1st(q) must be unique, 

by induction. Therefore rhs(q) must also be unique. The rest of the 

case proceeds as above. 

Induction step: As above. 

5.2.5 Summary 

Transitional semantics lends itself to a simple representation of a program in 

mid-evaluation. This representation is a consistent sequence of consistent stacks 

of instances of rules, in which each stack represents one computation step. Initial 

and complete evaluations are simple special cases of the general definition. 
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5.3 Transitional Computation Steps 

The definition of a computation step for transitional evaluations is based on the 

intuition that each stack in an evaluation corresponds to one computation step. 

Therefore the definition is straightforward. 

5.3.1 Definition 

A computation step for transitional evaluations is a function ET such that if 'T 

is an transitional evaluation, then T(T)  is T extended by a new stack such that 

the new sequence satisfies the requirements of a transitional evaluation. 

5.3.2 Example 

If the environment e binds 'a' to 2 and 'b' to 3, the following sequence is a 

series of transitional evaluations of 'a' > 'b', rn and e, such that each 

evaluation is reached from the previous one by an application of T• 

The first step looks up the value of 'a' in e: 

LOOKUP 

H1ookup(e,a'), rn-2, m 
e 	'a', m-2, in 

e 	'a', rn 	2, in 
e 	'a'> 'b'. 7n—*2> 'b'. in 
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The second step looks up the value of 'b 1 : 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e,'a'), m-2, m 
e  <a', m-2. in 

eF 'a', m-2. m 
e F- a' > <b', in —2 > < b', in 

LOOK-UP 

Hlookup(e,'b'), m-3, in 
e F- <b', in - 3. m 

eF- 'b', rn-3. in 
e F- 2> <b', in - 2>3, m 

The third step completes the evaluation: 

LOOKUP 

I- lookup(e, 'a'), m—*2, m 
e F- ia', m —2, in 

eF- 'a'. rn—*2. m 
e  'a'> 'b', m-2> 'b', in 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e,<b'), m-3, m 
e F- <b', in —3, m 

eF- 'b', m-3. m 
e F- 2> 'b', in —*2>3, m 

INTEGER 
F- 2> 3, in —*ff. in 
eH2>3,m—ff,m 

Lemma 5.2 If T is an incomplete transitional evaluation, then T(T)  is unique. 

Proof: The proof is the same as the innermost induction of the Lemma 5.1, 

applied to the new stack that is added to I to make ET(T) 
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5.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has defined the forms of transitional rules considered in this thesis. 

These rule forms are restricted so that they conform to the model of evaluation, 

in which every transition is a transition of a determinate finite automaton. This 

chapter has also defined evaluation histories and computation steps for 

transitional semantics, and has shown that the specifications permitted by the 

rule forms must be determinate. 



Chapter 6 

Relational Evaluations 

This chapter defines a computation step in relational semantics. The model of 

evaluation that underlies this definition is the one developed for transitional 

semantics in the previous chapter; namely that each transition of a transitional 

semantic specification is a transition of a determinate finite automaton. 

The first section of this chapter describes the form of admissible relational 

rules and presents the model of evaluation in terms of relational semantics. This 

form is compared to rules from The Definition of Standard ML [MTH90]. 

The later sections define relational evaluation histories and relational 

computation steps. These are equivalent to the transitional versions defined in 

the previous chapter. An evaluation history is a semantic representation of a 

program in mid-evaluation. Computation steps are defined as functions from one 

evaluation history to another. Evaluation histories are called evaluations when 

this doesn't cause ambiguity. 

FM 
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6.1 Relational Rules 

This section defines the form of relational rules that are allowed in the theory, 

and presents the model of evaluation in terms of this form. Several example rules 

are given to illustrate the use of the form. 

This form is compared with the rules in The Definition of Standard 

ML[MTH90]. This comparison shows that the operational rules in The 

Definition of Standard ML can all be described by the form with little change. It 

also discusses the difference between operational rules and non-operational rules. 

The formalism that uses this form of rules but that allows non-operational rules 

is called natural semantics. 

6.1.1 Form of Relational Rules 

Relational rules have the following form: 

NAME, 	 NAMEk 
E1 H Pi , 1t0 =V1,pi , ..., Ek H Pk, pk_lVk,[Lk 	0 

E0  F- P0 , Po 	k+1, M 

where k > 0, each NAME, is optional, the line may be single or double, and 

.77 (E1)uF(P1 ) c (E0)u.9P0 ) 

c U 1.T(Vc)uF(E0)uF(P0) 

F(M) c U 1T(Vc)UF(Eo)U1(Po)U{ILk } 

.F(0) ç F(E0 ) U F(P0) U {} 

U J(P +1 ) c F(E0 ) U 9P0 ) U U T(V) 

The conditions ensure that all variables are defined before use in evaluations. 

Recall that .1(P) denotes the variables occurring in P. 
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References of rule sets to each other must form a directed acyclic graph (that 

is, references to other rule sets may not mutually recurse). This graph is called 

the rule set graph. As discussed below, this restriction is inherited from the 

transitional semantic model of evaluation, where it ensures that remote rule sets 

describe operations of a finite automaton that is more basic than the program 

being evaluated. 

6.1.2 Evaluation Model 

The model of evaluation that underlies the theory is based on the one presented 

for transitional semantics. That model equated each computation step with an 

axiom or a call to a remote rule set. 

When this model is converted to relational semantics, it still treats the 

evaluation of every remote premise and axiom as a computation step. Most local 

premises do not correspond to computation steps; they describe sub-evaluations 

which can be broken down into smaller steps. However, not all computation 

steps correspond to remote premises or axioms; some correspond to a certain 

class of local premises. 

Some conclusions correspond to computation steps; the most obvious cases 

being the conclusions of axioms, already mentioned. Another example is the 

conclusion of the following rule. The rule evaluates two sub-phrases, and then 

picks the value of the first: 

eF-p1,rn0 =pv1,m1  eHp2,m1 ='v2,rn2  

e I- Pi  before P2,  m0  = v1, in2  

The selection of the first value is a step in the evaluation, separate from the 

sub-evaluations described by the premises. 

By contrast, the rule for the if construct on expressions gives a choice of 

whether to regard the selection of the second value as a step, by an analogy with 
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the above example, or as a natural consequence of the left to right order of 

evaluation of the premises: 

eHp1,m0 =tt,m1  eHp2,m1 =v,m2  

e H if(p1,p2,p3), rn0  = v, m2  

This choice arises whenever the rhs of the last premise is the same as that of the 

conclusion. Usually the conclusion won't be a step. In this case the rule is called 

recursive. The last premise of a recursive rule is called a recursive premise. 

Remote recursive premises are just like other remote premises in that they 

each correspond to a computation step. Each local recursive premise also 

corresponds to a computation step, and in this they differ from other local 

premises. The intuition is that the rule is making a selection (or similar 

transformation), but is making this selection before the evaluation of the last 

premise instead of after. 

A precise definition of the equivalence between a local recursive premise and 

a transition in the underlying finite automata is given in the next chapter. There 

it is presented as a proof of equivalence between the definitions given in this 

chapter and the last. However, the definition presented in this chapter is the 

result of the work in the next chapter. 

The rule form presented above doesn't distinguish between recursive and 

non-recursive rules. In this thesis, an example rule will always be recursive if the 

rhs of its last premise is the same as that of its conclusion. Clearly an 

implementation of these ideas will need some way of distinguishing recursive 

rules from non-recursive ones in ambiguous cases. 

6.1.3 Determinacy Restriction 

Since this thesis only considers determinate specifications, the following 

determinacy restriction is required. 
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Any pair of relational rules in the same rule set: 

NA ME1 	 NAMEk 
E1HP1,ji0=V1,p1, ..., 	Yk 	o E0  F- P0, i0 = V +1, M 

NAME 	 NAME', 
El  I-P, io 	V1', 4 ..., E, I- 

pki 

k 	 01 

E0  F- P0, i0 = V 11  M' 

must satisfy at least one of the following: 

The rules don't unify. 

Their side conditions are disjoint. 

One rule is more general than the other. 

There exists an i such that 1 < i < min(k, k') and j=i = Es'), 

V 1(P = P7'), V 1(NAME = NAME' ),    VI (V = 1/'), and V & V' don't j=i

unify. 

This restriction ensures determinacy as follows, if either of the first two 

conditions are true, only one of the rules can match a given evaluation state. if 

the first two conditions are false but the third condition is true, then the 

definition of matching rules chooses the least general rule. If the first three 

conditions are false but the last is true, then either rule may match. However, 

when the 	premise is evaluated, only one of the rules will match its result. At 

that point the correct rule may be substituted for an earlier incorrect choice 

without affecting the earlier evaluation. 

6.1.4 Examples 

Here is a relational rule for addition. The first two premises specify that the 

parameters of the operator are to be evaluated to values. The third is a call to a 

rule set that defines operations on integers: 
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INTEGER 

eHp1,m0 =v1,m1  eHp2,m1 =v2,m2  F- v 1+v2,m2 =,v,m3  

e F- Pi + P2, m0  = v, m3  

The following rules define a while loop. The iteration is achieved by using a 

recursive rule: 

e F- Pi,  m0  = tt, m e F- P2, Th = nil, m2  e F- while Pi  do P2,  m2  = nil, 1713  

e F- while p  do P2,  m0  = nil, 7713  

e F- Pi  rn0 	ff, rn1  
e I- while Pi  do P2,  m0  = nil, m1  

The next rule defines an assignment operator: 

LOOXUP 

F-lookup(e,x), in = v', m 

e F- x := v, rn = nil, m + (v', v) 

The following two rules define a linear lookup of an environment: 

F- lookup(et (x, v), x), m = v, m 

	

F- lookup(e, x), in = v', m 	 IDEIT 

F- lookup(et(x',v), x), m 	v', m 	
F-eq(x,x') 	f   

The final two rules define a simple recursive function call. They assume a 

construct such as: 

func x = body in exp end 

which defines a function x with one argument x', such that a phrase call x v 

occurring in exp will evaluate to body with v substituted for x' and x defined 

recursively. They also assume that the previous two rules define a rule set that 

can be called by a remote premise. The recursion is achieved by adding the 

definition of the function to the env of the appropriate premise. 
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et(x, closure(e,x',p1)) F P2' m0 = v, m1 
eFfunc XX' = P in P2 end, m0 v,m1 

LOOKUP 

e Hp, rn0 = v, m1 	Hlookup(e,x), m1 	closure(ex',p'), m2 

e't(x', v)t(x, closure(e', x', p')) F p', m2 = v', m 

e 	call x  rn0 =~> v', m2 

6.1.5 Comparison with the Definition of Standard ML 

The Definition of Standard ML [MTH90] is written in natural semantics. 

Natural semantics is similar to relational semantics, but its rules can't 

necessarily be given an operational reading. Indeed, the static semantics 

(type-checking) of Standard ML contains many such rules. However, the 

dynamic semantics (run-time semantics) is written entirely in relational 

semantics. It is interesting to examine both parts of the semantics to explore the 

limits of the definition of relational semantics. 

Most of the rules in the dynamic semantics of Standard ML fit the forms 

allowed by the theory. An exception is the following pair of rules (nos. 114 and 

112): 

S7  H exp = ref, s' s',E H P2 = v, s" a V Dom(mem of .s") 
s,EFexp atexp =.a,s"+{a-v} 

E F exp = con con ref E F atexp ==> v 

E F exp atexp . (con, V) 

In the notation used here, these become: 

NEJ 

e F Pi' rn0 =* ref, m1 e F P2' M1 =:> v, m1 Fnext(mn2), 7n2 => V', Tfl3 

e F Pi P2, 7nO => v', m2t(v',v) 

IDEIT 

e F p1, m0 => v1, m1 Hdiff(v1,ref), m1 = tt, 2 e H P2, m2 = 

P- F Pi P2, m0 => cons (v1, V2), 1723 
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The first rule only holds if the value of Pi  is ref. The second rule only holds if 

that isn't the case. However, the first rule can test this by making the result of 

the first premise be ref, while the second has to put in an explicit test. Thus 

these two rules don't fit the determinacy restriction. The obvious modification is 

to separate the test in the first rule from the first premise. 

Another minor difference is in the handling of value phrases. The dynamic 

semantics of Standard ML includes an axiom that translates a numeral into the 

corresponding integer. This thesis allows such rules, but the preferred approach 

is to make integers be value phrases. Value phrases aren't evaluated. This 

approach makes animations more natural (although a similar effect could be 

achieved using the display attributes introduced in Section 10.1.1), and makes 

languages specifications more concise. 

The static semantics of Standard ML contains several rules that aren't 

admitted by the theory. One class of rule that wouldn't be allowed in illustrated 

by Rule 27: 
C + VE I- valbind = VE 

C - rec valbind = VE 

In the notation used here, this becomes: 

etv H p = v 

e H rec p ='- v 

The premise makes sense in a inferential interpretation of the rule: it holds if 

there is a value v such that the evaluation holds. However, operationally the 

rules makes no sense. The normal operational reading would say that p is 

evaluated in the environment etv - but v isn't known until p is evaluated! 

Another rule that isn't admitted by the theory is Rule 13: 

C I- exp = exn 
CF- raise exp=r 

In the notation used here, this becomes: 
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e I- Pi,  m = exn, rn 
e H raise p,  m 	v, Tn 

The result, v, is a variable that doesn't occur anywhere else in the rule. The idea 

is that this rule doesn't generate the actual value but only a placeholder which 

must be filled in later. The filling in occurs when a rule specifies that two 

phrases must give the same value. Rule 11 is an example: 

CHexp=zr CHty=r 
C H exp: ty = r 

In the notation used here, this becomes: 

eHp1 ,rn0 =,v,rn 1 	 v L?Ej  
e H Pi : P2, Tflo  = v, m2  

In this rule v is determined by e and P2;  it then constrains the result of Pi  to be 

this value. This isn't explicit in the form of the rule, but has to be inferred from 

the context. It is the opposite of the relational interpretation, which would have 

v determined by e and Pi  and constraining the result of P2! 

6.1.6 Summary 

The model of evaluation that I use for relational semantics is equivalent to the 

one presented for transitional semantics in the previous chapter. In relational 

semantics, each remote premise and each local recursive premise corresponds to a 

computation step, as does each conclusion of a non-recursive rule. This model of 

evaluation gives a reasonable interpretation to existing relational semantics such 

as the dynamic semantics of Standard ML. 
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6.2 Relational Evaluation Histories 

In relational semantics a complete evaluation is presented as a tree of instances 

of relational rules. Each local premise at each node unifies with the conclusion of 

the instance at the corresponding child node. The 1st of the instance at the root 

of the tree is the program that the evaluation describes, and the rhs of that 

instance is the value and final memory of the evaluation. The tree is called a 

inference tree. 

For a theory of animation we need a semantic representation of a program in 

mid-evaluation, not just of a complete evaluation. Such a representation is 

suggested by the operational reading of a relational rule. This reading says that 

to evaluate the lhs, we evaluate each of the sub-expressions in order and then 

construct the rhs: 

eHp1,m= nil, m' eHp2,m'=ni1,rn" 

eF-p1;p2, m ==> nil, 
m'I 

This reading extends to the construction of a inference tree. To evaluate a 

program, we first place a matching rule at the root of the tree. Then we 

recursively evaluate the first premise, match the rhs of the complete 

sub-evaluation against the rhs of the first premise, and repeat this process for 

the other premises. Finally we construct the rhs of the root. Thus the tree grows 

in a depth-first, left-to-right fashion: 
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Pp 	nil, m9 ç_ m nil, m9 

e H p1 , m => nil,  m' e H p2, m'==> nil,  rn" 
eHp1;p2,m 	nil, m" 

This suggests that a program in mid-evaluation can be represented by a 

partially instantiated inference tree. Since a inference tree grows in a depth-first 

left-to-right order, there must be a point in the tree that represents the current 

extent of the evaluation process. I call this point the current sequent. All 

variables before the current sequent must be instantiated; all those after it must 

be uninstantiated. 

In the evaluation model that underlies the theory, only some sequents 

correspond to computation steps. These sequents are called valid sequents. 

The current sequent must always be a valid sequent. 

In the evaluation model a computation step corresponds to a remote premise, 

a recursive local premise or the conclusion of a non-recursive rule. The definition 

of validity puts this another way. Remote recursive premises and trivial recursive 

premises are not valid, but the conclusion of the same node "takes their place" 

as representing a computation step. Also, if a conclusion corresponds to a 

recursive premise, then its place is taken by the conclusion of the parent node. 

This is because the evaluation of a recursive rule is complete when the evaluation 

of its recursive premise is complete. Phrasing the definition of validity this way 

makes it easier to define and reason about complete relational evaluations. (It 

also corresponds to the implementation of The Animator Generator.) 
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As with transitional semantics, I call this construct an evaluation history, 

so that when necessary we can distinguish between this construct and the 

process of evaluation. Evaluation histories are called evaluations when it is 

unambiguous to do so. 

An alternative presentation of the theory could use a simpler definition of a 

partial inference tree by including more information in the definition of a 

computation step. The definition of an evaluation history would then be 

expressed as those partial inference trees that could be generated by repeated 

applications of a step. This approach would make some parts of the theory 

harder to express, and as the information has to be somewhere there seems to be 

little point in moving it around. 

6.2.1 Definition 

A relational evaluation of an evaluation state (p, e, in) is a non-empty finite 

tree of instances of relational rules, with a particular sequent called the current 

sequent, such that the tree satisfies the properties given below. The properties 

use the following definitions: 

Sequents are ordered by depth-first traversal, with the conclusion of a 

node following its premises and with local premises occurring before their 

corresponding subtrees. 

A premise of an instance of a relational rule is trivial if it is local and has 

a subject that is a value. A trivial premises doesn't have a corresponding 

sub-evaluation. 

The child node corresponding to the th  non-trivial local premise of the 

instance at a parent node is the 	child of the parent, counting both 

children and local premises from left to right. 
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The current node of a relational evaluation is the node that includes the 

current sequent. 

A sequent of a relational evaluation is matched if it occurs before the 

current sequent, and is unmatched if it occurs after the current sequent. 

The current sequent is matched if it is a remote premise or a conclusion, 

and unmatched if it is a local premise. Intuitively a sequent is matched if it 

has been evaluated. 

A sequent of a relational evaluation is valid if it is a non-recursive remote 

premise, a non-trivial local recursive premise or a conclusion that doesn't 

correspond to a recursive premise. Valid sequents correspond to 

computation steps. 

The properties that a relational evaluation must satisfy are: 

The 1st of the instance at the root node must be (p, rn, e). 

The side condition of each instance must be satisfied. 

The rule instantiated at each node must be the one that strongly matches 

the 1st of that node. 

The current sequent must be valid. 

All variables that don't occur in a matched sequent or in a premise that 

corresponds to a matched conclusion must be uninstantiated. 

All matched non-trivial local premises must have children corresponding to 

them, and all other premises must not. 

The rhs of a matched trivial premise must be the same as its lhs, which 

must be closed. 
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If the child corresponding to a matched non-trivial local premise isn't on 

the path from the root of the evaluation to the current node, this premise 

and the conclusion of the instance at the child node must be identical, and 

all terms in them must be closed. 

If the child corresponding to a matched non-trivial local premise is on the 

path from the root of the evaluation to the current node, the 1st of this 

premise must be the same as that of the instance at the child node, which 

must be closed, and the rhs of the premise must unify with that of the 

child. 

The rhs of a matched remote premise q must be the result of a complete 

evaluation in the remote rule set of lst(q), if subject(q) isn't a value in the 

remote rule set, and must be the same as lhs(q) if subject(q) is a value in 

the remote rule set. All terms in a matched remote premise must be closed. 

The subject, result, env, etc. of a relational evaluation are those of the 

instance at the root of the tree. 

The current sequent of a relational evaluation R is written o(7?), and the 

current node is written O(1?). The root node is sometimes written root(R). 

The sub-evaluation 7Z[N] of a node N in a relational evaluation R. is the 

subtree rooted at that node. If o(7?) is in 7?[N] then o(R,[N]) = o(R), otherwise 

o(7[N]) = conclusion(N). 

If q is a local premise then R[q] is the sub-evaluation corresponding to q. 
h 

Similarly, R.[i] is the sub-evaluation corresponding to the jt premise of root(R). 
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6.2.2 Initial and Complete Evaluations 

An initial relational evaluation of an evaluation state (p, e, in) is a relational 

evaluation 1? of (p, e, m) such that: 

If root(R.) doesn't have any non-trivial local premises or any valid 

premises, then o(R) = conclusion (root ('JZ)). 

If the first non-trivial premise q of root(R) exists and is valid then 

o(7?) = q. 

If q exists, is local and isn't valid, then 7Z[q] is an initial relational 

evaluation of lst(q). 

A relational evaluation R. is complete if o(7?) = conclusion (root (R)). 

Lemma 6.1 A complete relational evaluation of an evaluation state (p, e, m) is 

unique. 

Proof: By double induction. The outermost induction is on the rule set graph; 

the inner induction is on the depth of the evaluation at a node of that graph. 

Let the rule instantiated at the root of the evaluation be p: 

NAME1 	 NA MEk  

..., 

E0  I- F0, Po = Vk+l, M 
Ell  

Base case: A rule set that doesn't refer to other rule sets; that is, a rule set 

that doesn't contain any rules with remote premises. 

Base case: p has no non-trivial premises. 

The determinacy restriction guarantees the uniqueness of p. Since 

7. is complete, o(R.) = conclusion (root (1Z)), and so all variables in p 
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are instantiated. The instance of p is unique, since the instances of 

all variables in p are determined by (p, e, in). 

Induction step: p has at least one non-trivial premise. 

Since 7? is complete, all variables in p are instantiated. The 

instances of E1, P1  and yo are determined by e, p and m respectively. 

By induction, if the instances of E, ji and P are known, they have 

a unique evaluation subtree. Therefore the instances of V1  and yj are 

unique. The determinacy restriction ensures that no other rule 

applies at this point. 

Hence if for some j, the instances of the V, 1 < i < j, are unique, 

then so are the instances of P1  and E1+1.  Similarly if the instances 

of the V, for 1 < i < k, are unique, so are the instances of Vk+l  and 

M. Hence the choice of rule and its instance are unique. 

Induction step: A rule set that refers to other rule sets. 

Base case: If a premise is remote, any evaluation of the lhs and env 

of the premise must be unique, by induction. Therefore the rhs of the 

premise must also be unique. The rest of the case proceeds as above. 

Induction step: As above. 

6.2.3 Summary 

A relational evaluation history is a tree of instances of relational rules. It 

represents the history of an evaluation. The determinacy restriction on the 

permitted rule forms ensures that a complete evaluation of a program is unique. 

The definition of validity encapsulates the notion of a computation step. 
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6.3 Relational Computation Steps 

This section defines a computation step as a map from one relational evaluation 

to another. It is based on the intuition that the evaluation process extends the 

evaluation history in a depth-first left-to-right order. 

6.3.1 Extension 

The computation step function for relational evaluations is defined in terms of 

a relational evaluation being an extension of another. Extension formalises the 

depth-first left-to-right growth of the tree during evaluation. Intuitively, one 

relational evaluation R.' extends another 1?. if 1' could be the result of a sequence 

of computation steps applied to R. Thus it must be possible to embed 7?. in V. 

Another way of defining this is to say that the part of 7?.' that corresponds to 

7?. must be identical to 7?. itself, and that the selected node of 7?.' must come after 

that of 7?. in the left-to-right depth-first ordering. This can be stated formally by 

the following recursive definition: 

If 7?. and 7?.' are both relational evaluations of (p, e, m), and there are j 

matched premises at the root of 7?., then 1?.' extends 7?. if there are at least j 

matched premises at the root of 7?.' and for all i such that 1 < i < j, q is the ith  

premise at the root of 7?., q' is the ith  premise at the root of 1?.' and: 

0(7?.) is before o(7?.') in 7?.'. 

If q is remote, then q = q'. 

. 	 . 	,. 
If q is local, then q = q, and 7?.[z} = 7?. [z] if 0(7?.) isn't n 7?.[z], and 7?. [z] 

extends 7?.[i] otherwise. 
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6.3.2 Definition 

The definition of a relational computation step combines the notion of one 

relational evaluation being an extension of another with the notion of validity. 

Formally, a computation step for relational evaluations is a function ER such 

that if lIZ is a relational evaluation then R(7Z) is an extension of lIZ and there are 

no valid sequents between o(7Z) and O(ER(R-)). 

To be strict, ER is a function from an evaluation to an equivalence class of 

congruent evaluations. This will be discussed in the Section 6.3.4. 

6.3.3 Example 

If the environment e binds 'a' to 2 and 'b' to 3, the following sequence is a 

series of relational evaluations of ('a' > 'b', e, m), such that each evaluation is 

reached from the previous one by an application of R•  The current sequent is 

boxed in each case: 

LOOKUP 

F-lookup(e, 'a'), m ==> 2 7  m 

ci- 'a',m=2,mI 
INTEGER 

eF-'a',m='2,m 	eE-'b',m=v2,m2  H2>v2,m2 v,m3  

e H 'a' > 'b', m = v, m3  

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e, 'b'), m = 37  m 

I 
ci- 'b',m=.3,rnI 

INTEGER 

ei-'b',m=3,m 	H2>3,m=v,rn3  

ci- 'a'> 'b',m=v,rn3 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e, 'a'), m = 21  
ci- 'a',m=2,m 

ci- 'a',m=2,m 
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LOOKUP 	 LOOKUP 

Flookup(e, 'a'), m =* 2, in Flookup(e, 'b'), m =* 3, m 
eF'a',m=2,m 	 eF'b',m=3,rn 

INTEGER 

e F 'a', m = 2, in 	 e F- 'b', m = 3, m 	F2 >3, in = ff, in 

I eF'a'>'b',m=.ff,inI 

6.3.4 Congruency 

The result of ER(R-)  isn't necessarily unique. For example, when extending a tree 

with a rule that strongly matches a while expression there is in general a choice 

of two legal rules. This is shown in the following trees. 

In the first example, the rule for the true case of the while loop has been 

chosen. Eventually this choice will not be allowable, but at this stage the 

condition has not been fully evaluated, and an arbitrary decision has to be made. 

LOOKUP 

Flookup(e, 'a'), m => ff, in 

e F 'a', in = ff, m 

BOOLEAN 

eF 'al l  m=ff,m 	e  'b',m=,v2,m2 	Ffforv2,m2 =v,m3  

e F 'a' or 'b', in = v, m3  

e F 'a' or 'b', in =* tt, in1  e F nil, in1  =' nil, m2  e F while ..., m2  =* nil, in3  

e F while 'a' or 'b' do nil, in => nil, m3  

e F while 'a' or 'b' do nil, m = nil, in 

The second example shows an evaluation at the same stage, but using the 

rule for the false case of the while loop: 
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LOOKUP 

l-lookup(e, 'a'), m = ff, m 

[eF 'a',m=ff,mI 
BOOLEAN 

eH'a',m=ff,m 	eH'b',m=v2,m2  Hfforv2,m2 =v,m3  

e I- 'a' or 'b', m 	v, in3  

e I- 'a' or 'b', m =:> ff, in1  
e H while 'a' or 'b' do nil, in 	nil, in3  

e H while 'a' or 'b' do nil, m = nil, m1  

The need to make arbitrary selections of this nature doesn't contradict the 

assertion that the relational specifications presented here are determinate; 

Lemma 6.1 has shown that a complete evaluation is unique. The apparent 

indeterminacy vanishes as the evaluation progresses. The notion of congruency 

is introduced to formalise this idea. Intuitively two relational evaluations are 

congruent if their matched sequents are identical, except for the right hand sides 

of matched local sequents on the path from the root of the tree to the current 

sequent. These right hand sides will be instantiated later in the evaluation. 

Two relational evaluations 7?. and 1?.' are congruent, written 7?. 7?., if 

lst(7Z) = lst(7?.'), and if either evaluation is complete, then so is the other 

and rhs(R.) = rhs(7?.'). 

The number of matched premises at the root of 7?. equals the number at 

the root of 7?.'. 

If q is the jth  premise of root(1Z) and q' is the i 1  premise of root(7?.'), then: 

If q is remote, then q' = q- 
,- 

 (b) 	If q is local, then qF = q and 7?.[zJ = 7?.,  [z]. 

If q is local and is the last matched sequent, then lst(q') = 1st(q) and 

7?.[i] 	7?.'[i]. 
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4. If o(1Z) is a local recursive premise of the root of 7, then o(R!) is a local 

recursive premise of the root of 7' and lst(o(1Z)) = lst(o(R')). 

Lemma 6.2 If 7? and R' are initial relational evaluations of (p,e,rn), then 

Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of R. 

Base Case: O(R) = root(R). 

o(7?,) must be either the conclusion, a remote premise or a recursive premise. 

Only non-recursive trivial premises can be before o(7?). The same applies to Ri'. 

The rhs of each trivial premise before o(R) is determined by (p, e, m). 

Therefore if o(7?.) is a premise, lst(o(R)) is determined by (p, e, m), and if o(1?) is 

the conclusion, rhs(o(R)) is determined by (p, e, m). The same applies to V. 

Congruence follows immediately. 

Induction Step: o(1Z) is in a sub-evaluation corresponding to a local premise q 

of the root of 1. 

Only trivial premises can occur before q. Therefore lst(q) is determined by 

(p, e, m). By the determinacy restriction, there must be a premise q' in 7?' such 

that lst(q) = lst(q'). By induction, 7Z4qJ 	R'[q']. Therefore 1?. V. 

Lemma 6.3 If R is a incomplete relational evaluation, 1?.' = £R('R) and 

7?." = ER(7Z), then 7?.' 	7?.". 

Proof: The cases of the definition of congruence are proved in order. 

Case 1. The first part of this case is trivial. The second part can be proved 

using a similar argument to that used in the third case, and is left to the reader. 

Case 2. Let there be 1 matched premises at the root of 7?.. 
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If there are only j premises in the rule at the root of R, condition 3 of the 

definition of congruence holds trivially. If there are more than j premises at the 

root of 1?., consider the possible cases of the 	premise. 

If the jth  premise is remote, it must be o(R). By the determinacy restriction, 

if there are k non-recursive trivial premises after the jt/L  premise in 1?., there 

must be the same number in 7?", since the lhs of all such premises is determined 

by the variables instantiated in 1. Similarly, if there isn't a j + k + 11h premise, 

then there must be j + k premises at the roots of both 1' and Ri". If there is a 

j + k + 11h premise, then there must be j + k + 1 matched premises at the roots 

of both 1?. and IV, for if the j + k + 11h premise is remote or recursive, it must 

be both o(1?.') and o(fl."), and if it is local then o(7Z') must be in R.'[j + k + 1] 

and o(7Z") must be in R"[j + k + 11. 

If the th  premise is local and 1Z[j] isn't complete, then by the definition of 

completeness o(k) must be in R.'[j] and o(R.") must be in 1"[j]. 

If the th  premise is local and 1Z[j] is complete, then by the definition of 

completeness o(k) can't be in R.'{j] and o(7?") can't be in R."[j]. The same 

argument applies as in the remote case. 

Case 3. This case holds for all i such that 1 < i < j, by the definitions of 

extension and ER. (A simple inductive proof is needed if the th  premise is local.) 

If there are j + Ic + 1 premises at the roots of 7' and R.", then those between 

the 1 th  and J+ k + 11h must be non-recursive and trivial, as in case 3. Since the 

first j premises are identical, the envs and lhs's of the j + k + 1
1h premises are 

identical. If they are remote or recursive, they must be selected, and so the 

result follows. If they are local and non-recursive, then R.'[j + k + 1] and 

'R."[j + Ic + 1}must be initial evaluations of the 1st of the j + k + i premises, and 

so the result follows by Lemma 6.2. 
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6.3.5 Summary 

A computation step is a function from an evaluation R to the equivalence class 

of of minimal extensions to R. Congruency is a transient phenomenon, and it is 

convenient to treat computation steps as functions from evaluations to 

evaluations. 

The definition of computation step implicitly inherits the model of evaluation 

used to define evaluations; the key part of both definitions being the definition of 

validity. 

6.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has defined the relational rule form that is admitted by the theory 

of animation. It has also defined relational evaluation histories and relational 

computation steps, based on the model of evaluation presented for transitional 

semantics in the previous chapter. These definitions use the associated ideas of 

validity and congruency. 



Chapter 7 

A Definition of Equivalence 

In Chapter 6 I presented a definition of a relational computation step and 

claimed that it was based on the definition of a transitional computation step 

presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter I show that the two definitions are 

indeed equivalent. Readers who are interested in the practical aspects of this 

thesis but not the underlying theory may skip this chapter. 

This equivalence is a direct equivalence. If the two definitions of computation 

step are repeatedly applied to the same initial program, in the context of 

equivalent transitional and relational specifications, then they will produce 

identical sequences of steps. An axiom in one sequence will correspond to an 

axiom at the same place in the other sequence, and a call to a remote rule set in 

one sequence will correspond to an identical call at the same place in the other. 

After each step the two semantic representations of the program in 

mid-evaluation will be equivalent. 

The proof of equivalence of computation steps depends on the definition of 

equivalence of a transitional specification and a relational specification. and on 

the definition of equivalence of a transitional evaluation and a relational 

evaluation. These definitions share the same intuition of what a computation 

step is. 

111 
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Two specifications are equivalent if there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between the rule sets in each specification such that each pair of corresponding 

rule sets realise each other. Intuitively, one rule set realises another if any 

symbolic evaluation of a phrase term in the second can be emulated in the first. 

7.1 Equivalent Syntaxes 

The discussion of admissible transitional rules in Section 5.1.3 observed that 

some abstract syntax terms in that formalism need repeated arguments. The 

example given was the while constructor, which contains the original 

sub-phrases at the same time as copies of those sub-phrases are being evaluated. 

This means that the abstract syntax of a transitional specification may be 

slightly different to that of a relational specification for the same language. In 

this chapter I assume that there is no such difference. In other words I assume 

that the syntax for a relational specification also includes these extra arguments 

when required, even though they are redundant in that specification. 

I make this assumption only to simplify the presentation. If the syntaxes did 

differ, the theory could be modified to use a map w, called the syntax map, 

from the relational version to the transitional version. For example, a while 

constructor could be mapped by the definition w(while(p1 ,p2)) 

(while(p1,p2,p1,p2 )). All that would be required of the syntax map would be 

that it satisfied the restriction that for any substitution a and syntax map w, 

a 0 W = W 0 U. 
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7.2 	Transitional Realisation of Relational Rule 

Sets 

This section presents a definition of a transitional realisation of of relational rule 

sets. Each sequent in a relational rule that corresponds to computation step is 

mapped to a transitional rule by the realisation. This section also gives several 

examples of transitional realisations, and discusses how the idea of recursiver 

premises was prompted by the definition of realisation. 

7.2.1 Discussion 

Consider a relational rule p: 

NA ME1 	 NAMEk 
E1 F Pi, 0 =V1,pi, ..., 	Pk 	0 

E0  F- F0, ILO => 	M 

This symbolically describes the evaluation of (F0, j, E0). Typically each 

premise evaluates a sub-phrase of the main phrase, with either the last premise 

or the conclusion performing a final transformation. 

If a transitional rule set realises p, then there must be a sequence of rules 

from that rule set that describe the same sub-evaluations as p. This sequence is 

also a symbolic evaluation of (P0 , 	E0). The subjects of these transitional 

rules form a sequence of configuration expressions, C. 

Since the two symbolic evaluations describe the same phrase, there must be a 

substitution a that maps C1  to P0. Also, since the sub-evaluations are the same 

in both specifications, it must be possible to extend a to map Ci  to appropriate 

terms formed from the components of p. 
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If p has no premises, then the corresponding transitional symbolic evaluation 

must be an axiom 7-1  such that o(r1 ) is: 

E0  F- cr(C0 ), 120 - Vk+l , M 

An axiom is a single step in each specification, so this must be the only rule in 

the evaluation. 

If p has more than one premise, and the first premise is local, then it is 

sufficient for the transitional symbolic sub-evaluation that corresponds to that 

premise to contain just one rule with a local premise. It must be possible to 

instantiate the 1st of the premise of the transitional rule to that of the premise of 

P. 

More complicated sequences of rules could describe the same sub-evaluation, 

but in practice these rarely arise. I assume that the case given here covers all 

practical examples. 

If p has more than one premise, and the first premise is a call to a remote 

rule set R', then the first rule r1  of the corresponding transitional sub-evaluation 

must be a call to an equivalent rule set V. Thus 0'(T1) must be 

NAME1 
E, I- P, IL_i —+l/, jj 

E0  H (C), 12—i 	(C 1), pi  

Since p describes the evaluation of a single construct, result T1) should be 

constrained to be an instance of that construct. The simplest way of doing this 

is to require that result(7-1) be less general than .snbjfct(7-1) (that is, for 

subject(7 1 ) >- result(r 1 )). This constraint is also satisfied by transitional rules 

that have local premises. It yields a transitional symbolic evaluation that 

gradually evaluates sub-phrases of the main phrase, eventually performing a final 

transformation (described below). This is the same behaviour as a relational 

rule. In addition, this restriction will simplify some later work, particularly 

Lemma 7.4. 
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The above cases have considered the first premise of p. Other premises are 

treated in the same way, with the possible exception of the last premise. 

If the last premise of p is not recursive, then Tk is defined as above, and there 

must be an axiom 7-k+1  that describes the same computation step as the 

conclusion of p. Thus a(7-k+1) must be: 

	

E0  F- a(Ck+l), ik+1 - Vk+l, M 	0'(Ok+1) 

If the last premise of p is recursive and remote, then (Vk, Ilk) = (Vk+l , M) and 

so 0(7-k) must be: 

NA MEk 
Ek F- 'k /1k-1 —*Vk, Ilk 	a(Ok) 

E0  F- a(Ck), I'k-i -p Vk+l , M 

If the last premise of p is recursive and local, there must be a transitional rule 

with subject cr(Ck ) and result Pk. Then the result of a transitional evaluation of 

Pk  will be the result of the whole evaluation of F0, as desired. So U(Tk) must be: 

	

E0  F- cr(Ck), Pk-1 " -k, Ilkl 	COO 

7.2.2 Definition 

This subsection formalises the approach discussed in the previous subsection. 

A relational rule p: 

\T4 ME1 	 NA MEk 

E1 HP1 , [t o 	V1,Il1, 	... Ek H Pk, /tk_lVilk 	o 
E0  F- P0. Ilo 	Vk+l, M 

is realised by a transitional rule set if there exist a minimal substitution o, 

configuration terms C1 ,.. . , Ck, transitional rules 'r1,... , 7-k and if necessary a 

configuration term Ck+l  and a transitional rule 7-k+1  such that: 
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a(Ci) = Po  

For all z such that 1 <z < k, the z 
Ui  premise of p is remote if 

subject(r) >- result(r1) and 

NA ME1 

a(rj) = 
	H a(C), pi-1 	a(C 1), i 

( 	E 1  H P, [tj 	[tj 
E0   

and the jth  premise of p is local if 

	

(EO
EHP,,t,_1-pV, 

 H u(C), pi-1 	u(C1), [ti 

where Oi  is the side condition of;. 

If p is not recursive, then 'rj is defined as in case 2, and there exists an 

axiom Tk+i  such that: 

	

0'(7-k+1) = (E0  H a(Ck+i), [Lk 	Vk+l, M 	
U(Ok+1)) 

If p has a remote recursive premise then cr(Ck+l) = Vk  = Vk+l, there is no 

Tk+i and °(Tk)  is defined as in case 2. 

If p has a local recursive premise then Ek  = E0, there is no 	or Tk+l  and 

	

(Tk) = (E0  H u(Ck), 14-1 	k, [tk-1 	
a(Ok)) 

For all i such that 1 <i < k + 1, if 0 holds, so does a(0) 

For all i such that 1 < i < k + 1, there does not exist a transitional rule T 

such that ; - 7. 

The realisation of the relational rule consists of the C, theTj and or. 

A relational rule set is realised by a transitional rule set if each rule in the 

relational rule set is realised by the transitional rule set. 
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For example, the relational rule given above for addition is realised by the 

three transitional rules for addition. This gives the following instances of the C1: 

Cl  = cl + p2  

C2  = vi+c2 

C3  = vi +v2  

7.2.3 Examples 

These are the rules for addition given in Sections 6.1.4 and 5.1.3: 

Transitional: 

eFc1, 	m' 
eFc1 +p2, mc+p2, m 

e F C2, m -4 C2, 

e F v 1  + c2, m .' v1  + 4, m 

INTEGER 
F v 1  + v 2, m —v, m' 

e F v 1  + v 21  m -* v, m 

Relational: 

INTEGER 
eFp1,m0 =v 1,m1  eFp 2,m1 v 2,m2  Fv 1 +v 2 v 

c F Pi + P2, m0  = V, 7712 

Both sets of rules use local premises to specify that the arguments should be 

evaluated and then make a call to a remote rule set. 

The obvious corresponding rules for division would not satisfy this definition 

of realisation, since the third transitional rule would have a side condition that 

the second argument could not be 0. To cope with these rules the definition 

would have to be extended to make side conditions of transitional rules 

correspond to remote premises of relational rules. 
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These are the rules for assignment: 

Transitional: 
LOOKUP 

H lookup(e,x), m—v', m 
e H x:=v, m 	nil, m + (v', v) 

Relational: 
LOOKUP 

F-lookup(e,x), m0  = v', m1  
e H x:=v, m0  = nil, m0  + (v', v) 

Both rules call a remote rule set. 

The following rules define a linear lookup of an identifier in an environment. 

Transitional: 

H lookup(et(x,v), x), m — v, m 

IDENT 

I- lookup(e(x',v), x), in 	lookup(e,x), m I- eq(x,x') -*ff 

Relational: 

H lookup(et(x,v), x), m0  = V, in0 

F- lookup(e,x), rn0  = v', m 	IDENI 

	

H lookup(ef(x',v), x), m0 	', M, 
eq(x,x) ==> f  

Both sets of rules traverse the list argument. The transitional rules do this with 

a transition from a list to its tail. The relational rules use a local premise. 

The following rules describe a while loop. The relational rules differ from 

those in Section 6.1.4 in that they use the same four argument constructor as the 

transitional rules. 
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Transitional: 

eF-c1, 	m' 
e F- while(p1,p2,c11 p2 )1  m - while(p1,p21c 1 p2 )1  m 

e F- c21  rn - c, m' 
e F-while(pj,p2,tt,c2 ), rn -* while(p1,p21tt 1c)1  rn 

e I- whule(p1,p2, tt, nil), m -* while(p1,p2,p1,p2), m 

eF-while(p1,p2,ff,p2), m — nil, iii 

Relational: 

e F- Pi,  m0  =- tt, m e F- P2'  m1 	nil, m 2  e F- while(p1,p2,p1,p2), m2 	nil 
e F- while(p1,p2,p1,p2), 7-n0  =- nil, rn3  

e F- Pi,  m0  = ff, m1  
e F- while(p1,p2,p1,p2), m0  = nil, m1  

Both sets of rules use a local premise to specify that the condition should be 

evaluated first. The transitional rule for this corresponds to a premise that 

occurs in both relational rules. If the condition evaluates to ff, the loop 

evaluates to nil. If the condition evaluates to tt, the body of the loop is 

evaluated and the loop is repeated. This repetition is specified in the same way 

as the rules for lookup specify list traversal. 

7.2.4 Recursive Premises Revisited 

The definition of realisation shows clearly that a local recursive premise 

corresponds to a computation step. This section looks at recursive and 

non-recursive premises more closely. 
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Consider the relational rule p discussed in Section 6.1.2: 

e H Pi,  m0  => tt, m1  e F- P2, M1 => v, m2  

c H if Pi then P2  else P3, Tn0  => v, 7n2 

If p is recursive, then the following pair of transitional rules realise p: 

eHc1 , 	 ' M 

e H if c1  then P2  else p31  m -* if c then P2  else p31  m 

8 F- if tt then P2  else P3, M - P2, m 

The second rule selects P2  to be the sub-phrase that will, when evaluated, 

produce the rhs of the rule. This selection is a computation step, and is 

represented in a relational evaluation by selecting the recursive premise. 

If p is not recursive, then the following rules realise p: 

e F- c1, in -* c, rn' 
e F- if c1  then P2  else p3, m - if c' then P2  else p3, Tn 

e F- c2, in 	;, m' 

e F- if tt then c2  else p3, m -* if tt then c else p3, m 

e F- if tt then v else p3, m - v, in 

The last of these rules is also a selection; this corresponds to the conclusion of 

the non-recursive version of p. It corresponds to computation step in both 

specifications. 

7.2.5 Trivial Premises 

The following lemma is used several times in the development of the theory. It 

shows that a trivial premise of an instance of a relational rule is not an 

computation step. A realisation of the relational rule will map the corresponding 

premise of the rule itself to a transitional rule, but that transitional rule will not 

appear in the evaluation of the program because the the subject of its premise 

may not be instantiated to a value. 
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Lemma 7.1 (The Trivial Lemma) If the i 
1h premise of an instance of a 

relational rule p is trivial and non-recursive, the substitution instantiating p is a, 

the substitution used in the transitional realisation of p, S,,, is a', and the 

configurations in S are C1,. . . , Ci., then a o a'(C1) = a a 

Proof: 

If the i th  premise is trivial, it must be local. Therefore 

= a'(C)[V/P1 ]. But a(P1) = a(V), and the result follows. 

7.2.6 Summary 

A transitional rule set realises a relational rule set if every evaluation described 

by the relational set is also described by the transitional set. The transitional 

realisation of a relational rule consists of a set of transitional rules, a set of 

configuration terms, and a minimal substitution that satisfy the conditions of 

Section 7.2.2. These conditions ensure that the two evaluations contain the same 

computation steps in the same order. 

7.3 Relational Realisation of Transitional Rule 

Sets 

Defining sufficient conditions for a relational specification to realise a transitional 

specification is more complicated. The approach that I use is to create a tree of 

partially consistent stacks that correspond to the possible sequences of rules that 

would be instantiated in an evaluation of agiven construct, and to show that for 

each path through the tree there exists a relational rule that describes the same 

symbolic evaluation. 
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A partially consistent stack is like a consistent stack except that the top 

instance of the stack may have a local premise or an uninstantiated rhs. In a 

transitional tree, an instance with a local premise represents the complete 

sub-evaluation of its 1st. For example, the transitional rules given for while in 

Section 7.2.3 included one rule to evaluate the conditional and two rules to 

evaluate the configuration left after the evaluation of the conditional. These form 

a transitional tree with three nodes; the first rule as the root and the other two 

as leaves. Thus a local premise in a transitional rule serves the same purpose as 

a local premise in a relational rule. 

7.3.1 Partially Consistent Stacks 

A partially consistent stack is a stack of instances of transitional rules such 

that: 

Each instance in the stack has a local premise, with the possible exception 

of the top instance. 

The conclusion of each instance in a stack is identical to the premise of the 

instance below it (if any). 

The side condition (if any) of each instance is satisfied. 

Each instance in the stack must be an instance of the rule that strongly 

matches the 1st of that instance. 

If the top instance is an instance of a rule of the form 

NAME 
E1  F-C1 , ji —+v. 

EO  F- CO, ,u - C2. Al 

then either: 
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ii is a variable. 

E0, CO  and jt are closed terms, C1  isn't a value in the remote rule set 

and (ii, ii') is the rhs of a complete evaluation of E1, C1  and z in the 

remote rule set. 

E0, CO  and p are closed terms, C1  is a value in the remote rule set, 

ii = C and i' = IL. 

6. If the top instance has a local premise, then the result and rhm of the 

premise are variables. 

The usual conventions for selecting elements of a stack apply to partially 

consistent stacks. 

A partially consistent sequence is a sequence of partially consistent 

stacks that satisfies the same conditions as a consistent stack, namely for stack .s 

in the sequence: 

The lhs of s is the same as the rhs of the previous stack. 

The env of s is the same as that of the previous stack. 

Every consistent stack or sequence is also partially consistent. 

7.3.2 Sequences as Instances of Stacks 

A partially consistent sequence S is an instance of a partially consistent stack s 

if there exists a substitution a such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. If there are k instances ti,• , tk with local premises in s then each stack in 

S contains k instances t,. . . , t in the same order as the t such that 

a(t) 	t' for all i. 
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2. If top(s) is an axiom or has a remote premise then 

top(head(S)) = a(top(s)) and: 

If subject(top(s)) >- result(top(s)), or result(top(s)) is a value, then 

length(S) = 1. 

If subject(top(s)) 	result(top(s)) and result(top(s)) is not a value, 

then for each si  in S, #si  > s, and either no stacks in S of height 

#s have a value as the result of their top instances or last(S) is the 

only stack that does. 

A rule or instance that satisfies the conditions of case 2b is called expansive, 

because if a stack has such an instance or rule at the top then instances of that 

stack may be of arbitrary length. Similarly, a rule or instance that satisfies the 

conditions of case 2a is called non-expansive. Rules and instances with local 

premises are neither expansive nor non-expansive. 

For example, the following sequence of two stacks: 

INTEGER 

F- 2+3-5 
e F- 2 + 3,m -* 5,rn 

eF- 2+3.m -4  .5.m 
eF- (2+3)+4.rn-5+4,rn 

eF-(2+3)+4.m--5+4,m 
eF-((2+3)+4)+5.m—(5+4)+5,m 

INTEGER 

F- 5--4-9 
6  5 + 4. m - 9. m 

6 H 5 + 4. m - 9. m 
e H (.5 +4) + 5.m —9 + 5,m 

is an instance of the stack consisting just the first rule for addition: 

cF-c1, rn—c1 . ri-i 
e H c + P2, m . c ± P2, Tn 
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A partially consistent sequence S is an instance of a partially consistent 

sequence S' if $ can be partitioned into instances of each stack in S', in order. 

7.3.3 Transitional Trees 

A transitional tree of a transitional state (c, in, e) is empty if c is a value. 

Otherwise it is the smallest tree of partially consistent stacks of height 1 

satisfying the following properties: 

The 1st of the root stack is (c, m, e). 

The env of each stack equals the env of its parent stack. 

The lhs of a stack is an instance of the rhs of its parent stack. 

Each leaf stack contains an instance t such that either subject(t) 	result(t) 

or result(t) is a value. 

If the instance t at a node has the form: 

E0  H C, 	C[71/], ' 

	 o 

then that node has 1 child for each transitional rule that weakly matches 

(C[v/y], 1a', E0), for any v, and each such rule is instantiated by 1 of those 

children. 

If the instance t at a node is an axiom or has a remote premise. then that 

node has 1 child for each transitional rule that weakly matches rhs(t), and 

each such rule is instantiated by 1 of those children. 

The transitional tree of a transitional rule r is the transitional tree of the env 

and lhs of T. 
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If a transitional evaluation T is an instance of a path from the root of a 

transitional tree, then that path is called the tree path of T, and is written ST. 

For example, the transitional tree for Pi + P21 e and m, using the rules given 

in Section 5.1.3, is: 

The transitional tree for vhile(p1,p2) p1,p2), e and in, using the rules given 

in Section 5.1.3, is: 

cF-c1 , m-+c', m' 
eF-  while(p1,p2,c1,p2 ), m - whi1e(pj,p2,c,p2 ), m' 

/ 

e F-  c2, m - c, m' 
e F-while(pj,p2,tt,c2), m—+whi1e(p1,p2,tt,c), m' 

eE-while(pi,p2,ff,pi), m—nil, rn/ 

e F-while(p1,p2,tt,nhl), m—whi1e(p1 .p2,p1 ,p2), in 

The fourth case of the definition of transitional trees ensures that the trees 

are finite. The exact definition given here may be more strict than necessary, but 

it does allow a wide range of practical examples. 
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As an example of how it may be more strict than necessary, consider the 

following rule in a language where expressions are defined in a separate rule set 

from statements: 

EXP 

eFp1, m—*tt, Tn 

e H while Pi  do P21  rn - P2; while Pi  do P2,  m 

The combination of this rule and the rules for the sequencing operator realise the 

relational rules for the true case of the while operator. However, the reverse 

won't be true, since the definition of relational realisation of transitional rule sets 

uses transitional trees, and the above rule forms a transitional tree on its own. 

Lemma 7.2 If T is a transitional evaluation of (c,m,e), and T is the 

transitional rule that strongly matches (c, m, e), then Y is an instance of a path 

from the root of the transitional tree of 'r. 

Proof: By induction on the length of T. Let s be the stack at the root of the 

transitional tree. By definition, s contains only r. 

Base Case: length(T) = 1. 

bottom(head(T)) is an instance of r by the definition of transitional 

evaluation, and so head(Y) is an instance of s. 

Induction Step: length(Y) > 1. 

The proof proceeds by cases of r. 

If r is expansive, then T is an instance of s, since all the stacks in a 

transitional evaluation must have a non-zero height and only the last stack may 

be of height 1 and have a value as its result. 

If '- is non-expansive, then head(T) is the unique prefix of Y that is an 

instance of s, by the definition of instantiation. result(head(T)) is an instance of 

result(T), and so the root of the transitional tree must have one child that 
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strongly matches result (head (T)), by the definition of transitional trees and the 

existence of further stacks in T. Let this child be A. By induction, last(T) is an 

instance of a unique path from the root of the subtree rooted at A, and the 

result follows. 

3. If r has a local premise, s may be instantiated by a sequence of any length 

such that the bottom instance of each stack in this sequence is an instance of T. 

Let T' be the longest such prefix of Y. If result (premise (bottom (last (Y')))) is 

not a value, then T'=- Y, since otherwise result (last (T')) would be strongly 

matched by 'r and so the next stack in T would have an instance of r at the 

bottom. If result (premise (bottom (last (T')))) is a value and there is another 

stack in T, then result(T') must be strongly matched by one of the children of 

the root. Let this child be A/. By induction, the remainder of T is an instance of 

a unique path from the root of the subtree rooted at .,V, and the result follows. If 

result (premise (bottom (last (T')))) is a value and there isn't another stack in T, 

the result follows immediately. 

7.3.4 Definition of Relational Realisation 

With the above definitions, relational realisation can be defined as follows. This 

definition considers the same cases as the definition of transitional realisation. 

A path S from the root of a transitional tree of (c, e, m) to a node in the tree 

is realised by a relational rule p: 

NAME, 	 NA.1Ek 

E1  H P1, 	 Ek  H k ,  ILk_I 	117A. • 

E0  H P0, i0 	Vk+I, - 11 

and a minimal substitution a if the path can be partitioned into sequences 

S1,... ,S3  such that j < k + 1 and the following conditions hold: 
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For all i such that 1 < i < k, length(S1) < 1. 

(c,m,e) = 0(P0,/20,E0). 

None of the rules in S have side conditions, except that the one in S1  (if S1  

is not empty) may have a side condition 0' such that if 0' holds then so 

does a(0). 

For every i such that 1 <i < min(j, k), if q is the th  premise of p, then one 

of the following cases holds: 

q is local and non-recursive and a(Pi) is a value Hf Si  is empty. 

q is local and non-recursive and a(Pi) is not a value if Si contains an 

instance with the premise 

a(E) F c,(1), a(_1) -* -', a(z j) 

for some 7. 

q is remote if Si contains an instance with the premise 
NAME1  

a(E) H cr(P), (i-)  —cr(V),  a(m) 

(d) q is local and recursive if Si contains the instance 

a(Eo) H C, U(k_1) 'U(Pk)- 

for some C. 

q is recursive if Si  contains an instance that is a leaf of the 

transitional tree. 

q is remote and recursive if rhs(S) 

5. If j 	k + 1 then one of the following cases holds: 
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p is not recursive if Sk+l  contains the instance 

0(E0) H C, 0(fLk_1) -* a(Vk+l ), a(M) 

for some C. 

(b) p is recursive if Sk+l  is empty. 

A relational rule set realises a transitional tree if each path from the root of 

the tree to a leaf is realised by exactly one rule in the relational rule set. 

A transitional rule set is realised by a relational rule set if the transitional 

tree of the 1st of each rule in the transitional rule set is realised by the relational 

rule set, and every relational rule realises at least one path from the root of one 

of these trees to a leaf of that tree. A relational rule may realise more than one 

path, and more than one relational rule may realise the same path. 

For example, the transitional tree given in Section 7.3.3 for (Pi + P2, e, rn) is 

realised by a relational rule set containing the following rule: 

INTEGER 

eHp1,m0 =v1,m1  eHp2 ,m1 =v2,m2  Hv1 +v2 ,m2 v,m3  
e H Pi + P2, m0  = v, m3  

This is because there is only one path through the tree, and the stacks in this 

path are identical to those in the realisation of the relational rule. 

The examples given in Section 7.2.3 for transitional realisation of relational 

rules also hold for relational realisation of transitional rules. 

7.3.5 Summary 

A relational rule set realises a transitional rule set if every evaluation described 

by the transitional set is also described by the relational set. Relational 

realisations are defined in terms of transitional trees, which represent the 
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sequences of rules that might be used to evaluate a program that matches a 

certain state. Each node in a path through a transitional tree describes part of 

an evaluation. Those nodes containing rules with local premises describe 

subevaluations of arbitrary length, as do leaf nodes that contain expansive rules. 

Other nodes describe a single step. 

The path through a transitional tree that corresponds to a transitional 

evaluation is called the tree path of that evaluation, and the relational 

realisation of a tree path is a relational rule and a minimal substitution that 

satisfy the conditions of Section 7.3.4. These conditions ensure that the two 

evaluations contain the same computation steps in the same order. 

7.4 Equivalent Evaluations 

The previous sections have defined an equivalence between a relational 

specification and a transitional specification. They are equivalent if there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between the rule sets in each specification such that 

each pair of corresponding rule sets realise each other. 

The following definition of equivalent evaluation histories extends the 

definition of equivalent specifications to cover instances of the rules involved. 

The idea is that a transitional evaluation T and a relational evaluation R are 

equivalent if they contain the same steps, using the appropriate models of 

evaluation. 

The definition partitions Y into sub-sequences in such a way that the i t  

sub-sequence corresponds to the th  premise root(7). A remote premise of 

root(R) corresponds to a single stack in T that has the same premise on top. 

For non-trivial, non-recursive local premises and for recursive local premises this 

correspondence involves an equivalence of sub-evaluations. Non-recursive trivial 
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premises correspond to empty sub-sequences. Finally, a conclusion corresponds 

to a single stack with an axiom at the top. 

7.4.1 Definition 

If a transitional specification and a relational specification are equivalent, T and 

1?. are transitional and relational evaluations in these specifications and p is the 

rule instantiated at the root of 1?, then T and 7?. are equivalent, written T 7?., 

if T can be partitioned into sub-sequences S1 ,. . . , 	where j is the number of 

matched premises of the root of 7?., such that the following conditions hold: 

1. lst('R.) = lst(T) 

th 2. for all z such that 1 	z j, if q is the z premise of the root of 7?. then the 

following conditions hold: 

q is trivial and non-recursive if Si  is empty. 

q is local, non-trivial and non-recursive if [Se ] is defined and 

[Si] 	7?.[i]. 

q is local and recursive if length(S1 ) > 0, bottom (head (S1 )) is an 

axiom, rst(head(S)) = lst(q), and if length(Si) > 1 or 1?.[i] exists then 

tail(S) ' 

q is remote if length(S1) = 1, #(head(S1)) = 1 and 

premise(bottom(head(S1))) = q. 

3. o(R) is the local recursive premise of root(R) if bottom (head (S i )) is an 

axiom, length(S 1 ) = 1 and rst(head(S3+i )) = 18t(o(7?.)). 

4. If p is recursive and o(1?.) is not the local recursive premise of root(7?.), then 

S 41  is empty. 
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If p is recursive then conclusion (root (R)) is matched if rhs(T) = rhs(7). 

p  is not recursive, and conclusion (root (7?)) is matched if length(S 1) = 1, 

bottom (head (S31)) is an axiom and 

conclusion (bottom (head(S3i ))) = conclusion (root (R)). 

If p is not recursive, and conclusion (root (R)) is not matched, then S 	is 

empty. 

Lemma 7.3 If a transitional specification and a relational specification are 

equivalent then an initial relational evaluation R of (p, m, e) exists if there exists 

an initial transitional evaluation T of (p,m,c). If they exist, then T R. 

The proof requires the result that if 1Z' and T' are complete evaluations of a 

state (p, Tn, e) in a remote rule set, then rhs(R!) = rhs(T'). This will follow from 

Proposition 7.5, which is proved at the end of this chapter. However, the proof 

of Proposition 7.5 uses this lemma. It would be tedious to prove the desired 

result in a separate lemma. The easier alternative is to regard the remaining 

lemmas and propositions of this chapter as a single inductive proof on the rule 

set graph. The induction step of this proof is as presented here; the base case is 

the same except that all references to remote premises and rule sets are ignored. 

Proof, part 1: If T exists then 7?. exists. By the definition of initial transitional 

evaluations, length(T) = 1. The proof is by induction on the depth of head(T) 

Base Case: #head(T) = 1. 

head(T) consists of an instance t of a rule T. Let o be the minimal 

substitution that instantiates r to t. By the definition of equivalent 

specifications, there exists a relational rule p that realises the path S  that 

contains just the root of the transitional tree of lst(r), and p strongly matches 

(p,m,e). Let o' be the substitution in this realisation. 
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By the definition of relational realisation, a(p) must have zero or more trivial 

non-recursive local premises that either precede a premise that isn't trivial, 

non-recursive and local (and that may be followed by premises of any kind) or 

that constitute all the premises of a'(p). Let the first non-trivial premise (if any) 

t 	 . 	. 
be the j + 

1th premise, and let the 3' 
h  + 1 premise of p (if it exists) be q. 

Consider cases of t: 

If t has a remote premise q then q' must exist and be remote, and 

a'(lst(q')) = lst (premise (r)), by the definition of relational realisation. 

(7 
fl: 

a! 

t 	.. g• 
e H p, m 

Since T(lst(q')) C .F(lst(p))U [J .F(rhs(q2)), where q j  is the jth  premise of p, 

and a o a'(lst(p)) = (p, m, e), it follows that a o a'(lst(q')) = lst(q). The remote 

rule sets are equivalent, so o o a'(rhs(q')) = rhs(q). The determinacy restriction 

ensures that this applies for all admissible p. 

Let 7?. = a o c/(p). If p is recursive and q' is the recursive premise, then 

o(7?.) = conclusion (root (1)). Otherwise o(7?.) is the j + 1th premise of root(7z)-

Therefore 7?. exists. 

If r is an axiom then either q' exists and is a local recursive premise or q' 

doesn't exist and p is not recursive, by the definition of relational realisation. In 
t. 

the first case. let q
U 	 h be the j + 1 premise of root(7?.). If 

qI,  is trivial, then 

o(R) = conclision (root (R.)), and if q" isn't trivial then o(7?.) = q". In the second 

case, o(7?.) = conclusion (root (7?.)). Therefore 7?. exists. 

Induction Step: # head(Y) > 1. 
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bottom(head(T)) is an instance I of a rule r, and t has a local premise q. Let 

a be the substitution that instantiates T to I. By the definition of equivalent 

specifications, there exists a relational rule p that realises the path Sr  that 

contains just the root of the transitional tree of the l.st(T), and p strongly 

matches (p, rn, e). Let a' be the substitution in this realisation. 

By the definition of relational realisation, a'(p) must have zero or more trivial 

non-recursive local premises preceding a non-trivial non-recursive local premise, 

possibly followed by other premises. Let the first non-trivial premise be the 

i + 1 t premise, and let the j + 
1th premise of p be q'. 

Now, a'(lst(q')) = lst(premise(r)), by the definition of relational realisation. 

Since F(lst(q')) C Y(lst(p))U U 1  rF(rhs(q1)), where qi  is the i th  premise of p, 

and a o a'(lst(p)) = (p, m, e) it follows that a o a'(lst(q')) = lst(q). The existence 

of T implies the existence of [T], so by induction R.[j + 1] exists. Therefore 7?. 

exists. 

Proof, part 2: If 7?. exists then T exists. The proof is by induction on the 

depth of R. 

Let the rule instantiated at root(R) be p, and let the substitution that 

instantiates it be or. By the definition of equivalent specifications, there exists a 

transitional realisation S of p. Let the substitution, transitional rules and 

configuration terms in S be a', r1,. .. , r 	and C1.....Ck+l  respectively. 

Base Case: 0(7?.) = rool(R). 

By the definition of initial relational evaluations and the restriction on this 

case of the proof, o(R) is the first non-trivial premise of root('R), if there is such a 

premise and it isn't a remote recursive premise, and o(7?.) = conclusion (root (7?.)) 

otherwise. Let there be j non-recursive trivial premises before o(R) (there may 

also be a recursive premise before o(7?.), by the definition of validity). By the 
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Trivial Lemma, a a a'(C+i) = a a a'(C1 ). But a a a'(Cj) = p, so -r +, is the rule 

that strongly matches (p, m, e), by the definition of transitional realisation. 

If o(1) is a remote premise and q' is the j + 
1th premise of p, then r 1  has a 

remote premise and a'(1.st(premise(r 1 ))) = lst(q'), by the definition of 

transitional realisation. 

q'••• 	 a 
-. 	 Tj+l 

a ! 

o(7)... 
root(7): effp,m=±7... 

Since .F(l.st (premise (r i))) C T(lst(i- i )) and a a a'(lst(r i )) = (p, m, e), it 

follows that a a a'(lst (premise ('r, i ))) = lst(o(R). The remote rule sets are 

equivalent, so a o a'(rhs (premise (r 1 ))) = rh.s(o('/Z)). Therefore T exists (and 

the conditions required for equivalence are satisfied). 

If o(7?.) = conclusion(root(R.)), p is recursive and the recursive premise of p is 

remote, then r 1  has a remote premise, by the definition of transitional 

realisation. The argument of the previous paragraph shows that T exists (and 

that T 14 

If o(R) does not fit the above cases, then Tj 4  is an axiom, and therefore T 

exists 

Induction Step: 0(1?) root(R). 

0(7?) must be in 7[q],  where q is a local, non-trivial, non-recursive premise 

of root(7), and all premises of root(R) before q must he trivial. Let there be ,j 

premises before q. Repeating the argument used in the base case. 	is the rule 

that strongly matches (p,m,e). 

Since q is a local premise, r 4  has a local premise, by the definition of 

transitional realisation. Since T(lst (premise (r 1))) C .TF(ls1(rj )) and 
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a o 01'(lst(7-1)) = (p, m, e), it follows that a o a'(lst (premise (r 1))) = lst(q). By 

induction, since [I] exists it follows that R[q] exists and that [T] 	7?.[q]. (It also 

follows that the conditions required for equivalence of T and 7?. are satisfied). 

Proof, part 3: If 7?. and T exist then T R. The proof is by induction on the 

depth of 7?., and uses the same definitions as part 2. 

Base Case: 0(7?.) = root(7?.). 

Let there be j non-recursive trivial premises before o(7?.). Each of these 

premises corresponds to an empty sub-sequence of T. As shown in part 2, 7- 1  is 

the rule that strongly matches (p, m, e). 

If o(R) is  remote premise, or if o(7?.) = conclusion (root (7?.)), p is recursive 

and the recursive premise of p is remote, then part 2 shows that T .' R. 

If o(7?.) is a local recursive premise q, or if o(7?.) = conclusion (root (7?.)), p is 

recursive and the recursive premise q of root(R) is local, then Tj+l is an axiom 

and o'(rhs(r+i)) = lhs(q'), where q' is the recursive premise of p, by the 

definition of transitional realisation. Since .F(rhs(r 1)) C .T(lst(r)) and 

a o 0'(1,st(7-1)) = (p, m, e), it follows that a o a'(rhs(r i)) = lhs(q). Therefore 

the conditions required for equivalence are satisfied. 

If o(7?.) = conclusion (root (R.)) and p is not recursive, then 7- 1  is an axiom 

and a'(rhs( 1)) = rhs(conclusion(p)), by the definition of transitional 

realisation. Since .T(rhs(_ 1 )) c Y(lst( j1)) and or a a'(1st(r 1)) = ( p,n2,e), it 

follows that a a a'(r/is(r +i 	rhs(o(7?.)). Therefore the conditions required for 

equivalence are satisfied. 

Induction Step: 0(7?.) 	root(R.). 

This case is the same as the induction step of part 2. 
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7.4.2 Summary 

The definition of equivalence for evaluation histories formalises the notion of 

which computation steps correspond to which that underlies the definitions of 

transitional and relational realisations. The lemma shows that initial evaluations 

of the same program are equivalent. 

7.5 Computation Steps Preserve Equivalence 

This section shows that SR  and ST  are equivalent, that is, evaluating a program 

will produce the same sequence of computation steps in both a transitional 

specification and an equivalent relational specification. 

This result is shown by Proposition 7.5, which requires the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.4 If the following conditions hold: 

A transitional specification and a relational specification are equivalent and T 

and R are equivalent evaluations in those specifications. 

There are j matched premises at root(R) and S1, . . . 	are the sub-sequences 

of T used to show that Y '-i  R. 

The relational rule instantiated at root(R)  is P. 

. The configuration terms and transitional rules in the transitional realisation of p 

are C1,.. . , C1  and 	.•. , 

then the following conditions hold: 

1. For all i such that 1 < i < k, Si is an instance of the stack si  that contains just 

Ti, where k = j if S f41  is empty and k = J+ 1 otherwise. 
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. If Si is not empty, bottom (head (S)) is not an axiom and 

result (premise (bottom (last (S)))) exists and is a value, then result(S1) is an 

instance of C1+1. 

Proof: If Si is empty, the result follows immediately. If Si  is not empty, let a be 

the minimal substitution that maps p to root(R), and let a' be the minimal 

substitution in the transitional realisation of p. The proof proceeds by induction 

on 

The first part of the proof shows that the result holds for non-empty Si  if 

subject (Si ) a o a'(C2 ). 

With this assumption, Ti  is the rule that strongly matches subject(S), since 

a'(subject(r)) = C, and the definition of transitional realisation guarantees that 

there isn't a rule 'r such that r >.- 'r. Let q be the jth  premise of root(R) and q' 

be the th  premise of p, if they exist, and consider cases of q. 

If q is remote, then a'(premise(r2)) = q', -ri  is non-expansive and 

a'(result(rj) = a'(C2+1), from the definition of transitional realisation. Also, 

length(S) = 1, #head(S) = 1 and premise (bottom (head (51))) = q, from the 

definition of equivalence. Therefore a o a'(premi.se('r2)) = q. Since 

.T(rhs('r)) C .T(lst(r)) U .F(rhs (premise (r))) it follows that Si  is an instance of 

Si and result(S) = a o 

If q is local and non-recursive, then a'(premise()) = q' from the definition of 

transitional realisation. Also, [Si ] ' J[i], from the definition of equivalence. 

Therefore, for every s in Si ., with the possible exception of last(S). 

result (premise (s)) is not a value. Therefore for every s in S, bottorn(s) is an 

instance of Ti. It follows that Si is an instance of s. 

If result (premise (bottom (last (S)))) is a value and length(S) = n, for some n, 

then result(S) = (a o a'(C))[a('y')/a(y)J . .. [ai('y')/ai('y)I, where 
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-y = subject(r1), -y = result(r), o(y') = result (premise (bottom (last (S,)))), 

a1 (-y) = subject (premise (bottom (head(S)))) and a(-y) = a j_ 1(y') = 

subject (premise (s)), by the form of Ti. But [Si] '.- 7?.[i], so result(q) = 

a o a'(result (premise (bottom (last (S1))))). Hence result(S2 ) = 

(a o a'(C1)) [result (q)/subject(q)]. Therefore result(S2) = a o a'(C1j ), from the 

definition of transitional realisation. 

If q is local and recursive, then r2  is an axiom and a'(rhs(r)) = lhs(q'), by the 

definition of transitional realisation. Also, bottom(head(S2)) is an axiom and if 

length(S2) > 1 then rhs (bottom (head (Sj)) = lhs(q), by the definition of 

equivalence. Ti  must be expansive, since it must appear in a path through a 

transitional tree, this path must be realised by a relational rule, and any axiom 

appearing in such a path must be expansive unless its result is a value, by the 

definition of relational realisation. It immediately follows that Si  is an instance 

of s. 

If q does not exist, then Tj is an axiom and a'(rhs(T2 )) = rhs(p), by the 

definition of transitional realisation. Also, bottom (head (S2 )) is an axiom and 

vhs(S1) = rhs(R.), by the definition of equivalence. It immediately follows that Si  

is an instance of si. 

With this, a simple induction on i completes the proof of the lemma. 

Base Case: q is the first non-trivial premise of root(R. 

There are i - 1 trivial premises before q. By the Trivial Lemma, Ci  = C1 , 

and the definition of transitional realisation shows that a'(C1 ) 	subject(p). 

Therefore subject(S1) = a o u'(C1), and the above result applies. 

Induction Step: q is not the first non-trivial premise of root(R. 

By induction the lenmia holds for the previous non-trivial premise of 

root(RL). Let that premise be the jith  If it is remote, then 
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result (premise (bottom (last (S')))) must be a value, and if it is local, then 

[S] 	-' R.[i'] and 1?.[i'] is complete, so result (premise (bottom (last (S')))) must 

again be a value. Therefore re.sult(S') = a o a'(Ci+i).  By the definition of 

equivalent evaluations, S,s 1 ,.. . , Sj_ j  are empty, and so subject(S1) = res'ult(S). 

The Trivial Lemma shows that C• =C 1, and so the above result applies. 

7.5.1 The Proof of the Proposition 

The previous lemma, and Lemma 7.3 from the previous section, are used in the 

proof of the proposition itself. This proof also uses the fact that the minimal 

substitutions instantiating the rule at the root of a relational evaluation and the 

tree path of a transitional evaluation are uniquely determined by the programs 

that those evaluations describe. This fact follows from the restrictions on free 

variables in rules, the requirement that the rhs of a remote premise is the rhs of 

a complete (and therefore unique) evaluation in the remote rule set, and the 

restrictions that all terms in a transitional evaluation and terms before the 

current sequent in a relational evaluation must be closed. 

Proposition 7.5 If a transitional specification and a relational specification are 

equivalent, T and 1?. are transitional and relational evaluations in these 

specifications and T R then ER(R)  exists iffeT(Y)  exists. If they exist, then 

CI  
T(T) 

The proof requires induction on the structure of the rule set graph. The 

proof for the induction step on this graph is given below; the base case is the 

same except that it omits the sections that deal with remote premises. 

Proof, part 1: If 	exists then SIR(R) exists. Let S1 ,. .. , 5j+1 he the 

sub-sequences of T used to show that Y '-S-'  R. The proof is by induction on the 

structure of T. Let SST(T)  be the tree path of (Y)  and a be the minimal 
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substitution that maps SET(-r)  to ET(T). Let p and a' be the relational rule and 

minimal substitution in the relational realisation of 	Let s be the stack 

added to T by T. 

Base Case: bottom(head(S3 )) is not an axiom and either bottom(last(T)) is an 

axiom or result (premise (bottom (last (T)))) is a value. 

The restriction that bottom (head (S2)) is not an axiom means that last(S3 ) 

doesn't correspond to a sub-evaluation of R, by the definition of equivalence. 

Hence we can safely consider cases of bottom (last (fl). 

If bottom(last(T)) is an axiom, then S31  = last(T), o(R) must be a local 

recursive premise and rst(T) = lst(o('R)), by the definition of equivalent 

evaluations and the existence of ET(T). Also, s is a transitional initial evaluation 

of rhs(T) and env(T), by the definition of ET . By Lemma 7.3 there exists an 

equivalent relational initial evaluation of rhs(T) and env(T). Therefore ER(R) 

exists and T(T) 

if 	
th bottom(last(T)) has a remote premise, then the j premise of root(R) must 

be a remote premise. If bottom(last(T)) has a local premise, then the j premise 

of root(R) must be a non-recursive local premise. In either case 	must be 

empty, from the definition of equivalent evaluations. Assume that there are j' 
trivial premises of root( R(7?)) immediately following the j' premise. Let q' be 

the j + ' + 1h premise of p, if it exists. 

Now consider cases of bottom(s). 

a. If bottom(s) has a remote premise q, then q' exists and is remote, 

by the definition of relational realisation. If bottom(s) has a local 

premise q, then q' exists and is local, non-recursive and non-trivial, 

also by the definition of relational realisation. In either case, 

a'(lst(q')) = lst(pvemise(r)), again by the definition of relational 

realisation. 
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Now, a o a'(lst(p)) = lst(T) and both a and a' are minimal. But 

the minimal substitution a" that instantiates p to root(R) is uniquely 

determined by lst(/), so a = a a a' over the domain of a'. 
/ 	 I a 

SeT(T) 	
p: 

 

aJ "  
a t 

T(T) = T,s 
premise (bottom (s)) = q 	

root() 

Since T(lst(q')) C T(lst(p))U U 1 9(rhs(q1)), where q j  is the th  

premise of p, it follows that a a a'(lst(q')) = lst(q). The determinacy 

restriction ensures that this applies for all admissible p. 

If q' is remote, the remote rule sets are equivalent, so 

a a a'(rhs(q')) = rhs(q). If p is recursive and q' is the remote recursive 

premise, then O(eR(R.)) = conclusion (root  (eR(7?.))). Otherwise 

= q. Therefore SR(R)  exists and ET(T) SR(R)- 

If q' is local, then the sequence containing just [s] is an initial 

transitional evaluation of lst(q). Lemma 7.3 shows that there exists 

an (equivalent) initial relational evaluation of lst(q). Therefore Ep(1?.) 

exists and 'T(T) 

b. If bottom(s) is an axiom, then either q' exists and is a local 

recursive premise or q' doesn't exist and p is not recursive, by the 

definition of relational realisation. In the second case, O((R.)) = 

conclusion (root (ER(7Z))). In the other case, if q' is trivial then 

O = conclusion (root ( R(l?))). and if q' isn't trivial then 

o(ER(R.)) = q'. Therefore ER(l?) exists. Equivalence for this case is 

shown in part 2 of the proof. 

Induction Step: Either bottorn(head(S)) is an axiom or 

premise(bottom(last(T))) exists and result (p remise (bottom (last (Y)))) is not a 

value. 
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If bottom (head (S3 )) is an axiom, then tail(S3) l[q, where q is the local 

recursive premise of root(R), by the definition of equivalent evaluations. Since 

ET(T) exists, it follows that eT(tail(S3)) exists, from the definition of ST. By 

induction, 	(7?[q]) exists and e(tail(S3)) 	E j (R[q]). Therefore ER( 'R.) exists 

and ET(T) ER(R) by the definition of 

If bottom (head (S,)) is not an axiom, premise (bottom (last (T))) exists and 

result (premise (bottom (last (T)))) is not a value, then premise (bottom (last (T))) 

must be local. Therefore [S3] 1[q], by the definition of equivalent evaluations. 

Also, bottom(s) must be an instance of the same rule as bottom (last (S)), and so 

premise (bottom (s)) must be local. Since T(Y)  exists, it follows that ET([S3}) 

exists, from the definition of ST. By induction, 'p(R[q]) exists and 

j (7?.[q]). Therefore R(R) exists and T(T)  SR(R) by the 

definition of SR. 

Proof, part 2: If ER(R) exists then T(T)  exists and ST(T) ER(R). The 

proof is by induction on the structure of ER(R). 

Base Case: The last common ancestor in ER(l?) of O(7?) and O(ER(R)) is 

root(ER(R)). 

There are two main cases. In the first, o(R) is the recursive local premise of 

root(R), and o(ER(R)) is in the subtree of R(R)  that corresponds to o(R). In 

the other case, o(R) is or corresponds to one premise of root(R.) and O(ER(R.)) is 

another sequent of root(R) or is in a subtree corresponding to another premise of 

root(R). Thus in the first case root(R) is the start of the computation step, and 

in the second it is in the middle. 

1. If o(R) is the local recursive premise q of root(R), then botiom(last(T)) is an 

axiom, rst(Y) = lst(q), by the definition of equivalent evaluations. Since ER(l) 

exists, it follows that ((R))[q] is an initial relational evaluation of lst(q). By 

Lemma 7.3, there exists an equivalent initial transitional evaluation of env(Y) 
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and rhs(T). Therefore ET(T) exists, and STM ' ER(R), by the definition of T• 

2. If o(R) is not the local recursive premise of root(R), then o(R) must either be 

a remote premise of root(R.) or the conclusion of a node that corresponds to a 

local premise of root(R). In either case let this premise be the j premise of 

root(R), and let there be j' non-recursive trivial premises of root(-R(R)) 

immediately following the ih  premise. 

Let p be the rule instantiated at root(ER(R)) and let ci be the minimal 

substitution that maps p to root(ER(R.)). Let the rules and substitution in the 

transitional realisation of p be r1,.. . , Tk and ci'  respectively. Let q' be the 
' 	th 	 i i 	/ . 	 .1 	th .y + j + 1 premise of p, f t exists. If q exists, let q be the j +j + 1 premise 

of root(ER(7?,)). 

By Lemma 7.4, there exists a minimal substitution or"  that maps r1 ,. . 

to T, and result(T) = cr"(C i). By the Trivial Lemma, cr"(C1+1) = 

and so 	is the rule that strongly matches rhs(T) and env(T). 

01  
Ti•••T;i+l 

'I 
0• 	 ci 

root((7)): 	. ':-• 

Now, ci o ci'(1st('r1)) = lst(fl. But ci"  is uniquely determined by lst(Y). 

Therefore, since both or and or' are minimal, it follows that or"  = ci a ci'  over the 

domain of ci. 

Consider cases of q': 

a. If q' is a remote premise then 	has a remote premise that 

refers to the same rule set. If q' is a local non-recursive premise then 
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has a local premise. By the definition of transitional 

realisation, a'(lst (premise (r+i+i))) = lst(q') in either case. Since 

.T(1st(prem1se(T 2! 1))) C 	 it follows that 

a o a'(lst (premise (r,i 1))) = lst(o('R)). 

If q' is remote then o o o'(rhs(premise(r 3i 1))) = rhs(o(7?)), 

since the remote rule sets are equivalent. Therefore T exists and 

If q' is local and non-recursive then since ER(R.) exists, it follows 

that (('R))[q] is an initial relational evaluation of lst(q). By 

Lemma 7.3, there exists an initial transitional evaluation of 

1st (premise (cr"(r1~1 ))). Therefore ET(T) exists and 

SR(l), by the definition of 

If q' is local and recursive then a+'+i is an axiom and 

0r'(rh8(T 31+1)) = lhs(q'), by the definition of relational realisation. 

Since .F(rhs(r# 1)) C .1(1st(7- +1)), it follows that 

a o 0'(rhs('r3+31+i)) = lhs(q). Therefore SAT) exists and 

eT(Y) 

b. If q' doesn't exist, that is o(ER(l?.)) = con clusion (root VCR (7?.))) 

and p is not recursive, then 	is an axiom and a'(rhs(rj+ji+i)) = 

rhs(conclusion(p)), by the definition of relational realisation. Since 

9(rhs('r+j+i)) c .T(lst(7- 1 1)), it follows that 	 = 

rhs(o( R(R))). Therefore '-' T(T) exists and T(T) '- ER(R.). 

Induction Step: The last common ancestor in 	(7?) of 0(7?.) and 0(' (R)) is 

in (E(R.))[q], where q is a non-trivial local premise of root('H(7?.)). Let q he the 
th 	 -. 	 •th 
j 	premise of root( R('R)), and let 5 be the j sub-sequence of T used to show 

that Y R. Note that the j + 
1 t sub-sequence in that proof must he empty. 

If q is non-recursive, then [S] 'S-' 7?.[q], by the definition of equivalent 

evaluations. Since SR(R.) exists and both 0(1?.) and O(SR(7?.)) are in (S(l?.))[q], 
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E(1?[q]) must exist, by the definition of ER. By induction, eT([S])  exists and 

E(R[q]). Therefore result (pre mi.se (bottom (last (T)))) can't be a 

value, and so rhs(T) and env(Y) must be strongly matched by the rule 

instantiated by bottom (last (T)). Let the new instance of this rule be t. Now 

lst(premise(t)) = lst (bottom (last (([S])))). Therefore ST(T) exists and 

eR(7), by the definition of T• 

If q is recursive, then tail(S,) 'R.[q]. Since R(R)  exists and both O(R) and 

O(eR(R)) are in (Ej(R))[q], R R[q]) must exist. By induction, eT(tai1(S)) 

exists and eT(tail(S3)) 	(R[q]). Therefore 	(Y) exists and g1 (T) 

by the definition of ET. 

7.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has defined an equivalence between transitional and relational 

specifications and evaluation histories, based on their underlying models of 

evaluation. With these definitions it has shown that the definitions of 

computation steps for the two formalisms are equivalent. 



Chapter 8 

Relational Animations 

In the preceding chapters I have developed part of a theory of animation. This 

theory is defined in terms of relational semantics, and uses a definition of a 

computation that is based on the model of evaluation that underlies transitional 

semantics. In this model a computation step corresponds to a transition of an 

abstract machine. The motivation for using this model was that it is implicit in 

the definition of transitional semantics, and thus provides a strong semantic 

underpinning to the theory of animation. 

In the chapter I discuss the suitability of computation steps for animation, 

and conclude that they are not as suitable as we would like. I then refine the 

definition of a computation step to give a definition which better fits the 

requirements of animation. I call this definition an animation step. I finish the 

chapter with a discussion of how this choice of step affects the choice of semantic 

formalism. 

148 
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8.1 Computation Steps in Animations 

The theory of animation presented in the previous chapters was developed from 

a semantic viewpoint. The definition of a step was based on the idea that the 

transitions used in transitional semantics correspond to an intuitive notion of a 

computation step, and that this definition would be suitable for an animator. 

However, this intuition must be tested. In practice, it gives steps that are too 

coarse for animation. 

For example, the sequence of displays below animates a program using 

computation steps. At each step the program is displayed with part of the 

program highlighted. The highlighted part is called the focus, and is the next 

phrase to be evaluated. 

In terms of the definition of a relational evaluation history, the focus is the 

subject of the sequent that corresponds to a computation step. That is, the 

focus of a relational evaluation 1Z is the subject of the first remote premise, 

recursive premise or conclusion of a non-recursive rule before o(R) (including 

o(R)). This definition translates the definition of validity back into the 

underlying notion of computation step (cf. Section 6.2). 

The current sequent of the initial evaluation is a remote premise which looks 

up the value of <a' in the environment: 

C undo 
if 9 > b 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Jback-evallback-steplForw- step  lfforwev allForw-run 
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The current sequent after the second step does the same for 'b': 

mmandsT show 	marks IanjmateTuiaii 	quit 

then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Jback-evallback-steplforw-steplforw-evall Forw-run 

The current sequent after the third step evaluates 2 > 3 with a remote 

premise that calls the built-in operation on integers: 

undo 
if 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run [back-eval [back-step[Fort.i-steplfforw-eval L Forw-run 

If we compare this sequence of displays with an established animator such as 

ZSTEP [Lie84], we find two problems: 

After a computation step has evaluated a sub-phrase, the animator moves 

straight to the sub-phrase that will be evaluated next. It doesn't highlight 

the result of that sub-phrase before moving on to the sub-phrase that will 

be evaluated next. The user's eye is drawn away from the current phrase 

before all the useful information about that phrase has been presented. 

This is particularly noticeable if the next sub-phrase is some distance away 

in the program text. 

A computation step will jump straight to the next sub-phrase to be 

evaluated. If that sub-phrase is much more deeply nested than the current 

phrase, the jump could confuse the user. By contrast, ZSTEP will guide 

the user to the next sub-phrase by highlighting the intermediate 

sub-phrases in turn. This is less likely to confuse the user, and more likely 

to reveal the structure of the program. 
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For example, animating the same program with an animator similar to 

ZSTEP would produce the sequence of displays shown below. This animation 

produces eight displays instead of three, and corrects both the faults described 

above. 

The animation starts by highlighting the while program: 

The first step begins a "zoom" towards the first sub-phrase to be evaluated: 

t.i.]ü1tj!1it.I 
	 undo 

then a 
else b 
endiF 

back-run Iback-evaljback-stepjForwsteplfforwev all Forw-run 

The next step zooms into the next phrase to be evaluated. The 'zoom" effect 

is pronounced with larger programs: 

t4-]U1ufliW1iT.1! 	— uI 	mI( undo 
if M > b 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Jback-ev aljback-stepjff ori-stepJFor-evalJ if orw-run 

The next display shows the result of the computation step: 

j
mmandsl show T marks  I animate T".''•-'-k quit 

en a 
se b 

back-run Iback-eval Iback-stepIForj-step1Forw-ev all  Forwrun 
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The fifth display shows the next phrase to be evaluated. There is no "zoom" 

in this case because 'b' is a sibling of 'a' in the abstract syntax tree: 

Ii.i 	 undo 
if 2 > 
then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Jback-evaljback-stepjForw-steplForwev all ForwrUn 

The next display shows the result of the computation step: 

mmandsT show I  marks  I  animate 	quit 

then a 
else b 
endif 

back-run Iback-evaljback-steplForw-steplforw-ev all  FOrWrun 

The next display shows the next phrase to be evaluated. 

undo 
IF 
then a 
else b 
endiF 

back-run fback-ev allback-steplForw-steplforw-ev all  forw- run 

The last display shows the result of the computation step: 

commandsTI I show 	marks I animate _______ 

u
if 

se  

back-run Jhack-evaljhack-stepjForw-steplfforwevalj Forw-run 

This comparison indicates that computation steps aren't suitable for 

animation (although they may have other uses). It also suggests that a definition 

of an evaluation step for animation should be based on the requirements of the 

users. 
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In the absence of a definitive behavioural study on which definition of an 

evaluation step suits users best, I base my definition of an evaluation step on 

that provided by ZSTEP. I call this definition an animation step. I have 

generated an animator for Proc that incorporates this definition of step. A few 

people have used this animator and have found it satisfactory. In Chapter 10 I 

show how this definition can be parameterised on the definition of a view, and 

then in Chapter 11 I show that given an appropriate view it can mimic the steps 

produced by an existing Prolog animator. Chapter 13 includes a discussion of 

other possible definitions of a step. 

To recap, the previous chapters have developed a definition of a computation 

step from purely semantic principles. This definition is not suitable for 

animations, although it may have other uses. An animation step must be based 

on the needs of users. 

Although computation steps are not suitable for animation, the theory 

developed to define them can easily be extended to define an animation step. 

The theory developed in the preceding chapters is not wasted; it forms a useful 

introduction to a basis for the final definition. 

8.2 Relational Animation Histories 

Animation steps can be defined in terms of relational semantics. The forms of 

rules allowed remain unchanged. The definition of relational evaluation histories 

needs only slight alterations to support the new definition of step; These 

alterations are described below. The resulting construct is called a relational 

animation history, and is also called an animation when it is unambiguous to 

do so. 
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"Zooming in" to the next phrase requires only a small change to the 

definition of validity. This change lets the current sequent be any non-trivial 

local premise, in addition to the existing possibilities. Then the definition of a 

step as a minimal extension will move the current sequent down a branch of the 

inference tree one node at a time, producing the desired zoom. 

Highlighting the results of sub-phrases is harder. My solution is to add a 

boolean b to the definition of a relational evaluation. If the current sequent is the 

conclusion of a non-recursive node or is a remote premise, then its subject is the 

focus if b = ff and its result is the focus if b = tt. So the sequents that 

correspond to computation steps that return a value are visited twice, once 

before the computation step and once after. 

Also, the evaluation of a recursive remote premise can no longer be 

substituted by the conclusion of the node, as was done for relational evaluations. 

This is because if the conclusion were selected before the call to the remote rule 

set then the variables on the rhs of the premise would be instantiated too soon. 

Therefore the current sequent may be a remote recursive premise if b = if. 

Similarly, the current sequent may be a conclusion that corresponds to a 

recursive premise if the current node is not recursive and b = ff. 

One further refinement is needed. With the above definition an animation of 

a program could produce consecutive animation histories that were displayed the 

same way. The first would have a focus that was the subject of a local premise. 

The second would have a focus that was the subject of the conclusion of the 

corresponding node. Since the subjects of these sequents must be identical, by 

definition, the two animation histories will he displayed the same. This would 

clash with the requirement that applying an animation step should produce an 

animation history that is displayed differently from the original. 

A similar clash could arise if the first animation history was as described in 

the previous paragraph, and the second had a focus that was the subject of the 
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remote recursive premise of the corresponding node. Often the subject of a 

remote recursive premise of a rule is the same as the subject of the rule itself, 

with some sub-phrases replaced with their values, as in step 6 of the above 

example. If these sub-phrases are already evaluated, the two subjects will be 

displayed the same way. Even if the subjects of the premise and the rule aren't 

related in this way, they will often still be displayed the same way, as in the 

example rule for evaluating identifiers. I assume that this situation will always 

produce identical displays. 

This discussion leads to the following restriction: 

In a relational animation, if the current sequent is a recursive 

remote premise or a conclusion, b may only be false if the current 

node has at least one non-trivial premise before the current sequent. 

Thus in the above example steps 2 and 4 show the result of the remote 

recursive premise, skipping the display of its subject. The restriction does not 

apply to local recursive premises because selecting such a premise with an 

identical subject is a computation step, and allows animation of a potentially 

infinite loop. 

8.2.1 Definition 

A relational animation (7, b) of a program (p, m, e) is a possibly empty finite 

tree 7Z of instances of relational rules with a particular sequent called the current 

sequent and a boolean b, satisfying the properties below. The properties use the 

same auxiliary definitions of ordered, trivial, corresponding, and current 

node as those for relational evaluations (see Section 6.2.1), augmented by the 

following: 
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A sequent of a relational animation is matched if it occurs before the 

current sequent and is unmatched if it occurs after the current sequent. 

The current sequent is matched if b tt and the current sequent is a 

remote premise or a conclusion, and is unmatched if b = f  or the current 

sequent is a local premise. 

A sequent of a relational animation is valid if it is a remote premise, a 

non-trivial local premise, a conclusion of a non-recursive node or a 

conclusion that doesn't correspond to a recursive premise. 

The properties that a relational animation (1?, b) must satisfy are: 

If 7?. is non-empty then lst(R) = (p,m,e). 

The side condition of each node must be satisfied. 

The current sequent must be valid. 

The rule instantiated at each node must be the one that strongly matches 

the 1st of that node. 

All variables that don't occur in a matched sequent or in a premise that 

corresponds to a matched conclusion must be uninstantiated. 

All matched non-trivial local premises must have children corresponding to 

them, and all other premises must not. 

The rhs of a matched trivial premise must be the same as its lhs, which 

must be closed. 

If the child corresponding to a matched local non-trivial premise isn't on 

the path from the root of the animation to the current node, then this 
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premise and the conclusion of the instance at the child node must be the 

same, and all terms in them must be closed. 

If the child corresponding to a matched local non-trivial premise is on the 

path from the root of the animation to the current node, then the 1st of 

this premise must be the same as those of the instance at the child node, 

which must be closed, and the rhs of the premise must unify with that of 

the child. 

The rhs of a matched remote premise q must be the result of a complete 

animation in the remote rule set of lst(q), if subject(q) isn't a value in the 

remote rule set, and must be the same as lhs(q) if .subject(q) is a value in 

the remote rule set. All terms in a matched remote premise must be closed. 

If the current sequent is a remote recursive premise then b = ff. 

If the current premise is a conclusion that corresponds to a recursive 

premise then b = ff. 

If b = ff then the current sequent must be the conclusion of a 

non-recursive node or a remote premise. 

If b = f  and the current sequent is a recursive remote premise or a 

conclusion, then the current node must include at least one non-trivial 

premise before the current sequent. 

The current sequent of a relational animation is written o(R, b), and the 

current node is written O('R, b). The root of a relational animation (7?. b) is 

root(TR. 

The focus of a non-empty relational animation (7, b) is subject(o(R, b)) if 

o(1?, Ii) is a local premise or b = ff, and is result(o('R, b)) if o(7?, b) is a remote 
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premise or a conclusion and b = tt. The focus of the empty relational animation 

of (p,m,e) is p. 

Let (1, b) be a relational animation and .Af be a node in R. Then the 

sub-animation (7, b) [NJ rooted at Af is defined by cases: 

If O(7?, b) is in the subtree rooted at .N, the sub-animation is (1?[Af], b). 

If O(7?, b) isn't in the subtree rooted at A[, the sub-animation is (R[V],tt). 

8.2.2 Initial and Complete Animations 

An initial relational animation is an empty tree. As defined above, the focus 

of the initial relational animation of (p, in, e) is p. 

A relational animation (7, b) is complete if either 

o(7?., b) = conclusion (root (R.)) and b = tt or p is a value. 

Lemma 8.1 A complete relational animation of a (p, m, e) is unique. 

This follows immediately from Lemma 6.1. 

8.2.3 Summary 

The definition of a relational animation is similar to that of a relational 

evaluation. The new definition of validity makes animation steps "zoom in to 

the next phrase to be evaluated. The boolean variable makes them show the 

result of each phrase. The idea of the focus of an animation defines what an 

animator should display. 
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8.3 Relational Animation Steps 

Animation steps are defined in terms of relational animations in much the same 

way that computation steps are defined in terms of relational evaluations, the 

differences are the addition of the boolean b and the definition of an initial 

animation as an empty tree. The new definition of validity affects the result of 

the definition, but not the definition itself. 

8.3.1 Extension 

If (7?, b) and (7?', b') are both relational animations of (p, e, m), and there are j 

matched premises at the root of 7?, then (7?', b') extends (7?, b) if at least one of 

the following conditions holds: 

7? is empty. 

7Z=7V,b=ff and b'=tt. 

There are at least j matched premises at the root of 7?.' and for all i such 

that 1 <i <j, q is the jth  premise at the root of 7?, q' is the jth  premise at 

the root of 7?.' and: 

o(7?, b) is before o(1?', b') in 7?'. 

If q is remote, then q = q'. 

If q is local, then q = q' and (7?, b) [1] = (7?.', b) [d if 0(7?.. b) isn't in 

(7?, b) [1], and (7?', b') [Z] extends (7?., b) [1] otherwise. 

(7?', b') minimally extends (7?, b) if there doesn't exist a relational 
,, ,,_T,F ,IF animation (i. ,o ) such that (k, b') extends (ic ,o ) and (R", V) extends (R—, b). 
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8.3.2 Definition 

A animation step for relational animations is a function AR  such that if (R, b) 

is a relational animation then AR(R, b) is a minimal extension of (R, b). 

This definition has the property that every computation step is also an 

animation step. 

8.3.3 Example 

If the environment e binds 'a' to 2 and 'b' to 3, the following sequence is a 

series of relational animations of 'a' > 'b', rn and e, such that each animation 

is reached from the previous one by an application of AR. The current sequent is 

boxed in each case. 

After the first step, the animation selects the first sub-phrase to be evaluated: 

b = f  

INTEGER 

eF 'a',mvi,mil eF b',m1 v2,m1  Hv1 >v2,m2 v,m3  

e H 'a' > 'b', m = v, in3 

The second step evaluates the sub-phrase: 

LOOKUP 

-lookup(e, 'a'), m = 2, in 	 b = tt 
eF 'a',m2,m 

INTEGER 

in = 2, in 	e H 'b' . m = V2. 7fl 	H 2 > v 2, m 2  =- v, 777 3  

e H 'a' > 'b'. in = v. 
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The third step advances to the next sub-phrase: 

LOOKUP 

I-lookup(e, 'a'), m = 2, m 
eF 'a',m2,m 

eH'a',m2,m 	I  eH'b',mv2,m2I 

b = f  

INTEGER 

H2 > v21  m2  = v, m3  

The fourth step evaluates the sub-phrase: 

LOOKUP 	 LOOKUP 

F- lookup(e, 'a'), m=2, rn I-lookup(c, 'b'), m =3, m 	
b= tt c  'a',m2,m 	 jeh 'b',m3,m] 

INTEGER 

eF- 'a',m=2,m 	 eF- 'b',m=3,m 	H2>3,mv,m3  

eF 'a' > 'b', m = v, m3  

The fifth step selects the phrase itself: 

LOOKUP 	 LOOKUP 

I-lookup(e, 'a'), m=2, rn Hlookup(e, 'b'), in = 3, in 	
b — f  

eH'a',m2,m 	 eH'b',mr43,m 	 - 

INTEGER 

e H 'a', in 	21  in 	 e 	'b', in 	31  in 	H2>3, in => ff, m 

e H 'a' > 'b', in = ff, in 

The sixth step produces the final result: 

LOOKUP 	 LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e, <a'), in 	2, m 	H1ookup. <b') => 
e H 'a', in #> 2, in 	 e H <b'. m => 3, rn 

eH'a',m=2,in 	eH<b'.m.3,rn 

b = tt 

INTEGER 

F-2 > 3. rn = ff, in 

e 	< a'> < b', rnff,rnI 
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8.3.4 Congruence 

As with the definition of computation step, the definition of animation step is 

really a function from relational animations to equivalence classes of relational 

animations, but this doesn't affect the final result of the program. 

The definition of congruence for relational animations is nearly the same as 

that for relational evaluations. One difference is that the boolean variables in the 

two animations must be the same. The other is that the current sequent may be 

any local premise. 

Two relational animations are congruent, written (R, b) 	(7?.', b'), if: 

1. lst(R.) = lst(7?.') and if either animation is complete then so is the other 

and rhs(R.) = rhs(7?'). 

The number of matched premises of root(R) and of root(R.') are the same. 

If q is the ith  premise of root(R) and q' is the ith premise of root(R'), then: 

If q is remote and is not the last matched sequent, then q' = q. 

If q is remote and is the last matched sequent, then lst(q') = lst(q) 

and both premises refer to the same remote rule set. 

If q is local and is not the last matched sequent, then q' = q and 

(, b) [i] 	(7?'. b') [i]. 

If q is local and is the last matched sequent, then ist(q) = lst(q') and 

(7?, b) [i] 	(7?', b') []. 

5. If o(7?., b) is the jth  premise of root(7?.), then o(7?.', b') is the jth  premise of 

root (k) and lst(o(R,b)) = lst(o(R',b')). 
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Lemma 8.2 If (7?,, b) is an incomplete initial relational animation, 

(7?.', b') = AR(l?., b) and (7?.", b") = AR('R, b), then (7?.', b') 	(7?.", b"). 

Proof: The proof follows that of Lemma 6.2. 

Lemma 8.3 If (7?., b) is an incomplete relational animation, other than an initial 

animation, (7z', b') = ..4R(7?.,b) and (7z", V) = AR(7?.,b), then (7V, b') 

Proof: The proof follows that of Lemma 6.3. 

8.3.5 Summary 

The definition of relational animation steps is similar to that of relational 

computation steps. The difference are the new definition of validity, the changes 

to handle the boolean variable, and the extra case for empty initial animations. 

8.4 Choice of Formalism 

The decision to base the theory of animation on structured operational 

semantics was partly based on the idea that this formalism encodes an idea of an 

evaluation step. The definition of a computation step was based on this idea. 

Now we have seen that this definition of a step is not suitable for animation. 

How does this affect the choice of formalism? 

Structured operational semantics is still a suitable base for the theory. It still 

has an operational reading, and still provides concise specifications. The 

definitions introduced in this chapter show that an animation step can be 

defined in terms of relational semantics, with only a few changes from the 

definition of a computation step. Furthermore, every computation step is also an 

animation step, so the idea of a transition as a computation step has been 
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augmented rather than rejected. Finally, Chapter 9 will show that a range of 

views can be specified in terms of relational semantics. All this shows that 

relational semantics is a suitable base for a theory of animation. 

Nevertheless, now that we are using a definition of a step that is based on the 

user's requirements rather than on a semantic intuition, we could consider other 

semantic formalisms in a similar way. For example, denotational semantic 

specifications are concise and easy to reason about. We might find that a 

suitable definition of a step, such as treating each function application as a step, 

would give the same effects as the definitions presented here. Similarly, it may be 

possible to define a view of a program in terms of highlighting the current redex. 

A particular interesting comparison would be between the theory presented 

here and a theory based on definitional interpreters. A definitional interpreter is 

defined as a set of rewrite rules from one state of an abstract machine to 

another. Plotkin's original development of structured operational semantics was 

partly motivated by a wish to remove what he saw as unnecessary steps from 

definitional interpreters, and to concentrate only on those that actually 

performed some computation. Hence our intuition that transitions in transitional 

semantics encode computation steps. It would be intriguing to see if the extra 

steps that Plotkin eliminated from abstract machines correspond to the steps 

that we have put back to give better animations. 

For example, a well-known definitional interpreter is the SMC machine 

[Mi176], that was mentioned in Chapter 4. It was developed to define simple 

imperative languages. It consists of three stacks: 

	

5: 	The value stack, used for storing values while evaluating expressions. 

	

M: 	The memory, used to store the values of variables. 

	

C: 	The control, used to store the part of the source not yet evaluated. 
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Addition can be defined by the following set of rewrite rules: 

(S, M, (Pi + p2).C) = (S, M, P1P2• + .C) 

(v2.v1.S, M, +.C) = (v 	v2.S, M, C) 

where . is used to separate stack elements and denotes integer addition (as 

opposed to +, which denotes the addition of arbitrary integer-valued phrases). 

Many of the rules that define the SMC machine analyse the program source 

without performing any computation. For example, the first rule for addition 

just puts the plus operator and its arguments on the stack in the right order, and 

the rule for integers just moves an integer from the control stack to the value 

stack. Also, the machine keeps the whole of the remaining program around on 

the control stack rather than specifying operations in isolation. This can make 

proofs about the language more complicated than necessary. These 

disadvantages were what motivated Plotkin to develop transitional semantics. 

Clearly there is scope for comparing different formalisms on their suitability 

for developing a theory of animation. An important part of such comparisons 

will focus on the definition of an animation step, as discussed above. However, 

they must also consider the ease with which views and advanced operations can 

be defined. The next chapters discuss these aspects of the current theory. 

8.5 Chapter Summary 

The theory developed in the previous chapters included a definition of a 

computation step. This definition is based on the transitions of a determinate 

finite automaton, as encoded by transitional semantics. This chapter has shown 

that computation steps are not suitable for animation. Animation steps are 
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better because they show the result of each phrase and because they guide the 

user to the next phrase to be evaluated by zooming in to it instead of jumping 

straight to it. These differences make animation steps easier to follow. 

The existing theory can be used as the basis of a definition of relational 

animations and animation steps. Relational animations differ from relational 

evaluations in that every non-trivial local premise is valid, and a boolean 

variable is used to make an animation stop twice for each computation step. The 

definitions of step and congruence are straightforward versions of the same 

definitions for relational evaluations. The definition of an animation step is such 

that every computation step is also an animation step. Experience with 

animators based on this definition have found it satisfactory. 

An equivalent definition of animation steps can be given in transitional 

semantics. I present such a definition, with a proof of equivalence, in 

Appendix A. That definition is much more complicated than the simple 

definition of computation step in transitional semantics. This is not surprising, 

given that computation steps are based on the transitional semantic formalism 

and that animation steps are not. However, the fact that animation steps can be 

defined in transitional semantics does suggest that the definition is not 

dependent on relational semantics. 

This completes the definition of a step for the basic view of a program in 

which the whole program is displayed and the result of every phrase is shown. 

The following chapters show how different views can be defined in terms of this 

theory, and how the definition of a step can be parameterised on a view. They 

also show how advanced operations can be defined in terms of the theory. 



Chapter 9 

Views 

The preceding chapters have shown how an animation step can be specified in 

terms of relational semantics. That development assumed a basic view of a 

program, which replaced each phrase by its result as it was evaluated. However, 

Chapter 2 showed that an animator can support users better if it provides 

several views of the structure of a program, each showing a different type of 

proximity or level of granularity. This chapter shows that several structural 

views can be defined in terms of this theory. 

As explained in Chapter 3, the theory of animation defines a step 

independently of the language being animated. However, the theory defines 

views specific to each language, as part of the specification of that language. 

This chapter shows how views can be specified in terms of relational animations. 

Chapter 10 will show that the definition of an animation step for the basic 

view can be parameterised on another view. This will allow any of the views 

described in this chapter to be animated. 

The views presented in this chapter are classified in the following ways: 

By whether they are static or dynamic. 

By what they present (source, environment, memory or semantics). 

167 
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Source views are further classified by their proximity and granularity, as 

defined in Chapter 2. 

Static views are constructed from the abstract syntax of a program and 

aren't changed by the evaluation. However, an animator may highlight the 

current phrase, as in MacPascal [HueS4], DBXToo1 [Sun] and Dock [TAK82]. 

This gives a simple form of animation. 

Dynamic views are constructed from the program state during evaluation. 

The displays that they generate show the changes in the program as it is 

evaluated. A simple example is the view shown by ZSTEP [Lie84]. This is the 

basic view that was assumed in the previous chapters. It displays the source of 

the program with each phrase replaced by its value when that value is known, 

and highlights the current phrase or value. 

The views described above are source views; they display the source of the 

program. It is also possible to present views of the environment and of the 

memory, called environment views and memory views respectively. Memory 

views are essential for monitoring the evaluation of programs with side-effects. 

The desire to see the contents of the memory is often the main motivation for 

the development of debugging tools. Environment views may be static or 

dynamic, but memory views must be dynamic. Some views show a combination 

of the environment and the memory. 

One of the advantages of generating an animator from a semantic description 

of a language is that it can show the evaluation of a program in semantic terms. 

In other words it can display semantic views. Semantic views are intrinsically 

dynamic, because semantics describe an evaluation process. 

The notation developed in this chapter is my own. Chapter 12 will show that 

it forms the basis for the display rules in LSL, the input language for The 

Animator Generator. Appendix B includes a glossary of this notation. 
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9.1 Static Source Views 

Static views are specified by a display rule for each constructor. This rule 

specifies how an instance of that constructor should be displayed. It is called a 

constructor display rule. For textual views these display rules are similar to 

the unparse rules of the Synthesizer Generator [RT84], the layout rules of 

Cépage [Mey87] or the pretty printing rules of Centaur [BmL87]. Graphical 

views require more powerful rules. 

9.1.1 Lexical Proximity: Lexical Views 

The simplest view of a program is its source code. This can either be 

reconstructed from the internal form or recovered from the source files. The 

second approach uses more memory in an implementation because the abstract 

syntax must be annotated with pointers into the source files, but it gives better 

results. Novices in particular prefer to see the code that they actually wrote 

[Raj86]. 

Lexical views correspond to lexical proximity. They present one piece of code 

following another if the two are lexically adjacent. They correspond to the 

expression level of granularity. 

The following constructor display rule specifies that an instance of the plus 

constructor should be displayed in conventional arithmetic form: 

plus: 

The first part of the rule is the name of the constructor that the rule applies 

to. The rest of the rule gives a sequence of tokens to be displayed. Strings are 
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displayed literally, so "+ displays the plus sign with some space on each side. 

The symbols $1 and $2 refer to the first and second arguments of the abstract 

syntax node. 

If we assume that there is a similar rule for the times constructor, then the 

following phrase: 

plus (2, plus (times (3, 4), 5)) 

would be displayed as: 

2 + 3 * 4 + 5 

The highlighting of the current phrase can be built-in to the display 

algorithm. 

Most programs should be indented to show their structure. Some 

pretty-printing systems do this by allowing rules to include commands which set 

and reset the level of indentation. A more declarative way of specifying 

indentation is to put a sub-phrase into a box and put some space in front of the 

box. The sub-phrase will be formatted with the left side of the box as its 

margin. This approach is similar to, although simpler than, that of the TEX 

[Knu84] text formatting system. 

For example, if boxes are denoted by braces surrounding the expression to be 

boxed, the display of a procedure can be specified as: 

func: 

"func" Si " " 82 " 	\n " {$3} "\flin\n " {54} '\nend\n" 

This indents the third and fourth arguments of the constructor. So, for example: 

func (x', x, times (x, x), times (2, call (x', x))) 

would be displayed as: 
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func x' x = 

x  

in 

2 * x' (x) 

end 

In the above example, the sequence \n in a string denotes a newline character. 

Since strings containing only spaces or newlines are quite common in display 

rules, and too many quote characters can cause confusion, the symbols $s and $n 

will sometimes be used in their stead. This makes the above rule become: 

func: 

"func "$1 $s $2 " = " $n $s$s {$3} $n 

"in"  $n $s$s {$4} $n "end" 

9.1.2 Lexical Proximity: Outline Views 

Often it is useful to show the overall structure of a program, hiding some of the 

detail. One way of doing this is to display an outline view. Outline views 

display only certain parts of a program, such as showing module or procedure 

headers without showing their bodies. For example, a static outline view of a 

parser written in C++ might look like this: 

char get-char 0: 

char* get-filename 0; 

token scan 0; 

void error (char* msg, char* filename, mt line); 

tree* parse 0; 

As in other static views, the current procedure can be highlighted. Static outline 
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views correspond to lexical proximity at different levels of granularity. The above 

example is a procedure level lexical view. 

A first attempt at specifying this view could use the rule given in the previous 

section for displaying procedures and the empty rule for all other constructors. 

This approach would work for a language such as Pascal, in which procedure 

bodies must be blocks and blocks may not be identifiers. The specification for 

such a language could have an empty rule for blocks and a non-empty rule for 

identifiers, and any identifiers in a block would never be reached. 

However, this approach wouldn't work for Proc, because if the rule for 

identifiers was empty, then it wouldn't display the identifiers in procedure 

headers, and if the rule wasn't empty then it would display all identifiers. 

Neither behaviour is the one desired. 

To specify this view in Proc we need some way of providing context-sensitive 

information. This can be done by parameterising the display rules. If we require 

that each display rule for this view takes a parameter called show, the rule for 

the func Constructor can be written as follows: 

func: 

"func" $1 [show = tt] Ss S2[show = tt] " = " $n $s$s 

$3[show = f f ] $n "in" Sn $sSs 54[show = ff] $11 "end" n 

and the rules for identifiers (the Id constructor) can be written as follows: 

id[show=tt]: 

$1 

id[show=ff]: 
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The notation $1[show-tt] specifies that the first argument should be 

displayed with the parameter show passed the value tt. The rules for the id 

constructor are selected according to the value of the show parameter. 

An extension of this syntax could allow patterns to use the ordering relations 

over integers. This could be used to bracket infix expressions. Each expression 

would pass its precedence to each sub-expression. 

In the outline view given here, the rules for all the other constructors are the 

same; they don't display anything. The specification can be simplified by using a 

default rule, to be used for constructors which aren't given a specific rule. 

9.1.3 Structural Proximity: Static Call Graphs 

A static call graph shows which procedures call which. One way of displaying 

a call graph is to list the procedures called by a certain procedure below that 

procedure and indented relative to it. With this approach, the example program 

used in the outline view above would be displayed as follows: 

parse 

get_f ilenaxne 

get-char 

scan 

get-char 

error 

A call graph can instead be displayed on a graphics screen as a tree or a 

directed acyclic graph of procedure names connected with lines, as in InterLisp 

[Te178]. The graph approach avoids redundancy, since each procedure name is 

only displayed once. A static call graph is a procedure level structural view. 
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A textual display of a call graph can be specified in a similar way to an 

outline view. However, a graphical display of a call graph is more complicated, 

because it can't be formatted at the same time as the abstract syntax is 

traversed. This is because the position of a node of the graph may depend on the 

layout of parts of the program that have yet to be traversed. 

Graphical views such as this can be implemented using a layout language. 

The display rules will specify the graph in terms of this language. The display 

will then be constructed in two passes; the first will traverse the abstract syntax 

to produce a description in the layout language, and the second will produce the 

display from this description. 

The notation for boxes used in Section 9.1.1 is a simple example of a layout 

language. The position of elements in a box is constrained by the box and 

elements following the box are positioned relative to the box. The display must 

be constructed in two passes, so that the width of the box is known before the 

elements that follow it are drawn, 

A more sophisticated language is needed for graphs. The more sophisticated 

the language, the more sophisticated the views it can produce. The only fixed 

requirement is that it should support highlighting of the current phrase. One 

possibility would be an adaptation of an existing language such as PlC [Ker8l]. 

The following example specifies how a program is displayed as a tree that 

represents the call graph of the program: 

func: 

LET SE1f= #{1} 

trip = (self ABOVE S3[pavent = self]) 

in((LINE parent TO tmp) LEFT $4) 

It uses a few simple constructions. The angle brackets are used for grouping, 

and are not displayed. The notation LET self = #{$1} creates a box from the 
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display of $1 and names the box self, it doesn't display it. self ABOVE 

$3[parent_—self]' positions self above the display of the third argument of the 

constructor, centring both. The rule gives this the name tmp; again, it isn't 

displayed. LINE parent TO tmp draws a line from the box parent (a parameter) 

to the display of tmp. Finally, LEFT $4 draws the display of the fourth argument 

to the right of the display of tmp. 

In this view only part of the current phrase is highlighted. This is indicated 

by preceding that part with a # symbol. Thus only the name of the current 

procedure is highlighted, instead of the whole subtree rooted at this node. This 

notation must override the default behaviour. 

Displaying a call graph as a directed acyclic graph would require a more 

sophisticated display language. An associative array would be useful for this; it 

could be used to store nodes of the graph indexed by their procedure names. 

Other structural views include parse trees and control flow graphs. In 

imperative languages, control flow graphs are statement level views and parse 

trees are usually expression level views. These views can be specified in the same 

way as call graphs. 

9.1.4 Referential Proximity: Static Slices 

A particularly useful view of an imperative program is a slice. A slice is a 

mini-program consisting of those lines of the main program which affect the 

value of a given imperative variable. It is useful because there is strong evidence 

that people often mentally construct slices when debugging [WeiS2]. A slice 

corresponds to referential proximity, usually at the statement level. 

As an example of a slice, consider the following program: 
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sum : = 0; 

count := 0; 

read p; 

while p <> -1 do 

sum := sum + p; 

count := count + 1; 

read p; 

end; 

if sum > max-sum then 

max-sum := sum; 

return count; 

A slice of this program on 'p' produces the following program: 

read p; 

while p <> -1 do 

read p; 

end; 

A slice on max_sum' produces: 

sum : = 0; 

read p; 

while p <> -1 do 

sum := sum + p; 

read p; 

end; 

Weiser, who first did experiments to show that people mentally create slices, 

also designed an algorithm that produces near-minimal slices from simple Pascal 

programs [Wei8l]. This algorithm is reasonably complicated. Since most display 
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languages don't handle arbitrary programming problems very well, a slice 

generator is best implemented as another part of the programming environment. 

The generated slice can be passed as a set of instances of constructors to be 

displayed. 

Display rules can then be used to specify a view that will display an arbitrary 

slice, by passing an implicit parameter to each rule. This parameter will be true 

when the instance of the constructor is in the slice. If this parameter is called 

visible, the rules for displaying identifiers would look like this: 

id[visible=tt]: 

$1 

id[visible=ff]: 

Sometimes the display of a node will depend on whether the sub-animations 

of that node include any selected nodes. For example, if the sequencing operator 

is displayed as an infix semi-colon, then it shouldn't be displayed if there are no 

selected nodes after the current node. This case can be handled using the 

following display rules for the sequencing constructor: 

seq{visible=tt, prefix--tt]: 

;" $n $1 [prefix = f f ] $2 [prefix = tt] 

seq[visible=tt, prefix=ff]: 

$1[prefix = f f ] S2[prefix = tt] 

id[ visible=ff]: 

2[prefix = tt] 

These rules assume that an instance of the sequence constructor will only 

appear in the slice if the display of the first argument is not empty. If the first 

argument is empty, the sequence operation is redundant. Therefore it displays 
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the two arguments in turn, specifying that the second argument must display the 

semicolon if it is non-empty. 

All display rules for nodes that could appear on the right of a sequencing 

operator must handle the prefix parameter correctly. In many imperative 

languages only other sequencing operators and the null statement have to do 

this, but in an expression-based language this will have to be done by almost 

every display rule. 

If it is not possible to assume that the first argument will be empty, the rule 

would need some way of determining whether the first argument displayed 

anything. This would require a more powerful language. 

9.1.5 Summary 

Static views can be specified by display rules over the abstract syntax. For 

simple textual views these rules are similar to those of a pretty-printer. More 

complex rules are needed if a system is to support a wider range of views. In 

some cases they have to be parameterised on the results of another tool such as a 

slice generator. 

9.2 Static Environment Views 

If environments are bindings of identifiers to values, there are several possible 

ways of displaying one. The simplest is as a list of the current bindings 

identifiers on the left, values on the right. This can be specified by the following 

rule: 
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env: 

$1 $t $2 $n $3 

This rule introduces the notation $t, which stands for the string "\t", the string 

containing the tab character. 

The above rule is fine for simple values but is less suitable for arrays or 

records, as these values might be too large to display easily. There are several 

ways to tackle this problem, including the following: 

By default the system could display just the first part of a record or array 

and to give the user a way of displaying the rest, such as horizontally 

scrolling the relevant window or popping up the whole value in a separate 

window. 

The system may allow the user to set a parameter that restricts the depth 

to which the abstract syntax is traversed. Each recursive call of a display 

rule for a value would decrement this parameter. A display rule for which 

the parameter equals zero wouldn't display anything. 

The system could limit the values that can be displayed to simple values 

while allowing composite identifiers such as recordname.fie1dnaiue' on 

the left hand side of the display. Users could then choose the parts of the 

value that they wish to see. 

There is also a choice of which identifiers to display in an environment view. 

One option is to display all the identifiers currently in scope. Another is to 

display all identifiers, with some indication of the scope of each. A third 

approach is to let users select which identifiers they want to see. This can be 

specified by parameterising the view on a list of identifiers. The pattern 

matching notation would have to be extended to include predicates over terms, 

for example: 
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env [is.selected($1 )]: 

$1 $t $2 $n $3 

This facility must include a way of handling the scope of variables. For 

example, a user might select the global identifier 'a'; in this case the system 

should not display any local identifiers with the same name (unless they are also 

selected). 

As with static program views, it is possible to highlight static environment 

views. Usually the desired behaviour will be to highlight an identifier and its 

associated value when the current phrase is structurally equal to that identifier. 

If the notation /L=$1 = tests whether the current phrase is equal to 81 and 

highlights the following display expression if so, then the display rule for 

environments would become: 

env[is_selected($ 1)]: 

(#=S1= ($1 $t $2))$n $3 

If environments can appear as sub-phrases in a source view, for example as 

part of a closure or as the result of a declaration, they may take up too much 

space on the screen. It may be sensible to parameterise their display rules so 

that they are displayed in an abbreviated form in such cases. 

9.3 Dynamic Views 

A dynamic view is constructed from an animation history. A rule isgiven for 

each semantic rule and constructor to specify how an instance of that semantic 

rule or constructor should be displayed. These rules are called semantic 

display rules and constructor display rules respectively. The constructor 
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display rules are defined in the same way as those for static views and are not 

discussed any further. 

9.3.1 Lexical Proximity: Simple Lexical Views 

A dynamic lexical view displays the source of the program with evaluated 

phrases replaced by their values. This display is constructed by traversing the 

animation, displaying each node as described below. 

If a sub-phrase of the subject corresponds to the subject of a local premise it 

is displayed as follows: 

If the premise is unmatched, then the sub-phrase is displayed normally. 

If the premise is matched and the corresponding sub-animation is 

complete, then the sub-phrase is replaced by its value. 

If the premise is matched and the corresponding sub-animation isn't 

complete, then the sub-phrase is replaced by the display of the 

sub-animation. 

This is the algorithm that produced the second set of displays in Chapter 8. 

This is a source view, so memories and environments are ignored. 

For example, if the semantic rule for the sequencing operator is: 

e H Pi' 770 	v1, 1711  e H P2,  m1  = v2, m2  

H P1;P2,  rn.0 	nil, m2  

then the corresponding semantic display rule for the dynamic lexical view is: 
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Sequence: 

$2 = subject 

$1 = subject 

$0 = result ??0 (sequence(©1, (q2)) 

$$ = $0 

As with a constructor display rule, a semantic display rule begins with the 

name of the object for which it specifies a display. A semantic display rule then 

has several equations, one for each sequent and one for the overall display of the 

instance of the rule. 

The symbols $1 and $2 in the above display rule refer to the first and second 

premises of the semantic rule. $0 refers to the conclusion, and $$ refers to the 

entire rule. Each line of the display rule defines the display of the part of the 

semantic rule referred to on the left of the equals sign. Thus in this example the 

rule is displayed by displaying the conclusion. The variables subject and result 

display the subject and result of the corresponding sequent, so the first two 

premises of this rule are displayed by displaying their subjects. 

The right hand side of an equation is similar to the body of a constructor 

display rule, but can include variables from the semantic rule. It may also use a 

wider range of operators. As in a constructor display rule, strings are displayed 

literally and angle brackets are used for grouping. The # symbol is used for 

highlighting; it highlights the expression that follows it if the focus of the 

animation is the subject of the sequent being displayed. Another symbol, 

highlights the expression that follows it if the focus is the result of the sequent 

being displayed. The special variables subject and result are assumed to be 

preceded by # and ## respectively. 

The ??0 in the display of the conclusion tests whether the evaluation of the 

conclusion is complete. If it is complete, the expression on the left of the ??0 
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symbol is displayed; if it isn't then the expression on the right is displayed. This 

notation can be used for sub-animations as well; the symbol ??1 would test the 

completeness of the sub-animation corresponding to the first premise, and so on. 

The symbol ©1 displays the sub-animation corresponding to the first 

premise, if it exists, or the premise (defined by the second line) if the 

sub-animation doesn't exist. 

Finally, the expression sequence(©1, 02) is displayed by the constructor 

display rule for sequence with the arguments of the constructor replaced by the 

display of the first and second premises or subtrees as appropriate. 

Thus if the evaluation of this node is complete, the result is displayed, and is 

highlighted if the node is the current node. If the evaluation is not complete, the 

phrase is displayed in source form, with the sub-phrases displayed according to 

the display rules for the nodes in the sub-animations. 

9.3.2 Lexical Proximity: More Complicated Examples 

The method of the previous section handles simple cases, but some rules are 

more complicated. One example is the following semantic rule for the while 

constructor: 

ef-p1 , m0 =tt, m1  eF-p2, m1  =ni1, m2  eHwhile Pi  do p2,m2 nil, rn.3  
e H while Pi do P2,  7720  => nil, m3  

If the recursive premise of this rule is matched or is the current sequent, the 

display of this rule should be the display of that premise only. This has the effect 

of only displaying the current iteration of the while loop. The other premises 

should be ignored. 

This can be specified by the following semantic display rule: 
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While: 

$3 = #(while(01,02)) 

$2 = subject 

$1 = subject 

$0 = result ??0 03 

$$ = $0 

This is similar to the display rule for the sequential operator, but if there is a 

sub-animation corresponding to the third premise, the display of the current 

node is completely replaced with the display of that sub-animation. 

Another complication arises with the following semantic rule for function 

calls 

LOOKUP 

e Hp, m0  = v, m1 	Hlookup(e,x) = ciosure(e',x,x',p') 

e't(x',v)t(x,closure(e',x,x',p')) H p', m 1  = v', m 2  

e H call x p, m0  = v', m 2  

In this rule p' first appears as part of the result of the second premise. 

Therefore the syntactic representation of call x p won't display the full 

evaluation of this node. 

There are two common ways of displaying procedure calls: the first is to 

expand the procedure in-line (e.g. APT [RajS6]); the other is to display only the 

current procedure (e.g. ZSTEP [LieS4]). In each case p' is displayed; in the first 

case the call is probably displayed as well and in the second case the screen is 

cleared before p' is displayed. An obvious optimisation of the second case is to 

traverse only that part of the animation history below the first procedure call 

between the current node and the root. 
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The following display rule specifies that only the current procedure should be 

displayed: 

Call: 

$2 = result ??2 #x 

$1 = subject 

$0 = result ??0 #ca11(©2,01)) 

$$ = !3 ?!3 $0 

Two new symbols are used here: !3 displays the sub-animation corresponding 

to the third premise, like ©3, but clears the screen first. ?!3 tests whether the 

current node is in the sub-animation corresponding to the third premise. Thus 

this rule displays the body of the procedure while it is being evaluated, and the 

call at other times. 

A third complication is illustrated by one of the rules for the lookup 

constructor: 

F- lookup(e,x), m =:> v', m1 	 IDET 

Heq(x,x') =:> f  
H lookup(et(x',v), x), m = v, m1  

In the views that we have considered so far, the lookup constructor has 

always been evaluated in a remote rule set. But we can also consider viewing the 

LOOKUP rule set itself. A possible view of the lookup operation is to show the 

environment as a list of pairs, with the highlight moving along the list until it 

reaches an identifier that matches the one being searched for. For example, if we 

are looking for the value bound to the identifier 'a' in the environment 

('a',l)t('b',2)f('c',3)f('d',4) we would have the following display (where 

the box indicates highlighting): 

lookup(( 'a', 1); (I 'b' 1,2); ('c' ,3); ('d' , 4), 'a') 

This is a display of the following animation tree: 
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F lookup(('a',1)f('b',2), 'a'), rn = v', m1  
F 

 

lookup(( a', 1)f('b' , 2)f(c' , 3), 'a'), rn = v', m1  

lookup(( 'a', 1) 	'b', 2) 	C', 3), 'a'), m 	v', 
F lookup(('a',1)f('b',2)t('c',3)t('d',4), 'a'), m ==> v', m1  

To produce this display the first lookup rule must be treated differently from 

the others, as the display of that rule must include the string "lookup (" and the 

identifier being searched for. 

This can be specified using the following rule: 

Lookup: 

$1 	 = 

$O[first = tt] = result ??O "lookup (" ©1[first ff] " :: (" #x', v U)tI,  x 1911 

SO[first = f ] = ©1[first = f ] " :: (" #x',v 

$$ 	 =$O 

This uses parameters, similar to those used to specify certain static views. 

Instead of whole rules including patterns to match against the parameters, 

patterns are part of equations. The notation Cal [first = f f ] displays the 

sub-animation corresponding to the first premise, if it exists, or the first sequent 

otherwise, with the parameter first set to f  in each case. $1 [first = f f ] and 

&l[first = ff] have the obvious similar meanings when they appear in display 

expressions. 

A final complication arises when a language contains some constructs with 

boring results. For example. Pascal statements are evaluated for their side-effects 

and users aren't interested in the fact that (in relational semantics) their result 

is nil. However, the results of Pascal expressions are interesting. This problem 

isn't resolved until Section 10.1.1, because it involves changes to the definition of 

step as well as views. 
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The views discussed in this section have been specified by traversals of the 

entire animation tree. If a system is required to store all this information it will 

use a large amount of storage. In practice most systems store information 

corresponding to the sub-animations of the procedures on the path from the root 

of the animation to the current animation. This restricts the range of views that 

can be displayed, but allows the standard views of the current procedure and the 

procedure call stack. 

9.3.3 Temporal Proximity: Traces 

A trace is the dynamic equivalent of an outline view. For example, a procedure 

level trace shows the procedures called by an evaluation, in the order that they 

are called. Traces correspond to temporal proximity. 

If a trace is constructed as the program is evaluated, it can't display the 

unevaluated part of the program (unless the program is so simple that it only 

has one path of evaluation). An alternative is to evaluate the whole program 

first and then construct the animation from information stored during the 

evaluation [EB86,Moh88]. 

Traces can be specified as a traversal of the animation tree, similar to 

dynamic lexical views. The problems that arise with static outline views arise 

with traces too, and can be solved the same way (see Section 9.1.2). 

Defining a trace in terms of a traversal of the animation tree after every step 

is obviously inefficient, and doesn't fit the intuitive idea of a trace as a a 

permanent record of an evaluation that is only ever appended to. A system 

could provide an efficient implementation of traces so that only new additions to 

the tree would have to be traversed at each step. 
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9.3.4 Referential Proximity: Dynamic Slices 

A dynamic slice is a trace of the statements in a slice. It corresponds to 

referential proximity at the statement level. 

Dynamic slices can be specified as a traversal of the animation history, if this 

traversal is parameterised on a set of visible nodes. The problems found with 

dynamic lexical views and static slices also apply to dynamic slices, and can be 

dealt with by the techniques outlined in the appropriate sections. 

9.3.5 Structural Proximity: Dynamic Call Graphs 

A dynamic call graph shows which procedures have called which. It starts 

with just the main procedure and grows as new procedures are called. The 

dynamic call graph of a completed evaluation will differ from the static call 

graph of the same program in that the static graph will include procedures that 

are not called during the evaluation and the dynamic call graph will show the 

depth to which recursive procedures have been called. A dynamic call graph is a 

procedure level structural view. 

Static and dynamic call graphs differ in the way they handle recursion. When 

a recursive instance of a procedure is called, a static call graph will highlight the 

previous occurrence of that procedure. There can't be a suhgraph for recursive 

instances in a static call graph or the graph would be infinite. Instead, when a 

recursive instance of a procedure is called, a static call graph will highlight the 

previous occurrence of that procedure. In contrast, a dynamic call graph will 

expand by adding the recursive instance to the graph in the place where it is 

called. The size of the dynamic graph is limited by the size of the evaluation. 

Dynamic call graphs can be specified as a traversal of the animation tree. 

They combine the problems of dynamic lexical views and static call graphs. The 

techniques from the relevant sections can be used to overcome these problems. 
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If the system stores only the information corresponding to procedures on the 

path from the root of the tree to the current procedure, as suggested in 

Section 9.3.2, a dynamic call graph will be limited to displaying the procedure 

call stack. In addition to this information, a system could keep track of which 

procedures have called which other procedures, ignoring the evaluation of the 

procedure bodies. This would be enough information to create a dynamic call 

graph without requiring as much storage as the whole evaluation tree. This 

could be an acceptable compromise between efficiency and providing a wide 

range of views. 

Dynamic call graphs are particularly useful for animating Prolog programs. 

Prolog is a difficult language to animate because it backtracks. This means that 

the actions of a particular part of the program depend on whether that part of 

the program has been reached before. Some Prolog animators use lexical views 

with extra information about backtracking [Byr8O,P1u88,Raj86], but this 

approach is often hard to follow. Other Prolog animators display the search tree 

[EB86,DC86]. This shows the backtracking information more clearly, but can 

sometimes obscure the detail of the current procedure. Pain and Bundy give a 

good introduction to the different ways of displaying Prolog animations [PB87]. 

Chapter 11 sketches an approach to specifying Prolog in terms of this theory. 

Both functional and logic programming languages would benefit from the 

ability to highlight all occurrences of a phrase as a procedure parameter in a 

dynamic call graph, as allowed in the Dewlap system [DC86]. This can he 

implemented by parameterising the view on a phrase (or a set of phrases) and 

testing each phrase for equality with the parameter. Ideally the user would be 

able to select the phrase(s) to be the parameter(s) using a pointing device. 
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9.3.6 Structural Proximity: Procedure Call Stacks 

A restricted version of a dynamic call graph is a stack of procedure calls, with 

the main procedure of the program at the bottom and the current procedure at 

the top. This is called a call stack. Most debuggers provide a call stack view, 

partly because it corresponds to the way that most languages are implemented 

and partly because it shows something of the context of the evaluation of the 

current procedure. Procedure call stacks are a restricted case of a dynamic call 

graph, and are therefore procedure level views of structural proximity. 

A call stack view can be generated explicitly by traversing the animation, 

ignoring all nodes except instances of the rule for procedure calls: 

Call: 

= (call (p1,v) $n 0) ?!3 

9.3.7 Hybrid Source Views 

Hybrid source views are possible. One possibility is to show a temporal view of 

the parts of the program that have been evaluated and a lexical view of the 

remaining parts. Another possibility is to have different types of view at 

different levels of granularity. 

Rajan [Raj86] argues that procedures should be expanded in-line at their 

point of call. so  that users can see the context of the current procedure. This 

combines temporal proximity at the procedure level with lexical proximity at 

smaller levels. A more common way of displaying procedures is to display only 

the innermost procedure in full, using the stack to display outer procedures. 

This combines structural proximity at the procedure level with lexical proximity 

at lower levels. 
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9.3.8 Summary 

Dynamic source views can be specified by display rules for each semantic rule 

and constructor. The notation for semantic display rules can be used to vary the 

display of the animation depending on how far the evaluation has progressed. A 

parameter passing mechanism allows the display of a node to depend on its 

context and also allows a view to be parameterised on the results of another part 

of the programming environment. 

9.4 Dynamic Environment Views 

A dynamic environment view is a view of the current environment. If (7Z, b) is an 

animation, then the current environment of (7, b) is eriv(o(7?, b)) if o(1?., b) is 

a local premise or a conclusion, and the env of O(R., b) if o(7, b) is a remote 

premise. 

A dynamic environment view can be specified in the same way as a static 

environment view (see Section 9.2). It has the extra complication that the user 

might want to see the contents of locations instead of their addresses. For 

example, in Pascal users are more interested in the current value of an identifier 

than the memory location used to hold that value. Conversely, sometimes users 

want to know which identifiers reference the same location. 

A primitive approach of showing the contents of a location is to allow users 

to evaluate an expression in the current environment and memory. Users can 

then evaluate an identifier, which will return the value stored in the 

corresponding location. This approach is used by many symbolic debuggers, but 

it is a replacement for an adequate view of the current environment rather than 

being such a view. Users have to enquire about the identifiers that they are 

interested in after each step, instead of having the display change automatically. 
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To enable users to see either the contents of a location or the address of the 

location, a view could be parameterised on a list of identifiers for which to show 

the contents of the corresponding locations. Alternatively, a view could display 

both the address and contents at the same time. A more sophisticated method is 

to display a view of the memory (see below) and draw arrows from each 

identifier to the appropriate location or object in the memory view. This 

approach is used by PV [BCH85]. 

9.5 Memory Views 

A memory view is a view of the current memory. If (7, b) is a relational 

animation, then the current memory of (7?, b) is defined as follows: 

if o(R, b) is a remote premise and b = f  then the current memory is 

lhm(o(7?, b)). 

if o(R, b) is a remote premise and b = tt then the current memory is 

rhm(o(R, b)). 

if o(R,, b) is a local premise then the current memory is 1hm(o(7?., b)). 

if o(7?., b) is a conclusion and b = f  then the current memory is the rhm of 

the last premise of O(7?, b). 

if o(7?., b) is a conclusion and b = tt then the current memory is 

rhm(o(7, b)). 

In the fourth case, the last premise is guaranteed to exist by the definition of 

relational animations. 
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A simple view of a typical memory is a list of locations with their contents. 

Animations of assembly language programs should have memory views 

displaying the contents of registers, condition words and accumulators. This sort 

of view is often used with imaginary computers for teaching basic concepts (e.g. 

[Eis79,Lea84]) but can also be used with a real computer architecture (e.g. 

[Raj86,Fai79]). 

A view of a memory as a simple list of locations or a collection of registers 

can be specified in the same way as a simple view of an environment. Techniques 

to restrict the locations displayed can be based on those used to restrict the 

identifiers displayed in an environment view. 

The simple approach suffers from the problem that it doesn't display 

compound objects clearly, as described for simple environment views in 

Section 9.2. In addition, it's difficult to understand complex objects by following 

a maze of pointers through the memory. 

More sophisticated animators display the memory in terms of the objects 

stored in it, such as trees or graphs. Such views often highlight the last object to 

be referenced. Some examples of this sort of view are: 

A program to sort an array can be viewed as a sequence of elements, with 

pointers into the array viewed as markers alongside the sequence [BCH+85].  

A program that manipulates a tree can be viewed by displaying that tree 

[BS81]. 

A finite state automaton can be viewed as a graph [Re1S7]. 

A program simulating a bank can be viewed as a queue of customers 

waiting in front of a counter [Lan84]. 

5. A simulation can be viewed as an activity diagram [BWLN84]. 
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Some of these views combine memory and environment views, showing which 

identifiers are bound to which object in the memory. Since these views are 

program-specific, most of the animators providing such views have to be 

pre-programmed; each program contains code or special comments that control 

the display. Notable exceptions are Graphtrace, Provide, PV and Incense. 

Graphtrace [GKS83] allows users to specify interactively their preferred views 

of Pascal data structures. For each pointer in a record type, users can tell 

Graphtrace to print instances of that pointer horizontally, to print them 

vertically or to print them in the direction that works best given the constraints 

of the other pointers. A graph drawing program uses this information to produce 

a suitable display. Users can specify several views for each program. 

Provide [Moh88] and PV [BCH85] are more sophisticated; they allow views 

to be created with bitmap editors. These can then be attached to the variables 

of a compiled program. Changes in the value of these variables is reflected in the 

views. 

Incense [Mye80] associates layout positions with each element of a type. Each 

argument has a fixed size rectangle in which it must display itself, so recursive 

structures are displayed with the items getting smaller as the depth increases. 

Once displayed, the parts of a structure can be selected and repositioned with a 

mouse or similar pointing device. 

Displaying compound objects in memory often requires an algorithm specific 

to the type of the objects. This is usually best done by another part of the 

programming environment. For simple cases, the layout sub-language of the 

specification language could provide a generic program for drawing graphs that 

could use the type information stored in a type environment to produce simple 

graphs. 
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9.6 Semantic Views 

One of the advantages of generating an animator from a semantic description of 

a language is that it may be able to show the evaluation of a program in 

semantic terms. The nature of this display depends on the semantic formalism 

chosen. A display of an inference tree can be generated in a similar manner to a 

dynamic call graph: 

Seq: 

$2 = (env 	- " subject " ==> result) 

$1 = (env 	- 	subject " ==> " result) 

$0 = (env I - " subject " ==> " result) 

$$ = $0 OVER (01" " 02) 

The notation $0 OVER (01 " " (02) puts $0 above 01 	" 02, centring 

both and separating them with a horizontal line. 

9.7 Abbreviations 

When several constructors or semantic rules are displayed the same way in a 

particular view, or when a constructor or semantic rule is displayed the same 

way in several views, it should be possible to combine the appropriate display 

rules into one. For example, in the LSL specification for Proc the rules for the 

null-env and null-memory constructors don't display anything in any view. 

Using LSL notation, where the constructor display rule for each view of a 

constructor is listed under that constructor and headed by an arrow that 

incorporates the view name, it would be desirable to specify this as follows: 
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null-env, null-memory: 

-viewl-> 

-view2-> 

-view3-> 

11 11 

This could be taken further by specifying a default display to be used in all 

views except where explicitly overridden: 

null-env, null-memory: 

fill 

-view48-> 

11011 

It is less likely that two different semantic rules will have exactly the same 

displays. However, semantic display rules often have a similar structure, differing 

only in that they use different constructors. In such cases it should be possible to 

parametrise a display rule on the constructor. For example, the following display 

rule specifies the display of several integer operations: 

Plus, Minus, Times, Divide, Modulus: 

-viewl-> 

S3 = #(a(©1, ©2)) 

S2 = subject 

Si = subject 

SO = result ??O #(©3 

-view2-> 
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WHERE a IS 

Plus: plus, Minus: minus, Times: times, 

Divide: divide, Modulus: modulus 

This example also omits the specification of $$; this can be taken to be $0 if 

it isn't explicitly defined. 

Another way to abbreviate semantic display rules is to give each view two 

default display rules, one for sequents and one for rules. The default rule for 

rules is used whenever a display rule isn't explicitly given for a semantic rule, 

and the default rule for sequents is used whenever a display rule requires the 

display of a sequent but doesn't specify how to display it. 

The default display rule for a sequent can be defined as a normal semantic 

display rule with only $$ defined and the name of the rule replaced by the 

keywords DEFAULT SEQUENT. For example: 

DEFAULT SEQUENT: 

-source-> 

$$ = subject 

-semantics-> 

= (env 1 - 	subject ==> result) 

The default display rule for an instance of a semantic rule can be defined as a 

normal semantic display rule with the name of the rule replaced by the keywords 

DEFAULT RULE. For example: 

DEFAULT RULE: 

-source-> 

= $0 

-semantics-> 

= $O OVER [©iSs] 
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The notation { ©i $s] denotes all the arguments to the constructor or all the 

sequents of the semantic rule, separated by spaces. Any separator may be 

replaced by any string. 

9.8 Chapter Summary 

The internal representation of a program can be displayed in many ways, 

including source text, parse trees, outline views, call graphs and memory views. 

These views can be classified by whether they are static or dynamic, and by 

whether they show the source, the environment, the memory or the semantics. 

Source views can be further classified by type of proximity and level of 

granularity. 

Chapter 2 showed that animators support tasks better if they provide a range 

of views that correspond to different levels of proximity and granularity. This 

chapter has shown how several views can be defined in a specification language, 

using abstract syntax for static views and relational semantics for dynamic 

views. These definitions use display rules, which map instances of the syntactic 

or semantic rules into a layout language. Parameterising the display rules allows 

them to access information from the contexts of these instances, and also 

provides a way to interface an animator to specialised software tools such as a 

slice generator. 

All the views mentioned in Chapter 2 can be specified in terms of relational 

semantics. This shows that this part of the theory is powerful enough to describe 

practical systems. The next chapter will show how the definition of a step can he 

parameterised on a view, so that any of the views described in this chapter can 

be animated. It will also show how advanced operations can be defined in terms 

of relational semantics. 



Chapter 10 

Operations 

The preceding chapters have developed a formal semantic basis for a theory of 

animation. The theory includes a language-independent definition of an 

animation step and a notation for specifying language-specific views. An 

animator based on this theory would let users see an animation of a program, 

either by stepping through it themselves or by running it automatically. 

In this chapter I show that many advanced operations provided by existing 

animators and debuggers can also be defined in terms of this theory. In 

particular I show that all the operation mentioned in Chapter 2, where they were 

shown to help the tasks supported by animation, can be defined in terms of the 

theory. This will complete the development of the theory, and show that it is 

powerful enough to describe useful systems. 

In this chapter, the step defined in Chapter 8 is called the basic step. Larger 

steps and view-specific steps can be constructed from repeated applications of 

basic steps. Operations such as setting break points and changing the current 

memory can be defined directly in terms of relational animation histories. 

This chapter sometimes refers to those semantic rules or premises that 

describe the evaluation of a certain language construct. A rule or sequent is said 

199 
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to describe a constructor if that constructor is outermost in the subject of the 

rule or sequent. 

10.1 View-specific Steps 

The basic view used in most of the examples in this thesis replaces all phrases 

with their results as the program is evaluated. Not all views share this 

behaviour. For example, in many imperative languages statements don't return a 

value, and are best highlighted once only. Another example is a dynamic call 

graph, which just displays the procedure name at each node of the graph, and 

doesn't replace it with the value of the procedure (if indeed it has one). 

Similarly, some constructs aren't interesting at all. For example, in an outline 

view, only procedure headers will be displayed. Another example is that the 

binary sequencing operator just determines the order of evaluation of its 

sub-phrases, and doesn't perform any computation itself. A sequence of displays 

that show the traversal of a tree of binary sequencing operations presents a 

confusing model to the user, who expects the statements to be evaluated as a 

linear sequence. 

A basic requirement of an animation is that each step must change the 

semantic representation of the program in a way that is reflected in the display 

of the selected view of the program. However, the definition of a basic step 

doesn't take account of the phrases that aren't displayed by a view. Therefore 

the changes that it makes to the semantic representation of the program won't 

necessarily be shown on the display. So the definition of a step must be 

customized to each view. As discussed in Chapter 3, this could be done by 

parameterising the definition of a step on a view, by repeatedly applying the 
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fundamental definition of step until the view changes, or by incorporating a 

definition of a step in the specification of each view. 

This section begins by discussing two ways in which a view may specify that 

certain phrases should be hidden or should not be replaced by their results. 

Then it defines a step that is parameterised on such views. It also discusses the 

problem of choosing which definition of step to use when there are several views 

of a program visible at once. The section finishes by discussing how this 

definition relates to the three possible approaches mentioned in the previous 

paragraph. 

10.1.1 Display Attributes 

This variety of views can be provided by assigning one of the display 

attributes DYNAMIC, STATIC or HIDDEN to each constructor for each source 

view. Constructors are called static, hidden or dynamic if they are assigned the 

corresponding attribute. Static and dynamic constructors should not be 

confused with static and dynamic views. 

These attributes have the following meanings: 

HIDDEN: Nodes that describe a hidden constructor are never displayed. An 

animator shouldn't stop at sequents that describe hidden constructors. 

DYNAMIC: Nodes that describe a dynamic constructor are displayed with the 

result updating the phrase in place when the phrase is evaluated. An 

animator should always stop at valid sequents that describe dynamic 

constructors. 

STATIC: Nodes that describe a static constructor are displayed without the 

result updating the phrase in place when the phrase is evaluated. An 
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animator should stop at valid sequents that describe static constructors 

except when the boolean of the animation is false. If the current sequent of 

the animation describes a static constructor then the focus of the 

animation should always be the subject of that sequent. 

The subject of the root node of an animation history should never be hidden. 

This ensures that there is at least one sequent where the animator may stop. It 

also means that the focus of a complete animation is always the conclusion of the 

root node. If the root node describes a hidden constructor then it should be 

treated as static. 

There are other conceivable attributes. Only experience will tell which are 

needed. 

10.1.2 View Sets 

The second way that a view may specify that certain phrases should be hidden is 

to explicitly list each constructor used in the view. This list is called the view 

set. A view set is a more flexible approach than assigning a display attribute to 

each constructor, because some instances of a constructor may be in the view set 

while others may be omitted. Thus a view set can provide a list of phrases for a 

particular program. This means that this mechanism is a way of interfacing an 

animator with an external tool such as a slicegenerator. 

Omitting a phrase from the view set has the same effect as assigning the 

HIDDEN attribute to that phrase. Therefore we can define a view-specific step in 

terms of display attributes alone, by associating an attribute to each phrase as 

well as each constructor. An assignment of a HIDDEN attribute, from either the 

view set or the outermost constructor of the phrase, will override any other 

attribute assigned from another source. 
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For the reasons given in the previous subsection, the subject of the root node 

of an animation may never be hidden. if it is assigned the HIDDEN attribute it 

should be treated as STATIC. 

10.1.3 Definition 

Adding display attributes to phrases has the effect that the places where an 

animator should stop now depend on the particular view being animated. 

Therefore the definition of an animation step must be parameterised by a view. 

The new definition is similar to the definition of a basic step. The main 

change is the addition of a notion of the validity of an animation itself, rather 

than of sequents in the animation. The definition of extension is also slightly 

modified; this is because it must handle the case where all phrases in a 

sub-evaluation are hidden. (This case is a generalisation of condition 14 in the 

definition of a basic step.) 

If V is a view then a relational animation (7?., b) is V-valid if o(7?., b) is valid 

and either: 

o(7?., b) describes a static constructor and b = tt. 

o(7?., b) describes a dynamic constructor. 

If (7?., b) and (7?.', b') are both V-valid relational animations, then (7?.', b') 

V-extends (7?., b) if the following conditions hold: 

(7z', b') extends (7?.,b). 

If o(7?., b) is a local premise and o(7?.', b') = conclusion 	V) b')[o(7?.,b)]). 

(7?.', b') minimally V-extends (7?., b) if there is no V-valid relational animation 

(7?.", 	
T)" II\ V) such that (7?.', b') V-extends (,.. , b ) and (7?.", b") V-extends (7?., b). 
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A view-specific step for a view V is written 4RV  If (1?., b) is a V-valid 

relational animation then AR,v(1?.,b) is a minimal V-extension of (7Z, b). 

Since an animation is only V-valid if its current sequent is valid, it follows 

that a view-specific step is equivalent to repeated applications of the basic step 

function. 

Using this definition it is still possible that a step won't change the display. If 

the step maps an animation with a non-recursive local premise as the selected 

sequent to one that has the corresponding conclusion as the selected sequent, 

and this conclusion describes a static constructor, then the two animations may 

be displayed the same way. It isn't clear whether this behaviour is desirable or 

not. Unlike the case of a dynamic constructor, users may find it intuitive that, 

for example, the current procedure in a call graph could be evaluated in a single 

step without changing the display. 

If this behaviour is found to be undesirable, there are two ways in which it 

could be changed. The first is to require the animator to display a status line, so 

that the difference between the two states is clear. The other is to change the 

definition of extension. This will have the effect that phrase evaluations will no 

longer always be possible when the selected node is a local premise (see below). 

10.1.4 Highlighting Multiple Views 

An animator may display several views at once. Each view may have different 

view sets or different assignments of display attributes to constructors. Therefore 

their corresponding step functions may give different results. One way of 

choosing which function to use is to let the user select one of the views and to 

use the definition of step associated with that view. Another way is to choose 

the definition which will result in the smallest extension of the animation for the 
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current phrase. These approaches could be combined, with the "smallest 

extension" approach being used if the user doesn't select a particular view. 

Whichever approach is taken, each view V should be updated when and only 

when the focus of the animation is in V. If the definition of step is chosen for 

another view, and results in a larger step than the definition corresponding to V, 

then V should highlight the last phrase to be the focus in V during the 

evaluation of the step. This results in the current procedure always being 

highlighted in a call graph, for example. 

It may be useful to indicate those views that don't display the current 

phrase, to show that the information they display isn't necessarily current. This 

could be done by changing the background or highlight for such views. This 

feature may be supplied automatically, or the language designer could have to 

specify whether it applies to each view. 

10.1.5 Discussion 

In Chapter 3 I mentioned three ways in which a view-specific step could be 

defined: 

Each view could contain an appropriate definition of a step. 

There could be a single definition of a step which was parameterised on the 

current view. 

A view-specific step could be a repeated application of a fundamental 

definition of a step, stopping when it causes the display specified by the 

view to change. 
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I also claimed that I would give a definition of a step which would be 

parameterised on a view. In other words I claimed that I would take the second 

option. To what extent is this true? 

The definition given above is certainly parameterised on a view. However, 

the specification of a view has been extended to include display attributes, which 

control the behaviour of the step function. The definition doesn't just take a set 

of display rules and produce a view-specific step; it takes some information that 

is added to the view for the purpose of defining a view-specific step. 

Nevertheless, the definition clearly does not fall into the first category. The 

specification of a view does not define a step from scratch, and it is not clear 

how it could do so. The display attributes only serve to parameterise an existing 

definition. So the definition combines elements of the first two approaches. 

It is also the case that a view-specific step must be equivalent to a series of 

basic steps. Therefore the definition can be viewed as falling under the third 

approach. In this way of looking at the definition, display attributes encode 

when the display generated by a view will change. Thus the definition combines 

elements of all three approaches, but is best presented as an example of the 

second approach. 

10.1.6 Summary 

In the development of the definition of an animation step I deliberately used the 

basic view, because it gives more information than the others that I have 

considered. This resulted in the definition of a basic animation step. Other views 

don't show all the phrases of a program or don't replace each phrase by its 

result. The effect of this can be described by assigning a display attribute to 

each phrase or constructor in a view. The definition of an animation step can be 

parameterised on a view, giving a view-specific step. 
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10.2 Breaks, Marks and Interrupts 

Section 2.3.3 showed that users often want to skip part of the evaluation of a 

program, so that they can concentrate on parts that they suspect to be buggy. 

This section discusses several operations that let them do this. 

10.2.1 Break Points 

A common way of examining part of an evaluation is to set a break point on 

the piece of code in question. The animator then stops when that piece of code 

is about to be evaluated, and the user can check the current environment and 

memory. An animator must provide a command to evaluate a program until it 

reaches the break point, or the n next break point, where n is given by the user. 

This program can be evaluated to that point silently, or automatically -animated. 

Users may set break points in many ways. The most common method is to 

specify a line of the source code (e.g. DBX [Sun] and MacPascal [Hue84]). A 

more flexible system is provided by the Masterscope facility of InterLisp [TM81, 

Tei78]. This allows a user to set break points at particular occurrences of 

function calls or operator applications. More flexible still is the facility provided 

by the Centaur system [mDD+85].  This allows a user to select a node of the 

abstract syntax using a mouse. 

It should also be possible to set break points at all parts of the abstract 

syntax which match a certain pattern. Examples include all procedure calls, or 

all calls of a certain procedure, or all calls of that procedure with certain 

arguments. This facility is provided by the Prolog SPY package [Byr80] and the 

InterLisp Masterscope package [TM81]. 
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Break points may easily be described in the theory of animation. A break 

point itself is simply a tag on a phrase. Running to the next break point consists 

of repeated by applying the step function until the current phrase has a break 

point set. Break points should be ignored at nodes which aren't in the selected 

view or the selected definition of a step. 

10.2.2 Marks 

A related feature is the ability to set marks during the evaluation, and run the 

evaluation backwards to a given mark. Marks differ from break points in that 

they are set at specific points of the evaluation rather than at parts of the 

abstract syntax. For example, a break point could be set at the beginning of a 

function, in which case the animator would stop whenever that function was 

called. By contrast, a mark would be set for a particular call of the function, and 

the evaluation could later be unwound to that point. 

Marks can help people to experiment with a program. They can set a mark, 

change the current memory and see what happens, safe in the knowledge that 

they can run the evaluation backwards to the mark and undo the change to the 

memory. [ST83] 

Like break points, marks may be implemented as a tag, this time on the 

focus of the animation. One way of running to the most recent mark is to 

repeatedly apply a reverse evaluation step (defined below in Section 10.3.2) until 

the focus reaches a marked term. As with break points, marks should be ignored 

on terms which can't be the focus in the selected view. 

An alternative way of defining a mark is to push a copy of the current 

animation history onto a stack. Running back to the last mark then consists of 

popping the stack. Certain primitive implementations could implement marks 

this way by writing a saved state of the animator to a file. 
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10.2.3 Break Conditions 

Another way to examine part of the evaluation is to run the evaluation until a 

specified condition (called a break condition) becomes true. This condition 

might be an assertion or invariant failing, a value being assigned to a certain 

memory location, or the stack exceeding a certain depth. This feature was first 

provided by the AIDS system [Gr170] in 1969. It is becoming more common, with 

some authors suggesting that it should actually be built into new languages 

[HK85,PN81]. 

Break conditions differ from break points in that they are expressed in terms 

of data instead of code. If the data concerned is an argument to a function, this 

provides more control than setting a break point on that function, since correct 

calls of the function will be ignored. If the data is a memory location, the 

condition provides a form of control that can't be expressed with break points. 

There are several ways that users can set break conditions, including the 

following: 

Users can specify that the program should be run until a the contents of a 

specified memory location are changed, or until a specified value is assigned 

to that location. This can be implemented by comparing the contents of 

the memory component of the focus before the step function is applied 

with those of the memory component of the focus after the step is applied. 

Another possibility is to allow users to set arbitrary expressions in the 

source language that must be evaluated in the current environment and 

memory after each step, such that the evaluation stops if they return a 

specified value. Such a condition could be specified as a simple equation or 

relation. This has a straightforward implementation. After each step the 

animator must evaluate the condition to see if it returns the specified 
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value, usually the condition will not be allowed to perform any side-effects; 

if it does then he animator must undo them before continuing with the 

animation. 

3. A third approach is for users to specify patterns that are matched against 

the subject of each instance of a rule in the animation, stopping the 

evaluation if the match succeeds. For example, the pattern 8652 : = 2 will 

detect an assignment of the value 2 to the location 8652. Similarly, the 

pattern call foo 2 will detect any call of the function foo with argument 

2. 

Patterns can be extended by allowing them to contain wild cards. For 

example, if - is a wild card pattern, 8652 : = - will detect any assignment 

to location 8652, and call foo - will detect any call of the function foo. 

Ideally, it should be possible to specify a memory location by an identifier 

that refers to it. The user interface should convert this into the address of the 

location, so that the animator will catch assignments via other identifiers that 

refer to the same location. However, it should not check assignments to that 

location when the variable is out of scope. For example, in a conventional 

implementation of an imperative language a stack location may be used by many 

different identifiers in different scopes. 

10.2.4 Interrupts 

One problem that can occur when skipping part of the evaluation is that the 

program might get into an infinite loop. Therefore animators should provide a 

way to interrupt the evaluation. Interrupts can also be used when the user spots 

a mistake during an automatic animation of the program. They can he 

implemented by polling after every n steps. 
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Since users sometimes interrupt a program to find that it is running correctly, 

just more slowly than they expected, It should be possible to resume the last 

command after interrupting an evaluation. 

10.2.5 Break Levels 

A more advanced version of resuming the last command after an interrupt or 

break is the notion of break level found in interactive Lisp systems such as 

InterLisp [Tei78]. In these systems an interrupt or break point suspends the 

current evaluation, giving the user access to all the normal commands. The user 

may perform any desired commands, such as examining and changing the 

current memory, and then either resume or abort the original evaluation. If 

another interrupt occurs in this break level, the user is given another break level. 

The break levels form a stack; each may resume the command in the previous 

break level. 

10.2.6 Summary 

There are several ways that users may specify when an evaluation should stop. 

These features let users skip uninteresting parts of the evaluation and 

concentrate on interesting parts. They can easily be specified in terms of 

relational animations and animation steps. 
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10.3 Other Advanced Operations 

This section shows how several other advanced operations can be defined in 

terms of relational animations. First it describes phrase evaluation and reverse 

evaluation. Together these support Lieberman's bug location procedure, which 

was described in Section 2.3.3. Then it describes a facility that lets users select 

which remote rule sets they want to see animated. Finally it describes 

augmented relational animations, which allow users to change the current 

memory or result of a phrase. 

10.3.1 Phrase Evaluation 

Users can be given the option of evaluating the current phrase in one go rather 

than stepping through the evaluation of that phrase. Many animators give this 

choice for procedure calls (e.g. DBX [Sun] and Spy [Byr80]), but it can be 

extended to every phrase. I call this a phrase evaluation. 

Phrase evaluation can be used to skip the uninteresting parts of an 

evaluation. It can also be used in conjunction with reverse evaluation (described 

below), marks (described above) or an undo facility to implement Lieberman's 

technique for bug location (see Section 2.3.3). 

The phrase evaluation function is written R  and is the same for every view. 

It is defined on a relational animation (7, b) as follows: 

1. If o('R,b) is a local premise q then PR(R,b) is a minimal extension (7Z',b') 

of (R, b) such that ((1', b')[q]) is a complete animation. 

2. If b = f  then PR(l, b) = AR(R, b). 
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If (7?., b) is the initial relational animation of (p, m, e) then PR(7?,  b) is the 

complete relational animation of (p, m, e). 

If the above cases don't apply then PR(7?  b) = (1?., b). 

In section 10.1.3 I remarked that a view-specific step won't change the 

display when o(R, b) is a non-recursive local premise that describes a static 

constructor and there is no V-valid sequent between o(R., b) and the 

corresponding conclusion. This is also the case for phrase evaluation. If the 

definition of extension used for view-specific steps was changed as suggested in 

that section, then if (7?.', 6') = PR(R., 6) then o(7', b') would not be the conclusion 

that corresponds to o(R., b)...Users would probably find this confusing. 

An animator should also provide a command to evaluate the program 

completely. This is called a total evaluation, and is written CR. CR(R., 6) is the 

complete animation that extends of (7?., 6). 

10.3.2 Reverse Evaluation 

Reverse evaluation is the ability to step backwards through an evaluation as well 

as forwards. It was first suggested by Grishman [Gri70], who advocated it for 

experimenting with different paths of an evaluation, undoing choices as 

necessary. (Neal [Nea87] supports the provision of undo facilities as encouraging 

people to learn by experimenting.) 

Zelkowitz [Zel73] advocated the use of reverse evaluation to find the context 

in which a run-time fault occurred, thus reducing the amount of trace 

information printed. Brna et al. [BrnSS] make a similar observation about its use 

in Prolog debuggers. 

Lieberman's technique for bug location described in Section 2.3.3 is an 

important use of reverse evaluation. This technique says that if the evaluation of 
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a phrase gives an erroneous result, then the user should run the evaluation 

backwards to the start of the evaluation of that phrase and examine it in more 

detail. Alternatively the user could examine the evaluation of the phrase by 

stepping through it backwards. 

Ideally all forward evaluation commands should have reverse evaluation 

counterparts. However, reverse evaluation is inefficient to implement, and may 

not always be possible (for example, it is difficult to implement if the animator is 

linked to a compiler rather than an interpreter). Some of the same functionality 

can be obtained using marks instead, as described in the next section. 

Reverse evaluation can be specified easily in terms of forward steps. As usual 

with relational semantics, these definitions are only unique up to congruency. 

A reverse animation step is written 	If (7?, b) is a relational animation, 

then 	b) is the relational animation such that AR(AR(R, b)) (1?, b). 

If V is a view, then a reverse step for that view is written AR,V.  If (R, b) is a 

relational animation, then AR v(l?, b) is the relational animation such that 

AR,v(AR,v(R-, b)) 	(1?.., b). 

A reverse phrase evaluation is written PR  If (1?, b) is a relational animation, 

then P(R, b) is the smallest relational animation such that 

PR(R(, b)) 	(1?, b). 

Unlike the definitions of AR  and AR,V,  the definition of 2R  must specify that 

b) is the smallest animation of those possible. This because the rhs of a 

recursive premise is the same as the rhs of the rule or instance. Therefore if 

o(7?, tt) is the conclusion of a recursive instance, then o(PR(R, b)) is the premise 

that corresponds to that conclusion. 

For example, consider the following excerpt of an animation history, where all 

the instances are recursive and the box indicates the current sequent: 
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e F- while ... do ..., in = nil, rn' 

e H while ... do ..., m 	nil, in'  
e H while ... do ..., m = nil, m' 

e H while ... do ..., rn = nil, in'  

eH...,m 	nil, m'J 

This could be the result of applying 2R  to the following animation: 

eHwhile ... do ... ,m 	nil,  m'I 
c F- while ... do ..., m ==> nil, m' 

e H while ... do ..., m 	nil, m' 
eH...,m 	nil, m' 

But it could also be the result of applying PR to this animation: 

leF-while ... do 

eH...,mv,m' 

Therefore the definition of R  must define which of these animations is 

chosen. 

A reverse total evaluation is written CR. CRUZ, b) is the initial relational 

animation of lst(7Z). 

10.3.3 Remote Rule Sets 

The definitions of step all treat a sub-evaluation in a remote rule set as a single 

step. However, sometimes users will want to see these sub-evaluations. For 

example, a Prolog animator might specify the matching of a clause against a 

goa.1 in a separate rule set. Sometimes users may want to ignore this process, and 

at other times they may want to see it. 

A degree of control can he provided by assigning display attributes to rule 

sets. These are similar to those assigned to constructors, bit have the following 

meanings: 
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HIDDEN: An animator shouldn't stop at a call to a hidden rule set. 

STATIC: An animator should stop at a call to a static rule set, as in the existing 

definitions of step, unless the constructor described by the call is hidden. 

DYNAMIC: If the call doesn't describe a hidden constructor, then an animator 

should animate the evaluation of the call in the remote rule set. This 

animation should begin with the animator stopping at the remote premise. 

The next animation step should display the subject of the premise, and the 

following steps should animate the evaluation of that phrase in the remote 

rule set. Once that evaluation is complete, another step should switch back 

to the original rule set. If the constructor described by the call is dynamic 

the animator should show the result of the call. 

If the call describes a hidden constructor, then the call should be treated as 

if it was a call to a hidden rule set. 

TRANSPARENT: An animator should not animate the evaluation of the call in 

the remote rule set, but should animate any calls made to static or 

dynamic rule sets during that evaluation. For example, a specification of 

Prolog may include a call to search the database for a clause that unifies 

with the current goal. This operation may be divided into two 

sub-operations: one to find a clause that defines the predicate of the goal, 

and the other to perform the unification: 

FIND 	 UNIFY 

H find( e, p) 	H tin ifi;(p, v') ==> v 
LOOKUP 

H loo/cup(e.p) 

A view may want to animate the unification without animating the call to 

the FIND operation or the call to the LOOKUP operation itself. CODA is an 

example of a Prolog animator which behaves in this way. 
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More control could be provided by assigning display attributes to individual 

calls, allowing them to override the values for the rule set. For example, this 

would allow a user to see the lookup of all identifiers except procedure names. 

10.3.4 Changing an Evaluation 

Section 2.3.3 described how a user might want to change the result of part of a 

program and the side-effects caused by that part. One possible use of this 

feature is to recover from an error so that the rest of the evaluation can be 

examined. Another use is to avoid performing a lengthy sub-evaluation by 

substituting the correct result. 

Users should be able to examine and change the current state at any stage of 

an evaluation, and should also be able to undo any such alteration. They should 

also be able to evaluate an phrase in the current environment and memory. A 

common use for this is to examine the contents of the memory using symbolic 

names instead of locations. If such an evaluation is allowed to alter the memory, 

there should be some way of undoing these side-effects and recovering the main 

track of the evaluation. 

To satisfy the definition of a relational animation, any such change would 

have to change other parts of the animation history. This change may be 

non-determinate; for example, if the result of an addition is changed then there 

are several corresponding changes that could be made to the summands. The 

changes could also affect the program text, which would usually not be desired. 

Therefore the definition of an animation must be augmented to allow changes 

to the current sequent. The new definition introduces user-defined terms and 

user-defined axioms. These must he closed. 

A augmented relational animation is a relational animation with the 

following modifications: 
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The lhm of a remote or non-trivial local premise may be replaced with a 

user-defined memory. 

The rhm of a non-recursive remote premise may be replaced with a 

user-defined memory. 

The rhm of the last premise of a non-recursive node may be replaced with 

a user-defined memory. 

The rhm of the conclusion of a node that doesn't correspond to a recursive 

premise may be replaced with a user-defined memory. 

The result of a non-recursive remote premise or a conclusion that doesn't 

correspond to a recursive premise may be replaced by a user-defined value. 

A node containing a user-defined value must still be an instance of a 

relational rule, except that if the result of the conclusion is user-defined, 

that value need not be an instance of the result of the rule. 

The child corresponding to a non-trivial local premise may be a 

user-defined axiom. The conclusion of this axiom and the premise must be 

the same, but the result and rhm may be user-specified. If the rhm isn't 

user-specified, it must be the same as the lhm. 

A remote premise may have a corresponding child that consists of a 

user-defined axiom. This must match the restrictions given in the previous 

case. 

The memories listed above are those that can be the current memory of an 

animation, as defined in Section 9.5. Thus the current memory can he changed 

at any time during an animation. Some care may he required; for example it 

may he possible to change the ibm of a premise to a value that doesn't satisfy 

the side-conditions of any rule that matches that premise. 
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The results listed in case 5 are those that can be the focus of an animation 

(7, b). Whenever the focus of an animation is a result of a premise or node, that 

result may be updated. As with user-defined memories care must be taken not 

to change a result to one that doesn't match any rules. 

User-defined axioms allow the user to change the entire rhs of a premise 

without evaluating it. This operation should be available only when the premise 

is selected, and if the premise is remote then only when the boolean of the 

animation is false. 

When the current sequent is a conclusion and the boolean of the animation is 

false, then the result of the conclusion can't be changed and the conclusion can't 

be replaced by a user-defined axiom. However, an animator could provide an 

operation which changes the rhs of the conclusion in lieu of a step, setting the 

boolean to true in the process. 

The existing definitions of step apply to augmented animations. Stepping 

backwards over a user-defined memory or value erases that object. 

10.3.5 Summary 

Several advanced operations can be defined in terms of relational animations. 

These include phrase evaluation and reverse evaluation, selecting which rule sets 

to be displayed, and changing the current memory and result. 
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10.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I have shown that the basic definition of an animation step can 

be parameterised on the definition of a view. This has the effect that stepping 

through a view of a program will cause the corresponding display to be changed 

after almost every step. The only case in which the display won't be changed 

seems to be a natural case. 

I have also shown that many other advanced operations can be defined in 

terms of my theory of animation. In particular, it can describe all the operations 

mentioned in Chapter 2 as helping the tasks that an animator can support. This 

demonstrates that the theory is sufficiently powerful to describe useful systems. 

Some of these operations, such as phrase evaluation and reverse evaluation, 

are simple extrapolations of the definition of an animation step. Others, such as 

break points, can be defined directly in terms of relational animations. Some, 

such as changing the value of the current memory, are defined in terms of 

augmented relational animations. 

This concludes the development of my theory of animation. The theory now 

includes a definition of an animation step, the ability to define multiple 

program-independent views, and definitions of many advanced operations. The 

next chapter sketches an approach to specifying pure Prolog in terms of this 

theory. The following chapters present an implementation of an animator 

generator based on the theory, and discuss possible extensions. 
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An Example Language: Prolog 

In this chapter I consider how the theory defined in the preceding chapters could 

be used to specify a real programming language. The language I consider is 

Prolog, because there are several existing animators for Prolog with which a 

specification can be compared, and because it tests the theory on a different type 

of language from the imperative and eager functional languages considered so 

far. Since a full specification of Prolog would be a project in its own right, I 

sketch the outline of a specification of pure Prolog. I give the semantic rules for 

this subset of the language, and compare a simple example animation with the 

display produced by the CODA animator 

11.1 Review 

The preceding chapters have defined a theory of animation. Such a theory is a 

prerequisite for the design of an animator generator. This is because an 

animator generated by such a system requires a definition of an evaluation step 

and a specification of how to display a program in mid-evaluation. These can he 

defined in terms of a semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation. 

221 
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Chapter 6 showed how a program in mid-evaluation can be represented in 

terms of relational semantics. A relational evaluation is a tree of instances of 

relational semantic rules. Repeated applications of the computation step 

function make the tree grow in a depth-first left-to-right fashion. The definition 

of a computation step is based on the transitions in transitional semantics, as 

defined in Chapter 5. The definitions of step in the two styles are shown to be 

equivalent in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 8 refines the definition of a computation step to give a definition of 

an animation step. Animation steps are better suited for animation because they 

let a view highlight the result of each phrase as it evaluated and because they 

guide the user to the next phrase to be evaluated instead of jumping straight to 

it. The definition of animation steps is a straightforward development of the 

definition of computation steps. 

Chapter 9 shows how a range of views can be defined in terms of in terms of 

relational animations. A view is specified by a display rule for each constructor 

and semantic rule. Each display rule specifies how an instance of the constructor 

or semantic rule will be displayed. 

Chapter 10 shows how the definition of an animation step can be customised 

to particular views by using display attributes. It also shows that all the 

operations deemed important in Chapter 2 can be defined in terms of the theory. 

Several operations can be defined in terms of animation steps; others can be 

defined directly in terms of relational animations. 

Section 6.1.5 shows that the form of relational rules admitted by the theor 

is adequate to describe all the rules in the definition of the dynamic semantics of 

Standard NIL. Chapters 9 and 10 show that the theory can describe all the 

views and operations regarded as important to support the tasks described in 

Chapter 2. This implies that the theory is powerful enough to describe real 

systems. 
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The next two chapters support this claim. In this chapter I sketch an 

approach to specifying pure Prolog in terms of the theory. This shows that the 

theory can describe logic programming features as well as the imperative and 

eager functional features considered so far. In addition, the overview shows how 

we could write display rules that would produce the same display as an existing 

animator for Prolog. 

Chapter 12 will describe the design and implementation of the prototype of 

an animator generator based on the theory. This shows that the theory has 

practical use as the basis of an implementation. 

11.2 Discussion 

Most of the examples in this thesis use the toy language Proc, which is an 

imperative language. If the theory of animation is a general theory, it should be 

able to describe other languages, including those from different paradigms. 

Hence it would be useful to attempt to specify a range of languages in terms of 

the theory. This chapter makes a small but useful start on this project by 

showing how pure Prolog might be specified. 

Prolog is both a good and a bad choice of language with which to test the 

theory. On the one hand, there are several existing Prolog animators that 

example animations can be compared against [EBS6,DC86,ByrS0,P1u8S]. Also, 

Prolog is a logic programming language, and so specifying it tests the generality 

of the theory. On the other hand, there isn't a standard definition of Prolog. 

Implementations can vary radically in their syntax, built-in operations and 

semantics. 

In this chapter I present an outline of a specification, ignoring these problems. 

I don't give any built-in operations, and I consider only pure Prolog, without 
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operations such as cut, assert, retract or disjunction. I also ignore user-generated 

failures, so that the evaluation terminates after the first solution is discovered. 

The resulting specification captures the core issues involved in a semantics and 

associated display rules for a simple view of pure Prolog. This specification could 

form the core of a complete specification of a particular implementation. 

I begin by giving the semantic rules for pure Prolog. Then I present an 

example animation of a simple program, showing how the definition of an 

animation step and an appropriate choice of display attributes produce a 

sequence of steps identical to that of CODA. Then I discuss how the notation for 

semantic display rules must be extended to allow us to specify a view similar to 

that of CODA [P1u88]. 

To show that the specification and the definition of an animation step give 

animations similar to those of CODA, I will show how the following simple 

program is displayed. 

location(Person, Place) :-

at(Person, Place). 

location(Person, Place) 

visit(Person, Other). 

at (Other, Place). 

at(alan, room19). 

7  location(alan, X). 
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11.3 Semantics 

A Prolog program consists of a database of clauses and a list of goals to be 

evaluated. The goals are evaluated left to right, by unifying them with the heads 

of clauses in the database. When a unification succeeds, the list of goals in the 

body of the clause is evaluated in the same way. Thus the evaluation is a 

depth-first traversal of a search tree. 

The semantic rules given below assume the existence of several remote rule 

sets. The operations used are described here. These sample calls show the 

successful results of a call; in addition the first two calls shown may return fail. 

F I ND 

e1  H find(p1) = success (clause(p2,p3),e2) 

This call finds the first clause in the database e1  with the same head predicate as 

the goal pl.It returns that clause, which has head P2  and body P3,  and the rest 

of the database. This call may return fail. 

UNIFY 

F- unify(p1,p) => subst(vi) 

This call unifies the terms Pi  and P2•  It returns the unifying substitution or fail. 

LIST 

I- append(p1,p2) 	P3 

This call appends the list P2  to the end of the list Pi•  It can never fail. 

SUBST 

F- v 1 ov2 v3  

This call returns the composition of the substitutions v1  and v2. It can never fail. 

SUB ST 

H restrict(v1 ,p2 ) = v3 
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This call returns the substitution v1  restricted to the variables in P2•  It can never 

fail 

SUBST 
F apply(v1,p1) = P2 

This call applies the substitutions v1  to the term Pi,  returning the updated term. 

It can never fail. 

The names of the remote rule sets will be omitted for the rest of this chapter, 

to make the rules and animation histories easier to read. The constructor names 

ensure that this doesn't introduce any ambiguity. 

The first semantic rule specifies how a goal Pi  is evaluated in the context of a 

database e1. The evaluation finds the first clause in the database with the same 

head predicate as Pi  and then unifies the goal with that clause. Then it applies 

the unifying substitution to the body of the clause and evaluates the result, 

returning an answer substitution. Finally it returns the composition of the 

answer substitution with the unifying substitution. It also returns the rest of the 

database, which is used for backtracking, as explained below. 

e1  F find(p1) 	success(clause(p2,p3), e2) 

F unify(p17 p2) = subst(v) 

H apply(v1,p3) ==> p4 

choice(e1,e1 ) F p4 	subst(v2 ) 

F restrict (V2  o  V1, PI) = v 3  

e l  H goal(p1 ) ==> success(v3,e2  

The next three rules specify what happens if a failure occurs during the 

evaluation of a goal. The first of these specifies that if the evaluation of the 

clause body fails, then the goal is evaluated in the context of the rest of the 

database. In other words, the evaluation tries to use the next matching clause in 

the database to evaluate the goal. 
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e 1  F- find(p1) = success (clause(p2,p3),e2 ) 

F- unify(p1,p2) = subst(v1) 

F- apply(v1,p3) =' p4 

choice(e1,e1) F- 7)4  > fail 

C2 F- goal(p1) = v 2  

e1  F- goal(p1) = v 2  

The next rule specifies that the evaluation also tries the next matching clause 

if the goal doesn't unify with the first matching clause. 

e1  F- find(p1) = success (clause(p2,p3),e 2 ) 

F- unify(pi, p2) = fail 

e2  F- goal(p1) = v 1  

e1  F- goal(p1) = v1  

The last rule for the goal constructor specifies that if there are no more 

matching clauses then the evaluation of the goal fails. 

e F- find(p) => fail 
e F- goal(p) 	fail 

The remaining rules specify how a list of goals should be evaluated. 

Evaluation proceeds from left to right until the list is empty. If a goal fails, then 

the evaluation tries to find another solution for the previous goal, and continues 

the evaluation from there. This process is called backtracking. It has the effect 

that a goal may be re-evaluated after it has returned a successful result. This 

re-evaluation must ignore all clauses in the database that have matched the goal 

in previous evaluations. Therefore the environment contains both the full 

database and a, version of the database with previously matched clauses 

removed. The first goal of the list is evaluated in the reduced version of the 

database; the others are evaluated in the full database. This pair of databases is 

called a choice point. 
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The first of these rules specifies that a list of goals is evaluated by evaluating 

the first goal, and if that succeeds then evaluating the rest of the list. If the 

whole evaluation succeeds the result is the composition of the substitutions 

returned by each goal. 

e2  H goal(p1) = success(v1,e3) 

H apply(v1,p2) = p3 

choice(e1, e1 ) H p3  = subst(v2) 

H restrict(v2  o v1, p1) 	v3  

choice(e1,e2) H cons(p1,p2) 	subst(v3) 

The next rule specifies that if the evaluation of the first goal fails then the 

evaluation of the whole list fails. 

e2  H goal(p1) - fail 
choice(e1,e2) H cons(p1,p2) = fail 

The next rule specifies that if the evaluation of the first goal succeeds but the 

evaluation of the rest of the list fails, then the list is re-evaluated with the 

evaluation of the first goal ignoring any previously matched clauses. This is 

where backtracking occurs. 

e2  F- goal(p1) = success(v1, e3) 

H apply(v1,p2) = p3 

choice(e1, e1 ) H 7J3 	subst(v2) 

choice(c1, e3) H cons(p1.p2) 	V2 

choice(e1,e7 ) H cons(p1,p2) ==> v2  

The last rule specifies that the empty list evaluates to the empty substitution. 

e H nil 	subst({}) 
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11.4 An Example Animation 

The following example animates the simple program give above. At each step 

the display shows how this program is displayed by the CODA system (up to 

renaming of variables). To keep the animation small I assume that the details of 

the unification process are hidden; this is user-selectable in CODA. In this view 

the constructors goal, nil, find, append and o are hidden; cons and unify are 

static. The display rules for this view will be given in the next section. 

Phrases of the program that appear in the animation are written in italic. To 

keep the size of the sequents manageable, I use the abbreviations listed in the 

following table: 

The complete database. 

location (Person, Place) 

P": at(Person, Place) 

e': e without the first clause. 

P 	: at(alan,rooml9) 

e 	: e without p
I" 

v: 	{Person i-* alan, Place -* X} 

The initial animation history is an empty tree, and the animator just displays 

the initial goal list. CODA doesn't generate a display for the initial animation 

history; instead it automatically applies the first step. This minor difference in 

behaviour doesn't affect the rest of the animation. A display of the initial goal 

list in the style of CODA would be as follows. The => arrow indicates that the 

first goal (and in this case, the only goal) of the list is the next to he evaluated. 

> location(alan, X). 
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The first step produces the following animation. There isn't enough space to 

show it as a tree, but for this program the animation has only one path of any 

interest at all, so the space limitation is unimportant. The upper node of the two 

below corresponds to the first premise of the lower node. 

e H f ind(locatiori(alan, X)) = success(clause(p', p"), e') 

H unify(location(alan,X),p') 	subst(vl)) 

H app ly(v1,p") =p4 

choice(e, e) H p4  = subst(v2) 

H restrict(v2  o v1,. .) =:> v3  

	

e H goal(location(alan, X)) 	success(r3, e 

e H goal (location (alari,X)) = success(r1,e2 ) 

H apply(v1,nhl) = p3 

choice(e, e) F p3 ==> subst(v2) 

H restrict(v2  o v1,...) = v3  

choice(e, e) H cons (location (alan, X), nil) 	subst(v3) 

CODA produces the following display at this point. The first line is the goal 

to be evaluated, and the rest of the display is the first matching clause. The *> 

arrow signifies that the evaluation is about to begin the unification process: 

location(alan, X). 

*> location(Person, Place) 

at(Person, Place). 

The next step performs the unification and applies the resulting substitution. 

Recall that v is an abbreviation for the substitution 

{ Person '-p alan, Place i- X}: 
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e F- f ind(location(alan, X)) = success (clause (p', p"), e') 

	

F- unify(location(alan, X), p') 	subst(v)) 

F- apply(v, p") = cons(at(alan, Place), nil) 

choice(e, e) F- cons(at(alan, Place), nil) =' subst(v2 ) 

H restrict(v2  o v,...) 	v 3  

e F- goal(location(alan,X)) = success(v3,e') 

e F- goal (location (alan,X)) = success(v1,e2) 

F- apply(v1,nil) 	73 

choice(e,e) F- p3 = sub st(v2) 

F- restrict(v2  o v 1,...) = v 3  

choice(e,e) F- cons (location (alan,X),nil) = subst(v3) 

CODA updates the previous display to show the effect of the unification. The 

=> arrow indicates that the evaluation is about to evaluate the first (and only) 

goal in the body of the clause: 

location(alan, X). 

location(alan, X) :-

> at(alan, X). 

The next step begins the evaluation of the next goal. The evaluation stops 

before the goal is unified with the first matching clause. In this animation the 

second node from the top corresponds to the fourth premise of the node beneath 

it 
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e I- f ind(at(alan, Place)) = success(clause(p", nil), e") 

F- unif y(at(alan, Place), p"') = subst(v1 )) 

F- apply(v1,nil) 	p4 

choice(e, e) F- p4  = subst(v2 ) 

F- restrict(v2  a v1  ... . )= V3 

H goal(at(alan, Place)) = success(v3, e ) 

e F- goal(at(alan, Place)) = success(v1, e2 ) 

F-  apply(v1, nil) 	J)3  

choice(e,e) F- 93 	subst(v2 ) 

F- restrict(v2  a v1,...) = v3  

choice(e,e) F-  cons(at(alan, Place), nil) = subst(v3  

e F- find(location(alari,X)) =' success (clause (p', p"), e') 
,- 

F- unify(locatzon(alan,X),p
,
) = subst(v)) 

F- apply(v,p") =* cons(at(alan, Place), nil) 

choice(e, e) F- cons(at(alan, Place), nil) = subst(v2 ) 

F- restrict (v2  a v .... ) => v3  

e F- goai(location(alan,X)) = success(v3,e') 

e F- goal(locatiori(alari,X)) = success(v1,e2 ) 

F-  apply(v j,nil) 

choice(e,e) F-  p 	subst(v2 ) 

F- restrict(v2  a v1,...) = v3  

choice(e,e) F- cons (location (alan,X),nil) 	subst(v 

CODA replaces the previous display with the display of the evaluation of this 

goal: 

at(alan, X). 

*> at(alan, room19). 
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The next step performs the unification and applies the unifying substitution 

to the body of the clause. Since the body is nil, which is a hidden constructor, 

the evaluation continues to the conclusion of the cons node: 

F- find(at(alan, Place)) => success(clause(p", nil), e") 

F- unify(at(alan,Place),p") = subst({X i-+ TOOrfll91)) 

F- apply({X -* room19},nil) ==> nil 

choice(e,e) F- nil => subst({}) 

	

F- restrict({} o {X 	roornl9},...) = {X E- rooml9} 

F- goal(at(alan, Place)) = success({X '-4 r00m19}), 

e F- goal(at(alan,Place)) = success(({X '-* room19},e") 

F- apply(({X E-* roomig},nil) = nil 

choice(e, e) F- nil = subst({}) 

F- restrict({} o ({X '-* rooml9},...) = ({X '- rooml91 

choice(e,e) F- cons(at(alan, Place), nil) = subst({X '-f rOOml9}5] 

e I- f ind(location(alan, X)) = success(clause(p', p"), e') 

F- unify(location(alan, X), p') = subst(v)) 

F- apply(v,p") 	cons(at(alan, Place), nil) 

choice(e,e) F-  cons(at(alan, Place), nil) => subst(v2 ) 

F- restrict(v2  a v .... ) = v3  

	

e F- goal (location (a Ian, X)) 	success(v3,e') 

	

e F- goal(locciton(alan,X)) 	success(v1,e2 ) 

F- apply(v1.nil) 	p3 

choice(e,e) F-  p3  ==> subst(v2) 

F- restrict(v2  0 V1,...) = v3 

choice(e, c) F- cons(locaion(alan, X), nil) > subst(v3) 
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Since the evaluation of the sub-goal is complete, CODA returns to the display 

of the parent goal. The => shows that the evaluation of the body of the clause is 

now complete: 

location(alan, room19). 

location(alan, room19) 

at(alan, room19) => 

The next step completes the animation: 
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e F- find(at(alan, Place)) 	success(clause(p"', nil), e") 

F-  unify(at(alan, Place),p ... ) = subst({X 	r00m19})) 

F- apply({X i-* rooml9},nil) 	nil 

choice(e,e) F- nil => subst({}) 

F- restrict({}o{X-* roornl9} .... ) = {X F-* rOOml91 

e F- goal(at(alan, Place)) => success({X 	roorniçj}), e") 

e F- goai(at(alan, Place)) 	success(({X 	roomi}, e") 

	

F- apply(({X 	rooml9},nil) = nil 

choic?(e,e) F- nil = subst({}) 

F- restrict({} o ({X i-  rooml9} .... ) = ({X 	rooml91 

choice(e,e) F- cons(at(alan, Place), nil) => subst({X 	room19}) 

e F- find(location(alan, X)) = success(clause(p', p"), e') 
,- F- unify(location(alan, X ),pF) = subst(v)) 

F- apply(v, p") = cons(at(alan, Place), nil) 

choice(e,e) F- cons(at(alan, Place), nil) => subst({X 	roomij}) 

F- restrict({X i-p roorni} o v .... ) = {X '-* rooml91 

e F- goal(location(alan,X)) = success({X '-+ roomig},e') 

	

e F- goal(location(alart,X)) = success({X 	roomij},e') 

	

F- apply({X 	rooml9},nil) 	nil 

choice(e,e) F- 	subst(}) 

F- restrict({} o fX p- rooinig}...) = {X p- r00711191 

choice(e,e) F- cons (location (alan,X)nil) 	subst({X I' room.ig}) 

At the end of an animation CODA shows the result substitution. An 

alternative display shows the goal with the answer substitution applied: 
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location(alan, room19) => 

location(alan, room19) :-

at(alan, room19) => 

This example shows that the definition of an animation step, together with 

the display attributes for the constructors, gives the same steps as CODA. The 

next section discusses the generation of the displays from the animation histories. 

11.5 Display Rules 

The CODA-like displays given in the previous section are hard to specify using 

the notation for display rules developed in Chapter 9. The reason seems to be 

that Prolog's use of unification has the effect that a variable may be instantiated 

by an operation that occurs after the point in the evaluation where the variable 

is to be displayed. 

For example, an initial attempt to specify the display of a goal might use the 

rule shown below. This rule displays the goal to be evaluated above the matching 

clause. If the body of the clause is being evaluated, its display is generated from 

that sub-valuation. Otherwise it is displayed by the appropriate variable. 

Goal: 

= Pi 

(&4 ?!4 

(p ??2 P2) 

The problem with this rule is that the variables in the goal are not updated 

by the unification of the goal with the head of the clause, nor when the variables 

are unified with values in the evaluation of the body of the clause. 
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One way of rectifying this situation would be to change the semantic rules to 

carry more information around with them. the evaluation of each goal could 

include a term representing the parent goal, and each new substitution could be 

applied to the parent. However, this approach is unsatisfactory. The semantic 

rules should specify the evaluation of a language, and should not be encumbered 

with display information. The excess information would result in specifications 

that were harder to read and to reason about. 

A better approach is to pass the information about in the display rules 

themselves, using parameters. The display rule for a goal list can take the parent 

goal and the evaluated part of the list as parameters. if the display rule can 

apply a substitution to a term then it can produce the desired display. 

Chapter 9 showed how parameters could be added to display rules. However, 

the need to apply a substitution to a term requires a new construct in the display 

language. Substitutions are defined as part of the language specification, and the 

only operations on them are those of the language specification. Therefore the 

display rules need a way of invoking a semantic operation on terms. 

The obvious way to do this is to add a construct that calls an operation in a 

remote rule set - in this case, applying a substitution. I write this construct as 

follows: 

SUB ST 

[H apply(v1,p2 ) 	P51 h...) 

This means that the substitution v1  is applied to the phrase p2  to produce the 

result p5  this is then used in the following expression. 

With this construct we can specify the above displays with the following 

display rules. Both display rules are fairly complicated, and stretch the concise 

notation that I've used to the limits of readability. 
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The first display rule displays the evaluation of a goal. If the body of the 

clause is being evaluated, that sub-evaluation is displayed with the goal and an 

empty list as parameters, as discussed above. Since the goal has been unified 

with the head of the clause, the unifying substitution is applied to the goal 

before it is passed as a parameter. If the body of the clause is not being 

evaluated yet, then the display is constructed from the relevant parts of the 

current node. Again, if the goal has been unified with the head of the clause 

then the substitution is applied to the goal before it is displayed. The equations 

are used here simply to structure the display expressions; they have no other 

significance. In particular, there is no highlighting in this view. 

Goal: 

$$ = $4 ?!4 ($3 ??2 $2) 

$2 = Pi Mn"* > P2 : -" $n $t {p3 }": 
SUBST 

I $3 = [F apply(v1,p2) = P51 P5 $flSfl p " : - $n St 	II 

=> 1P41 
SUBST 

$4 = [F apply(v1,p2) = p] &4[p5,nil] 

The second display rule displays a list of goals. If the first goal in the list is 

being evaluated, then the display of the list is the display of that goal. Otherwise 

the current substitution is applied to the parameters and they are used to form 

what is effectively the display of the parent goal, as described above. The three 

different equations correspond to the cases when the evaluation of the tail of the 

list has not begun, is in progress. or has finished. 
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Cons [goal,list]: 

$$ = !1 ?!1 ($2 ?!3 ($4 ??3 $3)) 
SUBST 

$2 	= [F- app1y(v1, goal) 	goal'] 
SUBST 

[F- apply(v1,list) = list'] 

&3 [goal', list I 
SUBST 

apply(v1,goal) = goal'] 
SUBST 

[F- apply(v1 , list) ='- list'] 

goal' $n$n goal' 	-" $n $t {list' $ri 	> I! 

SUBST 

$4 	= [F- apply(v2  o v1, goal) 	goal'] 
SUBST 

[I- apply(v2  o v1, list) = list'] 
SUBST 

[F- apply(v2 ,p3) = p] 

goal' $n$n goal' 	-" $n St {list' $n p} 
It 

=> ." 

One can imagine other ways of defining the semantics of Prolog and the 

associated display rules for this view, but it is likely that they will all need some 

way of calling a semantic operation in the display rule. For example, an 

approach based on a common implementation technique would involve looking 

up the current value bound to a variable in an environment. This would still 

need a call to the corresponding semantic operation in the display rule. 

One problem with this technique is that it is now possible to write display 

rules that will fail because the call to a semantic operation is badly defined. 

Similarly, it is possible to write display rules that will fail to terminate. This 

situation is no worse than having to write an animator from scratch, but is less 

pleasant than the secure position that we had before introducing this construct. 
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11.6 Chapter Summary 

The semantics of pure Prolog can be defined by a small number of relational 

semantic rules and associated operations. The definition of animation step, in 

conjunction with an appropriate choice of display attributes, produces a 

sequence of steps equivalent to that of CODA [P1u88], an existing animator for 

Prolog. A new construct is needed to produce the same displays as CODA from 

the semantic model of animation. 

This exercise shows that the theory of animation developed in the previous 

chapters can be extended to programming languages other than the imperative 

and eager functional ones that were used as examples in its development. 

However, the theory may need some extensions to cope with some of the features 

found in these languages. This suggests that it would be useful to experiment 

with specifying languages in a range of paradigms. Such experimentation will be 

easier with an implementation of an animator generator based on the theory, 

such as that described in the next chapter. 



Chapter 12 

The Animator Generator 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of an animator generator 

based on the theory presented in the preceding chapters. This implementation is 

called The Animator Generator(with capital letters). It takes a specification of a 

language L, written in a specification language called LSL, and generates an 

animator for L. This animator provides multiple views and most of the 

operations defined in Chapter 10 It demonstrates that the theory can describe 

realistic animators, although it is not production quality software. It also 

provides a tool for experimenting with specifications of different languages. 

12.1 Review of the Theory 

The theory presented in the preceding chapters is based on relational semantics. 

in this formalism a language is specified by an abstract syntax and some 

semantic rules. These rules aregrouped into rule sets such that each set 

describes a particular operation. 

The theory defines a. fundamental animation step that is independent of a 

particular language. This step is defined in terms of an inference tree. Repeated 

241 
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applications of the step function construct the tree in a left-to-right depth-first 

order, in accordance with the operational reading of of the semantic rules. 

A view of a program in mid-evaluation can be specified by display rules for 

each constructor and semantic rule in the language. These display rules specify 

how an instance of a constructor or semantic rule is displayed. Several views can 

be defined for each language. 

The definition of a step can be parameterised on a view by assigning display 

attributes for that view to each constructor and rule set. If a constructor is not 

displayed by the view then it should be given the HIDDEN attribute. An 

animator should not stop at a hidden constructor. If the result of a constructor 

is not interesting then that constructor should be given the STATIC attribute. 

An animator should only stop once at the conclusion of a node that describes a 

static constructor, and should display the subject of that conclusion. If the 

result of a constructor is interesting then it should be assigned the DYNAMIC 

constructor and the animator should stop twice at the conclusion of nodes that 

describe that constructor. First it should display the subject, then the result. 

Several advanced operations are defined in the theory. Phrase evaluation, 

reverse evaluation, break points and marks are defined in terms of view-specific 

steps. Changing the current memory and result is defined in terms of augmented 

relational animation histories. 

The relational rules admitted by the theory can describe the dynamic 

semantics of Standard ML and the semantics of pure Prolog. The range of views 

and operations defined in the theory covers those provided by most existing 

program-independent animators. The rest of this chapter shows that the theory 

can form the basis of the implementation of an animator generator. Together, 

these facts demonstrate the generality and practicality of the theory. 
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12.2 Designing the Implementation 

Animators can be implemented in many ways, including the following: 

Monitors: Most commercial debuggers monitor the state of a compiled 

program. This provides a reasonably fast evaluation, and ensures that the 

object code being debugged is the code that the compiler produces. 

Tracers: Tracers print a record of procedure calls and side effects of selected 

variables. These traces must be animated after the program has finished. 

Interpreters: Interpreters provide flexible system for program development and 

debugging. They are also quick to implement. For these reasons many 

advanced programming environments are still interpreted, even though 

interpreters tend to be slow.. 

The aim of The Animator Generator is to illustrate and test the theory. It is 

not required to interface to existing compilers, nor to be particularly efficient. 

Therefore I have chosen the most flexible and easiest to implement of these 

forms: an interpreter. 

The interpreter is a straightforward implementation of the theory. Each 

animator stores an encoded version of the abstract syntax, semantic rules and 

display rules. The step function (and the operations defined in terms of it) build 

an inference tree from instances of the semantic rules. The nodes of this tree 

contain a little extra information for the display routines, but otherwise they are 

basically the same as the trees in the formal definition of relational animation 

histories. 

The display routines traverse encoded versions of the display rules at each 

node and constructor. The variables in these display rules point to the 
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appropriate sub-components of the node or constructor. The extra information 

mentioned in the previous paragraph tells the display algorithm whether the 

current object is or has been selected. The display algorithm uses this to decide 

which branch of a conditional to take and when to highlight an object. 

The implementation optimises the encoding of stack views, the language 

designer may indicate that a premise of a semantic rule is the start of the 

evaluation of a new procedure. When an instance of such a premise is evaluated, 

the current node is pushed onto a stack. Two special types of view use this stack 

to display the procedure call stack and just the current procedure. 

The specification language is called LSL, which stands for Language 

Specification Language. LSL is a straightforward translation into ASCII of the 

notation used in this thesis. Each LSL specification includes specifications of 

abstract syntax, grammar, semantic rules, display rules and display attributes. 

LSL supports several of the constructions use to define views in Chapter 9. It 

doesn't provide all of them, but it could be extended to do so. 

The Animator Generator demonstrates that the concepts developed in this 

thesis can produce a viable implementation. It isn't particularly sophisticated; it 

lacks some user interface features, provides only dynamic, alphanumeric views, 

and needs an interface to an editor. However, it does produce usable animators 

from language specifications, and these animators support multiple views as well 

as most of the operations listed in Chapter 10. All the pictures of displays in this 

thesis are produced by The Animator Generator. 

The Animator Generator generates animators from specifications written in 

LSL. The system has two parts: the generator proper and the core animation 

functions: 
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The generator processes the language description and produces: 

A YACC description of a parser for the language. 

Arrays of sequents, terms, rules, and so forth. 

Display functions. 

The animator for a language comprises the parser produced from the YACC 

description, the arrays listed above and a core of routines describing the 

animation operations independent of the particular language. This core of each 

animator does most of the work. 
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12.3 LSL 

An LSL specification specification consists of a header followed by a sequence of 

variable definitions, rule set definitions and view definitions. Each rule set 

defines constructors, semantic rules, and possibly views for these rules and 

constructors (the view definitions can be written outside of any rule set instead). 

As in the theory, the rule sets form a hierarchy. This is ensured by allowing 

remote premises to reference only rule sets that have been previously defined. 

The main rule set defines the grammar of the language. 

Appendix C gives a specification of Proc in LSL. The examples presented in 

this chapter are taken from that specification. 

12.3.1 Semantic Rules 

Semantic rules are relational rules, as defined in Chapter 6. A simple ASCII 

notation is used to write them. Each semantic rule is given a name. The 

abstract syntax terms contained in the rules are built from constructors and 

variables. By convention, constructor and variable names are written entirely in 

lower case and semantic rule names are capitalised. 

For example, the following rule: 

H lookup(e,x), rn 	v', m 	 IDENT 

H 1ookup(e(x',v), x), in 	v', rn 	
Heq(x,x) 	f  

is written is LSL as follows: 
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Lookup_env2: 

(I- lookup-env (e, y), m ==> vi, ml) 

(I- 

 

lookup-env (add-env (e, x, v), y), m ==> vi, ml) 

PROVIDED 

ID ( I -  equal (x, y) ==> false) 

The only notation in LSL that isn't a straightforward ASCII version of the 

notation used in this thesis affects local premises; these can be enclosed in square 

brackets. This is because each animator maintains a stack of nodes of the 

animation tree, analogous to the procedure call stack. When the animator 

encounters a premise enclosed in square brackets while it is animating a 

program, it pushes the current node onto the stack. The stack is used to provide 

an efficient implementation of views of the procedure call stack. 

Each rule set also defines the set of constructors described by rules in that 

rule set, and the types of all constructors used in that rule set, whether described 

by rules or just appearing in premises. 

Constructors must be assigned one of the types PHRASE, VALUE. EN\T, 

MEMORY, VALUE ENV or VALUE PHRASE. Variables must be assigned one of 

the types PHRASE, VALUE, ENV or MEMORY. 

All constructors and variables are global, as are the types of variables. but. 

each assignment of types to constructors is local to a rule set. Thus a 

constructor may be an environment in one rule set and a phrase or value in 

another; for example a rule set defining declarations will produce values which 

are mappings of identifiers to values, while a rule set that evaluates expressions 

will use the same mappings as environments. 
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The root rule set must include parse rules for the language. These are 

similar to the rules used in the YACC parser generator. Each rule specifies a 

term that a successful parse of the rule will create. For example, this is the rule 

from the grammar of Proc that parses while loops: 

phrase: 	WHILE phrase DO phrase ENDWHILE 

while ($2, $4) 

The $2 and $4 symbols refer to the second and fourth objects on the right hand 

side of the rule, in other words the two sub-phrases. Thus a successful parse of 

this rule will return the appropriate term of the abstract syntax. Non-terminals 

of the grammar must be declared using the 'htoken% construct, for example: 

%token WHILE DO ENDWHILE 

The root rule set must also contain a default initial memory and environment. 

All programs are evaluated in these unless the user specifically overrides them. 

LSL provides little support for lexical analysis. The Animator Generator 

comes with a default lexical analyser. The root rule set can specify keywords to 

customise the default analyser to a specific language, using the Y.keyword 

construct: 

%keyword WHILE "whiles' 

However, there is no way to change the definition of what constitutes a word or a 

special symbol from within LSL. Language definers may provide their own lexical 

analyser written in C or C++ (perhaps by modifying the sample one). 

LSL provides built-in operations on identifiers, integers and booleans. 

These are available as rule sets that may be called from LSL rules. The language 
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definer may define constructors with the same names as the built-in 

constructors; the system resolves such overloading by noting the rule set of the 

premise containing the constructor. This allows the basic operations to be 

defined easily on phrases of the language as well as the built-in values. 

12.3.2 Views 

Each view must be given a name and a type at the head of the LSL specification. 

There are five types of view: SOURCE, ENV, MEMORY, STACK, and 

TOPSTACK. Source views display the entire evaluation tree. Memory and 

environment views display the current memory and environment respectively. 

Stack views display those nodes of the evaluation tree that have been pushed 

onto the stack. Topstack views display the top entry of the stack. 

Each source view and each topstack view specifies: 

How instances of constructors are displayed. 

How instances of semantic rules are displayed. 

The default display attributes of each rule set. 

A stack view specifies the first two of these; environment and memory views just 

specify the first. 

The display of instances of constructors and semantic rules is specified by 

constructor display rules and semantic display rules, similar to those presented in 

Chapter 9. However, LSL is less powerful than that language. The operators 

presented in Chapter 9 to show the feasibility of specifying certain views are 

supported in LSL, except for the LINE ... TO ..., LET name = ... and LEFT 

operators. LSL doesn't allow views to be parameterised. Semantic display rules 
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may not be combined with WHERE clauses, and there are no default display 

rules. Also, the special variables subject and result are not implemented; they 

must be replaced with the appropriate constructor applications and highlighting 

operations. Boxes are always aligned horizontally at the top and vertically at the 

left or centre, and views always grow downwards. 

To simplify the specification of semantic views, the strings H it  and " = 

can be replaced by the symbols F- and = respectively. 

A stack view will display all entries on the stack without the language definer 

explicitly specifying this. This usually means that a semantic display rule in a 

stack view shouldn't display subtrees of the current node. 

Different views for the same constructor or semantic rule are introduced with 

the name of each view embedded in an arrow, for example: 

call: 

-source-> 

"call " $1 $s $2 

The -source-> arrow introduces the display of the constructor call for the 

view called source. Other views could follow this one by adding more arrows 

and equations. If two or more views display this constructor in the same way, 

they may share the same display expression, preceding it by a list of arrows, one 

for each view. A default display expression may he given before the first arrow; 

this is used for all views except those explicitly defined to be different. 

The initial display is determined by picking a rule that matches the program 

and displaying the tree that consists of a single instance of that rule, with the 

SELECTED-START flag set. If the program is also a value, then the display is 

that specified by a special rule called the value display rule. For example: 
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VALUE: 

subject 

Each rule set may be given a display attribute for each topstack and source 

view. This is specified at the start of the rule set. If a display attribute isn't 

given, all rule sets except the root are assumed to be static. The root rule set is 

always dynamic, whatever display attribute is specified. The user may toggle 

static and dynamic attributes assigned to rule sets while the animator is in use. 

The TRANSPARENT attribute is not supported. 

Each constructor may also be given a display attribute for each view. This is 

specified in the display rules for that constructor. If an attribute is omitted, the 

constructor is assumed to be dynamic in that view. 

12.3.3 Summary 

LSL is a straightforward translation of into ASCII of the notation used in this 

thesis. Abstract syntaxes and semantic rules are defined as in the theory, with 

the addition of special support for stack views. Parse rules are defined using a 

notation based on that of YACC. Textual views can be specified using a subset of 

the notation described in Chapter 9. Graphical views are not supported. Display 

attributes for each source view can be assigned to constructors and rule sets, to 

control the behaviour of the step functions in that view. 

12.4 Using an Animator 

The Animator Generator and the animators it produces run under the UNIX 

operating system and the X window system. It requires a mouse or similar 

pointing device and three mouse buttons (or equivalents). 
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12.4.1 Getting Started 

Like most UNIX programs, animators are started from a shell. Since they don't 

have an interface to an editor, the program to be evaluated must either be in a 

file or entered from the shell window. The same applies to any initial 

environment or memory provided by the user. 

Once an animator has parsed the program, it creates an X window displaying 

a view of the program. This window may be moved, resized, and so forth, using 

the X window manager. The window contains some buttons which are used to 

control the animator, and looks like this: 

j
mmandsl show I marks animate  

en a 
se b 

back-run [back-eval [back-step Ifforw-step[Forw-eval [ Forw-run 

The white buttons are command buttons; clicking with the mouse on a 

white button executes the named command. The black buttons are menu 

buttons; pressing a mouse button while the cursor is on a black button pops up 

a menu of commands or choices. These menus stay on the screen while the 

mouse button is held down and select the entry indicated by the cursor when the 

button is released. Nothing happens if the button is released when the mouse 

isn't over the menu. 

The central window displays the first source or topstack view names in the 

header of the LSL specification. The "show" menu can be used to create windows 

that display the first stack, env or memory view. These windows are like the 

ones above, but without the buttons. For example: 
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a.  
:b  

--------------- 

Expert users may change the view in each window to another view of the 

appropriate type. 

12.4.2 Command Buttons 

The white buttons perform the following commands: 

forw-step The definition of step for the current view. 

forw-eval Phrase evaluation. 

forw-run Evaluation to the next mark, or the end of the animation. 

back-step The reverse step for this view. 

back-eval Reverse phrase evaluation. 

back-run Reverse evaluation to the nearest mark, or the start of the 

animation. 

undo 	Returns the animator to the state before the previous com- 

mand. Further undo commands undo the effect of the com-

mands before that. Once another command is executed, undo 

commands will undo the effect of the new command, then of 

the previous undo commands, and so on. 

Any forw-eval, forw-run, back-eval or back-run command may he 

interrupted by clicking with the mouse over the main window. 

12.4.3 Menu Buttons 

The black buttons pop up the following menus: 
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no, don't quit 

The quit menu contains two selections. "yes, quit" exits the animator 

immediately. "no, don't quit" does nothing. 

no animation 
pause = 0 
pause = 1 

pause = 3 
pause = 4 
pause = 5 

The animate menu controls whether phrase evaluations and evaluations to 

the next mark are automatically animated, and the number of seconds to pause 

after each step if animation is selected. The longer the pause setting, the slower 

the animation. 

The marks menu contains a single entry. This is "set mark" if there is no 

mark set at the current position, and "clear mark" if there is a mark set at the 

current position. Selecting the entry sets or clears a mark at the current 

position. Marks are also set by the "change _____" commands (see the 

commands menu below). 

hide stack 

7
iI.i' 	.1 %i]iTuI4gj 

F show memory 

The show menu can be used to display or hide the windows that show the 

current environment, memory and stack. Each entry in this menu corresponds to 
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one of these windows. This entry is "show _____" if the window is currently 

hidden and "hide _____" if it is currently displayed. 

eval new program 

eval phrase 

change memory 
change subeval 

novice mode 

The commands menu contains entries for several commands that are used less 

often than those linked to the white buttons. 

The "eval new program" entry reads a new phrase, initial environment and 

initial memory from the keyboard and evaluates those, discarding the current 

animation. 

The "eval phrase" entry reads a new phrase from the keyboard and 

evaluates it in a new window with the current environment and memory. On 

completion of the new animation, the animator continues with the current 

animation unchanged. 

The ". . .& use result" entry evaluates a new phrase as above, but replaces 

the result value and memory of the current phrase of the current animation with 

the result of the new animation. 

The "change memory" entry prompts the user to enter a new memory and 

uses it to replace the current memory. It also sets a mark at the current position. 

The "change result" entry prompts the user to enter a value and uses it to 

replace the result of the selected sequent. It also sets a mark at the current 

position. This entry is only available if the current position is the His of a 

sequent. 

The "change sub-eval" entry prompts the user to enter a value and a 

memory and uses these to replace the rhs of the selected sequent. Then it marks 
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that sequent as evaluated. It also sets a mark at the (new) current position. 

This entry is only available if the current position is the lhs of a sequent. 

The "expert mode" entry makes the advanced features of the animator 

available, if they aren't already. These advanced features are described below. 

This entry is only displayed in novice mode. 

The "novice mode" entry makes the advanced features of the animator 

unavailable. This entry is only displayed in expert mode. 

12.4.4 Advanced Features 

topstck 
(full—semantics 

II 
source 

If the advanced features are enabled and the right mouse button is pressed over 

the central area of a window, the animator pops up a menu of views. Selecting 

an entry from this menu changes the view used to display the animation in that 

window. There are separate menus for each window, listing the source and 

topstack views, environment views, stack views or memory views as appropriate. 

all sub-ops 
LOOKUP—MEMORY 
• LOOKUP—ENV 

DONE 

If the advanced features are enabled and the middle mouse button is pressed 

over the central area of the main window, the animator pops up a menu of 

sub-operations. This menu is a list of all rule sets that may be selected in the 

current program vie\v. 

This menu behaves differently from the others; it stays on the screen until 

the "DONE" entry is clicked on. While it is on the screen the mouse buttons may 

be used to select or deselect entries. Clicking on an entry with the left mouse 

button selects that group (or all groups); clicking with the right mouse button 
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unselects that group (or all groups bar the main one). Selected groups are 

indicated by a small diamond before the name. 

A selected rule set is given the DYNAMIC attribute; each sub-animation in 

that rule set is stepped through and is displayed to the user. An unselected rule 

set is given the STATIC attribute; each sub-animation in that rule set is 

evaluated in one step and is not displayed to the user. 

12.4.5 Summary 

Animators produced by The Animator Generator are controlled by mouse-clicks. 

The white buttons performs the basic step operations, and the black buttons 

pop-up menus which offer a wider range of actions and some ways to configure 

the animator. The animated source is displayed in the main window, and the 

current environment, memory and call stack can be displayed in secondary 

windows. In advanced mode users can select different views and can select which 

rule sets are displayed, by clicking the appropriate mouse button over the 

relevant window. 

Animators provide most of the operations described in Chapter 10, including 

view-specific steps, marks, interrupts, changing the current memory and result, 

phrase evaluation and reverse evaluation. They don't support break points, 

break conditions or resuming the last command after an interrupt. 

12.5 Implementation 

The Animator Generator is written in about 12,000 lines of C++. using the 

YACC parser generator and the InterViews window library. It runs under UNIX 

and the X window system. It has two parts; the generator proper and the core 

animation functions. 
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12.5.1 The Generator 

The generator translates the LSL grammar rules to YACC and the other LSL 

rules to C++ tables. It consists of a parser, a set of types for internal tree 

structures, and a set of routines for writing out these trees as tables. 

The parser translates LSL grammar rules to YACC directly. It translates the 

%token and %keyword constructs of LSL to their YACC equivalents and stores 

them in one file, and translates the rules themselves to their YACC equivalents 

and stores them in a second file. These files are then combined with some 

standard code to give a complete YACC specification. 

For example, the following parse rule from the grammar of Proc: 

phrase: 	WHILE phrase DO phrase ENDWHILE 

while ($2, $4) 

is translated to the following YACC rule: 

phrase: 	WHILE phrase DO phrase ENDWHILE 

= yyconst ("while", $2, $4, NULL); } 

An animator's parser needs to know whether it is reading a memory, 

environment, phrase or value. So the generator adds the rule: 

accept: 	P phrase I E env I M memory I V value 

to the YACC file and defines the tokens P, E, M, and V. Then whenever an 

animator calls a parser, it pushes the appropriate token onto the input stream, 

so that the parser reads that token first and so reads the desired type of object. 
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If the language designer is using the lexical analyser provided with The 

Animator Generator, then the parser adds a line to recognise a keyword to that 

analyser for each '/.keyword construct in the LSL specification. 

The parser translates the other LSL constructs into trees formed from C++ 

classes and pointers. As it translates it checks that the specification is legal in 

certain respects, such as requiring the rhs of a recursive rule to be the same as 

the rhs of its last premise. 

These pointers can't be stored in files, so the generated tables consist of 

arrays of structures with pointers replaced with integer offsets. The first thing an 

animator does is to convert these back into trees. These trees are described in 

the following sections. 

Once the tables have been generated, a UNIX makefile calls YACC to 

translate the grammar rules to C. Then it compiles the output of YACC and the 

C++ tables with the core animation functions to produce an animator. (C and 

C++ produce compatible object code.) 

12.5.2 Operations 

A relational animation is stored as a tree of instances of semantic rules, with 

pointers to the current sequent and node. Each node of the tree contains 

pointers to the rule that is instantiated at that node, to the env, lhs and rhs of 

the instance, to a list of suhtrees and to a list of copies of the variables in the 

rule. Each node also contains an index into the list of suhtrees that indicates 

which subtree is being evaluated (if any), and a status flag that can have one of 

the following values: 

SELECTED-START The node is the selected node. and the evaluation of the 

node has not begun (see below). 
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SELECTED-PREMISE The selected sequent is a remote premise of this node. 

NOT-SELECTED This node has not been fully evaluated, but it is not the 

selected node. The selected node is in the subtree of this node indicated by 

the index into the list of subtrees. 

SELECTED-LEFT The selected sequent is the conclusion of this node but the 

conclusion has not been evaluated. 

SELECTED-RIGHT The selected sequent is the conclusion of this node and the 

conclusion has been evaluated. 

DONE This node is fully evaluated and is no longer selected. 

Remote premises also have a status flag, which is set to SELECTED-LEFT if 

the premise has not been evaluated and SELECTED-RIGHT or DONE if it has 

been evaluated. 

It can be seen from the above that the definition of validity used in the 

animator differs slightly from that in the definition of a relational animation. 

One change is that the boolean of a relational animation is no longer required, as 

the information is incorporated into the status flag of the current node or 

premise. The other change is that the animation no longer stops at local 

premises, but creates the subtree corresponding to them and stops there, with 

the status flag set to SELECTED-START. 

The status flags are used because this information is needed by the display 

algorithm. Stopping at the subtree rather than the local premise made some 

parts of the animator easier to write. 

The basic step function AR  (see Section 8.2) is implemented as a loop, each 

step of which is defined by cases of the current sequent. There are more cases to 
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this loop than the valid cases listed above. The loop finishes when the animation 

is valid and the rule instantiated at the current node is in a dynamic rule set and 

doesn't describe a hidden constructor. The test for validity checks for the special 

case of selecting the conclusion of the node that the step started from, and the 

special case of static constructors. 

If the current sequent is a non-trivial local premise, the loop 

creates a child node corresponding to it, sets the current sequent to 

the conclusion of the child and the status flag of the child to 

SELECTED-START. It also sets the status flag of the parent to 

NOT-SELECTED and sets its index appropriately. 

If the current sequent is a conclusion and that node's status flag 

is set to SELECTED-START, the loop selects the first premise of the 

child if there is one, or the conclusion otherwise. If the conclusion is 

selected, the status flag is set to SELECTED-LEFT. 

Tithe current sequent is a trivial local premise, the loop unifies 

the rhs with the lhs, if necessary updating the choice of rule 

instantiated at this node, and sets the current sequent to the next 

premise of this node if there is one or to the conclusion otherwise. 111 

the conclusion is selected, the status flag is set to SELECTED-LEFT. 

If the current sequent is a remote premise and its subject is a 

value in the remote rule set, then it is treated as a trivial local 

premise. 

If the current sequent is a remote premise, its subject isn't a value 

in the remote rule set and that rule set is selected, then it is treated 

as a non-trivial local premise. If the rule set is built-in, it is evaluated 

by dedicated code. 

If the current sequent is a conclusion and the status flag is set to 

SELECTED-LEFT, the rhs of the conclusion is unified with the rhs of 
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the corresponding premise in the parent node, the choice of the rule 

at the parent node is updated if necessary and the status flag is set to 

SELECTED-RIGHT. 

If the current sequent is a conclusion and the status flag is set to 

SELECTED-RIGHT, the current sequent is set to the next premise of 

the parent if it exists or the conclusion of the parent otherwise. The 

index and status flags of the parent are set appropriately. 

If the selected sequent is a premise, the status flag of the current node is set 

to SELECTED-PREMISE. This is done here instead of in the main loop so that it 

can be used in the test for validity to see if the current node has a valid premise 

before the current sequent. 

The above algorithm refers to updating the choice of rule at a node. This is 

because a constructor may be described by more than one rule. These rules are 

stored in a list attached to the constructor. When a new node is created, the 

first rule on that list is instantiated. After each premise is evaluated, the result 

of the sub-animation must be unified with the rhs of the premise. If this 

unification fails, the other rules describing that constructor are tried until one is 

found that fits. Normally, the determinacy restriction ensures that once a rule on 

the list has failed to unify at a node it will never unify at that node again. 

However, if a user-defined result is added at some point during the evaluation, it 

may be necessary to search all the rules that describe the constructor. 

Updating the rule entails changing the pointer to the rule and updating the 

copies of variables, making sure that instantiated variables aren't affected. 

A reverse step is implemented by making the forward step function store a list 

of valid sequents, and simply retreating to the most recent of these. The indices 

of each node between the current node and the stored node must be reset, and 

all variables instantiated by the previous forward step must be uninstantiated. 
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View-specific steps are the smallest step operations available to the user. As 

shown in Chapter 10, they are composed of one or more basic steps. Basic steps 

are applied repeatedly until the current sequent describes a selected constructor 

and its display attribute is satisfied. The display attributes of constructors are 

stored centrally and are easily updated and checked. If the current sequent before 

the step began was a local premise and the current sequent after the step is the 

conclusion of the corresponding subtree, the step function is called once more. 

Phrase evaluation is defined by repeated applications of the view-specific 

step. Static and hidden remote rule sets are treated the same way, as are 

side-conditions. 

Running to the next mark is defined as repeatedly applying the view-specific 

step functions until the current sequent is one with a mark set. 

Automatic animation consists of repeated applications of the view-specific 

step with the display being updated and the animation pausing after each 

application. 

Interrupts are implemented by checking after each view-specific step to see if 

a mouse button has been clicked, over the main window. If it has, the current 

operation is abandoned. 

The undo command is implemented by keeping a list of commands. Each 

entry on the list consists of a flag indicating the direction of evaluation 

performed by the command, and the number of view-specific steps that it made. 

The undo command simply performs the same number of view-specific steps in 

reverse. This is fragile; it breaks whenever the current view is changed to one 

with different display attributes, or when the display attributes are changed 

directly. It also doesn't cope with the change commands. 

The change commands replace the appropriate objects with ones supplied by 

the user. At the time of writing, this is implemented by unifying the new objects 
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with copies of the corresponding terms in the rule instantiated at the current 

node. This is overly restrictive. 

12.5.3 Views 

Each constructor and each node in the animation tree has an associated display 

rule. This is stored as a list of parse trees in which each parse tree corresponds 

to a particular view. The current view for each window is stored as an integer, so 

finding the required parse tree from a list is a simple indexing operation. 

The display algorithm interprets the appropriate display rule. If this rule 

refers to subtrees or abstract syntax terms, the algorithm incorporates 

interpretations of the display rules for the appropriate objects. 

The result returned by the display algorithm is a parse tree of the display 

language. This describes a box, which describes a list of rows, each of which is a 

list of boxes or strings. Each row corresponds to a row of text or a horizontal 

line, and each box corresponds to an area with its own margins, so that a new 

row in a box starts at the left margin of that box rather than the left margin of 

the screen. 

Strings in a display rule are translated directly to strings in the display 

language. A list of items is translated to a row, and a box to a box. Newlines 

start a new row in the nearest enclosing box. 

The OVER and ABOVE constructs create a box in which the left argument is 

positioned above the right argument, and separate their arguments with a 

horizontal line and a blank row respectively. 

The highlight operators test the status flag at a node to see if it is the current 

node, and produce special markers to switch reverse video on and off. The 

conditional operators test the value of the index and status flags at each node. 
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The query operators also test the status flags at a node, to determine which 

sub-expression to interpret. 

Once this parse tree has been generated by the display algorithm, another 

algorithm converts it to a screen display. This algorithm is straightforward. 

The animator keeps a list of nodes that have been pushed onto the call stack. 

Stack views display all of these, one above the other. 

12.5.4 Summary 

The implementation of The Animator Generator is fairly straightforward. It is 

an interpreter that operates on structures that correspond to those defined in the 

theory of animation. Most of the commands are defined as repeated applications 

of the basic step operation, which is described in detail above. Views are 

constructed by traversing the internal representation of the display rule for each 

constructor or semantic rule, following pointers to the internal form of the 

evaluation when required. 
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12.6 Shortcomings 

The Animator Generator demonstrates the feasibility of generating an animator 

from a formal specification, but it isn't intended to be production-quality 

software. The animators that it produces don't support all the notation for 

specifying views described in Chapter 9. Nor do they support all the operations 

defined in Chapter 10. They are also rather slow, and have a poor user interface. 

12.6.1 Operations 

Although the generated animators provide most of the required operations, they 

don't provide a way to set break points or to specify break conditions. There is 

no way to resume an interrupted command; it is always aborted. The speed of 

an automatic animation must be set in advance and cannot be altered while the 

animator is running. 

The undo facility is limited to white button commands; it can't undo changes 

to the current memory or result. There is no way to change the current 

environment. The ability to evaluate a phrase in the current memory and 

environment and use the result in the main animation is limited by users having 

to decide whether to use the result before beginning the sub-animation. It would 

he easier if they could choose when the sub-animation is complete and they 

know the result. 

The built-in values and operations are limited to integers, identifiers and 

booleans. Most languages will need more than this, such as floating point 

numbers, characters or bitsets. 
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12.6.2 Views 

LSL can only specify a limited range of views. It can't specify static views or 

program-specific views. It doesn't support graphics, which rules out flow-charts 

and graphs and restricts the ways that trees can be displayed. There is no 

interface with an environment that could be used to produce slices, outline views 

or type-specific views. Memory and environment views must display the entire 

memory or environment. 

Many of the display operators described in Chapter 9 aren't available in LSL. 

LSL doesn't support default semantic display rules, and doesn't let display rules 

be combined with WHERE clauses. 

There is little control over layout. Although text can be put into boxes, these 

boxes are always horizontally aligned at the top and vertically aligned at the left 

or centre. Also, the display always grows from the top downwards. 

Although the keyword system allows the sample lexical analyser to be 

customised easily, any major changes require the language definer to write a 

lexical analyser in C or C++. LSL should be extended to provide automatic 

generation of lexical analysers from regular expressions [Les75 , HK86 , HeuS6, 

HL87]. 

12.6.3 The User Interface 

The user interface is visually unappealing and suffers from many minor 

problems. The most annoying defect is that the window doesn't always show the 

current phrase; the focus of attention can move off the screen with no indication 

of the direction taken. 
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Another obvious limitation is that trees made with the OVER and ABOVE 

display operators aren't centred, and the line printed by the OVER operator has 

a fixed length. 

Animators don't have an interface to an editor. This limits the usefulness of 

the "change _____" and "eval _____" commands, since users must supply a 

complete program or memory instead of editing the current one. A 

closely-coupled editor could be used to set marks or break points, whereas the 

existing provision is primitive. 

The interface also needs a better way of displaying error messages, and a way 

to recover from errors. At present all errors terminate the animator. 

There should be a way to limit the depth to which terms are displayed in 

each view. Semantic views in particular tend to be unmanageable with even 

small programs. More sophisticated algorithms than a simple limit to the depth 

of display would provide even more flexibility. 

12.6.4 Summary 

The Animator Generator is intended to demonstrate the viability of the ideas in 

this thesis. It does this, but provides only the minimum facilities required. It 

lacks some desirable features and can only provide a limited range of views. In 

addition, the user interface and the specification of lexical analysis could he 

improved. 
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12.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter described the implementation of The Animator Generator and LSL. 

It included a brief introduction to using a generated animator. It also discussed 

some of the shortcomings of the generated animator. 

This prototype demonstrates the viability of the ideas presented in this 

thesis. It is a useful tool for language designers and for teaching relational 

semantics. The next chapter includes a discussion of ways in which the 

implementation could be improved. 



Chapter 13 

Future Work 

This thesis has presented a new area of research: the semantic specification of 

animation. It has explored some of the basic issues, and has defined a framework 

for discussing views and animation operations in terms of semantics. This 

chapter discusses some ways in which this work could be developed further. 

The chapter begins by discussing how the practical development of the 

theory should be based on experience with specifying other languages. Then it 

considers some extensions to the definition of relational semantics, extensions to 

the notation used for defining views, and some extra operations that require 

extensions to the theory. Finally it considers ways of improving the 

implementation of The Animator Generator. 

13.1 Other Languages 

To perform its function an animator generator should be able to produce 

animators for a wide variety of languages. The immediate task is to test The 

Animator Generator on a range of language specifications to determine which 

language features the current theory can and can't support. 

270 
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Most of the examples in this thesis use the toy language Proc which includes 

imperative and functional features. A good test of The Animator Generator 

would be to generate animators for languages with different methods of 

evaluation. Chapter 11 gives an overview of a specification of pure Prolog, and 

discussed how we could specify a view similar to that of CODA [P1u88]. This is 

only one possible view of Prolog; there are several other animators that provide 

different views [P1u88,EB86 ,PB87,D C86]. 

Many of these animators display the Prolog search tree [EB86,DC86]. This is 

because Prolog evaluations switch context frequently, and a view of the search 

tree gives the user some idea of the context of the current goal. Most of these 

views use graphics, and would be a useful guide for which graphical features 

should be added to the notation for specifying views. 

This range of views also offers scope for comparing methods of specifying 

languages. It should be possible to define two relational semantics of Prolog in 

terms of two different views, so that the objects in each version of the semantics 

correspond to the objects in one of the views. For example, one semantics could 

have an AND/OR tree as its phrases [EB86,DC86], while another could use a 

procedure based model [Byr8O,P1u88]. It would be interesting to see if the view 

specifications of LSL would allow each view to be specified in terms of the 

semantics based on the other view. 

Another possibility is a lazy language, that is, one in which the arguments to 

a function are only evaluated when they are first used. Many people find it 

difficult to follow the evaluation of programs in lazy languages, because when an 

argument to a function is first used, the evaluation of that function is suspended 

while the argument is evaluated. If the argument itself is a function application, 

its evaluation may be suspended in turn while its arguments are evaluated. Thus 

the focus of attention effectively switches between several co-routines and users 

lose track of where they are. 
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It could be argued that animation is not appropriate for a lazy functional 

language, since it is a mathematically pure language. However, animation is 

likely to be useful for teaching and for finding cases of infinite recursion, and will 

probably have other uses as well. 

Another feature that LSL might find hard to handle is raising and catching 

exceptions. It could specify a literal interpretation of the exception mechanism 

of Standard ML, in which exceptions are propagated up the syntax tree from the 

point where they are raised. However, an efficient implementation would jump 

from that point to the corresponding exception handler, and that is harder to 

specify in LSL. A similar problem exists with gotos, and is compounded by the 

unstructured nature of gotos. 

13.2 Semantics 

The theory of animation includes a formal definition of relational semantics. 

This definition is not fixed in stone, and some changes might make it more 

flexible. This section discusses some of these. It also discusses the possibility of 

defining animation in terms of other formalisms. 

13.2.1 Removing Recursive Premises 

The need to label rules as either recursive or non-recursive is inelegant. Another 

way of achieving the same effect would he to replace each recursive premise with 

a SUCH-THAT clause. For example, the relational rule for addition could he 

rewritten: 
e H Pi, T i  = Vi , fll i 	e H P21  7711 

C H Pi + P2 fli :::. V, u13  

INTEGER 

SUCH-THAT 	H v1  + v2, ui2  = v, m3 
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This is similar to the way that a final computation is often written as a 

side-condition in the literature. This is most often seen in transitional semantics, 

but extends easily to the relational style. When read as an inference rule the 

SUCH-THAT clause should be treated as a premise. 

Operationally, the SUCH-THAT clause should be read as a final computation 

that corresponds to the conclusion. This gives credence to the apparently 

arbitrary heuristic adopted in Chapter 8, which assumed that the subject of a 

remote recursive premise is displayed the same way as the subject of the rule. 

13.2.2 Adding Predicate Premises 

Relational rules could be extended by allowing predicates as well as premises 

above the line. In the inferential reading, these would be treated the same as 

other premises. However, in the operational reading they would be treated as 

conditions that must be true at the corresponding point in the evaluation. 

Testing a condition would not count as an animation step. 

This addition would make more transitional specifications and relational 

specifications equivalent. This is because the side condition of a transitional rule 

could correspond to a predicate of a relational rule. For example, a transitional 

rule for division that required the second argument to be non-zero could now 

form part of a rule set that was equivalent to a relational rule for division. 

13.2.3 Non-determinism 

Non-determinism was omitted from this thesis to simplify the development of the 

theory. However, it should be straightforward to add. It can he introduced by 

having more than one rule describing the same phrase. For example, the 

following two rules define an explicit non-deterministic operator: 
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e I- Pi ED P2, m = Pi' 

e I- Pi W P2' m = P21 m 

Another form of non-determinism is implicit non-determinism of the order of 

evaluation of premises. Many languages don't define the order of evaluation of 

arguments to numeric expressions, on the grounds that leaving the order of 

evaluation undefined allows compilers more freedom in optimising such 

expressions. The following two rules show how this could be specified: 

INTEGER 

eFp1 ,m0 tv1 ,rn1  eHp9,rn1 v2,m2  Hv1 +v2,m2 v,m3  
e H Pi + P2' 112Q  = v, m3  

INTEGER 

e H P2,  m0 	v2, m1  e H Pi, M  ==> v1 , rn.2  H v1  + v2, m2 	v, m3  
C H Pi + P2, 	= v, m3  

Dijkstra's overlapping guards [Dij75] are more complicated. One way of 

representing them is to first select one branch of the construct and evaluate its 

guard. Then if the guard evaluates to tt, evaluate the rest of that branch. If the 

guard evaluates to ff, that branch should return an exception value. The 

exception must be caught by the construct, which will then select another 

branch. 

This would require a notation for selecting one sub-phrase from an n-ary 

construct. In this thesis such constructs have been built from infix operators, but 

it would be clearer to use set notation. If this were done, then a guarded 

command construct could he defined by the following rules: 

EQ 

e H p, m0 =' v, in,  H ecl r. fail), rn 	ff, ni 
e H Pi e . 	J7. m 0  ==> V, 177 	

1 	7l 

EQ 

	

e H p,  rn0 	, m1  H eq(v,fail), 7721 = tt, m2  

e H Pi 	. . . e 	1712 	V, 7713 	 i E 1..n 

e H Pi a... p, m0 	V, Tfl3 
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The definition and proofs of equivalence presented in Chapter 6 should extend 

to this simple non-determinism straightforwardly. The proposition that "steps 

preserve equivalence" is stated in the form of a bisimulation, which is a standard 

method for showing the equivalence of non-deterministic systems [Par8l,Mi189]. 

13.2.4 Using Variables to Represent Identitiers 

The theory could be extended by taking an idea from the Edinburgh Logical 

Framework [HHP87]. This is a formalism for defining inference systems. The 

feature in question is the ability to represent variables,  in the system being 

defined by variables of the framework itself. In the theory of animation, this 

would mean that identifiers in an object language would be represented by 

variables in the specification language. Environments and memories would be 

bindings of variables to values. The advantage of this approach is that variable 

lookup and substitution would be available for free in any specification. 

13.2.5 Unification 

In the present theory, all variables in the 1st of a sequent must be instantiated 

before that sequent is evaluated, and all variables in the rhs of a conclusion must 

be instantiated by the evaluation of the node. This has the effect that the 

implementation can use one-way pattern matching instead of full unification. A 

possible extension would be to allow full unification. 

One rule that would he admitted by this change is rule 13 of the static 

semantics of Standard ML. which was discussed in Section 6.1.5. In our notation 

this rule is as shown below. The result of this rule is a variable v that is 

instantiated later in the evaluation: 

e H Pi,  m = exn, rn 
e H raise Pi,  m = v, Tn 
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The addition of rules such as this may make it easier to specify languages 

that make implicit use of unification, such as the type inference of Standard ML 

or logic programming languages such as Prolog. They may also make it easier to 

specify lazy evaluation. These languages will be even easier to specify if this 

change is combined with the idea in the previous paragraph, so that a 

specification of Prolog (for example) could use a built-in definition of unification. 

13.2.6 Other Formalisms 

As mentioned in Chapter 8, there is scope for developing theories of animation in 

terms of other semantic formalisms, such as denotational semantics or 

definitional interpreters. It would be interesting to compare the ease of defining 

views and operations in different formalisms. 

It would be particularly interesting to compare the definition of an animation 

step in the current theory with the rewrite rules of a definitional interpreter. 

Structured operational semantics was originally developed partly to avoid 

defining steps that didn't perform any computation. So comparing those 

animation steps that aren't also computation steps with those rewrite rules that 

aren't computation steps might give us some insight into the relation between 

transitional semantics, relational semantics and definitional interpreters. 

Appendix A defines an animation step in terms of transitional semantics, and 

shows it to be equivalent to the definition for relational semantics. The 

transitional definition of an animation step is much more complicated than the 

transitional definition of a computation step. Transitional semantics doesn't 

seem to be as flexible as relational semantics, which suggests that it isn't as good 

a framework for comparing animation operations. 
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13.2.7 Summary 

The definition of relational semantics used in the theory is flexible enough to 

describe a wide range of languages. However, it could be extended; both in 

minor ways (such as removing recursive premises or adding predicates as 

premises) and major ways (such as allowing non-determinism or representing 

identifiers by variables of the specification language). It would also be interesting 

to examine definitions of animation in other semantic formalisms. 

13.3 Views 

This section discusses several ways of extending the notation used for specifying 

views to make it more powerful or more concise. 

13.3.1 Graphics 

The most obvious improvement is to improve the layout language to provide 

facilities similar to those of PlC [IKer8l]. Of these, it should at least support 

more ways to align boxes, and ways to create the displays upwards from the 

bottom of the screen instead of downwards from the top. The graphical views 

displayed by several existing Prolog animators are a guide to the features that 

would be useful. 

13.3.2 Pattern Matching 

The notation could also be extended by allowing constructor display rules to 

apply only when the instance of the constructor has certain arguments. For 

example, if a simple environment is to be displayed as follows: 
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(a,1) + (b,2) + 

then there should be a special rule for the case where the first argument of 

add-env is null-env, for example: 

add-env (null _env, 

"(11 $2, $3 11 )" 

add-env(-, -, -) 

$1 11 + (11 $2, $3 11 )" 

13.3.3 New Display Attributes 

One way to extend the range of views supported by the theory is to add more 

display attributes. For example, a language designer might want each occurrence 

of a construct to be evaluated completely in one step. This could be specified 

with a new display attribute, perhaps called EVALALL. 

Another, rather contorted, example of a display attribute is demonstrated by 

the following construct, which combines a procedure call with an if statement, so 

that the procedure P2  is only called if the condition Pi  is true: 

	

C H Pi,  m0 	ff, 	rn.1  
e H condcall P1  x P2,  m0  nil, 

C H Pi,  7n0  =' tt, rn 

C H P2 	= v, m 2  
LOD K UP 

H lookup(e, x), 171 2 => closure(e', x, x', p'. Tn3  

	

c'f(x', v) (x, closure(e', x, x', p')) H p', m 3 	v', m 4  

	

e H condcall P1 X  P2, m0 	V, rn.4  

A dynamic call graph shouldn't extend the display of a node containing an 

instance of this rule until the current sequent is the fourth premise of the second 
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rule, because only then is the procedure actually called. The animation shouldn't 

stop at a premise that describes condcall in a dynamic call graph, because if the 

condition evaluates to f  then the call graph won't be extended. Thus a display 

attribute for this construct would have to specify the premise that the animator 

should stop at. This behaviour can't be specified with the existing attributes. 

Another way to extend the range of views with display attributes is to allow 

the attribute of a constructor to depend on the context of that constructor. For 

example, if an assignment operator returns a. value (as in the C language), a 

language definer may wish the operator to be displayed as a dynamic construct 

when the value is required, but as a static construct when it is acting as a 

statement. 

This could be done by giving an INHERITED attribute to the assignment 

constructor. The sequencing operator could then force sub-phrases with the 

INHERITED attribute to be displayed as if they were STATIC, and those 

operators expecting values from their arguments could force sub-phrases with 

the INHERITED attribute to be DYNAMIC. 

A possible extension to this scheme would be to deduce the status of 

INHERITED attributes from the semantic rules, by assuming that sub-phrases 

expected to return nil are normally STATIC, and that other sub-phrases are 

normally DYNAMIC. 

Another way to extend the range of views with display attributes is to allow 

display attributes to be attached to specific premises instead of specific 

constructors. For example, a. designer might decide that looking up a procedure 

identifier in a procedure call is boring, but that looking up identifiers in 

expressions is worthwhile. In this case the lookup premise in the rule for 

procedure calls could be hidden without affecting lookup premises elsewhere. 

The display attributes listed above are only some suggestions out of many 
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possibilities. More views and languages need to be specified to determine the 

range of display attributes needed. 

13.3.4 Abbreviations 

As experience is gained with LSL and The Animator Generator, it is likely that 

certain patterns of rules will occur frequently. The notation should be extended 

with shorthand for such patterns. The abbreviation of several semantic display 

rules with WHERE clauses that was described in Chapter 9 is the result of this 

sort of experience. 

13.3.5 Language Independence 

This section suggests two approaches to making specifications of views less 

language dependent. The first is to deduce the existence of a procedure call 

stack directly from the semantic rules. The second is to define semantic display 

rules independently of the language being displayed. These are both highly 

conjectural ideas. 

The Animator Generator already includes a feature for simplifying the 

specification of views of the procedure call stack. It may be possible to take this 

further by detecting procedure calls automatically. For example, in the 

specification of Proc the third premise to the semantic rule for call is the only 

local premise in the entire specification with a subject that isn't a sub-phrase of 

the subject of the rule: 

LOOKUP 

e H p, rn 0  = v, rn1 	H lookup(e, x), in.1  = closure(e', x', p'), m 2  

e't(x',  v)t(x. closure(e', x', p')) H p'. 77r2 	7713 

e H call x p,  m0 	V', m2 
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If this condition, or a similar one, detects the places where procedures are 

called in the specifications of most other languages, it could be taken as a default 

rule for selecting the premises that add entries to the call stack. 

It may also be possible to make the specification of dynamic views largely 

independent of the language being described. For example, the semantic view of 

Proc could largely be specified by two default display rules, one for sequents and 

another for semantic rules. The only rules that wouldn't be covered by these 

defaults are the rules for if. 

Until the condition is evaluated, the rules for if produce the same display, 

with the subject of the second premise replaced with question marks. The idea 

of this display is that it doesn't matter which rule is chosen to begin the 

evaluation of an if construct, and the subject of the second premise is revealed 

when it is known (after the condition is evaluated and only one rule can be used 

at the current node). If a notation can be developed for specifying this case, 

then this view could be specified independently of the language. 

It would be necessary to experiment with a range of languages to see how 

many views can be defined independently of a language, and how many 

languages they could be used with. It may be necessary to have other 

components in a language-independent specification, such as one default rule for 

recursive rules and another for non-recursive rules. 

13.3.6 Program-Specific Views 

Chapter 9 mentioned several memory views that were specific to the program 

being animated. These included displaying a representation of a graph as a 

graph on the screen, and displaying an array as a sequence of elements. These 

views show the entities of the problem domain modelled by the program in terms 

of the problem domain instead of the terms of the programming language. 
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Chapter 2 gave evidence that such views helped people understand someone 

else's programs and to learn specific programming techniques. 

Chapter 9 also mentioned some animators that allowed users to define views 

for a specific program. Garden [Rei87] and Graphtrace [GKS83] let users define 

views for specific types in the program. PV [BCH85] lets users attach 

predefined graphic objects, such as dials and sliders, to specific values in the 

program. 

It would be interesting to see if these approaches could be made part of a 

language specification. For example, it might be possible to interface a graph 

drawing package to a specification of a language by declaring that in that 

language, memory locations may be the nodes of graphs, and that values of 

pointer types may be the edges of graphs. This would produce a tool similar to 

Graphtrace. 

13.3.7 Summary 

The notation used to specify views could be extended in several ways as we gain 

experience with new languages and views. The most important extension is 

probably the inclusion of graphical features. Other extensions include finer 

control of the choice of display rule and the addition of new display attributes. 

The most challenging extensions would be the language independent 

specification of views and the provision of program-specific views. 

13.4 Operations 

This section discusses several ways that the theory could be extended to describe 

new operations. 
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13.4.1 Defining an Animation Step 

This section suggests some possible alternatives to the current definition of an 

animation step, and then discusses the problem of judging between competing 

definitions. 

At present, the definition of a step is unaltered when it enters (or leaves) a 

sub-animation that pushes (or pops) its parent onto (or off) the stack. In some 

views it may be desirable to make this push or pop a step, since it could result in 

a change to the display. This could be done with another display attribute. 

Alternatively it could be made automatic for topstack views. 

The definition of an animation step assumes that a call to a remote rule set is 

an operation in the underlying model of evaluation. However, the subject of a 

remote premise could be a value in the remote rule set. In this case it might be 

better to ignore the call, treating it in the same way as a trivial local premise. 

Another extension would be to relax the restriction that rule sets form a 

static hierarchy. This would enable one rule set to define declarations and 

another to define expressions even for a language like Standard ML in which 

expressions can contain declarations and vice versa. The proofs that use this 

restriction can be rewritten fairly easily. The problem is that this extension 

would require a change in the underlying model of evaluation, in which calls to 

remote rule sets represent operations of an abstract machine. 

The current definition doesn't support semantic views well (nor was it 

designed to). For example, when a node corresponds to a local recursive premise, 

the last step from that node could move the focus to a node some distance away. 

This jump is difficult for the user to follow. We might he able to define a 

fundamental step in terms of a semantic view instead of the basic source view, 

provided that we could still parameterise it on display attributes to get a 

suitable behaviour for source views. 
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A basic question raised by this thesis is: "Is there a definition of an 

animation step that is independent of the language to be animated?". One 

approach to answering this question is to generate animators for several 

languages, as advocated in Section 13.1. This raises a problem, however: how do 

we know what makes a good definition of an animation step in each language? 

There are several possible candidates even for a simple language like Proc. In 

addition to the alternatives suggested above, users might want a definition which 

allows them to select local premises with subjects that are values, instead of 

ignoring these values. They might want a definition that highlights a parent 

phrase between evaluating its sub-phrases. Or they might want a definition 

which moves directly to the next sub-phrase to be evaluated instead of gradually 

zooming in to it. 

A good definition is one that makes sense both formally and informally. 

Discussion among users and language definers is one way of determining what 

makes a good definition. In the end the acceptability of any definition is 

established by this social process [MW85,MLP79]. However, such debates can 

often be based on little evidence. 

Another approach is to conduct experiments to see which definitions are 

helpful to users. Such experiments could use various psychological techniques, 

such as hypothesis testing [Shn80,Bro80,Kep82,Mon84] or protocol analysis 

[NS72]. This approach can't completely replace the social process, but it might 

make the debate better informed. 

One conjecture motivating this thesis, but not examined by it, is that a user's 

model of a language is most effective when it closely matches the semantic model 

of that language, and that using a semantics based animator will encourage the 

development of a "correct" model. Psychological techniques could be used to 

model users' understanding of programming and examine these conjectures. 

These models could even be used to develop new semantic formalisms which 
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correspond to a user's "natural" models. This would be applying the conjecture 

in reverse. 

13.4.2 Changing the Current Environment 

The theory doesn't allow users to change the current environment. This is made 

difficult by the tree structure of animation histories. For example, assume that 

the following program fragment is being evaluated in an environment that 

assigns 4 to 'b' and that the current sequent describes 2 x 

1 x b' +12 x 'b' 1+3 x 'b' 

If the user changes the value of b' to 5, one would expect that change to apply 

to the sequent describing 3 x 'b' as well as the current sequent. But the tree 

structure of the above phrase has the following (abbreviated) form: 

1xb' 	_____ 

	

1 x b' +2 x < b' 	3 x 'b' 

1 x b' +2 x b' +3 x 

where all phrases initially share the same environment. If this environment is 

changed in the current sequent, it wouldn't affect the one describing 3 x 'b'. 

This implies that the environment should be changed globally. 

However, if the environment globally is changed globally, then the evaluation 

of 1 x b' becomes inconsistent. So if the environment is changed globally, then 

the environment of each completed sub-animation should be protected from this 

change. 

Furthermore, if the environment is changed globally and this program 

fragment is part of a local block which defines 'b', any global redefinition of 'b' 

might affect another identifier called 'b' declared in an outer scope. So in fact 

the environment should be changed where the current binding of b' was first 
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introduced. This implies that the animator must have some knowledge of scope, 

and that changes to an environment must preserve scope. 

The scope structure could be indicated by introducing a new constructor 

type SCOPE. Constructors of type SCOPE should be outermost in the env of 

every sequent. The animator would then have to co-operate with an editor in 

allowing parts of the current environment to be changed; new parts would have 

to replace the old, leaving the overall structure of the environment unchanged. 

The animator should store the old version of the environment at the point 

where it was changed. The reverse step function would then look for stored 

versions and restore them when necessary. 

An alternative approach is to implement each env as part of the lhs and rhs 

of the sequent, in the same way as memories. Then it would be possible to 

change a right hand environment without affecting the left. This approach 

needn't change the way rules are written; it could be an internal transformation. 

13.4.3 Input and Output 

There are some obvious language features that aren't supported by LSL. One of 

these is I/O. Since I/O both depends on the hardware available and varies 

greatly from language to language, it is perhaps best to support it by allowing 

the language definer to write "built-in" rule sets which are linked with the 

animator object code. LSL would need to he extended to specify an interface to 

the implementation language. Most, if not all, semantic formalisms treat I/O 

poorly; until a good formalism is found this ad-hoc approach will have to suffice. 
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13.4.4 Bug Location Algorithms 

The Animator Generator could be extended to support Shapiro's bug location 

algorithm [Sha82,Per86]. This is defined for any language with functions or 

equivalent constructs. Each sequent of an LSL rule can be regarded as a function 

for this algorithm, giving a much finer level of detail than that envisaged by 

Shapiro. Alternatively, either the language definer or the user could specify a 

subset of the constructors of the language to be considered by the algorithm. 

13.4.5 Symbolic Evaluation 

The Animator Generator could also be extended to support symbolic evaluation 

[CR83]. Symbolic evaluation replaces some part of the input or program by a 

variable. This variable can't be evaluated, so the evaluator evaluates those 

phrases that it can, leaving those involving the variable as abstract syntax terms. 

The user can then see what happens in the general case to the part of the input 

or program represented by the variable, instead of only seeing what happens for 

particular values. 

When a phrase that includes a variable is tested in an if statement, an 

evaluator must either choose one branch of the if statement, or record both 

branches to form a tree which the user can traverse. The first option is best only 

used interactively, since the user can specify which branch to take. The second 

option can be used either interactively or in batch mode. It must be designed to 

avoid infinite loops! Implementing the second approach in The Animator 

Generator would require an extension to the definition of an animation history 

to support multiple branches, and to the operations so that users could examine 

the different evaluation paths. 
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13.4.6 Summary 

The theory already describes most of the operations that are provided by 

existing animators. Possible extensions include a facility for changing the current 

environment, support for I/O, adapting Shapiro's bug location algorithm, and 

allowing symbolic evaluation. In addition, some details of the fundamental 

definition of an animation step could be examined more closely. 

13.5 Implementation 

The Animator Generator is a practical tool for designing small languages and for 

providing an animator quickly. To be useful in other situations, it would have to 

produce animators that were fast enough and powerful enough to compete with 

hand-crafted animators. This requires a better implementation than the one 

developed for this thesis. 

The current implementation could be improved by extending the range of 

features it supports, by making it more efficient, and by incorporating it into a 

full programming environment. The shortcomings listed in Section 12.6 also need 

to be eradicated. 

13.5.1 Including Static Semantics 

An LSL specification defines the syntax and dynamic semantics of a language. 

However, most languages have constraints on syntactically legal programs, such 

as identifiers having to be declared before use, and many have both a static 

semantics that specifies type-checking and a dynamic semantics that specifies 

evaluation. LSL could be extended to support these. 
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Syntax constraints are usually defined using attribute grammars. The 

grammar part of LSL could easily be extended to support attributes. An 

alternative approach is that used in HPL84 [KNPS88]; a general symbol table is 

used as a model for a set of commands to describe syntax constraints. 

Static semantics can also be described by attribute grammars, but it would 

be more appropriate to expand LSL to specify both static and dynamic 

semantics using relational rules. This is the approach taken by the Centaur 

system [mDD85]. Bradley has developed a semantic formalism which handles 

several stages of evaluation in an integrated manner [Bra87]. Possibly the theory 

could be extended in this way. 

13.5.2 Concrete Syntax 

LSL would be more pleasant to use if terms could be written in concrete syntax 

instead of abstract syntax. The easiest way would be to allow strings to replace 

terms and to parse these strings with the parser that is generated from the LSL 

grammar rules. 

This would impose a three-phase structure on the generator. The parser 

would have to be generated first and then linked with the rest of the generator 

code. The resulting program would then generate the C++ tables as at present. 

This scheme also requires that the parser be able to cope with all fragments of 

the language. 

13.5.3 Efficiency 

The Animator Generator is slow, and could be speeded up. Apart from general 

programming improvements, or linking it to a compiler generator, there are some 

specific optimisations that could be considered. 
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One optimisation involves temporal views. The display of an animation is 

recomputed after every step for each view. Temporal views remain unchanged by 

a step apart from new material which is added at the end. Indeed, in most 

debuggers a temporal view is normally implemented as a trace written to a file 

or to the screen. It should be possible to add a new type of view called TRACE, 

which doesn't recompute the display after every step but stores a trace to a file 

instead. The display algorithm would have to keep track of which material in the 

file corresponded to which node, but the contents of the file would only have to 

be changed if the current memory, environment or result were changed. 

Another way to speed up the display process would be to compile the LSL 

rules into C++ functions, rather than interpreting them at run-time. 

Another optimisation saves space rather than time. The Animator Generator 

stores the entire evaluation tree, which takes up large amounts of memory. Most 

animators and debuggers store only the current environment, the current 

memory and the path from the root of the tree to the selected node. This greatly 

reduces memory use, at the cost of being unable to support reverse evaluation. 

An animator could provide the option of storing or not storing the tree, or of 

storing only part of the tree. 

13.5.4 Programming Environments 

The Animator Generator would be much more powerful and easy to use if it 

were integrated with a programming environment. This section discusses some of 

the tools that would he useful in such an environment. 

One possibility is a structure editor. This could be generated from an LSL 

specification. Many structure editors include facilities for checking syntactic 

constraints using attribute grammars. This would he an easy extension to LSL 

grammars. 
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Another possibility is a compiler generator that would generate a compiler 

from an LSL specification. The design and implementation of such a beast is a 

major task. Dam and Jensen made a start with their paper [DJ86], but most 

work on compiler generation is based on denotational semantics instead of 

relational semantics. A compiler generator could be linked to The Animator 

Generator so that an animator generated by The Animator Generator would run 

code compiled by the compiler, but this would be even harder. It's a desirable 

goal, however, as the resulting animators could be used on much larger programs 

than existing animators. 

A programming environment could also provide several different views. It 

might include a tool for generating slices, or one for generating call graphs. 

These could be integrated with The Animator Generator, perhaps using the 

ideas of view sets and display attributes. 

Another possible tool in an LSL environment is a theorem prover. Semantics 

of languages are often used to prove useful properties of these languages, or of 

translation schemes involving those languages [Des86]. Thus it would be useful 

to have a theorem prover that would support relational semantic rules as 

specified in LSL. 

In a similar vein, Da Silva has developed a transformation technique that 

takes a relational semantic specification and produces an equivalent specification 

in which each constructor is only described by a single rule [dS]. This removes 

the need for the determinacy restriction and the treatment of congruence in my 

theory. This technique could he implemented as part of an environment for 

manipulating relational semantic specifications. Such an environment could also 

include a rule editor: an editor that allows language definers to edit 'typeset" 

versions of rules instead of ASCII approximations. A similar tool could take a 

specification written in LSL and produce typeset output. 
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13.5.5 Summary 

The Animator Generator adequately demonstrates the ideas of this thesis, and is 

a useful tool for testing the generality of the theory, but it is not production 

quality software. It could be improved by eradicating the shortcomings listed in 

Section 12.6, by supporting more features, and by being making it more efficient. 

Advances to the theory to include new operations and new features for specifying 

views should also be incorporated into The Animator Generator. Ideally The 

Animator Generator would be made part of a larger programming environment. 

13.6 Chapter Summary 

The theory of animation presented in this thesis has defined a new area of 

research. This chapter has outlined several ways in which this work could be 

continued and developed. These include testing The Animator Generator on 

more languages, extending the descriptive power of the notation for specifying 

views, extending the theory to describe more operations, improving the 

implementation and integrating The Animator Generator with other language 

independent systems. 



Chapter 14 

Review and Conclusion 

This thesis has presented a theory of program animation based on structured 

operational semantics. It has also described an implementation of an animator 

generator based on this theory. This chapter reviews the key points of the thesis. 

14.1 Animation 

Program animation combines research in debuggers and research in aids for 

teaching programs. Animation can help people learn to program, to learn a new 

language, to understand other people's code and to debug programs. It does this 

by letting people compare their model of a language or program with the 

behaviour of a correct model, phrase by phrase. 

The fundamental operation of animation is the evaluation step. Each step 

must change the representation of the program in a way that is reflected in the 

display of the program. This shows users how each phrase of the program is 

evaluated. 

Animation presents the user with a view of the program. There are many 

possible views of a program, including lexical views, outlines, call graphs, 
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memory views and semantic views. Animators help users perform the above 

tasks if they present a range of views, including source views that correspond to 

different types of proximity and levels of granularity. 

Animators also help users perform these tasks if they provide a range of 

advanced operations. These include phrase evaluation, break points, reverse 

evaluation, and the ability to change the current memory. 

14.2 Generating Animators 

This thesis shows that we can generate animators from the specification of the 

semantics and views of a language, just as we can generate parsers and structure 

editors from the syntax of a language, or compilers from its syntax and 

semantics. Most existing language-independent systems don't provide animation 

facilities. Even Centaur and PSG, which provide some support, lack a clear 

definition of the operations that they provide. They also only support a single 

view. 

An animator must incorporate a definition of an evaluation step and at least 

one view for the language being animated. Therefore an animator generator 

must either provide such definitions itself or require that they are included in the 

specification of each language. In either case we need a way of defining them in 

terms of a program in mid-evaluation. Therefore we need a theory of animation 

based on a semantic representation of a program in mid-evaluation. 

In this thesis I have shown how such a representation can be defined in 

relational semantics as an inference tree. I have shown how evaluation steps and 

views can be defined in terms of these trees. I have also shown how this 

framework can be used to discuss different definitions of step. I require the 
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specification of each language to include specifications of the views for that 

language, and have defined most operations in a language independent manner. 

14.3 Defining a Step 

Different views display different parts of the program. Since each step should 

change the representation in a way that is shown by the display of the program, 

the size of a step depends on the selected view. Either the specification of a view 

must include a definition of a step, or the definition of a step must be 

parameterised on a view, or the animator should repeatedly apply a fundamental 

definition of a step until the view changes. 

I have chosen to define a fundamental definition of a step and to augment the 

specification of a view with display attributes. These attributes define when a 

view-specific step must stop. Thus in one sense the definition of a view-specific 

step is part of the specification of the view, in another in is a common definition 

that is parameterised on a view, and in a third it consists of repeated 

applications of a fundamental step. 

A fundamental step can be defined in terms of a basic view, in which every 

phrase is replaced with its value as the program is evaluated. This shows more of 

the program than other non-semantic views, and so steps for other views can be 

defined in terms of the fundamental step. The fundamental step is a minimal 

extension of a relational animation. The extent of the step is controlled by the 

definition of validity, which ensures that each fundamental step changes the 

representation of the program in a way that is reflected by the basic view. 

Plotkin's original presentation of structured operational semantics encoded 

an intuitive definition of computation steps as transitions. It seems reasonable to 

examine the suitability of this definition for animation. In Chapters 5 to 7 1 
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define a computation step in relational semantics that is equivalent to that 

encoded in transitional semantics. I prove that the definitions are equivalent by 

defining an equivalence between specifications in relational and transitional 

semantics, and then between relational and transitional evaluation histories, and 

showing that applying the step functions to equivalent evaluation histories 

produces equivalent results. This definition of a computation step in relational 

semantics combines the advantages of compositionality of relational semantics 

with the explicit model of evaluation of transitional semantics. 

Unfortunately computation steps don't produce desirable animations. They 

don't show the result of a phrase before advancing to the phrase that will be 

evaluated next. They also jump straight to the next phrase instead of guiding 

the user through the structure of the program. 

However, the definition can be refined to give a definition that produces 

better animations. This new definition is called an animation step. It is a 

straightforward adaption of the definition of a computation step, and has the 

property that every computation step is also an animation step. A few people 

have used an animator that uses this definition of a step and have found it 

satisfactory. As discussed in the previous Chapter, it would be worth 

experimenting with other definitions to find the best. 

14.4 Specifying Views 

A wide range of views can he specified by giving a display rule for each 

constructor and semantic rule. Each display rule specifies how an instance of the 

corresponding constructor or semantic rule is displayed. in terms of a layout 

language. The more powerful the layout language, the wider the range of views 

that can he specified. 
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Sample features of a layout language include displaying string literals, 

displaying arguments of terms or variables of rules, enclosing graphical 

expressions in boxes, drawing lines from one box to another, and centring 

expressions. Extra facilities for semantic display rules include testing whether 

sub-animations are empty, in progress or completed, and highlighting expressions 

if the subject or result of the instance of the rule is selected. 

Display rules may be parameterised so that the display of some constructs 

can depend on their context. This is useful for several views, such as 

procedure-level outline views in Proc. It also provides a mechanism for 

interfacing an animator to specialised software tools such as slice generators. 

Views can be classified by whether they display source, environments, 

memories or semantics and by whether they are static or dynamic. Source views 

may be further classified by type of proximity and level of granularity. Chapter 9 

describes several views in these terms and shows how they can be defined using 

the above technique. This helps to demonstrate that the theory can describe 

practical systems. 

14.5 Advanced Operations 

To be practical animators must provide more operations than stepping. 

Chapter 2 mentions several operations that contribute to an animator's support 

of users in their tasks. Chapter 10 shows how all these operations can be defined 

in terms of the theory. Several operations, such as phrase evaluation, reverse 

evaluation and break points can be defined in terms of view-specific steps. 

Others, such as changing the current memory, can be defined in terms of 

augmented animation histories. 
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14.6 Implementation 

The Animator Generator shows that the theory can form the basis of a useful 

software tool. Its design follows the theory closely; it models a program in 

mid-evaluation as a tree of instances of relational rules. It produces animators 

that provide most of the advanced operations defined in Chapter 10. 

The specification language of The Animator Generator is called LSL. An LSL 

specification includes the abstract syntax, parse rules, semantic rules, display 

rules and display attributes for the object language. It uses a straightforward 

ASCII translation of the notation used in this thesis. 

The Animator Generator is a useful tool for language designers and for 

generating simple animators quickly. It is a prototype rather than a production 

quality system. The generated animators have a poor user interface, and to 

compete with hand-crafted animators it would need an interface to a compiler 

generator. However, it does illustrate that a practical system can be based on 

the theory of animation. 

14.7 Assessing the Theory 

The theory presented in this thesis has a firm semantics base, can describe all 

the operations deemed important to the tasks considered in Chapter 2, and can 

describe a wide range of views. It admits all the rules used to define the dynamic 

semantics of Standard ML, with the slight modifications discussed in 

Section 6.1.5. Chapter 11 suggests that it will also be flexible enough to describe 

pure Prolog. The existence of The Animator Generator demonstrates that if can 

form the basis of a practical implementation. 
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The choice of relational semantics has proved successful. The operational 

reading of the rules and the obvious semantic model of a program in 

mid-evaluation have lead to a reasonably simple theory. Relational semantic 

specifications are concise and easy to reason about. 

One of the reasons for choosing structured operational semantics has not 

paid off. The definition of computation steps encoded in transitional semantics 

and translated to relational semantics in Chapters 5 to 7 turned out to be 

inappropriate for animation. However, the definition of a computation step in 

relational semantics was easily refined to give the definition of an animation step. 

This definition has the property that every computation step is also an 

animation step, so that the sequence of computation steps in an evaluation can 

be projected from the sequence of animation steps, should this be required. This 

work also shows that the theory provides a framework within which different 

definitions of step can be compared. 

It would be interesting to compare this theory with definitions of steps and 

views in other semantic formalisms. Such a comparison might give some insight 

into the relative strengths of the different formalisms. In particular it would be 

interesting to see if the rewrite rules of a definitional interpreter correspond to 

animation steps. 

The decision to define a step independently of a particular language or view 

seems to have paid off. The definition of animation steps, suitably parameterised 

on a view, produces reasonable animations for imperative languages, eager 

functional languages and logic programmihg languages. We need to experiment 

with other languages to see how general this language-independent definition 

really is. 

The decision to make specifications of views he language-specific has also 

given good results. This approach gives flexibility across the range of languages 

and views. We need to experiment with specifying more languages to find a 
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sufficiently powerful set of display primitives for our purposes. If we can define 

some views independently of a particular language then it would be desirable to 

do so, but it is not obvious that this will be possible. 

The above discussion has shown that the choices make in developing the 

theory of animation seem to have borne fruit. The resulting theory is powerful 

enough to describe a range of languages and views, and forms the basis of a 

prototype implementation. It also forms a framework which we can use to 

compare definitions of animation operations. 

14.8 Conclusion 

In this thesis I have presented a formal theory of animation. This theory shows 

how an animator for a language can be derived from a formal specification of 

that language. The specification of the language must include a specification of 

at least one view or the language in mid-evaluation. The theory includes a 

notation for specifying such views. The theory defines animation operations 

independently of a particular language. 

The theory is powerful enough to describe a range of views and operations 

that have been shown to be useful by existing language-specific animators or by 

psychological research. The thesis includes some suggestions as to how 

imperative languages, eager functional languages, and logic programming 

languages could be specified in terms of the theory. 

I have used the theory to design and implement The Animator Generator. 

This takes specifications of a language in LSL and produces an animator for that 

language. Both Isi and The Animator Generator are clearly modelled on the 

theory. Although The Animator Generator is only a prototype, it has been used 
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in teaching, and it demonstrates that the theory can form the basis of a practical 

implementation. 



Appendix A 

Equivalent Animations 

This appendix defines animation steps in terms of transitional semantics and 

proves that this definition is equivalent to the definition for relational semantics. 

The definition of an animation step is much more complicated than the 

definition of an evaluation step. This suggests that relational semantics is a 

better framework for comparing definitions of animation operations. 

The first two sections of this appendix define animation histories and 

animation steps in terms of transitional semantics. These definitions are similar 

to those for evaluation histories and computation steps given in Chapter 5. The 

last section shows that the definitions are equivalent. It uses the definition of 

equivalent specifications developed in Chapter 7, and the proof follows the same 

approach as the proof of equivalence for computation steps that was given in 

Chapter 7. 
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A. 1 Transitional Animation Histories 

Animation steps gradually "zoom in" on the phrase to be evaluated. So a 

transitional animation is like a transitional evaluation except that the last stack 

in the sequence may be incomplete, and an animation step may build this stack 

one rule at a time as it moves the focus to smaller phrases of the language. The 

last stack is separated from the rest of the sequence, and a transitional animation 

is written (S, s). If s or S is empty, the animation history is written (S,.) or 

(., .$). The notation S©s denotes the sequence formed by appending s to S. 

Animation steps also show the result of a phrase in place, replacing the 

evaluated phrase. Therefore the animation of most axioms and remote premises 

must take two steps: one to make the focus be the subject of the sequent and 

one to make it the result. I represent this as follows. 

Let (S, s) be a transitional animation. If s is not empty, then the focus of the 

animation is subject (premise (top (s))), or subject(top(s)) if top(s) is an axiom. 

This is the phrase that is about to be evaluated. The evaluation of a remote 

premise or axiom usually produces (S©s,.). When the stack of a transitional 

animation (S', s') is empty, then the the focus is result (top (last (S))) if top(S) is 

an axiom and result (premise (top (last (S)))) if it has a remote premise. Thus in 

(S(qs,.) the focus is the result of the phrase that has just been evaluated. 

If a rule has a remote premise and a value result this convention only works if 

the rhs of the premise is the same as that of the rule. This because only the 

result of the premise will become the focus of the animation. If a rule with a 

remote premise and a value result is in a rule set that is realised by a relational 

rule set, then the definition of relational realisation tells us that the two values 

will always be the same. I assume that we are not interested in rules that don't 

fit this restriction. If it were required, a more general treatment could introduce 
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a boolean variable to indicate which result should be displayed, similar to the 

variable in a relational animation. 

The preceding paragraphs outline the basic ideas behind a definition of a 

transitional animation history. However, we want to represent an animation by a 

sequence of animation histories, each being the minimal extension of the 

previous one. The definition needs several refinements before such a sequence 

gives the exact behaviour that we desire. 

The first refinement concerns the growth of the stack. Tithe stack is empty 

after each phrase as been evaluated, and grows one instance at a time, then the 

display will keep highlighting the whole program and zooming in the the current 

phrase time and time again. Therefore we must only allow top(s) to have a local 

premise, if the subject of that premise is a different phrase from the result of the 

corresponding premise (if any) in last(S). 

The second refinement applies to axioms that don't have value results. If 

such an axiom is in a rule set that is realised by a relational rule set, then it 

corresponds to the local recursive premise of a relational rule. A relational 

animation will display the subject of a recursive premise. This corresponds to 

the result of the transitional axiom. The subject of the transitional axiom will 

never be displayed. Therefore the top instance of the stack may never be such an 

axiom. 

The last two refinements prevent an animation from generated consecutive 

displays that are identical, except in the special case of an empty loop or similar 

construct. 

If top(s) is an axiom, then its subject is displayed. Therefore top(s) may only 

be an axiom if the subject of the premise of the rule below it could not have 

been displayed and result (top (last (S))) couldn't have been displayed. 
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If a rule has a remote premise and a result that is a value, then the subject of 

its premise will often be displayed in the same way as the subject of the rule 

itself. This is the same feature noted for relational animations with remote 

recursive premises. I assumes that such rules always will be displayed in this 

way. Therefore top(s) may only be an instance of such a rule if the subject of the 

premise of the rule below it could not have been displayed. 

These refinements make the definition of an animation history significantly 

more complicated. However, they are necessary to give the behaviour that we 

desire. 

A.1.1 Auxiliary Definitions 

The informal description of an animation history given above included some 

concepts that need to be defined precisely before we can formalise the definition 

of an animation history itself. 

Two terms differ if they occur in different parts of a parent term. Two terms 

may differ even if they are structurally identical. Difference is a comparison of 

occurrence rather than structure. It is used in the following definition. 

The next definition is used to control the growth of the stack in an animation 

history (S, s). If S is empty, then every instance added to s is an animation step. 

Similarly, if #(last(S)) < s, then every new instance added to s is an 

animation step. These steps implement the "zooming in" to the next phrase to 

be evaluated. However, if #(last(S)) > #s, then we don't always want to "zoom 

in". As discussed above, we want to avoid "zooming in" from the whole program 

with each new stack. We can do this by requiring that the result of the n + 

instance in last(S) differs from subject (premise (top (s))). 

This definition is also used in the cases of the definition that correspond to 

the third and fourth refinements. These are the ones that prevent two adjacent 
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animation histories being identical. They both use the idea of the subject of the 

premise of the instance below the top instance being one that could have been 

displayed in a previous animation. 

If (S, s) is a transitional animation history and 1 <n < #s then the premise 

q of the n instance in s is valid if one of the following conditions holds: 

length(S) = 0. 

#(last(S)) 

#(last(S)) > n and subject(q) differs from the result of the n + 1th instance 

in last (S). 

A.1.2 Definition of Animation Histories 

The following definition formalises the above discussion. The fourth case 

corresponds to the first refinement mentioned in that discussion. The fifth case 

corresponds to the second and third refinements, and the the sixth case 

corresponds to the fourth refinement. 

A transitional animation of a program (c, m, e) is a consistent sequence S 

and a partially consistent stack s, such that: 

If length(S) >0, then ist(S) = (p,'m,e). If length(S) = 0 and #3>0, then 

lst(s) = (p,rn,e). 

All terms on the rhs of a remote premise in s must be closed. 

If length(S) > 0 and #s > 0 then ist(s) = rst(S). 

If top(s) has a local premise then that premise must be valid. 
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If top(s) is an axiom and #s = n, then result(top(s)) must be a value, and 

the premise of the n - 1th instance in s must not be valid. 

If top(s) has a remote premise, result (top(s)) is a value and #s = n, and 

the premise of the n - 1th instance in s must not be valid. 

The env, subject, lhm, lhs and 1st of a transitional animation (S, s) are 

those of S if S isn't empty, or those of s if S is empty. The result, rhm, rhs 

and rst of (S, s) are those of s if s isn't empty, or those of S if s is empty. All 

these functions are undefined if both S and s are empty. 

The focus of a transitional animation (5, .$) of (c, m, e) is defined as follows: 

If s is empty, S is not empty and top(S) is an axiom then the focus is 

result (top (last (S))). 

If s is empty, S is not empty and top(S) has a premise then the focus is 

result (premise (top (last (S)))). 

If s is not empty and top(S) is an axiom then the focus is 

subject (top (last (S))). 

If s is not empty and top(S) has a premise then the focus is 

subject (premise (top (last (5)))). 

If both s and S are empty then the focus is c. 

A.1.3 Initial and Complete Animations 

The initial transitional animation of a program (p, m, e) is an empty 

sequence and an empty stack. 
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A transitional animation (5, s) is complete if the result of S is a value. (For 

this to hold s must be empty.) 

Lemma A.1 A complete transitional animation (5,.) of a phrase (c, rn, e) is 

unique. 

This follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. 

A.1.4 Transitional Trees Revisited 

A transitional animation (5, s) is an instance of a partially consistent stack s' if 

the partially consistent sequence S©s is an instance of s'. If (5, s) is an instance 

of a path from the root of a transitional tree, then this path is called the tree 

path of (S, s), and is written 

Lemma A.2 If (S, s) is a transitional animation of (c, rn, e) and T is the 

transitional rule that strongly matches (c, rn, e) then (5, s) is an instance of a 

path from the root of the transitional tree of r. 

Proof: The proof follows that of Lemma 7.2. 

A.1.5 Summary 

The difference between the definitions of transitional animation histories and 

transitional evaluation histories resembles the difference between relational 

animation histories and transitional evaluation histories. The animation histories 

are more complex, to reflect the smaller size of the animation steps. They 

support the ideas of zooming in to the next sub-phrase and of showing the result 

of each sub-phrase as it is evaluated. 
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Transitional animation histories show this greater detail by separating the 

last stack of the history from the rest and letting it grow a rule at a time. 

A.2 Transitional Animation Steps 

This section defines a transitional animation step, gives a small example of an 

animation, and proves some simple facts about the definition. The definition is 

based on the idea of a minimal extension of an animation history, in much the 

same way as the definition of relational animation steps. 

A.2.1 Definition 

If (S, s) and (S', .s') are transitional animations, (S', s) extends (8, s) if one of 

the following conditions holds: 

S©.s is a prefix of S. 

S = 5' and #s'> #s. 

5, s, and 5' are all empty, and #s' is not empty. 

(5', .s') minimally extends (S, s) if there is no transitional animation 	, 8") 
' 

such that ( ,,,, , sF, ) extends (S, s) and (S, s) extends (
,,,, , sF, ). 

A animation step for transitional animations is a function AT such that if 

(5, s) is an transitional animation, then AT(S, s) is the minimal extension of 

(S's). 
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A.2.2 Example 

If the environment e binds 'a' to 2 and 'b' to 3, the following sequence is a 

series of transitional animations of 'a' > 'b', rn and e, such that each 

animation is reached from the previous one by an application of AT. 

After the first step, the animation selects the first sub-phrase to be evaluated, 

in this case 'a': 

eF 'a', M 	c in'  
s e 	'a'> 'b', mc> 

The second step evaluates the call to the remote rule set. Note that a 

transitional animation with an empty sequence and a stack containing the two 

instances shown here would be illegal, by case 6 of the definition of transitional 

animations. 

LOOKUP 

I-  lookup(e, 'a'), m-+2, in 

S 
	 e  'a', m—*2, in 

e 	'a', in —2, in 
e I- 'a > 'b', in —2> 'b', in 

5 	 empty 

The third step selects the next sub-phrase to be evaluated, in this case 

LOOKUP 

F-  lookup(e, 'a'), in-+2, in 
eF- 'a', m-2, in 

eF- 'a'. in -2. in 
eF- 'a'> 'b', in-2> 'b', in 

e H 'b', in -* c'21  in'  
e H 2 > 'b', in2>c, in' 

S 

5 
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The fourth step evaluates the call to the remote rule set. 

-- LOOKUP 
Hlookup(e,(a'), m-2, m 

e  'a', m-#2, in 

e  'a', m—~2, m 
c  'a'> 'b', m-2> 'b', in 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e,'b'), in-3, m 
e  'b', m—*3, in 

e 	'b', m—*3, in 
e H 2 > 'b', rn-#2>3, in 

S 
	 empty 

The fifth step selects the overall phrase: 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e,'a'), rn —+2, in 
e  'a', m—+2, m 

eH 'a'. m - 2. in 
e 	'a' > 'b', in -* 2> 'b', in 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e,'b'), m—*3, in 
e  'b', in -*3, m 

e  'b'. in-3. m 
e H 2> 'b', m -f 2>3, m 

INTEGER 

H 2>3, m 
e H 2 > 3, m -* ff, in' 

5 
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The last step produces the final result: 

LOOKUP 

I- lookup(e, 'a'), in -2, rn 
eH 'a', rn—*2, in 

e 	'a'. rn—*2. m 
eF 'a'> 'b', rn—*2> 'b', in 

LOOKUP 

Hlookup(e,'b'), m-+3, in 
e 	'b', m—*3, in 

eH 'b', in—*3, in 
e H 2> 'b', in —p2>3, in 

INTEGER 

H 2>3, in—ff, in 
e - 2 > 3, in -p ff,  

S 	 empty 

Lemma A.3 If (S, s) is an incomplete transitional animation, then AT(S,  s) is 

unique. 

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.2. 

Lemma A.4 If (S, s) is a transitional animation of (c, m, e) and 

(S', s') = AT(S, s) then: 

Ifs is not empty then either length(S') = length(S) + 1 and s' is empty or 

S'=S and #s'=#s+l. 

If s is empty then either length(S') = length(S) + 1 and s' is empty or S'= S 

and s' is not empty. 

Proof, part 1: s is not empty. Consider cases of top(s): 

If top(s) is an axiom or has a remote premise then AT (S, s) = (SOs,.), by 

the definition of AT , and the result follows immediately. 

If top(s) has a local premise then from the definition of transitional 

animations one of the following conditions holds: 
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#last(S) < #s 

S is empty 

#la.st (S) > n and either t is an axiom or result (premise (t)) differs from 

subject (premise (top (s))), where t is the flhh  instance in last(S). 

Let s" be s extended by a new instance t'. Since #s" = s + 1, the 

conditions above also hold for s". 

By the definitions of AT  and transitional animations, if t' is an axiom or has 

a remote premise then AT(S,  s) = (SOs", .), and if t' has a local premise then 

AT(S, s) = (S, s"). In either case the result follows immediately. 

Proof, part 2: s is empty. The proof uses induction on the structure of last(S). 

Base Case: Either S is empty or bottom(last(S)) is an axiom or 

result (premise (bottom(last(S)))) is a value. 

If S is empty, then (5, s) is an initial animation of (c, m, e). In this case, let r 

be the transitional rule that strongly matches (c, m, e). If S is not empty, let 'r 

be the transitional rule that strongly matches rst(S). In both cases let s" he the 

stack that contains just the appropriate instance r, and consider cases of r. 

If 'i-  is an axiom, then if S is empty, bottom(last(S)) is an axiom or 

result (bottom (s)) is not a value, then AT(S, s) = (SOs", .); otherwise 

AT(S, s) = (8, s") and s" = 1, by the definition of AT. 

If 'r has a remote premise, then if result (bottom (s")) is a value and either S is 

empty or bottom(last(S)) is an axiom, then AT(S, s) = (S(Qs", .); otherwise 

AT(S, 8) = (S, s") and s" = 1, by the definition of AT. 

If r has a local premise, then AT(S, 8) = (S, s") and #s" = 1, by the 

definition of AT. 
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Induction Step: result (premise (bottom (last (S)))) exists and is not a value. Let 

T be the transitional rule that strongly matches rst(S). Let t be the 

corresponding instance of T. 

The condition on the induction step ensures that t is an instance of the same 

rule as bottom (last (S)), which has a local premise. Therefore lhs(premise(t)) 

doesn't differ from rhs (premise (bottom (last (S)))). Thus a stack containing just t 

would not be consistent. Therefore s"> 1. 

By induction AT([last(S)],.) = (Si, 5),  where either length(S) = 2 and st  is 

empty, or St  = S' and st is not empty. 

If 	 I, 	 t 	t i S
t  is empty then AT(S, s) = (S©s ,.), where [s"] = last(S ). If s s not 

empty then AT(S, s) = (8, .s"), where [s"] = s. Both cases follow from the 

definition of AT,  and the result follows immediately. 

A.2.3 Summary 

A transitional animation step is defined as a minimal extension of a transitional 

animation history. Most of the complexity of the process is included in the 

definition of an animation history, and this makes the definition of a step 

comparatively straightforward. Animation steps are determinate, and extend an 

animation in a limited number of ways. 

A.3 Equivalent Animations 

This section defines when a transitional animation and a relational animation 

are equivalent. It then proves that applying a relational and a transitional 

animation step to the (empty) initial animations of the same program in 

equivalent specifications produces equivalent animations. This definition and 
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proof are similar to ones given in Chapter 7, but have extra cases to handle the 

more complicated definitions of animations compared to evaluations. 

This work uses the definition of equivalent specifications that was given in 

Chapter 7. This shows that the definitions of animations doesn't change the 

functional meaning of a semantics. 

A.3.1 Definition 

The definition of equivalence for animations is similar to that for evaluations (see 

Section 7.4). It is more complex because it has to allow for partially consistent 

stacks in transitional animations and the boolean variable in relational 

animations. The first extra case is case 2(c), which is a special case of case 2(b). 

The other extra cases are case 3, which applies when o(7?, b) is a non-recursive 

local premise, and case 8, which applies when o(7?., b) = conclusion (root ('R.)) and 

b = ff. 

If a transitional specification and a relational specification are equivalent, 

(S, s) and (7, b) are non-empty transitional and relational animations in these 

specifications and p is the rule instantiated at the root of (1?., b), then (S, s) and 

(1?, b) are equivalent, written (S, s) 	(1, b), if S can be partitioned into 

subsequences S1 ,. .. , 	where j is the number of matched premises of 

root (1, b), such that the following conditions hold: 

1. lst(R,b) = lst(S,$). 

th 
2. For all z such that 1 z 	, if q is the z premise of root(R) then the 

following conditions hold: 

(a) if q is trivial and non-recursive then Si is empty. 

(b) If q is local, non-trivial and non-recursive, and either o(R, b) is not in 

(7, b) [1] or s is empty then [Si] is defined and ([Si],.) 	(7, b)[i]. 
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If q is local, non-trivial and non-recursive, o(R, b) is in (R, b)[i] and s 

is not empty then either [Si ] and [s] are defined and 

([Si ], [s]) 	(1, b)[i] or Si  is empty and (., [s]) 	(7?, b)[i]. 

q is local and recursive Hf length(S) > 0, bottom (head (S)) is an 

axiom, rst(head(S)) = lst(q), and if length(S) > 1 or (1?, b)[i] is not 

empty then (tail(S), s) 	(1, b)[i], 

q is remote Hf length(S) = 1, #(head(S)) = 1 and 

premise (bottom (head (S))) = q. If O(R, b) = q then s is empty. 

o(R, b) is a remote premise of root(R) and b = f  if Si is empty, #.s = 1, 

premise (bottom (s)) is a remote premise that refers to the same remote rule 

set as o(R, b), lst (pre mise (bottom (s))) = lst(o(1R, b)), and 

rhs (premise (bottom (s))) = rhs(o('R, b)). 

o(1, b) is a non-recursive local premise of root (R) if premise (bottom (s)) is 

a local premise, #s = 1 and lst (premise (bottom (s))) = lst(o('R, b)). 

o(R, b) is the local recursive premise of root(R) if length(S 1) = 1, 

bottom (head (S i)) is an axiom, lst(S 1) = lst(o(R, b)) and s is empty. 

If p is recursive and o(R, b) is not the local recursive premise of root(R), 

then 5j+1  is empty. 

If p is recursive then conclusion (root ('JZ)) is matched if rhs(S) = rhs(R) 

and s is empty. 

p  is not recursive, o(R, b) = conclusion (root (R.)) and b = tt if 

length(S 1) = 1, bottom (head (S3i )) is an axiom and 

conclusion (bottom (head (S 1))) = o(R., b). 

9. p  is not recursive, o(R, b) = conclusion (root(R, b)) and b = f  if 	is 

empty, bottom(s) is an axiom and conclusion (bottom (head (s))) = o(R, b). 
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10. If p is not recursive, and o('R, b) 	conclusion (root (R)), then S31  is empty. 

In addition, the empty transitional animation is equivalent to the empty 

relational animation. 

Lemma A.5 If a transitional specification and a relational specification are 

equivalent, and (S, s) and (7, b) are initial animations of (p, rn, e) in those 

specifications, then AT(S,  s) exists if AR(IR-, b) exists. If they exist, then 

AT(S,S) AR('R,b). 

This proof is similar to, but more complicated than, the proof of Lemma 7.3, 

and is omitted for brevity. 

A.3.2 Summary 

The definition of equivalence for animation histories resembles that for 

evaluation histories, but is complicated by the extra detail in the definitions of 

animations compared to those of evaluations. 

The definition uses the definition of equivalent specifications developed in 

Chapter 7. The notion of equivalent animations doesn't alter the semantics of 

the underlying specifications. 

A.4 Step Functions Preserve Equivalence 

This section shows that AR  and  AT  are equivalent, in other words that a 

transitional animation of a program and a relational animation of the same 

program will produce identical sequences of animation steps. 

This result is shown by Proposition A.7, which requires the following lemma. 
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Lemma A.6 If the following conditions hold: 

A transitional specification and a relational specification are equivalent and (5, s) 

and (7?., b) are equivalent animations in those specifications and are not 

equivalent animations. 

There are j matched premises at root(R) and Si,.. . S31  are the sub-sequences 

of S used to show that (S, s) (R, b). 

The relational rule instantiated at root(R) is P. 

The configuration terms and transitional rules in the transitional realisation of p 

are Cl ,. . . , C1  and r1,.. . ,TI. 

then the following conditions hold: 

For all i such that 1 < i < k, Si  is an instance of the stack si  that contains just 

, where k = j if S 1  is empty and k = j + 1 otherwise. 

If Si is not empty, bottom (head (S)) is not an axiom and 

result (premise (bottom (last (S1)))) exists and is a value, then result(S) is an 

instance of C+1. 

This proof is similar to, but more complicated than, the proof of Lemma 7.4, 

and is omitted for brevity. 

Proposition A.7 If a transitional specification and a relational specification are 

equivalent, (5, s) and (7?., b) are a transitional animation and a relational 

animation in these specifications and (S, s) 	(7?., b), then AT(S,  s) exists if 

AR(7?.,b) exists. If they exist, then AT(S,$) 	AR(7?.,b). 

The proof is similar to, but more complicated than, the proof of 

Proposition 7.5, and is omitted. 
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A.5 Appendix Summary 

This appendix has defined transitional animation histories and transitional 

animation steps, which introduce the same complications introduced for 

relational semantics by relational animation histories. 

This appendix has also shown that animations of a program in equivalent 

specifications produce the same sequence of animation steps. In other words, the 

definition of animation step given here is independent of the chosen formalism. 

It uses the definition of equivalent specifications given in Chapter 7, so the 

definitions of animation steps have not altered the underlying semantics. 



Appendix B 

A Guide to the Notation 

This is a quick reference to the notation used throughout the thesis. 

B.1 Terms and Metavariables 

The notation for variables, terms, metavariables and expressions used in abstract 

syntaxes, rules and rule forms is given in the following table: 

Objects Variables Terms Metavariables Expressions 

Configurations plus(3,5) c plus(3,v) y,C a(c,c') 

Values 2, <a' v tt v,V a(V) 

Phrases plus(3,5) p plus(3,v) ir,P P 

Environments (<a', 3) e et (p, v) e, E EfE' 

Memories (V, V') m mf(v,v') p,M M 

Constructors plus a - - - 

Identifiers <a' x - - - 

Booleans tt, ff b - - - 

Integers 2,-1 i,j,k,l,m,n - - - 

320 
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All variables (in this and other sections) may be primed or subscripted as 

required. The text also uses variables subscripted by integer variables (e.g. P); 

this indicates a variable from a set of appropriately numbered variables. 

B.2 Substitution 

The following table gives the notation for substitutions: 

.F(C) 	(Free) Variables of C 

C[//y] Substitution of 'y' for -y  in C 

a 	Substitutions 

a a a 	Composition of substitutions 

Y and ['y'/'y] can be applied to any term, sequent or rule; the configurations 

shown here are examples. 

B.3 Sequents and Rules 

Sequents have the following forms: 

Local 	 Remote 

Relational: 
NAME 

env F- subject, lhm = result, rhm 	env I-subject, lhm =>- result, rhm 

Transitional: 
NAME 

env I- subject, lhm -+ result, rhm 	env F-subject, lhm—*result, rhm 
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The variables used for sequents and rules are as follows: 

q Sequents 

'r Transitional Rules 

t Instances of Transitional Rules 

p Relational Rules 

r Instances of Relational Rules 

The next table lists the operations used on sequents and rules. 

env(q) The env ofq. 

subject(q) The subject of q. 

lhm(q) The lhm of q. 

lhs(q) The lhs of q. 

lst(q) The 1st of q. 

result (q) The result of q. 

rhm(q) The rhm of q. 

vhs(q) The rhs of q. 

rst(q) The rst of q. 

- conclusion(p) The conclusion of p. 

conclusion is defined on all rules and instances of rules. A relational rule is used 

here as an example. 
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B.4 Stacks and Sequences 

The variables used for stacks and sequences are as follows: 

.s Stacks 

S Sequences 

The next table lists the operations on stacks and sequences. 

The height of s. 

top(s) The top instance of s. 

bottom(s) The bottom instance of s. 

[s] s minus bottom(s). 

head(S) The first stack in S. 

last (S) The last stack in S. 

S©s S with s appended. 

tail(S) S minus head(S). 

[5] S minus bottom(s) Vs E S. 

head, last, tail and [5] are undefined on empty sequences. [s] is undefined if 

#s > 1. [5] is undefined if [s] is undefined for any stack in [S] or if the bottom 

instances of the stacks in S aren't instances of the same rule. 

The operations on sequents also apply to stacks and sequences. 
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B.5 Relational Evaluations and Animations 

The following table gives the notation for relational evaluation histories, 

relational animation histories, and the corresponding step functions: 

7?, Relational Evaluations 

(p, rn, e) Relational Evaluation States 

N Nodes of Trees 

7?[.A1], R[i] Relational Sub-evaluations 

911 Relational Evaluation Step 

(R, b) Relational Animations 

(Rj, b)[V], (R b) [Z'] Relational Sub-animations 

AR  Relational Animation Step 

7?', (7, b) 	(7?!, b') Congruence 

o(R),o(7Z,b) Current Sequents 

0(7?), 0(7?, b) Current Nodes 

The operations on sequents also apply to evaluations and animations. 
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B.6 Equivalence 

The following table gives the notation for transitional evaluation histories, 

transitional animation histories, the corresponding step functions, and the 

equivalences between relational and transitional systems: 

W Syntax Map 

T Transitional Evaluations 

(c)  m, e) Transitional Evaluation States 

Transitional Evaluation Step 

5,, Realisations of Relational Rules 

ST Tree path of T 

Evaluation Equivalence 

(5, .$), (5,.) Transitional Animations 

AT Transitional Animation Step 

(5, .$) 	(7?, b) Animation Equivalence 

The operations on sequents also apply to evaluations and animations. 
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B.7 Animation Operations 

This table lists the notation used for the animation operations defined on 

relational animations. 

AR,V View-specific Step 

R Phrase Evaluation 

CR Total Evaluation 

AR Reverse Animation Step 

AR,V Reverse View-specific Step 

2R Reverse Phrase Evaluation 

CR  Reverse Total Evaluation 
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B.8 LSL Display Expressions 

This table lists the operators that can be used in display rules in LSL. It omits 

the operators mentioned in Chapter 9 that aren't in LSL. It also omits the basic 

tokens such as string literals, the special variables subject, result, etc. 

The jth  subtree of the current node. 

Si 	The jth  premise of the current node or the ith argument of a term. 

$0 	The conclusion of the current node. 

$$ 	The current node. 

$n 	A newline character. 

$s 	A space character. 

$t 	A tab character. 

La i 	Equivalent to &i ?i 

x ?i y 	x if the evaluation of the jth  premise has started, y otherwise. 

x ?!i y 	x if the jth  premise is being evaluated, y otherwise. 

x ??i y 	x if the evaluation of the 	premise has finished, y otherwise. 

X, highlighted if the focus is the subject of this sequent. 

##x 	x, highlighted if the focus is the result of this sequent. 

x, highlighted if the focus is the subject or the result of this sequent. 

{ x} 	x in a box. 

(x) 	x - the brackets indicate grouping. 

x OVER y 	x positioned above y, seperated by a line. 

x ABOVE y x positioned above y, seperated by a space. 



Appendix C 

The Specification of Proc 

This appendix gives an annotated specification of Proc, the language used for all 

the examples in this thesis. The specification is almost complete; each omission 

is almost exactly the same as a part that is included. 

Proc is an expression-based language; each program is an expression that 

returns a value. A few constructs (while and assign) are evaluated for their 

side-effects and return the value null. Proc provides functions of one argument, 

while loops, conditional expressions, simple integer operations, and little else. 

C.1 The Header 

The header gives the name of the language and the names and types of the views 

of that language. 

The stack, env and memory views of Proc are simple views of those types. 

The topstack view is a source view of the procedure on top of the stack. The 

source view is a source view of the whole animation tree. The plain-semantics 

view displays the relational semantic proof tree shorn of memories and 

environments, and the full-semantics view shows the entire proof tree. 

328 
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LANGUAGE proc 

VIEWS 

stack: STACK 

source, plain-semantics, full-semantics: SOURCE 

topstack: TOPSTACK 

env: ENV 

memory: MEMORY 

C.2 The LOOKUP-ENV Rule Set 

This rule set defines the operation of looking up the value of an identifier in an 

environment. Environments are defined as an unordered list of bindings; the 

lookup operation uses linear search. 

The specification first defines some variables to use in the rules. These have 

global scope, and so they are defined outside the rule set: 

VARS 

x, y, arg: PHRASE 

e, el: ENV 

v, vi: VALUE 

m, mO, ml: MEMORY 

The first part of the rule set specifies the default display attribute for the rule 

set in each view. 
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BEGIN LOOKUP-ENV 

VIEWS 

source, topstack: HIDDEN 

full-semantics plain-semantics: STATIC 

The next part of the rule set defines the new constructors that it will use, 

with their types. These constructors have global scope, but the types given here 

are local to this rule set. Even built-in constructors such as true and false 

must be defined before they can be used. 

CONSTRUCTORS 

lookup-env (ENV, PHRASE): PHRASE 

false true: VALUE 

add_env (ENV, PHRASE, VALUE): ENV 

equal (PHRASE, PHRASE): PHRASE 

Finally the rule set includes the semantic rules. These are LSL equivalent of 

the following rules from the main text: 

H lookup(et(x,v), x), m = v, rn 

H lookup(e,x), m ==> v', m 	 IDENT 

H lookup(et(x',v), x), m ==> v', M 	
Heq(x,x) 	f  

Variables may not repeated in the lhs of an LSL rule, so both rules need side 

conditions: 
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RULES 

Lookup_envi: 

(I- 

 

lookup-env (add-env (e, x, v), y), m ==> v, m) 

PROVIDED 

ID ( I- equal (x, y) ==> true) 

Lookup_env2: 

(I- lookup-env (e, y), m ==> vi, ml) 

(I- lookup_env (add-env (e, x, v), y), m => vi, ml) 

PROVIDED 

ID ( I- equal (x, y) ==> false) 

END LOOKUP-ENV 

The rule set could include display rules at this point, but all the display rules 

for Proc are given after all the rule sets. 

C.3 The LOOKUP-MEMORY Rule Set 

This rule set is similar to the LOOKUP-ENV rule set. The main difference is in the 

definition of the constructors and their types. Constructors that have already 

been defined are assigned types for this rule set in the TYPES section: 

CONSTRUCTORS 

lookup-memory (MEMORY, PHRASE): PHRASE 

add_memory (MEMORY, PHRASE, VALUE): MEMORY 
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TYPES 

false: VALUE 

true: VALUE 

equal (PHRASE, PHRASE): PHRASE 

The semantic rules are the obvious equivalents of those in the LOOKUP-ENV 

rule set. A better implementation would update values in place instead of 

extending the list with a new binding. 

C.4 The PROC Rule Set 

This is the main rule set of the specification. It defines the semantics of Proc 

expressions. 

First the specification defines some more variables. 

VARS 

cond, argi, arg2: PHRASE 

v2: VALUE 

m2, m3: MEMORY 

The first part of the rule set follow the same format as above, but define 

many more constructors. Most of these are obvious counterparts to the language 

constructs, if, while, func, call, etc. The deref constructor is a language 

construct that looks up the value of an identifier in the current memory. The 

null-env and null-memory constructors stand for the empty environment and 

empty memory. The null constructor is the value returned by side-effecting 

constructs (while and assign). The id and mt constructors are built-in. 
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The while constructor takes two arguments; the four argument version used 

in the thesis is not needed here because this specification is not proven 

equivalent to a transitional semantics. 

BEGIN PROC 

CONSTRUCTORS 

if (PHRASE, PHRASE, PHRASE): PHRASE 

int: VALUE PHRASE 

plus minus times divide modulus (PHRASE, PHRASE): PHRASE 

less greater (PHRASE, PHRASE): PHRASE 

func (PHRASE PHRASE PHRASE PHRASE): PHRASE 

call (PHRASE PHRASE): PHRASE 

closure (ENV PHRASE PHRASE PHRASE): PHRASE 

while assign sequence (PHRASE PHRASE): PHRASE 

deref (PHRASE PHRASE): PHRASE 

null-env: ENV 

null-memory: MEMORY 

null: VALUE 

id: PHRASE 

TYPES 

false: VALUE PHRASE 

true: VALUE PHRASE 

equal (PHRASE PHRASE): PHRASE 
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Since this is the main rule set, it must include a grarmnar and a default 

environment and memory. Proc includes both defaults. 

DEFAULT ENV : null-env 

DEFAULT MEMORY : null-memory 

Proc uses the simple lexical analyser provided with The Animator Generator. 

Therefore the first part of the grammar is a list of keywords. This is the only 

way that the lexical analyser can be tailored to a language. Note that NULL can't 

be used as the symbol for a keyword because it would clash with the C identifier, 

and END can't be used as it would clash with the LSL identifier. 

GRAMMAR 

Xkeyword IF "if" 

%keyword THEN "then" 

%keyword ELSE "else" 

°hkeyword ENDIF "endif" 

%keyword TRUE "true" 

%keyword FALSE "false" 

°hkeyword FUNC "func" 

°hkeyword IN "in" 

°hkeyword End "end" 

°hkeyword CALL "call" 

Y0keyword WHILE "while" 

Ykeyword ENDWHILE "endwhile" 

%keyword DO "do" 

%keyword ASSIGN "assign" 

°hkeyword NUL "null" 
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The parse rules for Proc are ambiguous. This ambiguity is resolved by giving 

precedences to some of the symbols, as in YACC [Joh78]. The last precedence 

rule binds tightest, so assign x 1+1; 2 is parsed as (assign x (1+1)); 2. 

%left ';' 

°hnonassoc ASSIGN 

%nonassoc 

°hleft  

%left  

°hleft  

The parse rules are like those in YACC. Each left hand side is a list of 

keywords, single characters and non-terminals. A successful parse by a certain 

rule returns the value following the colon, where $i means the value of the z•th 
 

item in that rule. Unlike YACC, no side-effecting actions may be made while a 

rule is being parsed. 

env: 	 '(' ')' : 	null-env 

env '+' '(' id ',' value ')' : add-env ($1, $4, $6) 

value: 	 id 

mt 

TRUE : 	true 

FALSE : 	false 

NUL : 	null 
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phrase: 	id : 	$1 

I 	mt : 	$1 

I 	TRUE : 	true 

I 	FALSE : 	false 

I 	IF phrase THEN phrase ELSE phrase ENDIF 

if ($2, $4, $6) 

I 	IF phrase THEN phrase ENDIF : if ($2, $4, null) 

I 	phrase '+' phrase : 	plus ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase '-' phrase : 	minus ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase '*' phrase : 	times ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase 'I' phrase : 	divide ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase ' °h' phrase : 	modulus ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase '>' phrase : 	greater ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase '<' phrase : 	less ($1, $3) 

I 	phrase '' phrase : 	equal ($1, $3) 

I 	WHILE phrase DO phrase ENDWHILE : 	while ($2, $4) 

I 	!' id : 	deref ($2) 

I 	ASSIGN id phrase : 	assign ($2, $3) 

I 	phrase ';' phrase : 	sequence ($1, $3) 

I 	FUNC id id '=' phrase IN phrase End 

func ($2, $3, $5, $7) 

I 	CALL '(' id phrase ')' : call ($3, $4) 

I 	'(' phrase ')' : $2 

LI 

memory: 	 '(' ')' : 	null-memory 

I 	memory '+' '(' id ',' value 

add_memory ($1, $4, $6) 
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This rule set ends with the semantic rules. The only integer operation shown 

is plus; the others are similar. 

Recursive rules are declared as such. This is optional, because The Animator 

Generator automatically assumes that a rule is recursive if the rhs of its 

conclusion is the same as that of its last premise, unless the rule is specified to 

be non-recursive. Including the declarations helps to spot typing mistakes. 

RULES 

Deref: RECURSIVE: 

LOOKUP-MEMORY ( I- lookup-memory (m, x), m ==> v, ml) 

(e I- deref (x), m ==> v, ml) 

The Var rule shows how the id constructor is used. The arguments of the 

constructor is the identifier itself, but this is not an LSL term, and so it must 

always be used as an argument to this constructor. Two different identifiers can 

be matched by using different arguments. 

Var: RECURSIVE: 

LOOKUP-ENV ( I- lookup-env (e, id (arg)), m ==> v, ml) 

(e I- id (arg), m ==> v, ml) 

If-false: RECURSIVE: 

(e I- cond, mO ==> false, ml) 

(e I- arg2, ml 	> v, m2) 

(e I- if (cond, argi, arg2), mO ==> v, m2) 
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If _true: RECURSIVE: 

(e I- cond, mO 	> true, ml) 

(e I- argi, ml 	> v, m2) 

(e I- if (cond, argi, arg2), mO ==> v, m2) 

Plus: RECURSIVE: 

(e I- argi, mO 	> vi, ml) 

(e I- arg2, ml ==> v2, m2) 

INTEGER ( I- plus (vi, v2), m2 ==> v, m3) 

(e I- plus (argi, arg2), mO ==> v, m3) 

Sequence: 

(e I- argi, mO 	> vi, ml) 

(e I- arg2, ml ==> v2, m2) 

(e I- sequence (argi, arg2), mO ==> null, m2) 

While2: 

(e I- argi, mO ==> false, ml) 

(e I- while (argi, arg2), mO ==> null, ml) 

Whilel: RECURSIVE: 

(e I- argl, mO ==> true, ml) 

(e I- arg2, ml 	> null, m2) 

(e I- while (argi, arg2), m2 => v, m3) 

(e I- while (argi, arg2), mO ==> v, m3) 
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The Assign rule shows that the rhm of a conclusion may be an arbitrary 

expression. 

Assign: 

(e I -  argi, mO ==> vi, ml) 

(e I -  assign (x, argi), mO ==> null, add-memory (ml, x, vi)) 

The Func rule evaluates the body of the function in the environment that 

binds the function name to a closure containing the function definition. Thus the 

function may be recursive. 

Func: NON-RECURSIVE: 

(add-env (e, x, closure (e, x, y, argi)) H arg2, mO ==> v, ml) 

(e H func (x, y, argi, arg2), mO ==> v, ml) 

The third premise of the Call rule is enclosed in square brackets to show 

that the current node must be added to the stack while this premise is evaluated. 

Call: RECURSIVE: 

(e I- arg2, mO ==> v, ml) 

LOOKUP-ENV ( H lookup-env (e, x), ml ==> closure (el, x, y, argi), m2) 

[(add-env (add-env (el, Y.  v), x, closure (el, x, y, argi)) I- 

argl, m2 => vi, m3)] 

(e I -  call (x, arg2), mO ==> vi, m3) 

END PROC 
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C.5 Constructor Display Rules 

The rest of the specification consists of the display rules. First are the 

constructor display rules. A few examples are included here; the other rules are 

similar. If no display attribute is specified, it is assumed to be DYNAMIC. 

DISPLAY CONSTRUCTORS 

mt id: 

BUILT-IN 

deref: 

$1 

if: 

"if " $1 $n "then " $2 $n "else " $3 $n "endif" 

false: 

"false" 
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The sequence constructor is hidden; the animator never stops at an instance 

of a rule describing this constructor. 

sequence: 

HIDDEN 

$1 ";" $n $2 

lookup-env: 

"lookup-env (" {$1}, $2 u)u 

null-env null-memory: 

TI 

add-env add-memory: 

$1 "(1 ' $2, $3 i):i $n 

closure: 

"closure (" {$1}, $2, $3, {$4} ")" 

func: 

STATIC 

"func " $1 $s $2 " =" $n$s$s {$3} $n "j"  $n$s$s {$4} $n "end" 
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C.6 Semantic Display Rules 

The default display rule for sequents is similar to the one described in Chapter 9. 

LSL doesn't allow default display rules for semantic rules. 

DEFAULT SEQUENT: 

-full_semantics-> 

<{Env} I- {Subject}, {Lhm} ==> {Result}, {Rhm}> 

-plain_semantics-> 

< I- {Subject} ==> {Result}> 

-source-> 

-topst ack-> 

Result ?? Subject 

The source view for the Plus rule says that if the node has been evaluated, 

it displays the result; otherwise it displays the constructor with the arguments 

replaced with the corresponding sub-animations. If the focus is the subject of 

the conclusion or of the remote premise, the display is highlighted. 

Plus: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER <1 	02 u 	U 03> 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$3 = #<plus (01 2)> 

$0 = #!<v ?? 03> 
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Sequence: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER <01 	02> 

-source-> 

-topst ack-> 

$0 = #!<sequence (01 02)> 

Assign: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER 01 

-source-> 

-topst ack-> 

$0 = #!<assign (x, 01)> 

Var: 

-fullsemantics-> 

$1 = <ulookup_env (u I- #<lookup_env (e arg)>, {m} ==> v , {ml}u)1!> 

$$ = 00 OVER 01 

-plainsemantics-> 

$1 = <"lookup_env (" I- #<lookup_env (e arg)> ==> v 1)11> 

$$ = 00 OVER 01 

- source-> 

-topstack-> 

$0 = #!<v ?? arg> 
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Lookup_envi: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = O OVER 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$0 = #!<v ?? <lookupenv (add_env (e, x, v), y)>> 

Lookupenv2: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER 01 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$0 = #!<v 7? <lookup_env (add-env (e, x, v), y)>> 

The source view for the If... rules are slightly more complicated than the 

ones seen so far; if the second premise is being evaluated then that 

sub-animation is displayed. Also note how the second premise is displayed in the 

semantic views. 
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If -true: 

-full_semantics-> 

$2 = <{e} t- {argil, {ml} ==> v, {m2}> ??1 <{e} I- "??" 	> v> 

$$ = 00 OVER <<@1 	 02> ?1 '"> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$2 = < I- {argil ==> v> ??1 <{e} 	"??" ==> v> 

$$ = @0 OVER <<@1 	 02> ?1. "> 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$2 = argi 

$0 = #'<02 ?!2 <v 7? <if (01 02 arg2)>> > 

If_false: 

-full_semantics-> 

$2 = <{e} I- {arg2}, {ml} ==> v, {m2}> ??1 <{e} I- "7?" ==> v> 

$$ = @0 OVER <<@1 " 	" 02> ?1 "> 

-plainsemant ics-> 

$2 = < I- {arg2} ==> v> ??1 <{e} I- "7?" 	> v> 

$$ = 00 OVER <<@1 " 	" @2> 71 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$2 = arg2 

$0 = #'<02 ?!2 <v 7? <if (01 argl 02)>> > 
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Whilel: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER <01 	02 	03> 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$3 = #<while (01 02)> 

$0 = #!<v ?? 03> 

Fj 

While2: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER 01 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$0 = #!<null ?? <while (01 arg2)> > 

Func: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER 01 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$0 = #!<v ?? <func (x, y, argi, 01)>> 
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Call: 

-full_semantics-> 

$2 = <"lookup (" 	I- #<lookup_env (e x)>, {ml} ==> 

##<closure (el, 	x, 	y, 	argi), 	{m2} ")">> 

$$ = 0 OVER <1 " " 	2 " 	"03> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$2 = <"lookup (l  #<lookup_env (e x)> ==> 

##<closure (el, 	x, 	y, 	argi) 

$$ = 00 OVER <1 u 	2 	11 	11  03> 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$2 = ##<call (x, v)> ?? #x 

$0 = #!<vl ?? <3 ?!3 <2 ??2 call (2, 1)>>> 

-stack-> 

$0 = #!<call (x, v)> 

9 

The value display rule is used when the program is a value and doesn't have 

to be evaluated. 

VALUE: 

-full_semantics-> 

-plain_semantics-> 

$$ = 00 OVER IIP 

-source-> 

-topstack-> 

$$ = $0 
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